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ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations in glosses1

1, 2, 3 person INE inessive case
ABL ablative case INF1 dainfinitive
ACC accusative case NEG negative
ADE adessive case NOM nominative case
ALL allative case PAR partitive case
AUX auxiliary verb PL plural
CNG connegative POS possessive
COM comitative case POST postposition
COP copula PPP passive past participle
CVB converb PPT past participle
DAT dative case PRS present tense
ELA elative case PST past simple tense
EVID evidential REFL reflexive
GEN genitive case SG singular
ILL illative case TERM terminative case
IMP imperative
IMPRS impersonal

1 This thesis segments glosses slightly differently from the Leipzig Glossing Rules
(https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/pdf/GlossingRules.pdf). Namely, the rules maintain that hyphens
should be used to separate the reference form (the nominative form for nominals) from a suffix. In
this thesis, however, the hyphen is also used with nonnominative reference forms, where the affix
is nevertheless agglutinative. This is because most Estonian case suffixes are added to the genitive
rather than the nominative form. Genitive case morphology, however, is not agglutinative but fu
sional, meaning the stem is not separable from the suffix, but the two form a new, single morpheme.
Hyphens are not used in tokens with more profound stem changes.
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Other abbreviations

Kstate Kimian state
Dstate Davidsonian state
DCM Differential case marking
DSM Differential subject marking
DOM Differential object marking
n1 hapax legomena count of a morpheme
Nc token count
NP Noun phrase
P Potential variance
pmw per million words
RQ research question
V Realised variance (type count)
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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis addresses a wellknown issue in the syntaxsemantics interface —
the argumentadjunct dichotomy. More precisely, it is concerned with argument
structures where verbs select semantic cases for marking their complements. Such
complements are sometimes regarded as noncanonically marked arguments, be
cause semantic cases are commonly regarded as markers of adjuncts rather than
arguments. For instance, in (1a), the Estonian elative case (‘out of’) marks phys
ical space while in (1b) it marks the complement of the verb sõltuma ‘depend
on’:

(1) a. Enno
Enno.NOM

kõndis
walkPST.3SG

bussijaamast
bus stationELA

koju
home.ILL

‘Enno walked home from the bus station’
b. Üritus

event.NOM
sõltub
dependPRS.3SG

ilmast
weatherELA

‘The event depends on the weather’

Morphological case is a widely used way of expressing verbal argument structure
in language. It is also commonly assumed that some cases are better described as
‘structural’ (sometimes also called ‘syntactic’ or ‘grammatical’) while others are
‘semantic’. While structural cases are expected to mark core arguments (subjects
and objects), semantic cases are viewed as prototypical adverbial markers (e.g.
expressing spatial information, e.g. koju in (1a)). Hence, arguments marked in
semantic cases (1b) complicate this seemingly simple division of labour between
case types. Henceforth they will be called oblique arguments in this thesis.

Another way to approach case systems is to outline case functionality in the
system of a given language and first see whether the two labels (‘structural´ and
‘semantic´) are even helpful in describing the system. Nichols (1983) posits that
while they may apply to some languages, others have a case system with func
tionally overlapping cases, in which case using a binary labelling system would
be misleading. Such a language has a richer inventory of linguistic devices for
marking verbal arguments.

Estonian is a language in which morphological cases may be expected to have
functionally mixed use. It is a morphologically rich language, where the nominal
paradigm includes 14 cases. Three of them — partitive, genitive and nominat
ive — are regarded as structural, marking canonical subjects and objects. These
three cases alternate both in subjects and objects, meaning Estonian has both dif
ferential subject and object marking (DOM and DSM). The rest, i.e. 11 cases, are
regarded as semantic. They include six spatial cases, which form a cohesive se
mantic system. Three mark internal space (illative ‘into’, inessive ‘in’ and elative
‘out of’) and three mark external space (allative ‘onto’, adessive ‘on’ and ablat
ive ‘from on’). Both groups include three directions: lative (illative, allative),
locative (inessive, adessive) and separative (elative, ablative).
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Many of the Estonian semantic cases have been noted to be multifunctional in
that they mark adverbials as well as occur in structural functions, e.g. elative in
(1a)–(1b). However, not much is known about their structural function in terms
of the extent of the phenomenon, how semantic case selection is restricted with
regard to verb lexical semantics, how it affects verb usage, how semantic cases
compare to each other in terms of the proportion in which they occur in struc
tural function and how various semantic cases relate to argument status when used
structurally.

The structural cases of Estonian, i.e. nominative, genitive and partitive, also
offer little functional clarity. Not only do they alternate based on various semantic,
pragmatic and syntactic factors when marking subjects and objects, but they also
mark various phrases which can be described as showing both object and adverbial
properties. All in all, the functionality of Estonian cases does not appear to map
neatly on the labels ‘semantic’ and ‘structural’, as many can be seen in a wide
range of different functions.

This thesis is interested in the structural use of semantic case. More precisely,
it is interested in a particular type of structural use, expressed as a verbal argu
ment structure. Syntactically, an argument structure is a syntactic cooccurrence
pattern in which a verb selects a particular case for marking one or more select
constituents that express the participants of the event or state denoted by the verb.
Semantically, an argument structure is expected to incorporate cases which are
used with bleached, noncoherent semantics, as their main function is to identify
event participants.

A language with a case system can have an inventory of argument structures
that vary in terms of selected case and number of participants. Marantz (2013,
152–153) summarises two puzzles pertaining to verbs and structures, as shown
below. These quotes also illustrate why a description might benefit from a more
cohesive concept of a structure, rather than merely referring to instances of case
selection:

[...] the connection between syntactic structure — in the shallow sense of
word order andmorphological marking—andmeaning, while variedwithin
a language, also transcends individual verbs, such that we can productively
talk about verbs choosing frames relating form and meaning from a small
finite set, rather than about each verb constructing a particular form/meaning
connection.

[...] the flexibility of verbs to appear within the various set of frames relating
form and meaning has defied these efforts to regulate apparent alternations
in argument structure through the classification of verbs.

These two lines of research have shifted discussion away from verb classes
and verbcentered argument structures to the detailed analysis of the way
that structure is used to convey meaning in languages.
(Marantz, 2013, 152–153)
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When an argument structure is defined by cases and the number of arguments, it
follows that a highly varied set of verbs must make do with a limited, finite set of
argument structures for marking their stateofaffairs (event or state) participants.
Hence, the structures must be highly generalised. Nevertheless, structures must
also bear some degree of meaning themselves as both verbs and argument struc
tures may be viewed as contributing to the meaning of the overall expression —
verbs through their root semantics and structures through their structured meaning
representation. Structures therefore contribute highly generalised, abstract mean
ing to the expression.

Structural cases and the argument structures incorporating them (henceforth
‘canonical argument structures’) have traditionally enjoyed a great deal more spot
light than semantic cases in structural functions. This has led to significant gaps
in the knowledge about how argument structures vary in terms of assignment to
verbs and usage, the degree to which the semantic cases in a language can parti
cipate in this phenomenon, as well as the type of argument status they mark. In
addition, many studies that do focus on the structural function of semantic cases,
do so by regarding it as entirely independent from their other functions (see sec
tion 2.2.3). However, case functions may be expected to be linked to one another,
because structural functions diachronically arise from the extension of semantic
functions, leading to grammaticalisation. It is not clear how the overall functional
properties and the degree of grammaticalisation of semantic cases affects the way
speakers use argument structures with these cases.

In addition to variation in terms of verbs and case properties, argument struc
tures are also hypothesised to vary in terms of the nature of the underlying ar
gument status, or in other words, the nature of the connection between verbs and
various other constituents. This connection is what the concept of argument struc
tures effectively models: a link connecting the verb to a few other concepts. A
long held view by many authors is that structural cases indicate a stronger or a
different connection between verbs and the nominal phrases they mark, compared
to that between verbs and constituents in semantic cases. Others disagree, ar
guing for analogous argument status for arguments marked with both types of
cases (Nichols, 1983). Even though we have the behavioural data based empirical
paradigms which are necessary for comparing argument status quality in various
structures, no studies have taken such an approach.

Overall, this thesis undertakes a comprehensive investigation of Estonian ar
gument structures incorporating spatial cases (‘oblique argument structures’), us
ing both corpus and behavioural data. Estonian spatial cases, which make up six
of its 11 semantic cases, have been noted to be highly multifunctional, incorpor
ating both semantic and structural functions. By focusing on a single semantic
domain (i.e. that of spatial relations), the thesis will be able to compare and out
line these cases in a more thorough and meaningful way. The thesis has three
broad objectives:
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1. to investigate the distinctions between verbs in oblique and canonical argu
ment structures with regard to lexical semantics and the usage patterns of
verbs;

2. to link the functions of individual cases to the system of argument structures
and show how changes in case meaning give rise to new structures;

3. to compare various structures in terms of argument status, using them to
demonstrate the gradient nature of the connection between verbs and select
few constituents.

Understanding oblique arguments is crucial for understanding why arguments are
linguistically marked in the way they are and how existing linguistic devices take
this function on. Argument structures form a system, the internal dynamics and
patterns of which are not thoroughly understood as the focus of research in this
domain has been to describe arguments in canonical argument structures and their
connection to verbs, rather than the more peripheral structures. However, it is pre
cisely the periphery which might provide meaningful insight into the phenomenon
as a whole.

1.1 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents the background for the three research objectives listed above.
First, it discusses various properties which have been assigned to canonical argu
ments and argument structures in linguistic literature. After a critical evaluation of
a range of properties (or criteria), it highlights the features which may be assumed
to distinguish between oblique and canonical arguments. Second, it elaborates on
the grammaticalisation of cases and, in particular, the pathway between semantic
and structural cases, showing that the two classes are parts of a scale rather than
discrete categories. Third, it discusses the notion of argument status and the his
tory of research viewing it as a gradient phenomenon.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of canonical and oblique arguments in Estonian,
discussing the differential marking of subjects and objects as well as the functions
of six Estonian spatial cases which are investigated in this thesis. Section 3.7
presents the outline of the corpusbased and experimental methodology used in
this thesis as well as the broad research questions pursued.

Chapter 4 investigates the lexical semantic distinction between verbs with ob
lique and canonical argument structures, as well as the distinction between in
dividual oblique structures. It presents the results of three corpus studies, based
on different variables describing the same sample, which quantitatively addresses
both the lexical semantics and the usage patterns of verbs in canonical and oblique
argument structures.

Chapter 5 uses synchronic means to investigate the degree of grammaticalisa
tion of the six Estonian spatial cases. This is offered as explanation for the ways
and the degree to which spatial cases are used in structural functions, i.e. many of
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the distinctions found in Chapter 4. It outlines three distinct corpus studies based
on three different datasets, relating the characteristics of individual cases to their
behaviour in argument marking functions.

Chapter 6 presents the behavioural data from judgment task based experiment,
comparing the argument status of various types of arguments and adverbials.

In any case, the overall implications of the results of this thesis are discussed
in chapter 7.
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2 BACKGROUND

This chapter lays out the issues related to the three objectives of this thesis, as
outlined in chapter 1. First, it maps the relevant terminology as used in this thesis
(section 2.1). Next, it discusses the background for the three lines of investigation
in this thesis.

The first line of investigation compares oblique and canonical argument struc
tures, providing a general outline of the dynamics guiding the assignment of these
two types of structures to verbs in Estonian. However, there are no clear guidelines
in terms of what might constitute an informative basis for this comparison. A pro
ductive starting point for this is the list of argument criteria, which have been pro
posed to definitively identify arguments and distinguish them from adjuncts. Such
criteria essentially serve the aim of highlighting the essence of argument structure
and outline its many characteristic syntactic, morphological and semantic patterns.
While some criteria classify both oblique and canonical structures as marking core
arguments, others highlight a distinction between the two. The latter are of cent
ral interest in terms of the comparison presented in chapter 4. Hence, in order to
identify potential distinct patterns of oblique and canonical structures, section 2.2
analyses a list of traditional argument criteria, highlighting their relevance to this
thesis.

The second objective of this thesis is to link the evolution of individual cases
to the system of argument structures. Section 2.3 discusses the grammaticalisation
of morphological cases, focusing on the attested pathways between semantic and
structural cases. It observes that instead of discrete categories of semantic and
structural cases, a language may have a rather multifunctional set of cases, the
grammaticalisation degrees of which appear to vary on a gradient.

The third objective of this thesis is to assess the quality of argument connection
in various argument structures. As oblique arguments have been suggested to
represent gradience in argumenthood, section 2.4 discusses various approaches to
argumenthood, focusing on theories describing argument status as an inherently
gradient phenomenon.

2.1 Terminology

This thesis takes a lexicalist view on verbs, which regards them as complex con
cepts that entail some degree of argument information and are organised by vari
ous rules and patterns of grammar. This means that verbs are viewed as lexic
ally making reference to arguments, i.e. external participants, without which it
would not be possible to conceive of the events the verbs express. This means the
study describes argument structure phenomena by means of lexicalist termino
logy, which one may find in various projectionist argument structure approaches.
For instance, this broadly includes studies using semantic roles or Protoroles
(Dowty, 1991; Aissen, 1999; Primus, 1999; Ackerman and Moore, 1999; Davis
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and Koenig, 2000; Foley and Van Valin, Robert D., 1984; Van Valin, Robert D.,
1990; Van Valin and LaPolla, 1997), as well as studies based on predicate decom
position (Jackendoff, 1976, 1990; Lakoff, 1970; Van Valin and LaPolla, 1997;
Croft, 1998; Levin and RappaportHovav, 2005).

However, the theoretical underpinnings of the present thesis largely revolve
around terminology. This means that the thesis largely aims to conduct its invest
igations from an atheoretical point of view, drawing conclusions from empirical
data on language phenomena, which any linguistic framework would need to be
able to explain.

2.1.1 Arguments and adjuncts

The present thesis uses the term ‘argument’ to refer to a lexicosemantic concep
tual entity, which a lexicalist view sees as being entailed in the meaning of the
verb. For instance, the meaning of ‘eat’ implies that there exists an entity that
eats and an entity being eaten. These participants are commonly viewed as the
arguments of that verb. Arguments contrast to other types of information, such as
the location, time and manner of eating, which are assumed to be not as conceptu
ally linked to the verb (Ackema, 2015). These types of information are therefore
referred to as adjuncts. The two categories are exemplified in (2):

(2) [Mari]
argument

[ate]
verb

[a burger]
argument

[in the garden]
adjunct

The distinction between arguments and adjuncts has been an active topic of re
search since Tesnière (1959, translation 2015), who viewed arguments as the
‘main actors’ of the play and adjuncts as the ‘stage props’ (Tesnière, 2015). How
ever, the notion of arguments can broadly be traced back to the late 19th century,
when Frege (1891, viaWilliams, 2015, 80) proposed that without certain elements
predicates are incomplete or unsaturated. As an analogue to formulas which in
clude arguments, predicates, too, are viewed as structures with a fixed number of
arguments.

Some approaches differentiate between syntactic and semantic arguments (lin
guistic arguments and event participants) (Barbu and Toivonen, 2016). The two
groups differ in that semantic arguments may remain implicit in the clause while
syntactic arguments may not (Dowty, 2000; Croft, 2001; Barbu and Toivonen,
2016). They are similar, however, in that both are entailed in the concept of the
stateofaffairs expressed by the verb. Section 2.2.2 further discusses the notion
of syntactic obligatoriness and highlights a range of issues related to it.

This thesis uses the term ‘argument’ to refer to both canonically marked ar
guments bearing structural cases and noncanonically marked arguments bearing
semantic cases. This is uncontroversial, because most agree that oblique argu
ments constitute semantic arguments, even when they are regarded as fundament
ally distinct from core (syntactic) arguments. Noncanonically marked arguments
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are sometimes called oblique arguments or quasiarguments (Schütze, 1995; Van
Valin and LaPolla, 1997; Blake, 2001), as well as quirky arguments (Zaenen and
Maling, 1984; Jónsson, 2003).

2.1.2 Complements and modifiers

Complements and modifiers are somewhat but not entirely parallel concepts to
arguments and adjuncts. They are used as structural rather than semantic notions.
Hence, a complement is an argument filling the ‘slot’ introduced by the head of
the phrase, e.g. in (2), ‘a burger’ is a complement of the verb ‘eat’. Similarly, ‘the
garden’ is a complement of the preposition ‘in’. While core subjects (‘Mary’ in
(2)) are regarded as verbal arguments, they are not categorised as complements.
This is because on a clause level they are regarded as being on the same hier
archical level as the verb, rather than the dependant of the verb (Ackema, 2015).
Finally, ‘in the garden’ is a modifier of the verb in (2).

2.1.3 Valency and transitivity

Two other terms are inherently linked to argument structure. Valency is a term
used for describing the number of arguments a verb takes. Originating from chem
istry, it views verbs as analogous to atoms, the valency of which determines their
capacity for combining with other atoms (Matthews, 2008). Approaches differ
entiating between syntactic and semantic arguments also differentiate between
the syntactic valency of verbs and the semantic valency of predicates (Ackema,
2015). However, this thesis advocates for a single type of argument status, where
patterns of syntactic obligatoriness in a particular language ought to be explained
by means of other linguistic phenomena not inherently related to argument status
(see section 2.2.2). Hence, only one concept of valency is used. Verbs taking
one argument (‘laugh’) are therefore oneplace verbs, while two arguments lead
to twoplace verbs (‘eat’) and the rare instance of three arguments result in three
place verbs (‘give’). These labels are used to refer to verbs in active mood. In the
end, valency is a feature of a particular expression of mood and therefore subject
to various valencychanging processes, e.g. passivisation.

Another term connected to argument structure is transitivity. In the literat
ure it is used in two rather distinct meanings. First, it is used as an analogue to
valency, describing the number of participants. Oneplace verbs are intransitive,
twoplace verbs transitive and threeplace verbs ditransitive. Some view valency
as referring to semantic arguments and transitivity to syntactic arguments (Ack
ema, 2015, 248).

However, transitivity has come to be used in a rather different meaning over
the past decades. Hopper and Thompson (1980) used the label to describe a
complex semanticpragmatic feature of clauses, which varies in a gradient man
ner. The transitivity value of a clause depends on a number of variables, some
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of which are lexicalsemantic characteristics of verbs (kinesis, punctuality, num
ber of participants), while others describe subjects (agency), objects (affectedness
and individuation), or the entire clause (e.g. negation and aspect) (Hopper and
Thompson, 1980). Each of these factors contributes to the overall transitivity of
the clause. For instance, clauses with volitional subjects (‘Mari ate chocolate.´)
are more transitive than clauses with nonvolitional subjects (‘Mari forgot my
name.´).

Importantly for the present thesis, the concept may also be used to describe
the lexicalsemantic transitivity of verbs. For instance, verbs describing dynamic,
telic events (‘fix’) can be viewed as more transitive than verbs describing non
dynamic, atelic statesofaffairs (‘love’). In order to avoid confusion, the present
dissertation uses ‘oneplace verb’ and ‘twoplace verb’ to refer to the number of
arguments. Transitivity, however, is used to refer to the lexicalsemantic property
which broadly expresses the degree to which subjects affect the event described
by the verb, and to which objects are affected by it.

2.1.4 Argument structures or argument constructions?

Argument structures (sometimes called case frames) are viewed as morphosyn
tactic devices, used for expressing the participants of the event described by the
verb. While this definition may render a rather broad set of structures, the present
thesis only focuses on argument structures which entail three particular character
istics. First, they entail a particular number of arguments. Metaphorically speak
ing, one may regard a structure as something that is made up of lexical slots:
one slot for the verb and the rest for its arguments. Second, a structure defines
case morphology for each argument. Third, the cases used in the structure have
bleached semantics. For instance, when marking the argument of the Estonian
verb sõltuma ‘depend on’, elative (‘out of’) case is bleached from its spatial mean
ing, unlike when it is used tomark the Source location of the verb lahkuma ‘leave’.
Importantly, the present thesis does not view bleached semantics as a prerequisite
for argument status. It postulates no hypotheses about the nature of the argument
structure of lahkuma ‘leave’. It does, however, exclude such structures from its
research domain as it focuses on argument structures with bleached semantics.
This is what is essentially meant by ‘structural use of semantic case’.

There is some controversy with using the term ‘argument structure’ in plural
in a lexicalist approach. In much of the linguistic literature on these approaches,
argument structure is used as a mass noun, referring to a single phenomenon with
varying parts. However, as the quote of Marantz in chapter 1 illustrates, recent
trends require that there exists a term which one can use to highlight the distinc
tions between the ways in which various types of argument structures are used to
express meaning.

The plural form of argument structures would pose no difficulty in another the
oretical paradigm, i.e. in constructionist approaches, e.g. in Construction Gram
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mar (CxG). As opposed to the basic lexicalist approach, CxG does not assume
that argument information is contained in the verb’s lexical entry. Instead, its
lexical entry is viewed as encoding nothing but the idiosyncratic meaning of the
verb, i.e its root (Goldberg, 1995, 28). The root becomes integrated into con
structions, which are separately learned formfunction pairings with meanings of
their own. It is therefore constructions, not verbs, that encode argument structure
and grammatical relation information, although some verbs do ‘inherently profile’
participant information in their lexical specifications (Goldberg, 1995, 225).

Even though the idea of structuremeaning (outside of lexical meaning) is more
inherently natural to constructionist than lexical approaches, it poses no inherent
difficulty on the level it is discussed here. Many of the research questions asked
in this thesis address the structural level of clauses, e.g. the meaning and usage
(productivity) of entire structures. Findings are relevant to both lexicalist and
constructionist approaches, because lexicalist approaches, too, must be able to
account for structural phenomena, in order to retain their status as empirically
sound theories.

Hence, the present thesis views Estonian as having a number of ‘argument
structures’. On one hand this highlights the structural and semantic similarities
between various cases being used structurally, all the while enabling this thesis to
investigate their distinctions. Hence, all structures are similar in that they entail
argument slots and predetermined (bleached) morphology, but they vary in terms
of the number of argument slots and particular morphological cases.

Viewing the number of arguments as a factor by which argument structures
vary complicates matters, because arguments may remain implicit. This thesis
does not differentiate between ‘John ate.’ and ‘John ate chocolate.’ in terms of
argument structure. Instead, it regards ‘eat’ as a twoplace verb encoding two ar
guments, regardless of what occurs in any particular clause containing ‘eat’ (see
justification for this in section 2.2.2). However, a verb may nevertheless occur
in several different argument structures, which are distinct in terms of case. For
instance, the Estonian verb uskuma ‘believe’ may occur with a partitive comple
ment (‘believe something’) or an illative complement (‘believe in something’),
the latter rendering a different sense of that verb.

2.1.5 Subjects and objects

Many languages have a predominant oneplace and twoplace argument structure,
used by a wide range verbs and involved in various syntactic operations (Nichols,
1983). In languages with a nominativeaccusative alignment, nominative tends to
mark the first argument of both of these structures while accusative tends to mark
the second argument of the twoplace structure. This thesis will refer to such first
arguments as subjects and second arguments as objects.

Following this, canonical argument structures are structures that incorporate
subjects and objects. They are the predominant structure in many languages and
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they entail structural cases. Noncanonical (oblique) argument structures entail
semantic cases and tend to occur with fewer verbs than canonical structures.

2.1.6 Productivity of argument structures

In addition to canonical argument structures, a language may incorporate other
argument structures that are used with fewer verbs (usually formed with semantic
cases, rendering noncanonical argument structures). Hence, argument structures
can be said to vary in terms of (syntactic) productivity (Barðdal, 2006, 2008;
Zeldes, 2012). This means that they represent patterns, some of which are more
‘available’ to language speakers than others, therefore being assigned to a wider
variety of verbs. Syntactic productivity is analogous to morphological productiv
ity, where the availability of a derivational morpheme can be assessed in terms of
various measures, e.g. the number of lemmas with which it can be found.

Similarly, Barðdal (2008) shows that in Icelandic, an argument structure with a
nominative subject and an accusative object (3a) can be found with twice as many
verb lemmas and is therefore twice as productive as a structure with a nominative
subject and a dative object (3b):

(3) a. Stormurinn
storm.NOM

blés
blew

strompinn
chimney.ACC

af húsinu
off.house

‘The strom blew the chimney off the house’

b. Skipstjórinn
captain.NOM

sökkti
sank

skipinu
ship.DAT

‘The captain sank the ship’
(Svenonius, 2005)

Hence, highly productive structures are hereby referred to as canonical argument
structures, which derives from the nature of morphological marking they use as
well as their productivity. Less productive structures using noncanonical mor
phology may be referred to as oblique or noncanonical structures.

2.1.7 Argument status

In a binary view, the argument status of a constituent describes it either as an
argument or an adjunct. In a gradient view, constituents may be said to be strong
or weak arguments, or nonarguments (adjuncts).

Assumptions are oftenmade about particular argument structures and the qual
ity of argument status in them (Blake, 2001). Following the hypothesis that the
main productive (canonical) argument structure must mark arguments (e.g. the
nonmarking structure in English, ‘I see you’), other properties of that structure
have become extended as indicators of argument status in linguistic tradition, in
dependently from the canonical structure to which they apply. For instance, the
canonical structure in Icelandic marks objects in accusative, which is categorised
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as a structural case. In addition, objects in this structure can also undergo the
passive alternation, becoming nominative subjects (both features are widespread
in IndoEuropean languages). Instead of regarding structural case selection and
passivisation as properties of one particular (canonical) argument structure, they
have come to be viewed as properties of arguments, describing the class in an ex
clusive manner. That is, the linguistic tradition has come to regard structural case
and passivisation as prerequisites for being classified as an argument. The leap
from regarding them as properties of one particular structure to viewing them as
properties of arguments in general is often left without justification.

If the case and syntactic operations pertaining to one argument structure are
viewed as prerequisites for constituting an argument, noncanonically marked ar
guments are automatically rendered qualitatively different from canonical argu
ments. For instance, both accusative case and passivisation apply to (3a), while
neither applies to (3b). Dative complements retain their case in passives (Zaenen
and Maling, 1984), marking the latter as an argument of a lesser type.

The present thesis does not make this assumption, nor does it assume a qualit
ative distinction between the quality of argument status marked by various struc
tures. Instead, the general view about only one structure marking ‘true’ arguments
is viewed as a plausible hypothesis that may be tested by experimental means (as
is done in chapter 6). The rest of the studies presented in this thesis (chapters 4–5)
are not about argument status.

2.2 Argumenthood indicators

The first of the three aims of this thesis is to “to investigate the distinctions between
verbs in oblique and canonical argument structureswith regard to lexical semantics
and the usage patterns of verbs.” (chapter 1). For this, argument criteria are a use
ful starting point. Much of the literature mentions various definitive criteria which
distinguish between arguments and adjuncts, including syntactic operations, se
mantic characteristics and morphological properties (Koenig et al., 2003; Arka,
2014; Forker, 2014; Ackema, 2015; Perek, 2015; Malchukov and Comrie, 2015;
Barbu and Toivonen, 2016). Several of these criteria have been used to highlight
the distinction between canonical and noncanonical argument structures, group
ing the latter with adjuncts (Blake, 2001).

The set of proposed criteria is extremely varied. First, the set includes prop
erties which pertain equally well to all argument structures, both canonical and
oblique. Their described properties are so broad that they may be regarded as
parts of the very definition of argument structures, contrasting one particular way
a case is used to its other, nonstructural uses. These include morphological se
lection, iteration, doso replacement. They are outlined in section 2.2.1.

Second, the set of argument criteria includes features, which are highly prob
lematic when viewed as properties of all arguments. They do not appear to ac
count for the way argument structures (even all instances of the canonical struc
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ture) are expressed in language and many of them experience fundamental issues
in a crosslinguistic perspective. They will be outlined in section 2.2.2.

Finally, for some features it has been shown that they distinguish between the
ways various argument structures are used in a wide range of languages. They
include semantic coherence and lexical transitivity. Section 2.2.3 will discuss
these two criteria.

2.2.1 Criteria accommodating all argument structures

This section discusses three argument criteria which define an area so broad that
all argument structures fit the description — morphological selection, iteration
and doso replacement. Given that they do not indicate meaningful distinctions
between various structures, they may be more useful for outlining the notion of
argument structure in general, rather than constitute variables that capture the vari
ance between individual argument structures.

Morphological selection

The term ‘selection’ refers to the ability of a linguistic expression to impose re
strictions on a cooccurring expression (Hole, 2015). Verbs select the morpholo
gical case of their arguments but not the case of adjuncts (Jacobs, 1994; Forker,
2014; Hole, 2015). Broadly, this criterion accommodates arguments in both ca
nonical and noncanonical argument structures. However, the matter might be
more complicated in individual languages.

Instead of only having verbs selecting one particular case for their arguments
(e.g. the Estonian sõltuma ‘depend on’ always selects an elative complement),
a language may have a differential case marking system. In such an instance, a
verb may be said to select a (commonly narrow) range of cases. A vast amount
of work suggests that in differential marking, case selection is affected by various
semantic and pragmatic factors which have to dowith subject and object properties
as well as the lexical properties of the verb. Most may be described in terms of
semantic/pragmatic transitivity (e.g. animacy, tense, aspect, mood) (Malchukov
and De Swart, 2008; de Hoop and de Swart, 2009; Lestrade, 2010; Kittilä et al.,
2011). For instance, Kittilä (2008) notes that a clause where the object of the
Finnish verb rakastaa ‘love’ is in accusative case 1 is more transitive than when
the object is in partitive case 2:

a. Mies
man.NOM

rakasti
lovePST.3SG

koiransa
dogACC3POS

kuoliaaksi
to.death

‘The man loved his dog to death’

b. Mies
man.NOM

rakasti
lovePST.3SG

koiraansa
dogPAR3POS
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‘The man loved his dog’
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However, this does not pose an issue for the idea that morphological selection un
derlies all argument structures. The concept merely refers to both verbs selecting
one particular case as well as verbs selecting a set of cases (e.g. rakastaa ‘love’
in 2.2.1).

Iteration

Arguments cannot be iterated, meaning their number is limited in a clause. The
number of adjuncts, however, is unlimited (Radford, 1988; Rákosi, 2006; Forker,
2014; Ackema, 2015). For instance, a clause can contain many types of temporal
adjuncts (‘We will meet today at nine o’clock in the evening’), but the same is not
true of arguments (*‘I ate the chicken the wing’) (Rákosi, 2006, 102).

Essentially, what is meant by this constraint is that participant information
is more restricted than the information expressed by adjuncts. This observation
about participants underlies the whole concept of arguments. For instance, Fill
more (1977) posited that only a few participant roles in a given situation can be
‘put into perspective’ (Fillmore, 1977, 73). While ‘buy’ and ‘pay’ both activ
ate the scene of a commercial event, the perspective of ‘buy’ includes the buyer
and goods while the perspective of ‘pay’ includes the buyer and money. Sim
ilarly, Dowty noted that “We really only need two role types to describe argu
ment selection efficiently” (Dowty, 1991, 571572), referring to ProtoAgent and
ProtoPatient (section 2.4 will further discuss Dowty’s Protoroles in the context
of argument status). Verbs with one or two arguments are pervasive while verbs
with three arguments are rare and verbs with more arguments than three virtu
ally nonexistent (Ackema, 2015). All in all, an argument structure is commonly
viewed as having a predefined number of argument slots, but it may combine with
an unlimited number of adjuncts.

As to the question why argument number is limited, Lestrade (2010) regards
the linguistic salience of two arguments as a result of event segmentation. People
segment activities into events and subevents with hierarchical structure, in order
to improve comprehension and optimise memory resources (Kurby and Zacks,
2008). In canonical transitive events, the event starts with an Agent instigating the
event and ends with a Theme or Patient being affected by the event. In emotion
and perception events or statesofaffairs, the event may start with a Stimulus and
endwith an effect on the Experiencer. Hence, two arguments are frequently salient
as both segment and frame the event (Lestrade, 2010, 30).

In any case, similarly to morphological selection, this criterion classifies both
canonical and noncanonical argument structures as structures marking arguments
that are distinct from adjuncts.
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Do-so replacement

Ackema (2015, 260) proposes that the distinction between arguments and adjuncts
is captured by doso replacement, which must include the argument (4a)–(4b), but
need not include the adjunct (4c):

(4) a. John ate a banana and Geraldine did so, too (= ate a banana)
b. *John ate a banana, while Geraldine did so an apple (= ate x)
c. John ate a banana yesterday, while Geraldine did so today

Doso replacement broadly applies to Estonian arguments as well. The equivalent
structure would be teeb seda doPRS.3SG this.PAR ‘does this’ as it is more common
than teeb nii doPRS.3SG so ‘does so’.2 Similarly to the English examples in (4),
canonical objects in Estonian must be included in the replacement, as shown in
(5):

(5) a. Ma
1SG.NOM

sõin
eatPST1SG

omletti
omlette.PAR

‘I ate an omlette’
b. Taavi

Taavi.NOM
tegi
doPST.3SG

seda
this.PAR

ka
too

‘Taavi did this, too’ (= ate an omlette)
c. *Taavi

Taavi.NOM
tegi
doPST.3SG

seda
this.PAR

muna
egg.PAR

‘Taavi did this an egg’ (= ate x)

Doso replacement does not appear to be restricted to the canonical argument
structure. It works well with Estonian arguments marked in spatial cases, which
may not be omitted from the replacement (6):

(6) a. Ma
1SG.NOM

unistan
dreamPRS.1SG

uuest
newELA

majast
houseELA

‘I dream of a new house’
b. Taavi

Taavi.NOM
teeb
doPRS.3SG

seda
this.PAR

ka
too

‘Taavi does this, too’ (= dreams about a new house)
c. *Taavi

Taavi.NOM
teeb
doPRS.3SG

seda
this.PAR

autost
carELA

‘Taavi does this a car’ (= dreams about x)

However, the replacement is restricted in terms of the lexical semantics of verbs,
i.e. in terms of volitionality. The canonical argument structure may undergo doso
replacement if the subject is volitional (5), but not if the subject is nonvolitional
(7):

2 However, the acceptability patterns of (5) apply with both structures.
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(7) a. Firma
company.NOM

omab
ownPRS.3SG

kahte
twoPAR

autot
carPAR

‘The company owns two cars’
b. *Keskkool

high.school.NOM
teeb
doPRS.3SG

seda
this.PAR

ka
too

‘High school does this, too’ (= owns two cars)

The same applies to noncanonical argument structures (8):

(8) a. Üritus
event.NOM

sõltub
dependPRS.3SG

ilmast
weatherELA

‘The event depends on the weather’
b. *Piknik

picnic.NOM
teeb
doPRS.3SG

seda
this.PAR

ka
too

‘The picnic does this, too’

All in all, doso replacement categorises some canonical and oblique arguments
as arguments, but the replacement is semantically restricted. It does not work
with verbs expressing stateofaffairs with nonvolitional subjects, regardless of
the argument structure occurring with the verb.

2.2.2 Highly problematic criteria

Opposite to the criteria in section 2.2.1 which define arguments in an allinclusive
manner, the criteria discussed in the present section are too problematic to be
regarded as features pertaining to all arguments. It is most evident from the fact
that they do not apply to all instances of the canonical structure. This seems to be
due to the fact that they are either too simplistic with little crosslinguistic basis,
or too restrictive, only applying to some instances of the canonical structure. They
include syntactic obligatoriness, case, passivisation, morphosyntactic categories,
semantic categories and semantic selection.

Obligatoriness

The metaphor of arguments as slots in a formula contributes to an understand
ing that true arguments cannot be omitted from a clause. Advocating for a view
where the notion of linguistic arguments are kept separate from event participants,
Barbu and Toivonen (2016) point out that all eating verbs must entail food as a
participant (a semantic argument), but not all of them encode food as a syntactic
argument. The object in ‘Sally devoured the pizza’ must be realised for the clause
to be acceptable, while the object in ‘Jasleen and Sam were dining’ has no such
obligation. Hence, syntactically obligatory arguments are fundamentally distinct
from nonobligatory arguments, to the point that only the former may be viewed
as true arguments.

However, a qualitative distinction between syntactically obligatory and op
tional elements has proven difficult to establish as an argument criterion in a
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crosslinguistic perspective. Languages vary widely in the ways arguments must
or can be realised. For instance, languages encoding argument information on the
verb via verbal agreement appear to be more prone to argument ellipsis. In Esto
nian, a morphologically rich language with verbs marked for the subject person
and number, argument ellipsis is common for both canonically (Vihman, 2015;
Erelt, 2017a) and noncanonically marked arguments (Lindström and Vihman,
2017; Lindström and Uiboaed, 2017). Hence, it appears that the notion of syn
tactic arguments works best for languages with impoverished morphology, where
argument ellipsis is more rare, e.g. English.

Furthermore, it has been pointed out that argument ellipsis is at least partially
semantically conditioned. Namely, the arguments of some predicates receive
existential interpretation while others receive anaphoric interpretation (Fillmore,
1969; Fodor and Fodor, 1980; Condoravdi and Gawron, 1996):

(9) a. There was a piece of bread on the table but John didn’t eat.
b. There was a good job available here but Fred didn’t apply.

(Condoravdi and Gawron, 1996, 3)

The implicit argument of ‘eat’ in (9a) is existential in the sense that according to
this sentence, John did not eat anything (not just the bread). The implicit argument
in (9b), however, is anaphoric, because it is the mentioned job to which Fred did
not apply, but he may have well applied to other jobs. Verbs with existential im
plicit arguments (9a) allow them to be omitted (10a), while verbs with anaphoric
implicit arguments do not (10b)3 (Condoravdi and Gawron, 1996):

(10) a. I painted last week.
b. *I applied last week.

(Condoravdi and Gawron, 1996, 3)

Furthermore, not only does syntactic obligatoriness appear to depend on the se
mantics of verbs, it also appears to depend on the semantic qualities of objects, as
shown in (11):

(11) a. We can’t afford to buy a house, so we have to rent.
b. *He arrived without a car so he had to rent.

(Klotz, 2000, 1314, via Hole 2015)

3 In a way, this is linked to another argument criterion, i.e. latency, which states that when
arguments are omitted from clauses, verbs can only be interpreted if the referent of the unexpressed
argument is evident from discourse context (Croft, 2001; Forker, 2014). For instance, ‘Joe won.’
is only interpretable if the hearer knows what it is that Joe won from the context, meaning that the
object of winning is a true argument. In contrast, temporal and spatial information can be easily
identified by the hearer even if no reference to them is made in discourse context (Forker, 2014).
This approach would still need to argue, why the object of ‘paint’ (10a) is less of an argument than
the object of ‘win’ or ‘apply’ (10b).
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Finally, viewing syntactic obligatoriness as a crosslinguistically valid criterion
for arguments is especially controversial when it is evident that syntactic obligat
oriness also affects a wide range of adjuncts. It is commonly assumed that ad
juncts, e.g. information referring to the location, time, reason and manner of
events (DeArmond and Hedberg, 1998), are peripheral to the predicate, mean
ing they cannot be obligatory in the clause in the way arguments are obligatory
(Ackema, 2015). However, such phrases are obligatory in a number of syntactic
contexts (Goldberg and Ackerman, 2001, 798), e.g. (12)–(15):

(12) a. *This book reads.
b. This book reads well.

(13) a. *Pat laughed a laugh.
b. Pat laughed a hearty laugh.

(14) a. *This house was built.
b. This house was built last year.

(15) a. *a built house
b. a recently built house

The contextually conditioned adjuncts in (12)–(15) have been explained semantic
ally and pragmatically. Grimshaw and Vikner (1993) observe that adjuncts are ob
ligatory for such accomplishment verbs (Vendler, 1957) as ‘build’ in (14), but not
for other accomplishment verbs, such as ‘destroy’ (‘This house was destroyed.’).
The distinction is explained semantically via event structure. Others have offered
a pragmatic explanation for the examples (Goldberg and Ackerman, 2001; Ack
ema, 2015), suggesting that (12)–(15) are unacceptable without adjuncts because
they lack information focus, meaning they fail to convey any new information
without adjuncts (Goldberg and Ackerman, 2001).

In any case, most agree that the obligatory adjuncts in (12)(15) do not consti
tute verbal arguments (Grimshaw and Vikner, 1993). Some, however, argue that
they do:

(16) a. *Wir
We

befinden
be.situatedPRS.1PL

uns.
REFL

*‘We are situated.’
b. Wir

We
befinden
be.situatedPRS.1PL

uns
REFL

hier.
here

‘We are situated here.’
(Müller, 2020, 34)

Müller (2020) analyses hier as an argument of the verb sich befinden in (16b),
because the verb is unacceptable without the spatial phrase. Analogous examples
include the arguments of ‘behave’ and ‘treat’ expressing manner (‘behave well’,
‘treat badly’) (Forker, 2014, 29), as well as the spatial Goal of ‘put’ (*‘Beatrice put
her bike.’). Similarly to more canonical arguments, such phrases are semantically,
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morphologically and syntactically restricted when occurring with these particular
verbs. In addition, the time and location phrases in ‘lasted three hours’ and ‘went
to New York’ have also been analysed as semiarguments (Matthews, 1981, 141).
Section 2.4.2 will further discuss approaches with a graded view on argument
status.

Finally, there is some evidence that participant locations (locations only de
scribing one of the event participants, e.g. ‘I hid the wallet under the pillow’) and
Instruments (‘I hit it with a hammer’) constitute semiarguments to some verbs.
Koenig et al. (2003) showed that speakers associate verbs with participant loca
tions (‘I boiled eggs in a pot’) more strongly than with event locations describing
all participants (‘I boiled eggs in the kitchen’). Similarly, Instruments are more
strongly linked to some verbs (‘slice’) than others (‘wash’) (Koenig et al., 2003;
Rissman et al., 2015).

In conclusion, viewing constituents that may be omitted as weaker arguments
than those whichmust overtly be expressed (Barbu and Toivonen, 2016) and view
ing syntactic obligatoriness as a property of prototypical argumenthood (Somers,
1984; Ágel, 2000; Arka, 2014; Forker, 2014) stand on rather shaky basis. First,
ellipsis is affected by the morphosyntax of a language as well as the semantics of
verbs and complements. Second, adjuncts can be obligatory as well. However,
such a criterion may well pertain to a single language. In order to show this, one
ought to provide an overview of the semantic and pragmatic conditions facilitat
ing syntactic obligatoriness and show that the phenomenon indeed applies widely
enough to align with morphosyntactic devices marking argument structure.

Crosslinguistically we may assume that syntactic obligatoriness is a phe
nomenon parallel to argumenthood and adjuncthood rather than complementary
to them. It appears to affect both types of elements idiosyncratically in each lan
guage. Hence, the current thesis will regard both covert and overt arguments are
analogous in terms of argumenthood status (Tesnière, 2015; Ackema, 2015; Hole,
2015).

Case

Arguments are expected to be marked in structural case and adjuncts in semantic
case (Blake, 2001). The idea that some cases universally classify as structural
(syntactic, direct, grammatical), marking verbal arguments, while others are se
mantic (oblique4, local), marking nonarguments, underlies the IndoEuropean
linguistic tradition. It was already reflected in the works of Jakobson (1936),
who was concerned with establishing the ‘overall meaning’ (Gesamtbedeutung)
of each case. In the recent decades, finding the single meaning of affixes has
not been as important in linguistic research. Regardless, the assumption persists

4 In some approaches, ‘oblique’ in case description refers to the distinction between nominative
(orthē, ‘straight’) and all other cases (ptōseis plagiai ‘oblique’ or ‘slanting’) (Blake, 2001)
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(overall in modern linguistics as well as in Estonian linguistics), that cases may be
divided into separate, discrete categories (Blake, 2001; Viht and Habicht, 2019).

In accusativenominative languages, the category of structural cases is often
viewed as including nominative, accusative and/or genitive (Jakobson, 1936; Kur
yłowicz, 1964; Blake, 2001). Cases in this view are inherently linked to syntactic
relations, subjects being linked to nominative and objects to accusative. However,
the particular contents of the structural and semantic case categories are generally
believed to depend on the language. For instance, structural cases in Estonian in
clude the three cases participating in the differential argument marking system—
nominative, partitive and genitive (Erelt and Metslang, 2017; Viht and Habicht,
2019).

Given that the system relies on cases being divided into groups based on their
functions, its applicability depends on the degree of multifunctionality in the case
system. Although semantic cases ought to primarily mark adjuncts, they have
been noted to occur in argument structures (both crosslinguistically as well as
in Estonian). Several authors have argued that complements marked in what are
traditionally seen as semantic cases still qualify as arguments of the verb. Kur
yłowicz (1964) notes that in a governed position, semantic cases (in his approach,
dative, ablative, instrumental and locative) are to be considered “case forms and
not as adverbs, just because under certain conditions their endings are apt to be
come mere signs of syntactical dependence, i.e. allomorphs of the acc. of direct
object.” (Kuryłowicz, 1964, 193).

Nichols (1983; 1984) takes this idea further, saying that because arguments in
semantic cases qualify as fully functional arguments, analogous to those marked
in structural cases, one ought not to assume a universal functional distinction
between structural and semantic cases. Comparing Nanai, Old Russian, Russian,
ChechenIngush and Finnish, she shows that structural cases are functionally dis
tinct from semantic cases in some languages, while in others they are not. “Case
functions differ widely, but they turn out to fall into two basic types, which I
call overlapping and complementary.” (Nichols, 1983, 181). Not only do Rus
sian and Finnish have cases which mark both arguments and nonarguments, but
this applies to most of their cases. In ChechenIngush and Nanai, however, only
very marginal functional overlap is found in the case system. Hence, some lan
guages have structural and semantic case categories, while others do not. In addi
tion, Nichols (1983) showed that a language with grammaticalised core arguments
(meaning the language has a predominant argument structure, involved with par
ticular morphosyntactic processes) may still have functionally overlapping cases.
For instance, various syntactic rules apply only to subjects and objects in Russian,
but five of its six cases are functionally ‘overlapping’.

Hence, Nichols (1984) criticised the casebased approach to argumenthood,
positing that one ought not to use case to distinguish between arguments and ad
juncts. She suggested that the reason why such a practice, i.e. omitting oblique
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arguments in twoplace verbs from the argument group, is nevertheless wide
spread in linguistic tradition, is because of historical accident, brought about by
several factors. First, the habit of traditional grammatical descriptions of charac
terising theoretical notions with the aid of examples has led modern linguistics to
be overly concerned with prototypical instances of notions (productive argument
structures), at the expense of their peripheral variants (less productive structures).
Second, the morphosyntactic patterns particular to English, where obliques sur
face as prepositional phrases (‘depends on the weather’) has also contributed to
a bifurcated system of cases (Nichols, 1984, 184).

All in all, similarly to syntactic obligatoriness, it is difficult to maintain the
crosslinguistic validity of the idea that case is informative of argument status and
that only some crosslinguistically defined cases have the function of marking
arguments. Nichols (1983) suggests that case function overlap is a typological
feature, which pertains to some languages and not to others. As will be shown in
section 2.3, the grammaticalisation perspective of cases further complicates this
matter.

Passivisation

In addition to being marked by a structural case, the second arguments of two
place verbs are defined by their ability to become nominative subjects in passive
alternation (Blake, 2001; Ackema, 2015). This property does not often extend
to oblique arguments (Blake, 2001, 34), which either retain their case in passive
sentences (as with dative complements in Icelandic, see Zaenen andMaling, 1984;
Svenonius, 2005) or merely cannot occur in passives:

(17) a. They built the houses in 1959
b. The houses were built in 1959
c. *In 1959 was built the houses
d. Our trip depends on the weather
e. *The weather was depended (on) (by our trip)

(ac originate from Ackema, 2015, 268)

There are several issues related to passivisation. First, similarly to doso replace
ment, the process is semantically restricted, meaning it only applies to a subset
of verbs using the canonical argument structure. For instance, stative predicates
with nonvolitional subjects rarely passivise (Haspelmath, 2003; Haiden, 2005),
as is shown with the Estonian verb omama ‘own’, selecting a canonical object5:

(18) a. Ma
1SG.NOM

oman
ownPRS.1SG

kahte
twoPAR

autot
carPAR

‘I own two cars’

5 Some Estonian emotion verbs nevertheless occur in passives, e.g. olen kõigi poolt kardetud
COPPRS.1SG all.GEN POST fearPPP ‘I am feared by all’ (Erelt, 2017b, 220)
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b. *Kaks
two.NOM

autot
carPAR

on
AUX

omatud
ownPPP

(minu
1SG.GEN

poolt)
POST

‘Two cars are owned (by me)’
c. *Kaks

two.NOM
autot
carPAR

on
AUX

(minu)
1SG.GEN

omatud
ownPPP

‘Two cars are owned (by me)’

Furthermore, this restriction also applies when stative interpretation is of prag
matic origin. For instance, a number of verbs alternate between causative act
ive and noncausative stative interpretations, depending on the semantics of their
complements (Rothmayr, 2009). The Estonian piirama ‘surround’ is active in (19)
and stative in (20). Passivisation is only available to its active interpretation:

(19) a. Sõjavägi
army.NOM

piirab
besiegePRS.3SG

linna
city.PAR

‘Army besieges the city’
b. Linn

city.NOM
on
AUX.PRS.3SG

sõjaväe
army.GEN

poolt
POST

piiratud
besiegePPP

‘City is besieged by the army’/‘The city is under siege by the army’

(20) a. Mäed
mountainNOM.PL

piiravad
surroundPRS.3PL

järve
lake.PAR

‘Mountains surround the lake’
b. ??Järv

Lake.NOM
on
AUX.PRS.3SG

mägede
mountainGEN.PL

poolt
POST

piiratud
surroundPPP

‘The lake is surrounded by the mountains’

In addition to semantics or pragmatics, passivisation also depends on argument
structure. The Estonian verb virutama ‘hit’ takes an oblique argument in allat
ive case (‘onto’). Even though it expresses a highly transitive, dynamic event,
its passive form is unacceptable (21b)–(21c), even when the oblique argument is
allowed to retain its case in subject position (21b):

(21) a. Laps
child.NOM

virutas
hitPST.3SG

koerale
dogALL

‘The child hit the dog’
b. *Koerale

dogALL
on
AUX.PRS.3SG

virutatud
hitPPP

lapse
child.GEN

poolt
POST

‘The dog was hit by the child’
c. *Koer

dog.NOM
on
AUX.PRS.3SG

virutatud
hitPPP

lapse
child.GEN

poolt
POST

‘The dog was hit by the child’

Passivisation is also highly languagespecific. For instance, Icelandic allows ob
lique arguments to be fronted in passives if they retain their case (Zaenen and
Maling, 1984), but this is unacceptable in Estonian (21b). In addition, restrictions
on passive may well be affected by other valencychanging operations available
in a language. For instance, differently from Icelandic, Estonian has a productive
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system of impersonal voice with a fronted object retaining its original case and an
elided subject, which might lead to a more restricted passive.

All in all, passivisation is a complex phenomenon with wide crosslinguistic
variation. It can be restricted by the stativity of events and states described by
verbs and the nonvolitionality of their subjects, as well as argument structures.
Hence, it only appears to describe one argument structure, and only a subset of
verbs occurring with it. If no distinction is assumed to exist between the argument
status marked by canonical and noncanonical argument structures, passivisation
merely remains an idiosyncratic operation pertaining to one argument structure,
unconnected to the notion of argument status. This distinction is in the focus of
the experiment laid out in chapter 6.

Morphosyntactic categories

This criterion proposes that arguments surface as noun phrases while adjuncts
tend to be adpositional phrases (Koenig et al., 2003; Perek, 2015; Malchukov and
Comrie, 2015). The notion has received much criticism (Nichols, 1984; Hoekstra,
2004; Ackema, 2015). First, languages vary widely in their use of morphological
cases and adpositions. In a sample of 261 languages, 100 languages were found
to have no morphological case marking (Iggesen, 2013). It is therefore difficult
to exclusively link case (rather than adpositions) to such highly predominant roles
as arguments.

Second, Ackema (2015, 266) notes that both arguments and adjuncts can be
realised as embedded clauses in English (‘That smoking is bad for your health
worries most people’). In addition, adjuncts can be noun phrases (‘Harry met
Sally the other day’). Furthermore, Ackema notes that oblique arguments are
expressed with prepositions in English (‘I am counting on you’), but should nev
ertheless be interpreted as arguments. This is because the selection of the prepos
ition ‘on’ by the verb is not semantically motivated (there is no spatial component
to the concept of counting on someone). In addition, its doso replacement version
is relatively acceptable (Ackema, 2015, 267), as was also shownwith Estonian ob
liques in (4c). All in all, similarly to obligatoriness and case, this criterion does
not pattern well with the notion of argumenthood.

Semantic categories

Certain semantic roles are linked to argumentswhile others are regarded as adjunct
related. Arguments have been linked to Theme, Patient, Goal, Source, Path, Ex
periencer roles, while adjuncts are linked to Time, Location, Manner and Reason
(DeArmond and Hedberg, 1998).

Some approaches use role hierarchies to link argument positions to particular
roles in a direct manner. Hierarchybased role systems have been extensively cri
ticised (Levin and RappaportHovav, 2005; Newmeyer, Frederick, 2010; Kittilä
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et al., 2011) as there is an abundance of research showing that mapping inform
ation to grammatical relations involves a wide variety of factors uncaptured by
such linear systems (Levin and RappaportHovav, 2005).

Furthermore, experimental approaches have shown that while broad assump
tions about semantic categories appear to hold (Koenig et al., 2003), argument
hood may be inherently gradient. In such a view, some categories fall in between
quintessential arguments and adjuncts. For instance, participant locations and In
struments have been shown constitute stronger arguments than time and manner
phrases (Koenig et al., 2003; Rissman et al., 2015). Koenig et al. (2003) con
cluded that “[...] argument status cannot be adjudicated on the basis of participant
category. Constituents expressing instrument participants are neither uniformly
adjuncts nor arguments.” (Koenig et al., 2003, 96). In any case, as a criterion, the
notion of semantic categories appears to be problematic.

Semantic selection

Verbs are said to impose semantic restrictions on arguments (Hole, 2015). Se
mantic selection or the cooccurrence criterion (Forker, 2014) means that ‘eat’
selects tangible objects, while ‘think through’ selects more abstract objects (Hole,
2015). Adjuncts, on the other hand, are not selected by verbs, resulting in more
variation in their semantics. Instead, adjuncts are said to select (modify) verb
phrases, e.g. ‘for Lisa’ only attaches to volitional events (Hole, 2015).

There are several issues related to semantic selection. First, the direction of
selection is not clear and one could also posit that arguments select the events that
could happen to them. For instance, ‘our family dog’ can select ‘pat’ as an event
by which to be affected, but not ‘program’, because only inanimate objects can be
programmed (Hole, 2015).

Second, verbs can be highly polysemous, but even relatively monosemous
verbs occur with a wide variety of objects. Abstract verbs can accommodate virtu
ally all types of complements (e.g. ‘My trip depends onmymum/theweather/good
fortune/my dog’). Many concrete verbs may do the same by rendering metaphor
ical interpretations (‘The tornado destroyed my house/my mum/my business’).

Finally, it is not clear that selection pertains only to arguments, because verbs
also impose semantic restrictions on various other types of information. For in
stance, the event of eating may only occur in certain types of manner and not
others (¿I ate my sandwich hard.’). In summary, semantic selection appears to
describe a phenomenon outside the argumentadjunct distinction.

2.2.3 Criteria describing the variation between argument
structures

Finally, there are two criteria which appear to capture a significant degree of the
potential variance between various argument structures — semantic coherence
and the lexical transitivity of verbs. Both Blake (2001) and Nichols (1983) note
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that these two properties pertain to canonical structures and not to oblique struc
tures, even though they disagree in what type of argument status is coded by these
structures. Both criteria describe different aspects of the meaning of the argument
structure expression and they may explain why some verbs are more likely than
other verbs to be assigned noncanonical structures.

Semantic coherence

Some verbs describe events where participants are involved in highly generalised
ways, with no spatial, temporal or otherwise semantically coherent (or specific)
relationship. For instance, the partitive case on the object of the Estonian verb ar
mastama ‘love’ only conveys that the entity described by the object participates in
the stateofaffairs of someone else loving it. The complement of lähenema ‘ap
proach’, however, is marked in allative (‘onto’), the selection of which is likely
motivated by allative being a spatial case marking Goals. The entity being ap
proached by something else would qualify as a Goal.

Crucially, the structural use of semantic case is not thought to be as non
coherent as that of structural case (Nichols, 1983; Blake, 2001). When a verb
selects a semantic case for its argument, the selection is thought to be motivated
by the original semantics of the case. Blake (2001, 34) notes that ablative is gov
erned by the Latin verb ūtī ‘use’, but Latin ablative also expresses instrumental
function in other clauses. Hence, its government by the verb ūtī is semantically
motivated, because the meaning of ‘use’ is highly semantically compatible with
instrumental function (use a sword).

Blake (2001) presents further evidence. He argues that when a verb occurs
with both a canonical and a noncanonical argument structure, these two structures
select different types complements, further demonstrating the fundamental dis
tinction in the argument status marked by canonical and noncanonical structures.
The Latin verb moderārī ‘govern’ selects dative when referring to selfrestraint
(‘govern one’s anger’) and accusative when referring to external elements (‘gov
ern territory’).

Nichols (1983) agrees that the structural use of semantic case may include
some of the original semantics of that case (calling this ‘direct semanticity’). The
selected case may directly index the semantic role of the complement or the lex
ical semantics of the verb, which is why she calls the effect ‘direct semanticity’
(Nichols, 1983, 186). However, she does not agree that coherent use of semantic
case automatically indicates weaker or lower argument status. She posits that a
constituent may still constitute a core argument of that verb, even if the relation
between the two is semantically linked to the original meaning of the semantic
case.

All in all, both approaches assume that ‘direct semanticity’ is present in ob
lique structures and not in canonical structures. Because this underlies the con
viciton of one of them, that this excludes oblique arguments from the set of true
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arguments, it is an observation with potentially profound effect. However, it re
mains a hypothesis, because no empirical evidence exists to demonstrate such a
tendency in oblique argument verbs. Essentially this is a quantitative question,
asking: what proportion of verbs occurring with oblique structures encode traces
of the original meaning of the case?

There is reason to believe that the effect is not as allencompassing among ob
lique argument verbs as is suggested. It has been noted that semantic cases may be
used without bearing any semantic traces of their original meaning (Kuryłowicz,
1964; Nichols, 1983, 1984; Ackema, 2015). For instance, the Estonian elative
case (‘out of’) has been noted to be highly multifunctional (Nurka, 2014; Viht
and Habicht, 2019). In some contexts it appears to index some degree of its ori
ginal semantics (22a). In others, however, it appears to mark event participation
without any spatial meaning (22b):

(22) a. Ma
1SG.NOM

järeldan
concludePRS.1SG

su
2SG.GEN

ilmest,
expressionELA

et
that

oled
COPPRS.2SG

väsinud
tired
‘I conclude from your expression that you are tired’

b. Ma
1SG.NOM

hoolin
carePRS.1SG

sinust
2SGELA

‘I care about you’

All in all, the hypothesis that some argument structures persistently entail a higher
degree of coherent semantics than other structures may be tested in a quantitative
sample of verbs occurring with different types of structures. Such an investig
ation is undertaken in chapter 4. This assessment would contribute to both the
understanding of the argument structure system in a single language, as well as
be crosslinguistically relevant, describing the phenomenon of oblique argument
structures in general.

Lexical transitivity

In addition to semantic coherence, Nichols (1983) and Blake (2001) agree that
verbs occurring with the canonical argument structure tend to be more semantic
ally or pragmatically transitive than verbs occurring with noncanonical argument
structures. Blake (2001, 34) notes that “Verbs taking peripheral complements are
not activity verbs involving impingement on a patient, though this is not to imply
that all verbs with accusativemarked direct objects are such verbs.” However,
the two authors again differ in what they think this means for argument status.
While Blake views the lack of transitivity in oblique verbs as an indicator of a
lesser type of argument status, Nichols (1983), views this tendency (‘indirect se
manticity’ (Nichols, 1983, 186)) as not meaningful for argument status. In her
view, less transitive verbs may nevertheless select arguments analogous to more
transitive verbs (Nichols, 1983).
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The effect of transitivity on argument structure has received relatively more
attention than the presence of the original semantics of case (semantic coherence).
As a semanticpragmatic property of clauses, transitivity has been shown to ex
tensively affect differential case marking (Onishi, 2001). In addition, it has been
shown that when verbs select one particular oblique case with no alternation (‘split
alternations’ in (Malchukov, 2005)), the lexical transitivity of verbs plays an im
portant role in determining which verbs would do that.

Hence, verbs selecting oblique arguments are generally associated with de
creased transitivity (Nichols, 1984; Onishi, 2001; de Hoop and Malchukov, 2007;
Malchukov andDe Swart, 2008; Kittilä, 2008; Lestrade, 2010). Decreased transit
ivity implies increased stativity. This means that a verb may come to be used with
a noncanonical argument structure if it expresses a more stative stateofaffairs,
e.g. when it encodes an Experiencer (e.g. ‘be sad’) or Possessor (‘have’) (Mal
chukov, 2005; Rákosi, 2006; Rice and Kabata, 2007; Erelt and Metslang, 2008;
Lindström and Vihman, 2017).

This also means that oblique argument structures may become linked to par
ticular verb types with decreased transitivity, such as modal verbs (‘need’) and
verbs expressing occurrences (‘drift’) (Onishi, 2001, 25). Tsunoda (1981) pro
posed a more detailed verb type hierarchy to organise the observed patterns of
cooccurrence. In an elaborated version of this hierarchy, Malchukov (2005)
postulates that some verb classes select oblique arguments due to the decreased
subjecthood of Agents (e.g. perception and emotion verbs), while others select
them because of the decreased patienthood of Themes or Patients (e.g. pursuit
verbs) (Malchukov and De Swart, 2008, 343). These verb hierarchies are broadly
based on various semantic features indicating transitivity (Hopper and Thompson,
1980; Tsunoda, 1981), as well as the ProtoAgent and ProtoPatient properties in
(Dowty, 1991) (section 2.4.1).

All in all, if we aim to map the characteristics of oblique argument structures
which might distinguish them from canonical argument structures, lexical trans
itivity of verbs is a useful starting point. The hypothesis that argument structures
differ in terms of verb transitivity is widely discussed (Onishi, 2001; Malchukov,
2005), but it lacks quantitative evidence from a wider range of languages. Invest
igating it bymeans of comparing a sample of verbs in oblique structures to those in
canonical structures would be highly informative for understanding the dynamics
which facilitate the assignment of argument structures in a language. In addition,
quantitative evidence on the transitivity distinctions between verbs in two types of
structures would be relevant to the broader crosslinguistic discussion on oblique
argument structures.

2.2.4 Summary

This section discussed eleven variables that have been used as definitive descript
ive features of arguments. Three were shown to broadly describe the concept of
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argument structure (morphological selection, iteration, doso replacement), per
taining equally well (or equally badly) to all argument structures. However, it is
difficult to operationalise them for a comparative perspective, because they appear
to show no relevant distinctions between individual structures.

Six of them were shown to experience a range of issues, many describing
phenomena which do not pattern with the range of observed linguistic data. They
include obligatoriness, case, passivisation, morphosyntactic categories, semantic
categories and semantic selection. They were deemed to not constitute a useful
basis for describing the system of argument structures in a language.

Finally, two semantic aspects of argument structures were highlighted as de
scribing features in terms of which various argument structures may be expected
to vary— the degree of semantic cohesion across distinct case functions or senses,
and the degree of lexical transitivity in a verb. Both make assumptions about the
division of labour inside a system of argument structures in language, as well as
about the factors facilitating the assignment of structures to verbs.

Semantic cohesion also links this line of investigation to another framework,
i.e. grammaticalisation. As is discussed in section 2.3, the potential of some se
mantic cases to occur with less coherent meaning than others appears to be linked
to their degree of grammaticalisation. This means that both the synchronic and
the diachronic perspective individually only tell half the story. The present the
ory argues that in order to provide a comprehensive description of the way a case
system is used in the argument structure system of a language, one must join the
two perspectives together. The next section will discuss the grammaticalisation
of cases and why it is relevant to argument structures.

2.3 Cases as a dynamic system

Semantic cases have been noted to occur in contexts highly similar to those of
structural cases. They may be selected by verbs and they may occur with virtu
ally no trace of their original semantics, merely marking a relationship of event
participation. This functionality may be expected to be an expression of a higher
degree of grammaticalisation for a semantic case.

Grammaticalisation is a process by which a linguistic element (lexeme, af
fix, etc) gains (more) grammatical functions (Lehmann, 1985; Heine and Kuteva,
2002). It is assumed to apply in a unidirectional manner, i.e. it is believed to
be rare to observe a functional element becoming less grammatical over time.
Cases themselves are the result of grammaticalisation. Using morphological cases
means encodingmeaning bymeans of a limited set of semantically condensed suf
fixes. which have evolved from other structures over time.
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With cases, grammaticalisation has been observed to follow a particular type
of cline (Bybee, 1985; Lehmann, 1985; Hopper and Traugott, 2003; Heine, 2008;
Lestrade, 2010):

(23) Noun/verb → Spatial adposition → Locative case → Structural case
(Lestrade, 2010, 2)

Each category on the cline has been noted to develop from the category to its
left, the degree of grammaticalisation increasing from left to right. This is also
reflected in the fact that type count decreases from left to right, while token count
increases (Lestrade, 2010). This means that the class of nouns includes many
more types than the class of adpositions, while the number of different structural
cases is the smallest. Token count distinction is also reflected per each individual
case, because each structural case may be assumed to have more tokens than each
semantic case, individual adposition, noun and verb, in corpus data.

In a very broad perspective, two processes accompany the grammaticalisation
of cases — their meaning becomes more generalised or ‘bleached’ and their form
becomes shorter. Hence, as semantic cases become more structural, their original
meanings become more abstract and semantically less coherent (Barðdal, 2008)
(which is sometimes referred to as ‘semantic extension’ or ‘desemanticisation’).
Hence, the more grammaticalised the case, the more bleached functionality may
be expected of it. Participating in an argument structure may also be viewed as an
indicator of some degree of grammaticalisation on the part of the case, because
this function is often conceptualised as highly semantically bleached.

The cline merely sketches out a tendency, rather than presents a system with
predictive power. That is, there are examples of grammatical change that do not
follow the flowchart in (23). For instance, adpositions may gain a structural func
tion without becoming semantic case affixes first, as was the case with the Latin
spatial preposition ad (‘at’/‘towards’), which grammaticalised into a marker of
indirect objects (Lehmann, 1985, 7). In addition, markers may only become par
tially functional in any particular step. For instance, semantic case affixes may
give rise to structural cases, the use of which is conditioned by various semantic
properties of these nominals. Multifunctional ‘semantic’ cases which have not
evolved further towards the structural realm in a long while and merely maintain
their wide range of functions also complicate the simplistic sketch in (23) (Nichols
and Timberlake, 1991).

2.3.1 The origin of semantic cases

Nevertheless, many instances have been observed where semantic cases constitute
new forms of older adpositions with somewhat similar phonology and meaning.
The adpositions which give rise to semantic cases, in their turn, originate from
nouns and verbs, the latter being a more frequent source Blake (2001). Nouns
vulnerable to this change have been noted to include relator nouns (‘top’, ‘edge’),
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body parts (‘head’, ‘ear’), environmental landmarks (‘sky’) and abstract spatial
notions (‘length’) (Svorou, 1994; Blake, 2001). For verbs, however, predicates
such as ‘come’ and ‘leave’ may become spatial adpositions when oneplace pre
dicates (‘fly’) need to be used with a Goal or a Source, resulting in serial verb
constructions (‘fly leave’ expressing ‘fly to’ in Thai). Similarly, verbs like ‘give’
become adpositions marking Recipients and verbs like ‘take’ come to mark in
struments (Blake, 2001, 63).

However, adpositions becoming case affixes implies more profound change
than nouns or verbs becoming adpositions. While both steps likely entail phon
ological change with lexemes/adpositions becoming shorter and less prominent
than their sources (Harris and Campbell, 1995), becoming an affix normally in
volves becoming unstressed, vowels often becoming centred to a schwa (Blake,
2001). In addition, they are likely to develop several phonological variants (e.g.
with vowel harmony), depending on the phonology of the host lexeme. This, in
turn, facilitates the emergence of inflectional classes. For instance, ergative in
Djaru (Pama–Nyungan, Australia) is realised as lu when affixed on vowelfinal
stems and tu on consonantfinal stems (Blake, 2001, 166).

Postpositions are especially prone to becoming semantic case affixes (Harris
and Campbell, 1995; Kulikov, 2008). For instance, the Estonian comitative suffix
ga originates from the comitative postposition kaas used in the 16th and 17th
centuries (Rätsep, 1979; Aigro, 2020). However, in rare cases, prepositions may
also give rise to case prefixes (Kulikov, 2008, 444).

When adpositions become case affixes, they undergo semantic change. Gen
erally this means their new form will cover a broader semantic range than their
old form as it becomes bleached and less coherent. First, this is evident from the
difference between case systems and adposition systems. Namely, case affixes
are less numerous than adpositions, rarely exceeding 10. In a sample of 261 lan
guage, Iggesen (2013) found only 24 languages (9.2%) with more than 10 cases.
Adpositions, on the other hand, is a class that often includes a wider range of
elements. This means that each case in itself must be more bleached and multi
functional than the adpositions from which they evolved, because it will have to
cover a wider range of distinct meanings.

This distinction in functionality is evident in languages where spatial postpos
itions are used in parallel with nearly synonymous spatial cases. For instance, Es
tonian has both an adessive case (‘on’) (24a) and an adessive postposition (‘peal’)
(24b):

(24) a. Telefon
phone.NOM

on
COP.PRS.3SG

laual
tableADE

‘The phone is on the table’
b. Telefon

phone.NOM
on
COP.PRS.3SG

laua
table.GEN

peal
POST

‘The phone is on the table’
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Klavan et al. (2011) has shown that in such contexts the semantic space covered
by the affix is wider than the space covered by the adposition. This is evident from
the fact that when the relation with the spatial element is more abstract and space
semantics is metaphorical (e.g. mure on südamel worry COP.PRS.3SG heartADE
‘Worry is on the heart’/‘I worry’), speakers prefer to use adessive case rather than
the postposition peal ‘on’ (Klavan et al., 2011; Klavan, 2012).

2.3.2 From semantic cases to structural cases

When a semantic case becomes a structural case, further morphophonemic re
duction (erosion) is expected, as well as further semantic bleaching. A case is
functionally and semantically extended, “giving rise to case polysemy” (Heine,
2008, 466).

As mentioned, the cline in (23) is merely a helpful sketch, very broadly il
lustrating that a pathway exists between semantic and structural cases. In reality,
the process is anything but simple. Nichols and Timberlake (1991) investigate
the structural extension of the instrumental case in Russian. They demonstrate
that neither of the presuppositions of the simplistic scenario of grammaticalisa
tion hold — not the fact that grammatical phenomena are clearly distinct from
nongrammatical phenomena, nor the fact that change always leads to entropy.
Instead, they observe that the Russian instrumental has been a multifunctional
case for a long while and many of the changes in its functions may be described
as lateral, rather than teleologically leading to a state of higher grammaticalisa
tion. They conclude that the case is simultaneously grammaticalised and fluid
in every separate diachronic stage they observed (Nichols and Timberlake, 1991,
143). This means to illustrate that instead of a relatively quick change between
functionally simple states, one may observe highly multifunctional cases instead,
which resist simple categorisation and show no intention of decreasing their num
ber of functions.

As this thesis focuses on spatial cases, the following sections will describe the
pathway between spatial cases and structural cases from the perspective of two
different directions — lative (‘onto’/‘into’) and separative (‘from on top of’/‘out
of’). Locative configuration has been discussed less as a structural case source
than the two directional configurations.

Lative affixes as structural case sources

The grammaticalisation of semantic case into structural case is often illustrated
with the link between allative (‘onto’) and Experiencer/Possessor and Recipient
arguments (Heine and Kuteva, 2002; Rice and Kabata, 2007; Lindström and Vih
man, 2017). Goal markers (allatives) expressing motion to or towards a place
have been noted to be crosslinguistically highly polysemous. Via metaphorical
extension, they tend to develop DATIVE, BENEFACTIVE and PURPOSIVE functions as
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an abstraction of their spatial sense (Rice and Kabata, 2007). In their study of
54 allative markers from 44 languages, Rice and Kabata (2007) map 33 differ
ent meanings for these markers, with a third of the morphemes having RECIPIENT
function and another third CONCEPTUAL (Experiencer) function.

Several hierarchical systems have been proposed for the description of the
semantic bleaching of allative case. Based on a study involving 77 languages,
Blansitt (1988) proposes the following hierarchy:

(25) Object ← Dative (indirect object) ← Allative ← Locative
(Blansitt, 1988, 177)

The hierarchy in (25) is viewed as having predictive nature. It suggests that if one case
affix marks both objects and allative elements, it also marks indirect objects (dative). If
the same affix marks indirect objects and locative (nondirectional spatial) meaning, it
also marks allative (directional) meaning.

Similarly, Heine (1990) noted that the semantic extensions involving allative markers
are not coincidental, but follow a systematic pathway, leading further away from concrete
spatial meaning. For instance, its stative spatial function (LOCATION) gives rise to TIME
and POSSESSION functions (Heine, 1990, 131). Two of these functions are represented in
the Estonian allative marker le which has the LOCATION (26a) as well as the POSSESSION
function (26b):

(26) a. Merili
Merili.NOM

toetus
leanPST.3SG

aiale
fenceALL

‘Merili leaned on the fence’
b. Jakk

jacket.NOM
kuulub
belongPRS.3SG

Merilile
MeriliALL

‘The jacket belongs to Merili’

According to Heine (1990), the more dynamic lative meaning of allative is exten
ded in a similar fashion, leading to PURPOSE, REASON and MANNER functions on
the one hand, and RECIPIENT and BENEFICIARY functions on the other hand. The
latter two also pertain to the Estonian allative suffix, as in (27a)–(27b):

(27) a. Merili
Merili.NOM

andis
givePST.3SG

Marile
MariALL

kommi
candyPAR

‘Merili gave Mari candy’
b. Merili

Merili.NOM
tegi
doPST.3SG

Marile
MariALL

heateo
favour.GEN

‘Merili did Mari a favour’

However, the hierarchy in (Heine et al., 1991) is missing the EXPERIENCER function
as well as entirely bleached and objectlike THEME function, which are also seen
with the Estonian allative in (28a)–(28b) .
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(28) a. Merilile
MeriliALL

meeldib
likePRS.3SG

Mari
Mari.NOM

‘Merili likes Mari’
b. Teisipäev

Tuesday.NOM
järgneb
followPRS.3SG

esmaspäevale
MondayALL

‘Tuesday follows Monday’

All in all, spatial meaning can become entirely bleached in the lative dimension.
As a case suffix obtains new functions, the old functions may remain in place,
resulting in a highly multifunctional affix. Due to this multifunctionality, it is
difficult to view such affixes as mere starting points or end points in a grammat
icalisation process (Nichols and Timberlake, 1991).

Separative affixes as structural case sources

While allative and dative are the two most widely discussed cases from which
syntactic markers have arisen (and the only mentioned source categories in Heine
and Kuteva, 2002), other parts of the spatial domain, too, have been noted to be
productive sources for syntactic markers. For instance, separative case, i.e. the
semantic opposite of lative case, is the source category of the Estonian partitive
case, the dominant object case participating in the Estonian differential object
marking system (Rätsep, 1979). Heine (2008) notes that ablatives (with separative
meaning) are among the most common sources for partitives.

In Estonian, it is likely that the separative meaning of the source affix became
bleached in the following way. All cases with a specific semantically coherent
meaning can be expected to have the potential to accommodate abstract nouns,
resulting in metaphorical interpretations of case meaning (‘in my mind’). Separ
ative affixesmay therefore express both spatial meaning (‘from the house’) as well
as metaphorically spatial meaning (‘from this set/group’). The latter, however, is
essentially what is meant by partitive meaning (‘two of these houses’ ~‘two from
among these houses’ where the set of houses constitutes an entity from which
something emerges). With the source of Estonian partitive, both functions were
likely marked by the same case affix.

Partitive meaning, referring to a relationship where something is part of some
thing else, became more bleached, but its atelic aspect was retained and it came
to be used to refer to unfinished events (Larjavaara, 1991). This is the role par
titive most prominently plays in the Modern Estonian differential object mark
ing paradigm. It mostly marks objects which are affected to an unspecified de
gree. Miljan (2009) shows that verbs exclusively selecting partitive objects, e.g.
uskuma ‘believe’, constitute activities or states in the Aktionsart system of Vendler
(1957), which are lexically atelic as they lack inherent temporal end points.

However, Estonian partitive also remains multifunctional as it retains its older
partitive function (kolm õuna three.NOM apple.PAR ‘three apples’) in addition to its
structural function (tahan õuna wantPRS.1SG apple.PAR ‘I want an apple’) (Cann
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and Miljan, 2012, both argument structure and nominal usage are analysed as es
sentially semantic in). See chapter 3 for amore thorough description of differential
argument marking in Estonian.

Interestingly, both the separative and partitive function are also marked by
Modern Estonian elative, a separative case (‘out of’), as seen in (29a)–(29b).

(29) a. Isa
father.NOM

tuli
come3SG.PST

Soomest
FinlandELA

koju
home.ILL

‘Father came home from Finland’
b. Enamik

most.NOM
lastest
child.PLELA

õpivad
study3PL.PRS

hästi
well

‘Most of the children learn well’

In summary, separative function can develop into bleached structural argument
marking function via categories such as partitivewheremetaphorical spatialmean
ing is missed by speakers, who interpret it as already bleached, marking nothing
but an abstract link between concepts.6

2.3.3 Economy in speech

Why is this type of grammatical change happening? All the described steps, in
cluding lexical items becoming adpositions and semantic cases becoming struc
tural cases, are analysed by Lestrade (2010) as rooted in the linguistic laws per
taining to the economy of speech described by Zipf (1949).

Zipf (1949) describes two forces working in opposite directions — the Force
of Unification and the Force of Diversification. The former expresses speakers’
economy, in that the narrower the set of lexical items and the broader the semantic
applications of each item, the more economical it is for the speaker to retain and
use these items. The latter, however, expresses the hearer’s economy, because
a larger set of lexical items with fewer meanings per each item results in more
effective processing for the hearer. Hence, the Force of Unification compresses
several different meanings onto a single lexical item, which leads to greater ab
straction.

Hence, on the one hand, meaning becomes concentrated into cases as the Force
of Unification aims to reduce the number of linguistic signs in a language. The
Force of Diversification, however, which divides separate meanings between a
wider set of lexical items (Zipf, 1949, 19–21), leading to more specific semantic
meaning in each item. This is likely the dynamic behind a language incorporat
ing a number of distinct argument structures, sensitive to the lexical semantics of

6 Another connection between separative semantics and event participation is more directly
linked to the semantics of the source. For instance, certain verbs of negative emotion in Russian
(izbegat ‘avoid’), which entail separative semantics, may mark their arguments noncanonically
in genitive, which is historically linked to an IndoEuropean separative case (Nichols, 1983). In
addition, the diachronic link between ablative (‘from on top of’) and partitive has also been observed
in French, German, Bulgarian, Lezgian, Krongo, Finnish and Basque (Heine and Kuteva, 2002).
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verbs. The two forces together maintain vocabulary balance, as is evident from
the most famous of Zipf’s observations, i.e. the connection between the rank of a
word in a frequency table and its frequency value (Zipf, 1949).

In addition, the change is also affected by the Law of Meaning Distribution,
which posits that the more frequent the word, the more likely it is to have multiple
meanings (Zipf, 1949, 27). Similarly to vocabulary balance, this relationship is
systematic as well, as the number of meanings increases as a square root of the
frequency of the word (Zipf, 1949, 28). Words with more meanings are used in a
larger number of contexts, because they apply to more material (Lestrade, 2010).
Lestrade (2010) argues that it must be necessarily frequency which results in a
more general meaning, rather than more general meaning causing lexemes to be
more frequent. because in the latter instance meanings would not be expected to
generalise further when the item becomesmore frequent. However, frequent items
continue to develop more general functions (Barðdal, 2008; Lestrade, 2010).

Finally, Zipf also showed that more frequent words are phonologically shorter
than less frequent words (Zipf, 1949, 65). Increased frequency and phonological
reduction are both among the defining aspects of grammaticalisation. As item
grammaticalise they become shorter and reduce the effort on the part of speak
ers. Some suggest that as more frequent items are more predictable, they may not
require such precise enunciation as less predictable and less frequent items, lead
ing to phonological erosion over time (Ernestus et al., 2002; Haspelmath, 2008;
Lestrade, 2010).

2.3.4 Summary

This section argued that the degree of grammaticalisation of an individual case is
relevant to describing the system of argument structures in a language. Import
antly, it demonstrated that although cases have been shown to have the potential
to be highly multifunctional (Västi, 2011; SirolaBelliard, 2011), this does not en
tirely contradict with the notion of semantic and structural cases (Wunderlich and
Lakämper, 2001; Blake, 2001; Butt, 2006, such as those in). However, the distinc
tion ought not to be viewed as categorical, but as gradual. This idea was already
represented in the foundational work of Kuryłowicz (1964), who proposed that
such labels as ‘structural’ and ‘semantic’ only describe the primary functions of
cases (see section 2.3). “[...] all caseforms share both kinds of functions, but the
syntactical function is primarywith “grammatical” and secondarywith “concrete”
cases [...]” (Kuryłowicz, 1964, 179). Such a conceptualisation turns case labels
into a proportion issue. If structural uses make up a minority of all uses of se
mantic cases, their semantic status remains unproblematic. However, as semantic
cases are used increasingly in structural functions, identifying them as semantic
becomes more problematic.

Observing mixed functionality in a case system raises questions about the
nature of argument status itself. If both the bleaching of functions and the gram
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maticalisation of cases are gradual processes, then argumenthood, too, may be a
scalar property. The following section will elaborate on somewhat and entirely
gradient approaches to argumenthood.

2.4 Gradience in grammar

The topic of this thesis— i.e. oblique argument structures— has frequently come
up in the discussions about what may or may not constitute arguments. As many
types of arguments, including oblique arguments, have been somewhat difficult
to categorise by merely following traditional criteria (see section 2.2.2), some au
thors have suggested that the notion of argumenthood may have different grades.
For instance, rather than classifying elements as arguments or adjuncts, one may
instead classify oblique arguments as quasiarguments (Schütze, 1995; Van Valin
and LaPolla, 1997; Koenig et al., 2003).

However, gradient phenomena have not been part of traditional grammatical
descriptions, asmost traditional frameworks of grammar viewmost linguistic con
cepts as discrete categories. Such a categorical approach originally stems from the
Aristotelian tradition, where entities are defined based on necessary and sufficient
conditions (Robins, 1990). In such approaches, membership of a category is bin
ary and all category members share an equal status.

An opposite approach is taken in frameworks where certain phenomena are
viewed as inherently gradient, either as varying on an interval scale (Matthews,
1981; Somers, 1984) or an entirely gradual scale (Arka, 2014). Such theories ar
gue that because gradience is evident from the data on a variety of phenomena,
description and theory should accommodate this observation to remain empiric
ally relevant.

The categorical tradition has a much longer history than gradient approaches
(see a comprehensive review in Aarts, 2007). Aarts notes that the strong human
propensity to see the world as being structured in terms of discrete entities stems
from the fact that gradience intuitively appears to introduce vagueness, which is
difficult to accept as a natural part of conceptualising the world. This especially
applies to science, where the aim is to eliminate vagueness, which is seen as ana
logous to doubt and lack of knowledge (Aarts, 2007, 12). In this spirit, post
Bloomfieldian structuralists, including Joos (1950) and Hockett (1955) viewed
language as being inherently made up of discrete entities with no inherently gradi
ent phenomena. “[...] if we find continuousscale contrasts in the vicinity of what
we are sure is language, we exclude them from language” (Hockett, 1955, 17).

Gradient approaches are newer, going back almost a century (Curme, 1935).
However, they did not begin to grow in popularity until the 1960s. Early attempts
to “interpret the vagueness [...] in a nonvague manner” (Danesh, 1966, 12) go
back to the Prague school in the 1960s (Neustupny, 1966; Zadeh, 1965). The
fuzzy set theory in (Zadeh, 1965), for instance, depicted membership in a class as
a matter of degree, inspiring Lakoff’s notion of fuzzy grammar (Lakoff, 1973).
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Other early proponents of inherently gradient systems includeBolinger (1961),
who reacted to the categoricism in the structuralist movement (Joos, 1950; Hock
ett, 1955) by claiming that continuous phenomena ought to be the object of lin
guistic study, because they occur in both language design and language use. “When
one stops talking about switches and begins to talk about potentiometers, one does
not necessarily cease talking about electrical systems” (Bolinger, 1961, 10). One
of the most famous early gradient approaches, however, is that of Ross (1972),
who developed the notion of a ‘squish’, referring to a set of categories, the border
between which are ‘squishy, possibly even quantifiable’ (Ross, 1972, 316).

Summarising the reception of gradient theories, Harris (1993, 220) notes that
“Squishiness was not a hit.” One difficulty they pose for description has to do with
their lower level of formalisation. For instance, much of the feedback for Ross’s
squishy category boundaries focused on the fact that the data Ross observed might
sound credible when presented in a simplistic manner, but it fails to provide a clear
nondiscrete grammar framework (Harris, 1993).

All in all, gradient approaches have largely been rejected for various reasons.
Some approaches do not agree that language design inherently involves continu
ous phenomena. Others think that continuous phenomena exist, but that theoret
ical frameworks should not reflect their continuous nature. The first position ad
dresses the nature of language while the second is concerned with methodology.
While truly gradient approaches would answer ‘yes’ to both of these questions,
discrete approaches vary between hard and soft categoricism.

Hard categoricism posits that grammar is entirely gradiencefree. “Fuzziness
is not present in Grammar in any way,... Rather, fuzziness is in the web, the back
ground knowledge on which language is woven, and therefore it has no effect on
the form and function of language” (Bouchard, 1995, 33).

Soft categoricism, on the other hand, posits that grammarsmight well be gradi
ent, but linguists should avoid formalising gradience. This view is more predom
inant than hard categoricism, being held by many generative and structural theor
eticians. Chomsky has continuously stressed the importance of idealisation, start
ing from ideal speakerlisteners in an idealised, completely homogenous speech
community (Chomsky, 1965, 3), ending with ideal data and concepts (Chomsky,
1995, 7). According to his view, all branches of science require a certain degree
of idealisation, because categories help make sense of the large amount of facts
one faces. “[...] it is the abstract systems that you are constructing that are really
the truth; the array of phenomena is some distortion of the truth because of too
many factors, all sorts of things. And so, it often makes good sense to disregard
phenomena and search for principles that really seem to give some deep insight
into why some of them are that way [...]” (Chomsky, 2002, 99).

However, the divide between gradient and categorical views is not particularly
discrete itself. Many gradient views hold that categories exist, even though they
have fuzzy borders (Aarts, 2007). In addition, they tend to view categories as
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useful chronological starting points. “[...] it methodologically makes sense to
adopt an Aristotelian model of the categories as a starting point, which can then
progressively be relaxed through falsification, rather than proceeding the other
way round” (Aarts, 2007, 224). Hence, linguists are tasked with falsifying the
hypothesis of a categorical organisation of language, finding signs of gradience in
various linguistic phenomena.

Similarly, most categoricist linguistic theories include gradient phenomena.
Examples include generativeworks discussing gradience in grammaticality (Chom
sky, 1965; Belletti and Rizzi, 1988), extraction from relative clauses (Haege
man, 1994), argumenthood (Chomsky, 1981). It also extends to semantic classes
(Pinker, 1999, 102), lexical and functional categories (Corver and van Riemsdijk,
2001) as well as word classes (Ackema and Neeleman, 2004).

As the number of linguistic studies using corpus and experimental methods in
creases, gradience in grammar appears to gain momentum. It appears that while
qualitative approaches are able to highlight the potential for gradience in a phe
nomenon, one ought to use use quantitiative measures to demonstrate that it sys
tematically applies to a phenomenon as a whole. Hence, a change in the method
ological landscape of linguistics is qualitatively expected to affect the way human
language is described.

2.4.1 Role-based approaches to argumenthood

One major approach introducing a degree of gradience into argument status is
the theory based on Protoroles. This theory grew out of projectionist theories.
Namely, many approaches conceptualise information about arguments as some
thing that pertains to verbs as lexemes (Pesetsky, 1982; Levin and Rappaport
Hovav, 2005; Marantz, 2013). As in such approaches arguments are projected by
the verbs’ lexical entries, they are called ‘projectionist’ theories.

The simplest way of conceptualising the lexical information of verbs is to view
each verb as including a list of thematic roles in its lexical entry (Fillmore, 1968;
Jackendoff, 1972, 1976). Roles such as Agent, Patient, Theme, Instrument, Goal,
Source, Experiencer and Stimulus must then be viewed as linguistic primitives,
which exist outside of the verb’s meaning (Croft, 1991, 156). While many roles
may be specified, only a few of them “are put into perspective” (Fillmore, 1977,
73), i.e. qualify as core arguments — e.g. the buyer and goods for ‘buy’.

However, the simple role list approach has been extensively criticised (Levin
and RappaportHovav, 2005). First, precise definitions of roles are nearly im
possible to achieve (Schütze, 1995; Schlesinger, 1995). Second, some roles ap
pear to be made up of smaller primitive concepts. For instance, Agents entail vo
litional, effective, initiative and agentive subroles (Cruse, 1973). After reviewing
a number of typological and psycholinguistic studies, Rissman and Majid (2019)
conclude that only Agents and Patients can be viewed as being represented by dis
tinct abstract categories, the rest referring to highly hererogenous sets of elements.
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As a solution, generalised thematic roles were proposed, which Dowty (1991)
called ‘Protoroles’ and Croft (1998) ‘superroles’. Dowty (1991) proposed that
there are two Protoroles — ProtoAgent and ProtoPatient — both of which are
cluster concepts, made up of semantic properties or ‘entailments’.

ProtoAgent entailments include:

• volitional involvement in the event or state
• sentience (and/or perception)
• causing an event or change in another participant
• movement relative to the position of another participant
• (exists independently of the event named by the verb)

ProtoPatient entailments include:

• undergoes change of state
• incremental theme
• causally affected by another participant
• stationary relative to movement of another participant
• (does not exist independently of the event, or not at al)

(Dowty, 1991, 572)

In a way, Dowty’s Argument Selection Principle lays out a somewhat formal ap
proach to gradience in argument structure. It posits: “In predicates with grammat
ical subject and object, the argument for which the predicate entails the greatest
number of ProtoAgent properties will be lexicalized as the subject of the predic
ate; the argument having the greatest number of ProtoPatient entailments will be
lexicalized as the direct object” (Dowty, 1991, 576). Hence, if one argument has
more ProtoAgent properties than another argument, it will be realised as the sub
ject of the clause. Importantly, this means that various elements in a clause vary
in terms of their ‘Agenthood’.

In addition, Protoroles have been influential in noncanonical argumentmark
ing studies. Their entailments cover many of the transitivity factors proposed by
Hopper and Thompson (1980). Given the hypothesis that transitivity plays a role
in case selection in arguments, these entailments have been used for explaining
the variance in noncanonical marking in many languages.

For instance, Lestrade (2010) uses them to explain the entire phenomenon
of oblique arguments. He proposes that semantic cases are sometimes used in
structural function to explicitlymark the lack of Protorole properties. In this view,
spatial case may be used on the subject to communicate that it is nonvolitional
(Lestrade, 2010, 187) (e.g. the allativemarked Experiencers in Estonian). This
would mean that there are more types of realisation than just something being
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realised as a (nominative) subject or an (accusative) object Dowty (1991). We
will return to this question in chapter 7.

One issue with generalised roles is that they were designed to describe proto
typically transitive verbs where an Agent acts on a Patient. They do not address
the wide variation in transitivity that languages of the world exhibit (Levin and
RappaportHovav, 2005, 60). However, some have argued that Protorole entail
ments also play a role in the argument realisation of ‘syntactically intransitive’
verbs (oblique argument verbs) (Davis and Koenig, 2000). For instance, the real
isation of subjects and oblique complements of verbs such as ‘rely on’, ‘yearn
for’, ‘apply to’ also depend on ProtoAgent and ProtoPatient entailments (Davis
and Koenig, 2000, 74).

Some have also criticised the tendency to regard semantic entailments as hav
ing the same weight when they are used for determining which constituents be
come realised as subjects and objects (Davis and Koenig, 2000; Davis, 2001;
Ackerman and Moore, 2001; Murphy, 2002). Others have pointed out that the
morphosyntax of arguments can well originate from other sources, rather than the
entailments, imposed by verbs on their arguments. For instance, object animacy
appears to play a role in the way indirect objects are realised in English (‘Send
Mary the goods’, *‘Send the warehouse the goods’) (Evans, 1997).

In summary, the Protorole approach describes a system which entails gradi
ence in argumenthood to some degree.7 This gradience, however, only applies to
the semantic level, because once a phrase becomes realised as a subject or object,
the idea of gradience is no longer applicable to its subject/object status — it either
is or is not an object. There are several frameworks, however, which also integrate
gradience into the final expression of argument realisation. The next section will
outline several such approaches.

2.4.2 Gradient approaches to argumenthood

Argumenthood is phenomenon which has often received somewhat gradient in
terpretations, even in categoricist approaches. Certain types of constituents have
been noted to be difficult to fit in a binary model of arguments and adjuncts. For
instance, some type of semiargumenthood has been imposed on subjects of nom
inalisations (‘The enemy’s destruction of the city’) and ‘by’phrases in passives
(‘The city was destroyed by the enemy’) (Grimshaw, 1990, 109), the weather
it (‘It is raining.’) (Chomsky, 1981, 325) and phrases selected by verbs but not
fixed in terms of adpositions or cases (‘Kim put the book on the box’/‘under the
table’) (Van Valin, 2005, 23).

7 Many modern versions of projectionist theories have also decomposed verb meanings rather
than roles (Pesetsky, 1982; Levin and RappaportHovav, 2005). Decomposed predicate theories
propose a more complex picture where the information in a verb’s lexical entry is rather abstract,
being realised as arguments via a set of mapping algorithms. A verb’s lexical entry “registers some
kind of semantically anchored argument structure, which in turn determines the morphosyntactic
expression – or projection –– of its arguments.” (Levin and RappaportHovav, 2005, 186).
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Broadly, there are two ways to conceptualise gradience in argumenthood. One
can view the distinction between argumenthood and adjuncthood as an interval in
cluding predefined intermediate levels (Matthews, 1981; Somers, 1984). Altern
atively, one can view argumenthood as a fully gradient phenomenon with various,
numerical argument strengths8 (Arka, 2014).

Representing an interval approach, Matthews (1981, 140) proposes that the
sentence ‘I saw him clearly yesterday’ includes three different levels of argu
ments: a complement (‘him’), a noncomplement (‘clearly’) and peripheral ma
terial (‘yesterday’). Somers (1984) posits that argumenthood and adjuncthood
entail six categories, the most argumentlike of which are internal complements
(‘pave theway’), followed by obligatory complements (‘Themanwrote me a let
ter’), optional complements (‘Graeme caught Steve a salmon’), middles (‘I gently
pushed the button’), adjuncts (‘I pulled the lever in order to eject’) and extraperi
pherals (‘We waited, you know’) (Somers, 1984, 524–526). The scale describes
an increase in the degree of restrictions — the higher the level of argumenthood
(‘complementhood’ in (Somers, 1984)), the more restricted the selected constitu
ents, either in terms of form or semantics. Hence, the ‘middle’ category is similar
to a complement in that its form is rather restricted and predictable from the verb’s
meaning, but it resembles adjuncts in that its occurrence is entirely optional.

However, if argument status was shown to be based on semantic and pragmatic
effects rather than discrete predetermined classes (e.g. ‘optional complements’ in
(Somers, 1984)), a gradual scale might have advantages over interval scales. The
more gradient approaches include prototype theory (Rosch et al., 1976; Lakoff,
1987) and canonical typology (Corbett, 2005; Brown et al., 2013). Both opera
tionalise gradience by means of welldefined extremes of the scale, against which
any observed element can be compared.

Prototype theory

Prototype theory proposes that while broad categories exist, the members of these
categories vary in their prototypicality, i.e. the degree to which they show similar
ity to a predefined prototype, commonly the most typical member of the category
(Taylor, 1995). The idea of prototypes in language goes back to Jespersen (1924),
but it gained popularity after Rosch demonstrated that prototypes play an import
ant role in conceptualising real world objects (Rosch, 1973; Rosch et al., 1976).
For instance, when assessing the prototypicality of different versions of chairs,
the elements assessed to be more prototypical also had more attributes in com
mon with the other members of that category, and less attributes in common with
other contrasting categories (Rosch and Mervis, 1975).

This inspired research claiming that prototypes are applicable to linguistic
objects (Bybee and Moder, 1983; Lakoff, 1987). Many linguistic phenomena,

8 The terminology of gradient argument status has not set in usage. This thesis refers to argu
ments of varying degrees as weak and strong arguments.
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including noun denotations (Labov, 1973), grammatical categories and syntactic
constructions (Taylor, 1995) have been analysed in terms of prototypes. For in
stance, the prototypical possessive genitive construction can be thought of as en
tailing an exclusive human possessor, a concrete possessed element and spatial
proximity between the two. Based on this, ‘the dog’s bone’ can be assessed as
less prototypical than ‘Lisa’s doll’, as ‘the dog’ does not refer to a human entity
(Taylor, 1995, 202).

In terms of argumenthood, the prototypicality of arguments is often mapped
onto the gradient notion of transitivity (Hopper and Thompson, 1980) and the
entailments of the two Protoroles proposed by Dowty (1991). In this vein, pro
totypical arguments are defined as those which maximise transitivity in a clause,
commonly occurring with highly transitive verbs. Prototypical subjects are voli
tional and human, meaning that Experiencers constitute nonprototypical subjects
(Malchukov, 2005; Lestrade, 2010).

There is, however, some controversy in terms of conceptualising prototypes.
Rosch (1978) warns against using prototypes to predict how categories are pro
cessed, or thinking that natural language categories have particularly prototypical
members. “To speak of a prototype at all is simply a convenient grammatical fic
tion; what is really referred to are judgments of degree of prototypicality.” (Rosch,
1978, 40).

Similarly, Lakoff (1999, 391) notes that there are two ways in which proto
types are often misinterpreted. First, people assume that whenever speakers give
goodnessofexample judgments (‘How good of an example is this entity of this
category?’), the membership of that category must be a matter of degree. The
second misconception is that the more similar an entity is to a prototype, the more
that entity itself is a member of that category. Hence, Lakoff (1999) emphasises
the distinction between prototypicality and gradient membership to a category.
Simply put, oddlooking chairs are no less chairs than prototypical chairs and one
must not conflate the two concepts.

Furthermore, Aarts (2007) remains critical about the proposal of Lakoff (1987),
that because linguistic categories show prototype effects, they must have “the
same character as other conceptual categories” (Lakoff, 1987, 67). He notes that it
is simpler to have participants assess the typicality of chairs than, for instance, the
typicality of adjectives, because the properties underlying the assessment differ
fundamentally (Aarts, 2007, 88).

Finally, some approaches assume that prototype effects correlate with fre
quency Rosch et al. (1976) list five properties of prototypes: 1) prototypes achieve
higher typicality ratings from participants, 2) they are learned earlier than other
category members, 3) it takes less time to verify them as category members, 4)
their representations are generated upon hearing the category name and 5) they
are more likely to be named by participants in task of naming category members
(Rosch et al., 1976, 491492). These properties, however, are also the properties
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of frequent lexemes. This has given rise to the idea that prototypes not only are
frequent in experimental output (Rosch et al., 1976), but they can also be identified
as the most frequent elements in natural language (Stamenković and Tasić, 2013).
Taylor (1995, 52) notes that “Interestingly, the impression of a higher frequency
of occurrence of prototypical members may well be a symptom of prototypicality,
and not its cause.”

All in all, the prototype approach outlines a rather intuitive perspective on the
gradient nature of categories, but it does not describe inherently gradient variables.
Contrary to the way many understand it, it is not clear that prototype effects de
scribe varying degrees of category membership. In fact, this is the way in which
linguists have warned others not to use prototypes (Lakoff, 1999). Hence, if ar
gument status showed evidence of varying degrees of class membership, it is not
clear that the prototype theory would be equipped to describe it.

Canonical typology

The canonical typology framework has both similarities and differences with pro
totype theory. It suggests that, for a linguistic phenomenon, one may describe a
‘canon’ or a ‘canonical ideal’. This ideal, however, is conceptualised rather differ
ently from prototypes (Corbett, 2005, 2007; Brown et al., 2013). While prototypes
can be viewed as perceptually salient natural categories, a canonical ideal “con
stitutes a point of convergence for logically consistent definitions.” (Brown et al.,
2013, 12). Hence, canonical typology is not a theory of how language is struc
tured, but merely aims to offer a helpful system for conducting typological work.
As such, it aims to provide a solution to the Correspondence Problem, which pos
its that comparing linguistic categories (e.g. verbal agreement or an inflectional
class) crosslinguistically requires a way to establish said categories in a universal
manner (Brown et al., 2013).

Similarly to some studies in prototype theory, canonical typology describes
the canon as defined by multiple dimensions or features (Brown et al., 2013).
First, a linguistic phenomenon is defined as a ‘base’, i.e. a broad and inclusive
definition, which contains enough information that one can investigate whether
this phenomenon exists in a language. Next, criteria are outlined, describing the
dimensions along which the base varies.

For instance, if verbal agreement is chosen as the base, the phenomenon may
be viewed as more canonical if the controller (nominal) has some visible (overt)
expression of agreement features (e.g. the Russian gender marker on the pronoun,
with which the verb agrees by bearing the same gender marker: ona pisala ‘she
wrote’) than when it lacks such features (e.g. the lack of gender marker on the
first person pronoun in Russian: ja pisala ‘I wrote’) (Corbett, 2006).

These criteria ought to be crosslinguistically informative as they are the di
mensions which measure out the space defined by the base. Each of them has
a more canonical and a less canonical value. This means that there are various
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types of verbal agreement, distinguished by the various configurations of criteria
values. In other words, there is only one configuration in which a variant is ca
nonical — in the point where all criteria are valued as canonical — but there are
numerous ways in which a phenomenon may be noncanonical. One may also
outline the degree to which something is noncanonical, as a quantitative sum
mary of the criteria settings. As more than two criteria are commonly involved,
two types of verbal agreement may be noncanonical to the same degree and still
express different features.

This approach has also been used for describing argumenthood. Arka (2014)
assigned various constituents a numerical argumenthood index, ranging from 0 to
1, reflecting the proportion of 14 different criteria describing the degree to which
the argumenthood of each element is canonical. Forker (2014), on the other hand,
only postulates six criteria that constitute “defining properties that concern the
nature of what it means to be an argument or adjunct” (Forker, 2014, 28). These
are:

• Semantic obligatoriness: elements semantically required to complete the
meaning of the predicate (see section 2.2.2).

• Syntactic obligatoriness: elements which may not be left out of the clause
(see section 2.2.2).

• Latency: implicit arguments require a definite interpretation, available some
where else in context, while implicit adjuncts do not. One may only under
stand the meaning of ‘John won.’ if the object of winning is available in
context, but the same does not apply to the time or manner of the event.

• Cooccurrence restrictions: in Forker (2014) this criterion entails morpho
logical and semantic selection, as well as the fact that the roles filled by
arguments are specific to some verbs (e.g. something being eaten) while
adjunct roles are general (the time of the event) (see section 2.2.2).

• Grammatical relations: this pertains to languages that have grammaticalised
grammatical relations, i.e. a productive argument structure for marking a
wide range of participants, which may be referred to as subjects and objects.

• Iterability: the number of arguments is limited while adjuncts may be added
freely (see section 2.2.1).

Forker (2014) uses these criteria to assess the strength of argumenthood in six
types of constituents expressing six different functions of two spatial cases in
Hinuq (Northeast Caucasian, Russia). Certain functions of these cases are shown
to resemble canonical adjuncts (spatial, temporal, manner functions) while others
resemble canonical arguments (possessors, noncanonical agents). Hence, differ
ently from prototype theory, canonical typology relies less on transitivity factors
and Protorole entailments and more on traditional argument criteria described
(see section 2.2).
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2.4.3 Summary

In a way, gradient approaches to argumenthood show a great deal of similarity
to one another. They mostly assume that variance in argumenthood depends on
various predetermined semantic, morphological and syntactic factors. Following
this, they also assume that oblique arguments have decreased or inherently differ
ent argument status compared to that of canonical arguments, as per the mentioned
factors. In this sense, they all pattern with the traditional grammatical description
in which obliques are viewed as qualitatively distinct from canonical arguments.

In addition, the two most gradient views on argument status, prototype theory
and canonical typology, are not really equipped to measure the degree of member
ship of an element in a category. Canonical typology explicitly denounces such an
aim, outlining itself merely as a tool for typological investigations. Hence, the cri
teria in canonical typology are designed only so they may capture crosslinguistic
variation in a phenomenon, rather than constitute actual cognitive factors affect
ing the phenomenon in language or describing degrees of membership to classes.
This is not always done in studies using canonical typology, though. Several still
assess gradience in membership to argument class, building it on traditional ar
gument status criteria, some of which were shown to be highly problematic in
section 2.2 (Arka, 2014; Forker, 2014).

The development and popularisation of gradient approaches accompanies the
widening spectrum of methods. As quantitative corpus and behavioural methods
become more widespread, gradient representations may become more widespread
in describing grammar. This means one needs to be careful in terms of interpreting
results, because there is still very little knowledge on the role of gradience in gram
mar. One might need to critically assess whether variance found in quantitative
studies really constitutes evidence of gradience in a phenomenon. While empir
ical (quantitative) methods are undoubtedly more efficient in mapping the scope
of potential gradience in a phenomenon thanmore traditional examplebased stud
ies, the final assessment will nevertheless require a combination of data and theory
to validate the idea of gradience in a grammar domain (Aigro, 2018).

In any case, a gradient approach would need to possess the ability to describe
varying degrees of membership in a class. That is, it would need to have the
terminology with which to outline weaker and stronger arguments, as well as the
terminology with which to do it. One may argue whether the aspect of varying
degrees of membership essentially contradicts the entire concept of classes. For
instance, one does not postulate classes for describing human height, but rather
defines a type of scale. These issues will be addressed in chapter 6, which uses
an experiment to demonstrate the way particular types of elements systematically
occupy the argumenthood scale.
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3 AN OVERVIEW OF ESTONIAN

Estonian is a FinnoUgric language from the Uralic language family with rich
morphology and a varied morphosyntactic system for marking verbal dependants.
Together with Finnish, Livonian and several other languages, it belongs to the
Finnic branch of FinnoUgric languages, which are spoken around the Baltic Sea
and its neighbouring areas. It is the native language of about 1.1 million people.

As this thesis focuses on arguments marked in spatial cases, the following sec
tions will outline the system of Estonian nominal morphology, focusing on spa
tial cases and their functions (sections 3.1–3.2). Canonically and noncanonically
marked arguments are introduced (sections 3.3–3.5). Section 3.7 presents the re
search questions of the seven individual studies conducted in this thesis, also dis
cussing its general aims and scope.

3.1 Estonian nominal inflection

The Estonian nominal inflection paradigm describing the inflection of nouns, ad
jectives, numerals and pronouns includes 28 cells with singular and plural forms
of 14 cases. In addition, 26 inflection classes have been distinguished for nominals
(Viks, 1992). From a broad typological perspective, Estonian is an agglutinating
language, but it includes more fusional morphology than other languages in the
northern branch of Finnic (Viitso, 2003).

The nominal paradigms of õpetaja ‘teacher’ and mõte ‘thought’ are presented
in Table 1:
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Table 1: Estonian nominal paradigm for õpetaja ‘teacher’ and mõte ‘thought’, including
three structural cases (nominative, genitive and partitive) as well as 11 semantic cases.
Hyphenation indicates the case affix for singular forms and the plural and case affix for
plural forms.

‘teacher’ ‘thought’
Case singular plural singular plural
Nominative õpetaja õpetajad mõte mõtted
Genitive õpetaja õpetajate mõtte mõtete
Partitive õpetajat õpetajaid mõtet mõtteid
Illative
(‘into’) õpetajasse õpetajatesse mõttesse mõtetesse

Inessive
(‘in’) õpetajas õpetajates mõttes mõtetes

Elative
(‘out of’) õpetajast õpetajatest mõttest mõtetest

Allative
(‘onto’) õpetajale õpetajatele mõttele mõtetele

Adessive
(‘on’) õpetajal õpetajatel mõttel mõtetel

Ablative
(‘from on
top of’)

õpetajalt õpetajatelt mõttelt mõtetelt

Translative
(‘become’) õpetajaks õpetajateks mõtteks mõteteks

Terminative
(‘up to’) õpetajani õpetajateni mõtteni mõteteni

Essive (‘as’) õpetajana õpetajatena mõttena mõtetena
Abessive
(‘without’) õpeatajata õpetajateta mõtteta mõteteta

Comitative
(‘with’) õpetajaga õpetajatega mõttega mõtetega

The nominal paradigm includes three structural cases— nominative, genitive and
partitive, the term ‘structural’ (or ‘grammatical’) referring to their function as
markers of grammatical subjects and objects (grammatical relations). Nominat
ive is morphologically unmarked, but genitive and some instances of partitive are
marked fusionally in the stem (see genitive singular in Table 1). The three struc
tural cases may also remain unmarked altogether (ema is the nominative, genitive
and partitive singular form of ‘mother’).

In addition to the three structural cases, the nominal paradigm includes eleven
semantic cases, one of which (illative singular) is sometimes fusionally marked in
the stem (maja house.NOM, majja house.ILL). The other ten are formed by adding
a case affix to a stem — the stem often being the genitive form in their respect
ive number (Viitso, 2003; Viht and Habicht, 2019). Six of the semantic cases are
regarded as spatial cases: illative, inessive, elative, allative, adessive and ablat
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ive (see Table 1). These cases are further discussed in section 3.2). Sometimes
terminative (‘up to’) is viewed as the seventh spatial case (Ylikoski, 2011).

Finally, the last four cases in Table 1 (terminative, essive, comitative and ab
lative) behave somewhat differently from the rest as they exhibit cliticlike rather
than affixlike behaviour. For instance, in these cases adjectives do not agree with
head nouns in case or number, but occur in genitive instead (kollase majani yel
low.GEN houseTERM ‘up to the yellow house’, *kollaseni majani yellowTERM
houseTERM) (Viitso, 2003; Erelt et al., 2007; Miljan, 2009). In addition, the af
fixes of these four cases attach to phrases rather than nouns (kassi ja koeraga
cat.GEN and dogCOM ‘with the cat and dog’, ?kassiga ja koeraga catCOM and
dogCOM).

In addition, the nominal paradigm entails a high degree of overabundance, i.e.
acceptable parallel forms in cells (Siiman, 2019; Viht and Habicht, 2019). This
phenomenon affects most plural cells (e.g. jooksjatesse and jooksjaisse runner
PLILL), but parallel forms also occur in illative singular (e.g. majasse houseILL
and majja house.ILL) (Siiman, 2019).

Overabundance in the Estonian nominal paradigm broadly arises in three dif
ferent ways. First, a nominal may have parallel forms in a single paradigm, com
monly regarded as a property of particular inflection classes (e.g. class no 25 of
the 26 inflection classes in Estonian has parallel forms in most plural cells, such
as harilikesse and harilikkudesse ordinary.PLILL ‘into the ordinary’. Second, a
particular lexememay have parallel paradigms, both belonging to the same inflec
tion class (heeringatesse and heeringaisse herringPLILL). Third, a nominal
may simultaneously feature in several inflection classes (akvaariumidesse and
akvaariumeisse aquariumPLILL) (Ülle Viks, personal communication). Ac
cording to Kaalep (2018, 146), 13 of the 26 inflection classes have systematic
overabundance throughout most of the plural cells of eleven semantic cases while
another seven classes feature some overabundant lexemes in those cells.

3.2 Spatial cases

The six spatial cases form a coherent semantic system where three cases refer
to external space and three to internal space. In addition, three basic direction
categories, i.e. lative, locative and separative, are represented in each group, as
illustrated in Table 2:

Table 2: Estonian spatial cases

Lative
(Goal)

Locative
(Place)

Separative
(Source)

External (ON) Allative
( le, ‘onto’)

Adessive
( l, ‘on’)

Ablative
( lt, ‘from on’)

Internal (IN) Illative
( sse, ‘into’)

Inessive
( s, ‘in’)

Elative
( st, ‘out of’)
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In a diachronic perspective, the configuration with three distinct directions already
occurred in ProtoUralic. Of the original three spatial affixes, two have evolved
into other cases in Estonian. The locative affix na evolved into essive and the
separative ta evolved into partitive (history of partitive was discussed in section
2.3.2). Nevertheless, the threeway system remained in place (Rätsep, 1979) and
other forms now fill those functions.

The distinction between internal and external cases is newer, only dating back
to ProtoFinnic (Rätsep, 1979). Estonian internal cases are formed by the histor
ical Finnic lative case affix s with an additional element being added in illative
(sse) and elative (st).

External cases are formed by the Finnic affix l, which is combined with ad
ditional elements in allative (le) and ablative (lt. Allative is likely the oldest ex
ternal case, dating back further than ProtoFinnic. The other two external cases,
adessive and ablative, may have come to use via analogy with internal cases (Rät
sep, 1979, 52).

Ross (1997) notes that the only spatial case present in most 17th century texts
is elative, while most grammars between the 17th and 19th centuries either only
include elative or refer to both elative and allative. Elative is often linked to or
presented as a subclass of genitive in these grammars, while allative, when present,
occurs under dative (Ross, 1997, 186).

3.2.1 Morphology

Morphologically, all six spatial cases are generally marked by affixes added to the
genitive form. Illative, however, is slightly distinct from the other five cases. The
illative singular cell often has overabundance in the sense that it is expressed by
two parallel forms, sometimes called the short (often fusional) illative (30a) and
long (agglutinative) illative (30b) (Siiman, 2019):

(30) a. Lektor
lecturer.NOM

astus
step3SG.PST

auditooriumi
auditorium.ILL

‘The lecturer stepped into the auditorium’
b. Lektor

lecturer.NOM
astus
step3SG.PST

auditooriumisse
auditoriumILL

‘The lecturer stepped into the auditorium’

Long illative (30b) is formed by adding sse to the genitive stem, while short
illative can be expressed by a number of different means, e.g. the bare genitive
stem (30a), gemination of stem phonemes (jõgi river.NOM jõkke river.ILL ‘into the
river’), he/hu/hafinal fusional forms (pea head.NOM pähe head.ILL ‘into one’s
head’) or with the de suffix (suurde bigILL ‘into a big’). This means that illative
is the only semantic case which can sometimes be marked with a fusional affix.

In lexemes for which the two forms are in parallel distribution, the short form
tends to dominate (Viht and Habicht, 2019, 296). However, entirely parallel distri
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bution is rare as lexical and clause factors tend to guide the choice between forms.
In a corpus of 15 million words representing written Estonian, Aigro and Vihman
(in review) found that it is only for 5% of lexemes with an illative singular form
that two parallel forms are simultaneously in use.

Metslang (2014) notes that the choice between two illative forms depends on
inflection class, lexemefinal phoneme and lexeme length in syllables. Siiman
(2015) argues that the choice of form also depends on whether the lexeme occurs
in argument function, but this was shown to not apply for lexemes where both
parallel forms of illative singular (or parallel forms in the plural cells of other
spatial cases) are used (Aigro and Vihman, in review). However, the finding that
one form dominates in a more semantic function while the other form dominates
in argument function is consistent with studies in Czech where one variant of
locative singular has been found to be preferred over the other in governed position
(Bremel and Knittl, 2012).

The distinctions in morphology, semantics and lexical patterns have given rise
to the idea that instead of a single illative, two different cases are observed: adit
ive in (30a) and illative in (30b) (Viks, 1982). However, this view has not been
accepted by mainstream descriptions (Viht and Habicht, 2019), which emphasise
that the two illative forms may well be in parallel distribution and that they are
not semantically distinct (Erelt et al., 1995, 56). In addition, both forms are not
available to all lexemes.

3.2.2 Functions

Most studies approach Estonian spatial cases from a functional viewpoint (Mat
sumura, 1994; Nurka, 2014; Klavan, 2012; Lindström and Vihman, 2017). The
functional perspective relates to section 2.3, which discusses case functionality
from the perspective of grammaticalisation. Semantic cases vary in terms of their
functional range. The wider the extent of this range and the more bleached func
tions a case is able to express, the more grammaticalised it is. This thesis regards
marking core arguments as the most highly bleached function of a case. The struc
tural use of Estonian semantic cases is discussed in section 3.5. The following will
outline the more semantic functions of Estonian spatial cases.

The most straightforward function of spatial cases is that of marking relations
pertaining to physical space, as in (30). Concrete spatial meaning is often exten
ded into the function ABSTRACT SPACE (hinge soul.ILL ‘into one’s soul’). How
ever, spatial cases have also been noted to have various other functions, which
are metaphorically related to the notion of space. Section 2.3 discussed the path
ways leading from spatial functions to more bleached functions (Heine, 1990),
passing through TIME, PURPOSE and BENEFACTIVE, among others. Most of these
are observed in the use of Estonian spatial cases as well. The following outlines
the functions of Estonian spatial cases, based on a reference grammar (Erelt et al.,
2007).
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Internal cases

The reference grammar (Erelt et al., 2007) outlines five different functions for
illative, six for inessive and 13 for elative. All three cases are said to encode 1)
SPACE, 2) STATE-OF-AFFAIRS9, 3) TIME and 4) bleached function.10

More individual functions include REASON for illative (31a) as well as lexic
alised expressions and DOMAIN for inessive (31b):

(31) a. Ta
3SG.NOM

suri
die.3SG.PST

vähki
cancer.ILL

‘S/he died of cancer’
b. Ületan

surpass1SG.PRS
teisi
others.PAR

tennises
tennisINE

‘I surpass others in tennis’

Elative, however, also marks COMPARISON (32a), MATERIAL (32b) and the Source
in change verbs (32c):

(32) a. suurem
bigger

päikesest
sunELA

‘Bigger than the sun’
b. betoonist

concreteELA
maja
house.NOM

‘A concrete house’
c. minust

1SGELA
saab
become3SG.PRS

õpetaja
teacher.NOM

‘I will become a teacher’

In addition, elative marks REASON (33a), the semantic subject in passives (analog
ous to REASON) (33b), an attribute (analogous to MATERIAL) (33c) and something
with which connection is cut (analogous to ABSTRACT SPACE) (33d):

(33) a. Sõrmed
fingerNOM.PL.NOM

olid
COP.3PL.PST

külmast
coldELA

kanged
stiffPL

‘Fingers were stiff from the cold’l
b. Naine

woman.NOM
oli
COP.3SG.PST

kuumusest
heatELA

piinatud
torturePPP

‘The woman was tortured by the heat’
c. Üliõpilasest

studentELA
poeg
son.NOM

‘A student son’/‘A son who is a student’
d. Ta

3SG.NOM
jäi
remain.3SG.PST

rahast
moneyELA

ilma
post

‘S/he was left without money’

9 Expressed as seisund ‘state’, but really entails examples of abstract space, e.g. vajus mõtte
sse fallPST.3SG thoughtILL ‘fell deep in thought’

10 Expressed as “Person, thing or phenomenon which the event entails”, “function without
meaning” or “the object at which the event is aimed” (Erelt et al., 2007).
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Finally, elative also marks PARTITIVE function, which in some contexts leads it to
be in parallel distribution with partitive (34):

(34) a. Maarja
Maarja.NOM

sõi
eat.3SG.PST

pool
half.NOM

leiba
bread.PAR

‘Maarja ate half the bread’
b. Maarja

Maarja.NOM
sõi
eat.3SG.PST

pool
half

leivast
breadELA

‘Maarja ate half the bread’

The elative affix has stood out in terms of its multifunctional usage for more than a
century (Wiedemann, 1875; Saluveer, 1958; Viht andHabicht, 2019). Wiedemann
(1875) refers to twelve different functions of elative, including SEPARATIVE, MAN-
NER, ORIGIN, PARTITIVE, TIME, and others.

In an especially elaborate approach, Nurka (2014) described elative by means
of a multidimensional matrix of 18 different senses in 6 cognitive domains (time,
space, abstract space, abstract relationships, containment and scale). Out of the
108 possible functions created by this matrix, she found that elative tokens were
used in 48 (sample size = 500 elative tokens). Among the 18 senses of each do
main in this matrix, there are three structural functions. These will be further
discussed in section 3.5.

External cases

The reference grammar (Erelt et al., 2007) outlines eight different functions for
allative, seven for adessive and three for ablative. All three external cases are used
for marking SPACE. Allative and adessive both also mark STATE-OF-AFFAIRS11 and
TIME.

Additional allative functions include RECIPIENT and EXPERIENCER. Allative is
also said to have three separate bleached functions, the first referring to “someone
or something at which the event is aimed”, the second referring to “the object of an
emotion” while the third is “without a clear meaning” (Erelt et al., 2007). Broadly
all three constitute bleached functions where allative is selected by the verb, i.e.
structural function. These will be further discussed in section 3.5.

In addition to the aforementioned senses, the adessive functions also include
POSSESSOR (35a), semantic subjects of infinitives (35b), INSTRUMENT (35c) and
MANNER (35d).

(35) a. Mul
1SGADE

on
COP.3SG.PRS

koer
dog.NOM

‘I have a dog’
b. Luba

allow.IMP
neil
3PL.ADE

rääkida
talkINF1

‘Let them speak!’

11 Similarly to internal cases, this function marks instances of abstract space
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c. Monika
Monika.NOM

mängib
play3SG.PRS

klaveril
pianoADE

lugu
song.PAR

‘Monika is playing a song on the piano’
d. Ema

mother.NOM
kuulab
listen3SG.PRS

kikkis
stiff

kõrvul
ear.PLADE

‘Mum was listening hard’/‘Mum was all ears’

In addition to SPACE, ablative also marks SOURCE, a human role opposite to Re
cipients, e.g. the SOURCE of saama ‘receive’. Finally, ablative marks ATTRIBUTE
(hingelt noor soulABL young ‘young by one’s soul’).

Table 3 lists all functions coded in this study:

Table 3: Functions of Estonian spatial cases in Eesti keele käsiraamat (Erelt et al., 2007).

Illative ‘into’ Inessive ‘in’ Elative ‘out of’
SPACE SPACE SPACE

STATE STATE STATE

TIME TIME TIME

BLEACHED FUNCTION BLEACHED FUNCTION BLEACHED FUNCTION

REASON LEXICALISED PHRASE COMPARISON

MATERIAL

SOURCE

SEMANTIC SUBJECT
IN PASSIVES
ATTRIBUTE

SOMETHING WITH WHICH
CONNECTION IS CUT

PARTITIVE

Allative ‘onto’ Adessive ‘on’ Ablative ‘from on’
SPACE SPACE SPACE

STATE STATE SOURCE

TIME TIME ATTRIBUTE

EXPERIENCER POSSESSOR

RECIPIENT SEMANTIC SUBJECT
IN INFINITIVES

SOMETHING AT WHICH
THE EVENT IS AIMED INSTRUMENT

OBJECT OF EMOTION MANNER

BLEACHED FUNCTION
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Alternations

The extensive multifunctionality of spatial cases leads to their parallel distribution
in some contexts. More than a century ago, Wiedemann (1875) pointed out that
when marking abstract relations, internal and external cases are sometimes inter
changeable (e.g. hakkab töle startPRS.3SG workALL and hakkab töse start
PRS.3SG workILL ‘begins working’). This phenomenon also occurs in Modern
Estonian where allative tends to be included in a range of spatial case alternations
in argument contexts (Viht and Habicht, 2019, 300). For instance, sarnanema
‘resemble’ varies between comitative (36a) and allative structures (36b):

(36) a. Joosep
Joosep.NOM

sarnaneb
resemblePRS.3SG

peaministriga
prime.ministerCOM

‘Joosep resembles the Prime Minister’
b. Joosep

Joosep.NOM
sarnaneb
resemblePRS.3SG

peaministrile
prime.ministerALL

‘Joosep resembles the Prime Minister’

Such parallel uses may also lead to verbs changing their case selection over time.
For instance, a century ago Kettunen (1924, 59) mentioned the verb õnnestuma
‘succeed in’ as selecting an allative Experiencer, whereas in Modern Estonian it
selects an adessive Experiencer. In any case, from the perspective of case evolu
tion, such effects are highly expected as they illustrate the functional similarities
between spatial cases (see section 2.3).

3.3 Grammatical relations

Typologically, Estonian is a nominativeaccusative language, where subjects of
both oneplace verbs (‘run’) and twoplace verbs (‘hit’) occur in nominative. Over
all, the set of Estonian grammatical relations are regarded as including six differ
ent types of information: 1) the predicate (the verb), 2) grammatical subject, 3)
grammatical object, 3) predicative (koer ‘dog’ inMuki on koer ‘Muki is a dog’) 4)
adverbial and 5) attribute (adjectives). This section outlines grammatical subjects
and objects, both of which exhibit differential case marking with various semantic
and pragmatic implications.

3.3.1 Differential subject marking (DSM)

Grammatical subjects occur in either nominative or partitive. Nominative sub
jects are prototypical and the verb agrees with them in number and person, e.g.
(37a)–(37b). Partitive subjects occur in clauses with decreased transitivity, e.g.
in existential clauses (37c), as well as in resultative clauses, with Possessors and
Experiencers (Erelt et al., 2017, 244):
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(37) a. Me
1PL.NOM

korjame
pickPRS.1PL

seeni
mushroom.PAR.PL

‘We are picking mushrooms’
b. Metsas

forestINE
kasvavad
growPRS.3PL

seened
mushroomNOM.PL

‘Mushrooms grow in the forest’
c. Metsas

forestINE
kasvab
growPRS.3SG

seeni
mushroom.PAR.PL

‘There are mushrooms growing in the forest’

As the clause in (37a) depicts a transitive event, no differential marking is avail
able. (37b)–(37c), however, depict less transitive existential clauses with avail
able DSM between nominative (37b) and partitive (37c).12 Note that number
agreement only occurs on verbs with nominative subjects (37a)–(37b). When
DSM is available, the choice between nominative and partitive is facilitated by
various semantic, pragmatic and clauselevel factors (Nemvalts, 2000; Metslang,
2012; Huumo and Lindström, 2014), e.g. negation, definiteness and various quan
tificational properties (Metslang, 2012; Huumo and Lindström, 2014).

3.3.2 Differential object marking (DOM)

Estonian grammatical objects may be marked in partitive, genitive or nominative.
However, most of them occur in partitive. This applies to all imperfective verbs,
which according to Miljan (2009) map on activity and state verbs in (Vendler,
1957), e.g. vihkama ‘hate’. However, some verbs (Vendler’s achievement and
accomplishment verbs, e.g. joonistama ‘draw’) allow alternation between three
object cases — partitive, genitive and nominative (Metslang et al., 2017).13

In clauses with available DOM, cases convey different aspectual meaning.
Partitive marks imperfective aspect (‘partial objects’) while genitive and nom
inative mark perfective aspect (‘total objects’) (Kont, 1963; KlaasLang, 1999;
Ogren, 2015; Metslang et al., 2017; Ogren, 2018). This leads to an atelic inter
pretation for (38a) while (38b)–(38d) describe telic events:

(38) a. Maarja
Maarja.NOM

sõi
eat.PST.3SG

leiba
bread.PAR

‘Maarja ate bread’/‘Maarja was eating bread’
b. Maarja

Maarja.NOM
sõi
eat.PST.3SG

leiva
bread.GEN

‘Maarja ate the whole bread’/‘Maarja ate the bread up’
c. Söö

eat.IMP.SG
leib
bread.NOM

ära
up

‘Eat this bread!’

12 Not all such clauses allow alternation. A number of verbs with existential meanings only
select subjects in partitive (piisama ‘suffice’) or nominative (algama ‘begin’)

13 The availability of DOM is not only lexical, but also depends on various clause factors, e.g.
mood (negated clauses do not have DOM).
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d. Ema
mother.NOM

sõi
eat.PST.3SG

saiakesed
pastryNOM.PL

ära
up

‘Mum ate all the pastries’/‘Mum ate the pastries up’

Partitive is regarded as expressing unbounded events, which may be expressed in
the indefinite quantity of object affected by the event, indefinite time frame for
the event, indefinite result. Genitive and nominative mark bounded events, i.e.
definite quantity and/or time frame and/or result (Rajandi and Metslang, 1979;
Hiietam, 2003; Miljan, 2009). Nominative commonly occurs with impersonal
mood, imperative mood (38c) or infinitives, but it also marks plural objects of
regular finite verbs (38d). Hence, a semantic distinction exists between partitive
and genitive as well as partitive and nominative. The alternation between genitive
and nominative depends on nominal morphology (number) and mood.

In addition, some verbs alternate between a canonical object and an oblique
argument, as in (39):

(39) a. Ma
1SG.NOM

usun
believePRS.3SG

sind
2SG.PAR

‘I believe you’
b. Ma

1SG.NOM
usun
believePRS.3SG

sinusse
2SGILL

‘I believe in you’

From the perspective of Estonian reference grammars, the verb uskuma ‘believe’
sometimes selects a grammatical object (39) and sometimes an adverbial (39b).
The status of oblique arguments in Estonian is further discussed in section 3.5.
However, similarly to DOM, the alternation of partitive and illative conveys an
aspectual distinction, but in the opposite way. In (39), the event is somewhat telic,
likely applying to one particular conversation. Hence, partitive in (39)marksmore
telic semantics than illative in (39b), which describes a more permanent state or
the nature of the relationship between two participants.

All in all, even though subjects and objects are traditionally viewed as bleached
of semantics, Estonian structural cases often mark them together with aspectual
meaning. Additional semantics and pragmatics refers to boundedness and as
pect of these events, expressing the quantities of objects, timing information and
results, among other aspectual properties. Hence, despite their categorisation as
‘structural’, partitive, genitive and nominative are not entirely bleached in struc
tural function (Miljan, 2009).14

14 The variance introduced byDOMhas led some authors to believe that genitive and nominative
objects actually bear accusative case, the 15th case of Estonian, which is partially syncretic with the
genitive and partially with the nominative paradigm (with no distinct affixes of its own) (Ackerman
and Moore, 1999; Hiietam, 2003; Lees, 2004). Accusative would also explain the fact that plurality
in genitive objects triggers nominative marking (38d). However, the mainstream view holds that
Estonian has no accusative and plurality may well trigger differential marking in nominative (Erelt,
2003; Miljan, 2009).
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3.4 Semantic use of structural cases

The previous section emphasised that even the structural use of structural case
is sometimes not entirely semantically bleached. However, structural cases have
an even wider functional range, also marking constituents regarded as adverbials.
This is not unusual for structural cases in general, e.g. Latin accusative marks
both direct objects as well as destination phrases (Blake, 2001, 32). Similarly, the
three Estonian structural cases have semantic functions in that they mark various
quantity phrases, which reference grammars regard as “adverbials in object case”
(Metslang et al., 2017, 275), e.g. (40):

(40) a. Lõuna
lunch.NOM

maksab
costPRS.3SG

viis
five.NOM

eurot
euroPAR

‘Lunch costs five eurot’
b. Vagun

wagon.NOM
kaalub
weighPRS.3SG

mitmeid
severalPAR.PL

tonne
ton.PAR.PL

‘The wagon weighs several tonnes’

The reference grammar regards the phrases viis eurot five euroPAR ‘five euros’
in (40a) and mitmeid tonne severalPLPAR ton.PAR.PL ‘several tonnes’ in (40b)
as adverbials, because they have nonbleached semantic content (Metslang et al.,
2017, 275) and because they answer questions such as ‘how much?’ and ‘for how
long?’ rather than ‘what?’ (Metslang, 2008).

Nevertheless, they are very similar to objects in several regards. For instance,
in some instances their case appears to be selected by the verb. Verbs maksma
‘cost’ and kaaluma ‘weigh’ in (40a)–(40b) only occur with quantity phrases which
are marked in partitive. In addition, the price argument is semantically obligatory
for the verbmaksma ‘cost’ to have meaning. Finally, many such ‘adverbials’ have
the same type of differential marking as objects, expressing aspect (Metslang et al.,
2017):

(41) a. Malle
Malle.NOM

jooksis
run3SG.PST

ühe
one.GEN

kilomeetri
kilometre.GEN

‘Malle ran a kilometre’
b. Malle

Malle.NOM
jooksis
runPST.3SG

ühte
one.PAR

kilomeetrit
kilometrePAR

‘Malle ran a kilometre’

The case alternation in the quantity phrases in (41) marks the same type of se
mantic distinction as it does with objects. The genitive in (41a) marks a telic event
while the partitive in (41b) implies progressive reading, e.g. ‘Malle was running
a one kilometre race (while something else happened)’. For quantity phrases such
as (41b), the reference grammar notes that they are “on the border of objects and
adverbials” (Metslang et al., 2017, 276).
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3.5 Structural use of semantic cases

Similarly to the objectlike adverbials described in 3.4, another class of constitu
ents often categorised as adverbials (Veismann et al., 2017) also show grammatical
relation properties. These constituents are marked in one of the 11 semantic cases,
but these cases are used in semantically bleached functions (Torn, 2006). In the
Estonian grammatical descriptions they are often referred to as indirect objects
(kaudobjekt/kaudsihitis) to signify their similarity to canonical objects, as well as
bounded adverbial (sõltuvusmäärus/rektsiooniadverbiaal) to signify their distinc
tion from canonical objects (Erelt, 2004; Veismann et al., 2017). However, given
that the term ‘indirect object’ is crosslinguistically used with another meaning
(the third argument of a threeplace verb), this thesis will refer to them as oblique
arguments.15

Oblique arguments are often regarded as semantic arguments which do not
participate in syntactic processes pertaining to canonical objects (Erelt, 2004;
Veismann et al., 2017). The set includes a wide variety of verbal dependents,
occurring in most semantic cases, including all six spatial cases (42). Oblique
arguments may appear as the first (and generally animate) argument of twoplace
verbs (42a), the second argument of twoplace verbs (42b), the third argument of
threeplace verbs, including both more abstract arguments (42c) as well as Recip
ient arguments (42d):

(42) a. Mulle
1SGALL

meeldib
likePRS.3SG

šokolaad
chocolate.NOM

‘I like chocolate’
b. Peeter

Peeter.NOM
armus
fall.in.lovePST.3SG

Toomasesse
ToomasILL

‘Peeter fell in love with Toomas’
c. Mees

man.NOM
süüdistab
accusePRS.3SG

naabrit
neighbourPAR

mõrvas
murderINE

‘The man accuses the neighbour in murder’
d. Ma

1.SG.NOM
andsin
givePST.1SG

lapsele
childALL

pulgakommi
lollipop.GEN

‘I gave the child a lollipop’

The mainstream position of the reference grammar is that oblique arguments con
stitute arguments only semantically, while syntactically they are adverbials (Erelt,
2017c; Veismann et al., 2017). ‘Semantic subjects’ and ‘semantic objects’ are
terms that refer to expression of a ‘macrorole’ (Erelt et al., 2017, 244), meaning
they describe entities with some degree of Protorole entailments Dowty (1991)
(see section 2.4.1). For instance, the semantic subject of a clause might be ex
pressed as “a sentenceinitial adverbial expressing Possessor, Experiencer or a
participant causing a change in a state” (Erelt et al., 2017, 244). Similarly, a se

15 Obliikva has also been used by Erelt (2004) to refer to Location or Manner adverbials closely
linked to verbs, e.g. the Manner occurring with käituma ‘behave’.
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mantic object is a constituent marked in semantic case that is “an argument which
shows the entity to which the action is directed”16 (Erelt, 2017c, 71). All in all, if
arguments occur in semantic cases, they are excluded from grammatical subjects
and objects (see section 3.3) (Metslang et al., 2017; Veismann et al., 2017).

Not everyone agrees this should be the case. During the past century, several
linguists have proposed that oblique arguments ought to be included among syn
tactic roles. The following sections discuss the two main waves of this discussion,
which occurred in the late 1950s and 1980s. They addressed the distinction and
similarity between oblique and canonical arguments, as well as between oblique
arguments and adverbials.

The first wave

The structuralist view on argument status, according to which morphological case
and syntactic processes bear a defining role in terms of arguments and adjuncts,
was influentially introduced in Estonian linguistics by Kettunen (1924). Because
oblique arguments are marked in semantic cases, they are excluded from the sub
ject and object class, and instead included in the adverbial class. Kettunen (1924)
suggests six different adverbial categories, shown in Table 4:

Table 4: Adverbial classes from Kettunen (1924).

Adverbial type Examples

1. General adverbial
Various adverbials expressing the location, time,
manner, reason, function and comitative participants
of events. Koer on aias. ‘The dog is in the garden.’

2. Particle adverbial Particles pertaining to the verb, such as ka ‘also’
võibolla ‘maybe’. Oskan ka laulda. ‘I can sing, too.’

3. Objectadverbial The elative argument of hoolima ‘care about’,
the elative argument of jutustama ‘tell a tale about’

4. Dative adverbial
The allative Goal arguments of andma ‘give’,
laenama ‘lend’, the adessive Experiencer of
luhta minema ‘fail in’

5. Predicate adverbial

The translative phrase in Jaan oli talus sulaseks
‘Jaan was a farm hand in the farm’, the essive
modifiers expressing manner in nägin teda haigena
‘I saw him/her as ill’, the translative argument of
valima ‘elect’.

6. Agent adverbial

The elative Agent in jumalast loodud ‘created by God’,
the genitive Agent in ema istutatud ‘planted by mum’,
the adessive Agent in lase hobusel puhata
‘let the horse rest’, the Agent phrase marked by the
adposition poolt ‘by’ in passives, impersonals and
past participles.

16 The author’s translation.
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Four out of the six adverbial types in Table 4 (3–6) include various argument
like elements: objectadverbials, dative adverbials, predicate adverbials and agent
adverbials.

The structuralist Finnishinspired view of Kettunen (1924) later was opposed
by another author, Kure (1959), whose theory was called the ‘logicbased ap
proach’ by some (Saks, 1959; Vääri, 1959; Lehari, 1959) and the semantic ap
proach by others (Rätsep, 1959). Essentially, this approach posits that semantic
arguments and grammatical arguments ought to be viewed as elements on the
same hierarchical (argument) level. Various other linguistic features, such as case
morphology and syntactic alternations, are regarded as not relevant to defining the
concept of core arguments. Kure (1959, 47) notes that the (“morphologist”) view
of Kettunen overly values the importance of case. 17 He highlights several issues
introduced by the structuralist casebased approach:

1. Oblique arguments are analogous to syntactic relations in that they often
refer to participants directly involved in the event — e.g. the inessive com
plement of kahtlema ‘doubt’, the allative Recipient of andma ‘give’, the
ablative Source of võtma ‘take’.

2. Oblique arguments are semantically different from adverbials using the same
cases. A speaker immediately recognises that allative marks a much more
fundamental role with regard to the verb in Recipients than in spatial ad
verbials.

3. Cases inherently entail various functions. Kettunen’s view (1924) acknow
ledges this as a property of structural cases, which may mark subjects, ob
jects (and adverbials), but for some reason does not allow semantic cases to
be multifunctional and vary between marking objects and adverbials in the
same way.

Kure (1959) therefore views syntactic relations as defined by functions and roles.
His proposed oblique argument set is rather wide, including direct and indirect
stateofaffair participants (e.g. the elative complement of sõltuma ‘depend on’
and the allative Recipient of andma ‘give’), as well as comitative participants
(kõnnib lapsega walkPRS.3SG childCOM ‘walks with the child’), instruments
and material (32b). Constituents expressing the manner, time, amount, reason,
purpose, condition, intensity or other such types of information pertaining to events
are classified as adverbials. The ‘grammatical connection’ between oblique ar
guments and verbs is much stronger (as is evident from case selection) than the
connection between adverbials and verbs (Saks, 1959, 486).

The semanticfunctional approach to argumenthood was not received well
(Vääri, 1959; Lehari, 1959). Case functions were claimed to be too complicated

17 Kure cites H. Põld, J. Jõgever and K. A. Hermann as earlier proponents of this approach.
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to be the basis of argument status, oftentimes even indistinguishable between ob
lique arguments and adverbials (Vääri, 1959). Authors feared that one is unable to
distinguish between several adverbial functions (time, location) and other, more
bleached functions of cases. They also viewed the phenomenon of oblique argu
ments as a fad — an artificial, Western inspired concept, originating from the in
direct object of IndoEuropean languages, forcibly introduced to Estonian, which
as a syntactically distinct Uralic language cannot accommodate it (Mihkla, 1959;
Vääri, 1959).18 Others claimed that instead of morphology or semantics, syntactic
connections between lexemes should be the primary level on which the categor
ies of grammatical relations and adverbs should be based (“syntactic connection”
here most likely referring to various syntactic operations applying to canonical
subjects and objects) (Rätsep, 1959; Kask, 1960).

As a result of this debate, oblique arguments remained in the class of adverbi
als in Estonian linguistics (Mihkla et al., 1974).

The second wave

The similarities between canonical and oblique arguments resurfaced as a discus
sion topic in the end of 1980s. Klaas (1988) revived the proposal for a special
syntactic status for oblique arguments.19 Similarly to Kure (1959), she posits that
the class of adverbials is too wide and that some of them ought to have syntactic
relation status.

(43) a. Ta
3SG.NOM

saabus
arrivePST.3SG

linnast
townELA

‘He arrived from town’
b. Ta

3SG.NOM
rääkis
talkPST.3SG

linnast
townELA

‘He talked about the town’
(Klaas, 1988, 38)

On one hand, (Klaas, 1988) maintains that oblique arguments such as (43b) are
not to be regarded as objects, because they are morphologically and semantically
distinct (Klaas, 1988, 38). Nevertheless, they differ from adverbials (43a) in three
respects.

First, oblique arguments and adverbials constitute answers to different types of
questions. The elative phrase in (43a) answers the question kust? ‘from where?’

18 Mihkla (1959) essentially sidedwithKure (1959). In his view, oblique argumentsmay be seen
as a subcategory of syntactic relations, if it is defined in a rather narrow way, i.e. only including
participants of events or statesofaffairs (Themes, Experiencer) as well as the Goals and Sources
of various interaction verbs (Mihkla, 1959, 174).

19 She uses the label indirektne object ‘indirect object’, which is not meant to refer to threeplace
verbs, but instead to (mostly) twoplace verbs selecting oblique arguments (Klaas, 1988, 37). The
present study will refer to them as oblique arguments in order to reserve ‘indirect object’ for the
third argument of threeplace verbs.
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while the elative phrase in (43b) answers the question millest? ‘about what?’. In
addition, when they are substituted with pronominals, the phrase in (43a) becomes
sealt ‘from there’ while the phrase in (43b) becomes sellest ‘about this’. Finally,
that case on oblique arguments is selected by the verb, while case on adverbials
tends to vary depending on semantics Saks (1959).

Like the proposal of Kure (1959), this view was also deemed too problematic
to be integrated into the mainstream grammatical description (Erelt, 1989). The
reasons for this are further discussed in the next section.

3.6 The current view

A summary of the mainstream position on core argument status in Estonian is as
follows (Erelt et al., 1993; Erelt and Metslang, 2017): all grammatical relations
(grammatical subjects and objects) are marked in structural cases. Adverbials
are mostly marked in the rest of the 11 cases. Some adverbials might surface as
semantic (oblique) arguments, but they nevertheless are qualitatively distinct from
core arguments (Veismann et al., 2017).

The approach is based solely on case and syntactic processes. Erelt refers to
various syntactic properties (‘syntactic functions’) which describe (and define)
grammatical relations (Erelt, 1989, 2003, 2004). For instance, subjects trigger
verbal agreement in person and number while objects 1) are marked in nominative
in passives, 2) are marked in genitive in mine nominalisation, 3) may trigger
number agreement on manner adverbials, 4) control reflexives (Erelt, 2004).

Syntactic processes are also used for expressing the similarities between ob
lique and canonical arguments. For instance, similarly to subjects, some adessive
constituents control reflexives and converbs (i.e. they are the subject of both the
finite verb and the converb) (44a). In addition, a raising transformation that de
scribes canonical subjects (44b)–(44c) also pertains to some oblique arguments
(44d)–(44e). The following examples originate from Erelt (1989, 15–17):

(44) a. Lapsel
childADE

hakkas
beginPST.3SG

seistes
standCVB

paha
ill

‘Child got ill while standing’
b. Näib

seemPRS.3SG
et
that

ta
3SG.NOM

tuleb
comePRS.3SG

siia
here

‘It seems s/he is coming here’
c. Ta

3SG.NOM
näib
seemPRS.3SG

siia
here

tulevat
come3EVID

‘S/he seems to be coming here’
d. On

COP.PRS.3SG
targem
wiser

et
that

ta
3SG.NOM

tuleb
comePRS.3SG

siia
here

‘It is wiser that s/he comes here’
e. Tal

3SGADE
on
COP.PRS.3SG

targem
wiser

siia
here

tulla
come.INF1

‘It is wiser for her/him to come here’
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As other oblique arguments share even fewer syntactic operations, they are deemed
even less argumentlike, e.g. the translative complement of muutuma ‘become’,
allative Recipients and elative topics of verbs and nominals (43b). Such elements
are said to share no meaningful similarities with canonical arguments (Erelt, 1989,
17–18).

3.6.1 Issues with the current view

Several issues arise when argument status is viewed as a morphosyntactic phe
nomenon. Several were already discussed in section 2.2.2, but the following
briefly outlines them for Estonian.

First, when syntactic processes are regarded as class membership criteria for
argumenthood, only a subset of all canonical subjects and objects pass as argu
ments (as is also mentioned by Erelt, 1989). For instance, only subjects of clauses
high on the transitivity scale are acceptable as nominative subjects in passives, as
was shown in (19)–(20). Similarly, becoming a genitive subject of a nominalised
verb is also not allowed for subjects of states (*mäe linna piiraminemountain.GEN
town.GEN surrounding ‘the mountain’s surrounding of the town’). Partitive sub
jects are also excluded from the set of arguments, then, as they do not trigger
verbal agreement in number.

Second, as discussed in chapter 2, most syntactic properties of core arguments
are simply derivatives of morphological case, or more precisely, the predominant
canonical argument structure. In Estonian, too, the canonical argument structure
developed awider range of syntactic processes than other argument structures (e.g.
a structure where complements occur in illative (42b)). Most alternations, such as
becoming nominative in passives and genitive in nominalisations therefore only
pertain to this one structure, and only to some of its instances.

The fact that syntactic processes only apply to some structures may be inter
preted in several ways. One option, described above, is to view syntactic pro
cesses as evidence of the the structure’s unique ability to mark core arguments
(Erelt, 1989, 2004). This interpretation assumes that when speakers encounter
various novel verbs, some of which are strongly linked to particular event/state
participants, they subconsciously recognise the fact that the encountered verb has
a core participant. Then they retrieve the rule that this type of connection ismarked
by the canonical argument structure, leading them to use this structure with the
novel verb. It is important to note that linking argument status exclusively to one
particular structure means making the assumption that it is the coreness of some
event participants that leads speakers to use the structure. It also follows that it
is because of widespread coreness that the canonical structure is used more often
than other structures, and why it becomes involved with various syntactic opera
tions (e.g. passivisation, verbal agreement, etc). Hence, these syntactic processes
and and argument status are exclusively linked to one another, which means one
may use syntactic processes to identify instances of (core) argumenthood.
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Another way to interpret the discrepancy in syntactic processes between ar
gument structures is to view processes as a product of structure productivity. In
this view, a language incorporates a range of argument structures, which are es
sentially linguistic patterns of the same kind and argument marking capability,
hypothesised to mark the same phenomenon — an argumentverb connection.
However, they differ in terms of productivity. Some argument structures are more
integrated into syntax than others, they include cases on a higher grammaticalisa
tion degree and they are more productive. These three properties are interlinked,
all leading to further changes in one another. Increasing productivity will lead to
further case grammaticalisation, which in turnwill increase the variety of syntactic
pattern alternations for that structure.

In this view, argument structures do not, however, vary in terms of the qual
ity of argument status they mark. An analogy may be drawn with derivational
morphology, where a language may have several morphemes for the deverbal de
rivation of manner adverbs. Even though these morphemes may vary greatly in
terms of productivity, one being used on a much wider range of novel formations
than the other, both would nevertheless be regarded as forming adverbials of the
same basic type. Hence, it is not a problem that the adessive or elative argument
structure render arguments that do not share the syntactic behaviour of canonical
arguments— this derives from the fact that they constitute different structures and
are therefore expected to be morphologically and syntactically distinct.

All in all, these two opposite views — Erelt’s view of argument status being
defined by morphosyntax (section 3.6) and the alternative view of argument status
being semantically based, essentially outline two plausible hypotheses, which can
be tested empirically. Although the semantic approach does not have the advant
age of the morphosyntactic view, which makes argument status ‘visible’ in that
one may use simple means to categorise elements, experimental methods have
been used to assess the degree of argument status by other means than morpho
logy and syntax. In a design not relying on morphology or syntax, one may use
these properties as independent variables to test the suggestion that case type and
the range of available syntactic processes are linked to the presence or strength
of argumenthood (depending on whether one takes a categorical or gradient ap
proach). This task is undertaken in chapter 6.

3.7 This thesis

This thesis investigates the system of argument structures in Estonian. It focuses
on one of its subdomains, i.e. any oblique argument structures including spatial
cases. It aims to bring focus away from the canonical argument structure and
highlight the other functional members of the set of argument structures used in
a language, emphasising the system as a whole. By focusing on one single se
mantic field — cases sometimes used for expressing space — the thesis is also
able to take a more thorough approach by including the grammaticalisation per
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spective of cases, joining the diachronic and synchronic dimensions together. This
is because functions may be expected to be somewhat analogous between spatial
cases, allowing for cohesive analysis of the emergence and usage of structures.

More precisely, the present thesis is concerned with outlining the similarities
and distinctions between a number of argument structures, highlighting the divi
sion of labour in the system of argument structures. It tackles oblique structures
from three different angles, represeinting the three distinct parts of an argument
structure — the verb, the selected case and the nature of the connection between
the verb and the argument.

3.7.1 Verbs

First, the thesis investigates argument structures’ sensitivity to verb semantics
in Estonian, as well as the distinct usage patterns of these verbs. We hypothes
ise that argument structures vary in terms of verb types (Tsunoda, 1981; Onishi,
2001; Malchukov, 2005; de Hoop and de Swart, 2009). Section 2.2.3 outlined
two widespread notions describing this distinction. First, noncanonical argument
structures are generally assumed to be assigned to verbs with decreased transit
ivity (Tsunoda, 1981; Nichols, 1983; Blake, 2001; Malchukov, 2005; Lestrade,
2010). Second, these structures are assumed to reflect some degree of the original
semantics of the cases they include (Nichols, 1983; Blake, 2001).

The present thesis tests these two hypothesis in a quantitative corpus study.
First, chapter 4 attempts to identify the semantic properties facilitating the assign
ment of canonical and noncanonical argument structures, comparing the lexical
semantics of both types of verbs. Second, it tackles the presence of case semantics.
Chapter 3 showed that some bleached roles in oblique structures are indeed some
what spatial (e.g. allative Recipients as human Goals) while others are merely
stative and nonspatial (the elative complement of sõltuma ‘depend on’). Various
argument structures are compared to each other in terms of how often case se
mantics is reflected in the verbs occurring with them. Finally, it investigates the
way structures vary in terms of usage by means of a regression study focusing on
the effect of various clause factors.

These studies will address rather profound questions in argument structure
research. If argument structure assignment was shown to be affected by the lex
ical semantics of verbs and/or the presence of the case’s original semantics, that
would contribute to the view that there is no idiosyncratic case selection in ar
gument structures, directly going against generative views on argument structure
(Butt, 2008). Idiosyncratic case selection was an idea promoted by the early dis
cussions on quirky case in Icelandic (Zaenen and Maling, 1984). The view ex
presses that canonical argument structures are assigned via a syntactic rule, while
noncanonical argument structures are idiosyncratically (randomly) defined in the
verb’s lexical entry. This assumption mostly applies to various generative ap
proaches to case, where a structural distinction is assumed between the assignment
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of structural and semantic cases, the latter being idiosyncratic and not thematic
ally conditioned. If, for instance, noncanonical argument structures were shown
to be systematically sensitive to the lexical semantics of verbs, that would strongly
imply that the canonical structure is semantically conditioned as well. This is be
cause in that case, all verbs would need to go through semantic vetting upon their
introduction into a language.

In any case, to understand the restrictions, the assignment and usage patterns
of various argument structures, one needs to quantitatively explore their usage, as
well as the two effects hypothesised to pertain to noncanonical argument struc
tures — decreased transitivity in verbs and spatial semantics in case meaning.

3.7.2 Cases

The second element in terms of which argument structures vary, is morphological
case. The traditional approach of dividing cases into semantic and syntactic cat
egories was shown to be problematic, both crosslinguistically (section 2.3) and
even more so in Estonian (sections 3.3 and 3.5). Hence, a more gradient view on
case function is needed, investigating their functionality in a more detailed way.

Furthermore, there is very little knowledge of how cases themselves could
affect the usage proportions between various structures. Are structures with some
cases more often and/or differently used than those with others? If so, why? This
thesis joins together the diachronic and the synchronic perspective of Estonian
spatial cases. The evolution of individual cases is highly relevant to understanding
the argument structures using them as well as the argument structure system as a
whole. This is because the degrees of grammaticalisation of individual cases are
directly linked to their functionality in the structural domain. Regardless of this
rather direct link, we have no empirical overview of how the different degrees of
grammaticalisation in semantic cases contribute to their structural behaviour in
terms of the assignment of said structures, the usage of verbs selecting them and
their effect on the quality of the cognitive link between verbs and their dependants
(argument status).

This is where Estonian is especially useful. Differently from IndoEuropean
languages where restricted case systems may render one or two distinct oblique
structures, all six Estonian spatial cases have been noted to occur in structural
position and bleached function. This allows us to conduct a thorough study with
enough data to express variation in the system, without leaving a single semantic
domain — i.e. that of space.

3.7.3 Argument status

The third hypothesised distinction between different argument structures is the
quality of the link between verbs and arguments they mark. Even though the
nature of this connection remains obscure, we may simply note that some verbs
appear to extend an underlying cognitive connection to certain other constituents,
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which appear to refer to the core participants of the event/state described by the
verb. Morphosyntactic approaches assume the link is present in canonical struc
tures and absent or weaker in oblique structures, while semantic approaches as
sume the link to be equally strong in all argument structures.

Given that experimental approaches have the ability to indicate this clausal
connection by other means than the morphology and syntax of the structure, we
may test this hypothesis by means of an experiment, as is done in chapter 6. The
experiment explores whether syntactically more integrated (canonical) structures
automatically mark a stronger connection between verbs and arguments than other
(oblique) structures. In addition, we may investigate how the argument status
marked by oblique structures patterns in terms of adverbials.

3.7.4 Subject matter

As mentioned above, Estonian is an excellent language for conducting a com
prehensive study on argument structures, because its rich nominal morphology is
accompanied by a rich argument structure system. However, the thesis will only
investigate structures with spatial cases. As its six spatial cases form a semantic
ally somewhat coherent group, we are able to investigate the phenomenon in a
more systematic manner, both synchronically and diachronically.

Another restriction is that the thesis only investigates a phenomenon some
times called ‘split alternations’ (Malchukov, 2005), ‘split’ referring to the absence
or marginality of case alternation. These are verbs which mainly or exclusively
select a particular case to mark their arguments and can therefore clearly be said
to be linked to one particular argument structure,20 e.g. the complement of sõl
tuma ‘depend on’ is always marked in elative. While this thesis does not claim
that exclusive use of a single case is the definition of argument structure, it does
regard this type of selection as a rather simple and unproblematic instance of an
argument structure. It is suitable for the purposes of this thesis, because it yields
data that are structurally welldefined and internally coherent. It also means that
any comparison between oblique and canonical structures would be on a more
equal grounds.

3.7.5 Questions and hypotheses

This thesis investigates the three broad topics outlined above (verbs, cases and
quality of argument status, see sections 3.7.1–3.7.3). They are the basis for the
three broad questions:

20 However, verb usage usually entails a wide degree of variation, so when compiling a sample,
we can only claim that a verb is predominantly used with a particular structure.
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1. How do argument structures vary in terms of the lexical semantics and the
usage of verbs? (Chapter 4)
Hypotheses: 1) As was discussed in section 2.2, noncanonical argument
structures are expected to occur with less transitive verbs, 2) Given the ex
tensive functionality of Estonian spatial cases (section 3.2.2 and 3.5), this
thesis expects to find spatial cases bleached of their spatial meaning in most
of the verb sample, 3) We expect to find that noncanonical argument struc
tures are used differently from the canonical structure, but also that indi
vidual noncanonical structures show distinct usage patterns, some being
closer to the canonical structure than others.

2. How do argument structures vary in terms of the degree of grammaticalisa
tion of the cases they include? (Chapter 5)
Hypothesis: The thesis hypothesises that Estonian spatial cases have very
different degrees of grammaticalisation. More precisely, it expects to find
that elative and allative are more grammaticalised than other spatial cases.
This is expected to reflect back on question 1, because the study expects
grammaticalisation degrees to be reflected in both the degree to which case
usage is bleached in selected position, as well as in how similar certain ob
lique structures are to the canonical structure in terms of usage.

3. How does argument status quality vary across argument structures and vari
ous types of adverbials? (Chapter 6)
Hypothesis: The thesis hypothesises that various argument structures mark
argument status of the same quality, regardless of their morphosyntactic
distinctions. The thesis explores various types of adverbials, which might
help illustrate the gradience of argumenthood by constituting examples of
semistrong argument status.

Each of these three questions is answered by addressing a number of more detailed
research questions (RQs), which will be pursued separately. Chapter 4 addresses
question 1 and outlines the three specific RQs contributing to it. Chapter 5 pur
sues question 2, building on three specific RQs, which together outline degrees of
case grammaticalisation. Chapter 6 aims to answer question 3 based on two RQs
outlined in section 6.2.3.

The thesis incorporates both corpus and behavioural data to answer its research
questions. The novel ways in which this thesis operationalises various semantic
and functional concepts into categories onemay study bymeans of quantified vari
ables, constitute an important part of its overall contribution. For corpus studies,
this includes the segmentation of verb lexical semantics in chapter 4 and the syn
chronic approach to grammaticalisation in chapter 5. However, as argument status
is an inherently cognitive phenomenon, the ‘visibility’ of which in morphosyntax
is debatable, behavioural data is required to investigate it (see Klavan and Divjak,
2016, about the advantages of methodological pluralism in linguistic studies).
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4 VERBS AND ARGUMENT STRUCTURES

This chapter investigates the system of argument structures in Estonian, focus
ing on the first of the three major variables in terms of which different argument
structures vary — verbs (Aigro and Vihman, in press). It addresses the first of the
three broad objectives of this thesis, discussed in chapter 1 and, in more detail,
section 3.7, to investigate the distinctions between verbs in oblique and canonical
argument structures with regard to lexical semantics (section 2.2.3), the degree to
which case usage is bleached, as well as the usage patterns of verbs. All in all, the
chapter will attempt to answer the following three research questions (RQs):

RQ1: Are oblique argument structures assigned to lexically less transitive verbs
than canonical argument structures? If yes, in what way are these verbs less
transitive?

RQ2: To what degree can spatial semantics be detected in Estonian verbs occur
ring in oblique argument structures and how does this compare to canonical
object verbs?

RQ3: Does the usage of verbs with oblique argument structures differ from that
of canonical argument structures? If yes, in what way?

We expect to find that noncanonical argument structures occur with less transit
ive verbs (Malchukov, 2005; Lestrade, 2010). We also hypothesise that Estonian
spatial cases (sections 3.2.2 and 3.5) are all occasionally used in noncanonical
argument structures with meanings bleached of spatial semantics (contrary to the
general hypothesis of Blake, 2001), but that this applies to some more than others
(Erelt et al., 2007; Nurka, 2014; Lindström and Vihman, 2017; Viht and Habicht,
2019). Finally, the study expects to find that noncanonical argument structures
show distinct usage patterns, some being more similar to the usage of canonical
structures.

All three variables — lexical transitivity, degree of original case semantics
and verb usage — are therefore expected to show both a structure type based
(canonical vs oblique) and structure based effect (between spatial case structures).
We also expect the results of the studies presented is chapter to bear a close link
to those of chapter 5 in that the variance found in the present chapter is expected
to be linked to case functionality and individual degrees of grammaticalisation in
the next chapter.

Each RQ is answered by means of a separate corpus study. Two of the three
corpus studies are concerned with semantic features of verbs, which means they
will be based on the same verb lemma lists, extracted from the corpus. The third
study compares verb usage, meaning it is based on clause lists.

The corpus methodology used in all three studies is novel in two respects.
First, both the quantitative verb and sentence samples are derived nonsemantically,
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meaning the studies will be able to test various hypothesis and really hone in on
semantic distinctions as they are not built into the samples in the first place. In ad
dition, all three studies compare oblique and canonical argument structures. The
thesis holds that it is only by knowing what distinguishes between the two groups
that allows one to outline the characteristics of oblique structures and the dynam
ics underneath the entire argument structure system.

4.1 Data

This section describes the assembly of the two datasets that form the basis of
answering all three RQs listed above. All data is freely available (Aigro, 2022b).

A list of verbs was extracted for both the oblique and canonical group, based
on particular criteria. Based on these verbs, a sample of sentences was compiled
for both groups. Out of the three studies in this chapter, studies 1 and 2 are based
on a single verb dataset, while study 3 is based on a clausebased dataset.

4.1.1 The corpus

Oblique and canonical datasets were both extracted from the Balanced Corpus of
Estonian, a morphologically parsed 15million word corpus of written Estonian,
equally divided between journalism (daily and weekly newspapers, 1995–2007),
science (dissertations and articles from various disciplines, 1995–2006) and fic
tion (prose and poetry, 1987–2011).

4.1.2 Detecting case selection in a corpus

We propose a novel methodology for extracting argument structure data — i.e.
by using cooccurrence frequencies between verbs and complements. This might
seem like a controversial choice, because the ways in which cooccurrence fre
quencies have been used in syntax vary a great deal (the concept was criticised
as an argument criterium in section 2.2.2). For instance, some use syntactic ob
ligatoriness to define argumenthood (Barbu and Toivonen, 2016) while others re
gard it as merely one of the factors contributing to prototypical argumenthood
(Arka, 2014; Forker, 2014). The role of cooccurrence as an indicator of argu
ment structure is especially complicated in Estonian, given the frequent ellipsis of
both canonically and noncanonically marked subjects and objects (Erelt, 2017a;
Lindström and Vihman, 2017) (see chapter 3). For an opposite view, see Vaiss
(2021) for an approach where cooccurrence frequencies are viewed as lexical
properties of verbs linked to transitivity status.

However, when used as part of a sampling methodology, the question is not
about whether nonobligatory argumentsmay be viewed as arguments, but whether
verbs frequently cooccurring constituents with particular morphology regularly
constitute instances of argument structure. Another important question is, does
this extraction method introduce bias — for instance, are verbs with frequently
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overt arguments somehow systematically different from verbs, the arguments of
which mostly remain implicit.

The answer to the first question is affirmative, as will be shown in 4.1.3. It is a
useful data extraction method, because it renders suitable data and because it has
the crucial advantage of not being based on verbal lexical semantics. Comparing
two types of verbs is only possible with nonsemantically selected verbs, because
only then can lexical semantics be regarded as an independent variable.

The second question, however, is more complicated. While Estonian has ar
gument ellipsis on all levels, subjects are especially vulnerable to be omitted, both
in spoken and written Estonian and both with canonical and noncanonical case
marking (Lindström et al., 2009; Lindström and Vihman, 2017). This might mean
that verbs with Experiencer arguments, which show certain similarities to canon
ical subjects (Onishi, 2001) are less represented than other verbs in such a dataset,
given the frequent ellipsis of Experiencer arguments (Lindström and Uiboaed,
2017). This would most likely affect the proportion of verbs governing allative,
the case linked to Experiencer arguments.

While the thesis acknowledges this as a downside of the present method, for
the purposes of this study, it does not regard it as a major issue. The only ob
jective of the methodology used in this chapter is to automatically extract verbs
with particular structures. Even if the final dataset includes a smaller proportion
of Experiencer verbs than it would under a different method, there is no reason
to assume that it would affect a major part of the potential sample (Experiencer
function only applies to one case, allative, see section 3.2.2). Furthermore, con
clusions are not drawn from the proportions of different argument structures found
in this chapter (as this is done in chapter 5 by using other methodology). Hence,
regardless of this minor disadvantage of the present method, this is a useful way
of extracting data that is representative of the phenomenon for the purposes of the
present chapter.

4.1.3 Oblique argument data

Using Python 3.6., verbs with a relative frequency over 1 per million words (pmw)
were extracted, which cooccurred with nominals marked in one of the six spatial
case suffixes in the same clause21 in more than 50% of their instances. 200 such
verbs were found.

In order to determine the suitability of these verbs, 50 random clauses per each
verb were manually examined22 (n = 10,000). During this process, 78 verbs verbs
were excluded from the dataset. Verbs were excluded for the following reasons:

21 A clause is an automatically segmented part of a sentence that ideally has one finite verb form
and the information pertaining to it (arguments and modifiers). It the present study it is the result
of a clause splitting algorithm used in the Balanced Corpus of Estonian. Segmentation relies on
punctuation, finite verb forms and various particles.

22 This selection included only finite verb forms. This means that infinitive and converb verb
forms were automatically excluded (da, ma, tud, vat, mas, mast, maks, mata, des).
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• If the final cooccurrence frequency dropped to below 50% due to clauses
whichwere determined to not contain a complement uponmanual checking.
This could happen due to various reasons:

– Participial forms were detected among clauses (ratast parandanud
laps ‘a child that had fixed the bike’). This removed kiiritama ‘emit
radiation’ and taasavama ‘reopen’ from the list.

– A verb cooccurred with adpositions in more than half of its instances.
For instance, pookima ‘graft onto’ frequently occurred with the post
positions külge and juurde ‘onto’ in addition to an allative argument.

• A verb was restricted to either a single or very few argument lexemes. For
instance, mõlkuma ‘ponder’ is one of several verbs which only occurred
with a small number of mental lexemes, e.g. peas ‘in head’, mõttes ‘in
thought’ or meeles ‘in mind’. The same mental nominal tendency applied
to vasardama ‘hammer’ and turgatama ‘crop up’. Noteerima ‘list’ was
removed as it only occurred with börsil stock.marketADE ‘on the stock
market’.

• A verb was restricted to only one inflectional form. For instance, almost
all instances of orienteerima ‘orient towards’ occur in participial/perfect
forms (kasvule orienteeritud ‘oriented towards growth’). The same applies
to tingima ‘condition’ (sellest tingitud ‘due to this’).

Finally, it was observed that some of the remaining 122 verbs in the oblique argu
ment verb list frequently cooccurred with constituents, the role of which appeared
to be physical locations, e.g. patrullima ‘patrol’:

(45) Tänaval
streetADE

patrullivad
patrolPRS.3PL

politseinikud
police.officerNOM.PL

‘Police officers are patrolling [on] the streets’

From the perspective of this study, it is desirable to exclude such verbs, because
whether or not this constitutes argument structure is the topic of a whole other
study and does not fit in the scope of the present study. We excluded verbs with
frequent spatial adverbials bymeans of two variables. All 122 verbs were lexically
coded for the semantic role of the oblique argument (constant per each verb). In
addition, the 50 random clauses of each of the 122 verbs, where verbs cooccur
with overt arguments, animacy of the argument referent was coded for each clause.
Animacy was coded on four levels: human, other animate, inanimate concrete and
inanimate abstract. We expected physical locations to pattern with the ‘inanimate
concrete’ category. Animacy was useful as verbs frequently cooccurring with
abstract locations were kept in the dataset.

Following this, a verb was excluded from the dataset if it filled both of the
following two conditions: 1) its complement was coded as a Goal, Source or
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Location, and 2) the animacy type of the referent of its argument was ‘inanim
ate concrete’ in more than half of the clauses including that verb. Altogether, 18
verbs were removed due to these conditions. These verbs include lahustuma ‘be
come dissolved in’, nõjatuma ‘lean on’, sisenema ‘enter’ and patrullima ‘patrol
somewhere’.

In the rest of the dataset (n = 104 verbs), physical locations are infrequent.
Only 10% (n = 12) of these verbs cooccur with a physical location somewhat
frequently, i.e. in 30–50% of their instances (they are included in the final dataset
of 104 verbs). For instance, eralduma (‘separate from’) remains in the oblique
argument dataset, because approx. 55% of its complements are inanimate abstract
Sources where the verb’s meaningmakes no reference to actual locations. Instead,
it is closer to ‘become different from’ (46):

(46) kultuur
culture.NOM

eraldub
separatePRS.3SG

kunstist
artELA

‘Culture separates from art’/‘Culture becomes distinguished from art [in some
context]’

In the rest of its instances (45%), however, eralduma cooccurs with physical
locations, e.g. describing gas eminating from factories.

The final oblique argument verb and clause datasets

The final oblique argument verb sample contains 104 verbs. The dataset is freely
available (Aigro, 2022b). The final oblique argument clause sample includes 50
random clauses per verb, extracted from the Balanced Corpus of Estonian. For
verbs that had less than 50 instances (but more than 15, as 1 pmw was set as an
inclusion threshold), the total number of instances was used. All clauses in the
dataset include an overt oblique argument (n = 4,502 clauses). Both the verb and
clause sample are described in Table 5:

Table 5: Oblique argument verb and clause samples. Each verb occurs with a single
spatial case in more than 50% of its instances. Mean clauses per verb = 43.3.

Case
Number of
verbs in the
dataset

Number of
observations (% of dataset)

Allative (‘onto’) 39 1,664 (37.0%)
Adessive (‘on’) 5 250 (5.6%)
Illative (‘into’) 12 483 (10.7%)
Inessive (‘in’) 10 460 (10.2%)
Elative (‘out of’) 38 1,645 (36.5%)
Total 104 4,502
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No verb cooccurred with ablative arguments (‘from on top of’) frequently enough
to be included in the dataset. We intentionally set no restrictions on the types of
verbs, allowing the dataset to contain twoplace verbs with subjectlike Experien
cers (47a) as well as two and threeplace verbs with objectlike Themes (47b)–
(47c).

(47) a. Tal
3SGADE

ei
NEG

õnnestunud
succeedCNG.PST

saada
getINF1

soovitud
wantPPT

haridust
educationPAR

‘S/he did not succeed in obtaining the desired education’
b. Ma

1SG.NOM
ei
NEG

hooli
care.CNG.PRS

eriti
much

sünnipäevadest
birthdayPLELA

‘I don’t care much about birthdays’
c. Psühhiaater

psychiatrist.NOM
süüdistas
accusePST.3SG

stressi
stress.GEN

kasvus
increaseINE

elutempo
life.pace.GEN

kiirenemist
accelerationPAR
‘The psychiatrist blamed the increase in stress on the accelerating pace of
life’

Rätsep’s valence list

Before turning to the described method of extracting verbs from the corpus, an
attempt was made to obtain data based on an existing extensive valence list for
Estonian verbs, compiled by Rätsep (1978). From his manuscript, all verbs and
their valence frames were manually extracted, for which Rätsep proposed that
their valence involves either an obligatory or a voluntary element marked in a
spatial case, which is not a location. The list includes oneplace, twoplace, three
place and fourplace verbs — altogether 1,116 valence frames occurring with 536
verbs. While Rätsep’s list also included verbs which were marked as frequently
occurring with a spatial adverbial, they were not included.

It was finally determined that Rätsep’s list could not be used for the verb
study. The main issue was that it appeared to exclude a number of key verbs,
e.g. suhtuma ‘have an attitude towards’/‘relate to’. In addition, it contained a
number of verbs which may be regarded as rare with the assigned case frame. For
instance, alarmeerima ‘alarm’ is analysed as selecting an obligatory elative argu
ment (alarmeeris mind ohust alarmPST.3SG 1SG.PAR dangerELA ‘S/he alarmed
me about danger’).

Furthermore, when Rätsep’s 536 oblique argument verbs were mapped with
the frequencies with which they cooccurred with spatial cases, only 65 verbs
exceeded the 50% argument cooccurrence rate and the 1 pmw frequency require
ment. Conversely, the corpus method rendered 200 such verbs. Hence, it was de
cided that the verb sample should be extracted empirically from the corpus. This
also has the advantage of reflecting actual language use, rendering more reliable
data for the purposes of this study.
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4.1.4 Canonical argument data

Canonical argument data includes verbs which select an object in one of the ca
nonical object cases, i.e. partitive, genitive and nominative. It was compiled in a
manner analogous to the oblique complement dataset.

In order to obtain a verb sample of similar size to that of the oblique set (n =
104) and to render a dataset that is appropriately sized for manual inspection of
verb instances, verbs with a relative frequency of 100 pmw or more were first ex
tracted (n = 260 verbs). These verbs were then mapped with their cooccurrence
frequencies with nominals marked in partitive and genitive. Although the Esto
nian differential object marking paradigm also allows for nominative direct ob
jects (see chapter 3.3.2), it is the least frequent object case and a common subject
marker, which is why it was omitted as a condition from this verb extraction pro
cess. The final clause dataset may nevertheless include nominative objects.

We then selected verbswhich cooccurredwith partitive and genitive nominals
most frequently, i.e. which always occur with either a partitive and/or a genitive
constituents in the same clause (n = 222 verbs). A sample of 50 random clauses per
each of these verbs was compiled (n = 11,100). Each clause was manually coded
for the presence or absence of direct objects. This is because structural cases
have a range of other functions than just marking objects (e.g. genitive marking
possession or nominal selection by adpositions, partitive occurring in quantifier
phrases, to name a few). Hence, the occurrence of a case token does not imply the
occurrence of a direct object — its status would need to be confirmed separately.
Furthermore, there are various syncretism patterns between nominative, genitive
and partitive morphology, which affects the quality of their automatic annotation
in the corpus.

A verb was included in the final verb sample if its object cooccurrence rate
was equal to or above 50%. After the manual check, the final verb sample con
tained 128 verbs. The dataset is freely available (Aigro, 2022b).

The final clause sample contains clauses that include an overt object (n = 5,364
clauses, from the total of 6,400 clauses or 50 clauses per verb). It is described in
Table 6:

Table 6: Canonical object dataset, including 128 verbs (mean clauses per verb = 41.9).
The dataset is freely available (Aigro, 2022b).

Case Number of
obs.

% of all
direct objects

Partitive object 3,530 (55.2%) 65.8%
Genitive object 1,068 (16.7%) 19.9%
Nominative object 766 (11.9%) 14.3%
Total 5,364 100%
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4.2 Study 1: The lexical transitivity of verbs

This section will focus on the first of the three research questions presented in
the beginning of the present chapter: Are oblique argument structures assigned to
lexically less transitive verbs than canonical argument structures? If yes, in what
way are these verbs less transitive? Lexical transitivity will be explored in the two
verb samples described in sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.

4.2.1 Method

Operationalising transitivity into a measurable variable is not a straightforward
task. The transitivity parameters of Hopper and Thompson (1980) (also reflected
in the Protorole entailments of Dowty (1991)) have been helpful for discovering
commonalities underlying noncanonical case usage in a crosslinguistic perspect
ive. These parametres are said to affect the overall transitivity of a clause, with
some pertaining to verbs (kinesis, punctuality, number of participants), some to
subjects (agency), objects (affectedness and individuation), and others to the en
tire clause (negation and aspect). However, due to their overall number it is more
straightforward to use these parametres to explain individual examples of differen
tial casemarking (Kittilä, 2008; Lestrade, 2010) than to quantitatively demonstrate
which of them are stronger factors in the assignment of canonical and oblique ar
gument structures to verbs.

In addition, these parameters exhibit a great deal of covariation (Malchukov
and De Swart, 2008, 340). This, however, ought not to be viewed as a disadvant
age for parametres as a system, but informative of what they really measure. A
number of parametres proposed by (Hopper and Thompson, 1980) seem to pattern
in the same way for stative verbs, including ‘kinesis’ (lack of movement), ‘punc
tuality’ (lack of natural temporal end points), ‘volitionality’ (lack of willfully act
ing subjects), ‘agency’ (lack of Agents), ‘affectedness of O’ (no real effect on
objects), ‘individuation of O’ (nonindividuated objects) and ‘aspect’ (atelicity).
Hence, covariation seems to form a web with stativity in the middle — an un
derlying common factor which many parameters simultaneously indicate. This is
also reflected in the analysis of Tsunoda (1981, 396), where stativity is viewed as
underlying the entire transitivitybased verb type hierarchy, constituting the vari
able measured by other features. In addition, Onishi (2001) mentions stativity as
one of the three main factors affecting the choice of case frame, along with lack
of control (volitionality) and modality (irrealis vs realis).

The observation that stativity and transitivity are somewhat parallel features is
useful for study searching for ways to operationalise transitivity in corpus studies.
Similarly to transitivity, stativity, too, has been analysed as having compositional
nature. However, differently from transitivity, which is a wide collection of meas
ures, which may end up in fixed patterns anyway, stativity may be viewed as more
compact, made up of fewer levels.
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As a lexical property of verbs, lexical stativity broadly refers to two different
notions: the nondynamicity and lexical atelicity of statesofaffairs (events and
states) (Vendler, 1957; Lakoff, 1966; Onishi, 2001). Nondynamicity means that
in entirely stative situations participants do not move. Atelicity means that these
events/statesofaffairs do not have inherent temporal endpoints. These two con
ditions would render verbs such as tmõistma ‘understand’, kuuluma ‘belong’, but
also nondynamic lexically atelic verbs such as istuma ‘sit’ and ootama ‘wait’.

However, in the classic Aktionsart system, differentiating between activities,
states, accomplishments and achievements, the class of states is restricted in other
wars as well. They are also identified by their lack of continuous forms (Vend
ler, 1957; Lakoff, 1966, 146) (*‘I was just belonging to a group while something
else happened.’). They are semantically defined as the grey area between prop
erties and actions (Vendler, 1957, 152). This means what while the set includes
states such as sõltuma ‘depend on’ and kuuluma ‘belong’, it excludes stative verbs
depicting volitional events, e.g. lamama ‘lie’ and istuma ‘sit’.

Hence, certain types or degrees of stativity exist, which are not captured by the
Aktionsart system ofVendler (1957), which views one such type (volitional stative
verbs such as istuma ‘sit’) as part of the activity group, analogous to jooksma
‘run’. In a study focused on outlining the role of stativity in another phenomenon
(argument structure assignment), one may wish to take a wider perspective in
order to investigate not only the role of states, but also the role of individual aspects
of stativity (lexical nondynamicity and atelicity).

A more comprehensive system of stativity has been developed by Maienborn
(2003). It outlines three categories for verbs expressing stativity: Kstates, D
states and nonstates. Kstates (or kimian states23) refer to nonvolitional states,
expressing properties and relationships rather than events, such as sarnanema
‘resemble’ (mapping on the state category in Vendler, 1957). Dstates (or dav
idsonian states24) refer to stative events, such as istuma ‘sit’ and ootama ‘wait’
(Maienborn, 2003, 2008, 2019; Rothmayr, 2009). Nonstates refer to events which
are either telic or include at least some degree of movement (parandama ‘fix’,
jooksma ‘run’) (Fábregas and Marín, 2012).

The main formal distinction between Kstates and Dstates lies in the fact
that Dstates entail a hidden event argument, which was introduced by Davidson
(1967). Dstates therefore qualify as Davidsonian eventualities, which are “par
ticular spatiotemporal entities with functionally integrated participants” (Maien
born, 2008, 109). Kstates (omama ‘own’, armastama ‘love’, näljane olema ‘be
hungry’), however, are “abstract objects for the exemplification of a property P at
a holder x and a time t” (Maienborn, 2008, 113). This means that instead of ex
pressing events including acting participants, Kstates express properties of par

23 named after Kim (1969)
24 following Davidson (1967)
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teristics of eventualities (Maienborn, 2008):

1. Eventualities are perceptible (‘I saw her sit there’, *‘I saw her resemble a
horse’)

2. Eventualities are located in space and time, while Kstates are only located
in time (‘Clothes are drying on the balcony’, *‘I am hungry in the kitchen’)

3. Eventualities combine with manner adverbials, instruments, comitatives,
etc. (‘She is sitting there with her sister’, *‘She is hungry with her sister’)

As mentioned, in terms of Aktionsart, Kstates broadly align with the classic no
tion of states which lack continuous forms (Vendler, 1957; Lakoff, 1966). D
states, on the other hand, would belong under activities.

All in all, the benefit of using the framework ofMaienborn (2008) to assess the
transitivity distinction between canonically and noncanonically marking verbs is
multifold. First, its inclusive nature and internal gradience allows us to map the
transitivity distinctions in more detail, as it links the class of properties (Kstates)
to the rest of the verb space through the grey area of stative events (Dstates).
Second, due to its fewer levels, the threelevel stativity system of Maienborn
(2008) renders a more coherent and intuitive gradient in transitivity than the wide
range of transitivity factors (Hopper and Thompson, 1980).

Third,Maienborn’s system is especially useful for an argument structure study,
because it explicitly and prominently encodes lexical aspect, which has been pro
posed as the main mediator between semantics and syntax in some approaches
(Tenny, 1992; Verkuyl, 1999; Kratzer, 2004; Tamm, 2004). For instance, Tenny
1992 uses aspect as the very basis of internal argument definition, suggesting that
direct objects constitute entities that measure out the event through change. They
can also delimit events by encoding their temporal end points (‘destroy’), although
they need not do that (‘push’). However, Tenny only investigates the role of aspect
in canonical argument structure in English. Hence, a large group of verbs which
are expected to be semantically rather distinct from canonically marking verbs has
been left out of the analysis. If aspect really plays fundamental role in argument
realisation, one would expect canonical and noncanonical complement verbs to
have distinct lexical aspect patterns, given their distinct realisation patterns.

Finally, unlike the transitivity parametres in (Hopper and Thompson, 1980),
which pertain to various parts of clauses, Maienborn’s system is specifically de
signed to assess the lexical semantics of verbs. Hence, it is more suitable for
a study focusing on verbs selecting oblique noncanonical argument structures
rather than clausedependent case alternations. Hence, the two verb samples will
be compared in terms of their proportions of Kstates, Dstates and nonstates.

These three state types were coded based on four variables: acceptability as
a complement of the perception verb nägema ‘see’, verb type, lexical dynamicity
and lexical telicity. The following sections will discuss the coding of each of the
four variables.
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Acceptability judgment task

Maienborn proposed that Kstates, which constitute properties rather than events,
cannot be observed, meaning that verbs expressing Kstates tend not to occur as
perception verb complements, e.g. *‘I saw tomatoes weigh 1 kg’ (Maienborn,
2008, 110). In order to test which verbs in our two datasets resist this phenomenon,
an acceptability judgment task was organised.

In this experiment, canonical and oblique argument verbs were presented in a
sentence context where they occur as complements of the perception verb nägema
‘see’:25

(48) Nägin
see.PST.1SG

Andrust
AndrusPAR

voodil
bedADE

muusikat
musicPAR

kuulamas
listenCONT

‘I saw Andrus listening to music on the bed’

The experiment included 232 experimental items (sentences) — 104 of which
contain oblique verbs and 128 canonical object verbs. The 232 stimuli were di
vided into two lists. 49 fillers were added to list 1 and 48 fillers were added to list
2. Fillers were designed to be distinct from stimuli sentences in order to mix the
overall set of sentences. They all started with subject constituents, followed by
finite verb forms.

Each experimental itemwas in the same form (48). It contained: 1) the percep
tion verb (Nägin see.PST1SG ‘I saw’), 2) target verb in continuous form (kuula
mas listenCONT ‘listening to’), 3) subject of the target verb and the object of the
finite verb (Andrus) and 4) a modifier (e.g. voodil bedADE ‘on the bed’). Canon
ical object verbs and some oblique argument verbs also include 5) an argument of
the target verb (muusikat musicPAR ‘music’ in (48)). Visual modality (the verb
nägema ‘see’) was chosen to represent perception verbs, because it is the primary
sense modality in Estonian, given that vision verbs are more frequent than other
perception verbs (Proos, 2021).

The other four lexemes (subjects, complements and adjuncts) were chosen
based on the highest collocation loglikelihood data.26 For instance ‘music’ was
chosen for ‘listen’ in (48). If all main collocators of a verb were personal pro
nouns, a proper noun in the form of human name was chosen instead as subject.

26 participants completed the offline task for list 1 and 17 participants for list
2. Participants rated each sentence on a 7point Likert scale, based on how accept
able the sentence appeared to them (1 = not acceptable, 7 = highly acceptable).

25 It has long been highlighted as one of the main distinctions between states and nonstates that
the former are not accepted with continuous tense inflection, e.g. *‘I am knowing.’ (Vendler, 1957,
148). Maienborn’s Kstates broadly align with Vendler’s (1957) states. The stimulus sentence in
(48) includes the Estonian verb in continuous form. Hence, testing sentences such as (48) somewhat
accidentally identifies Kstates both semantically and structurally.

26 Data originates from the database of collocation information from the Estonian National Cor
pus: https://korpused.keeleressursid.ee/clc/?mod=search.
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Verb type

Kstates were also identified based on verb types, which have been shown to apply
to them in literature. It was coded on four levels: 1) experiencer verbs (hoolima
‘care about’, this group also includes various possessor verbs), 2) measure verbs
(koosnema ‘consist of’) and 3) property verbs (võlgnema ‘owe’) and 4) other (vir
utama ‘hit’).

Experiencer/possessor and measure verbs were chosen as Kstate indicators
based on (Rothmayr, 2009), where these verb types are shown to systematically
behave as Kstates. Property verbs are added to this group based on the core
characteristic of Kstates in (Maienborn, 2008): “they are abstract objects for the
exemplification of a property P at a holder x at a time t” (Maienborn, 2008, 113).

Dynamicity and telicity

In order to code Dstates and nonstates, all verbs not classified as Kstates were
coded for lexical dynamicity (dynamic vs nondynamic) and telicity (telic, atelic).
A verb was deemed dynamic if it had at least one sense in which one or all par
ticipants need to physically move, even if only slightly (lähenema ‘approach’ is
dynamic while hoolima ‘care about’ is not). Interaction verbs (informeerima ‘in
form about’) were coded as dynamic to leave the label ‘nondynamic’ strictly for
zeromovement verbs. A verb was deemed telic if it entailed an inherent temporal
end point in at least one of its senses. Hence, sõltuma ‘depend on’ is lexically
atelic while loobuma ‘give up’ is telic.

Coding states

In order to be coded as a Kstate, a verb had to fulfil four conditions27:

1. It is not highly accepted as a perception verb complement (see first section
in 4.2.1), i.e. its mean acceptability score on a 7 point scale was 4 or less

2. It is an experiencer/possessor verb, measure verb or a property verb
3. It is lexically nondynamic
4. It is lexically atelic

Dstates and nonstates were coded among the verbs not classified as Kstates.
Following the definition that Dstates constitute spatiotemporal eventualities which

27 Another prominent Kstate test is that Kstates are expected to resist deverbal nominalisa
tion (*‘The resembling’) (Maienborn, 2008; Rothmayr, 2009). We examined the nominalisations
formedwith the suffix mine, themost productive deverbal nominalisation suffix in Estonian (Kasik,
2015; Pilvik, 2019). Unexpectedly, however, oblique argument verbs actually showed higher
nominalisation frequencies than canonical complement verbs in Estonian, when these counts were
viewed in relation to the overall frequencies of verb lemmas. This casts doubt on nominalisation
resistance as a universal Kstate property. Instead, it appears to depend on the languagespecific
productivity of various derivational deverbal morphemes.
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entail neither motion nor inherent temporal end points (Rothmayr, 2009), a verb
was deemed a Dstate if it was simultaneously coded as nondynamic and atelic
(e.g. toetuma ‘lean against’/‘be supported by’). The verbs which were neither
Kstates nor Dstates were tagged as nonstates.

Issues with encoding

Encoding semantic variables, such as the three variables discussed above (dynam
icity, telicity and verb type), inevitably introduces a degree of subjectivity into the
study. Broadly, such variables are problematic in three ways.

First, binary semantic variables only reflect graded phenomena in a simplistic
way. Hence, a binary notion of dynamicity naturally ignores the fact that motion,
for instance, varies in intensity and duration. Similarly, a binary assessment of
lexical aspect simplifies the wide variance in the temporal organisation of events.

Second, some verbs are more polysemous than others, meaning that their mul
tiple senses can render their lexical forms ambiguous in various dimensions. Am
biguity can arise from the animacy of subjects (Rothmayr, 2009)— järgnema ‘fol
low’ is nondynamic with an inanimate subject (Esmaspäevale järgneb teisipäev
mondayALL.SG followPRS.3SG tuesday.NOM ‘Tuesday follows Monday’), while
an animate subject gives it a dynamic reading (Poiss järgneb koerale boy.NOM
followPRS.3SG dogALL ‘The boy follows the dog’).

Ambiguity can also arise from the semantics of the complement. For instance,
lähenema ‘approach’ is dynamic with a concrete complement (läheneb ranna
le approachPRS.3SG beachALL ‘approaches the beach’). However, it is non
dynamic with an abstract complement (läheneb probleemile approachPRS.3SG
problemALL ‘approaches the beach’).

Furthermore, ambiguity can depend on discourse contexts. For instance,meen
utama ‘remind of’ can refer to an atelic property of things (meenutad mu venda
remindPRS.3SGmy brother.PAR ‘You remind me of my brother’), but it has a more
telic sense when it is used as an interaction verb (meenutas mulle meie vestlus
t remindPST.3SG 1SGALL 1PL.GEN conversation.PAR ‘S/he reminded me of our
conversation.’).

Third, a number of verbs are highly abstract, with their dynamicity and aspect
interpretations relying almost entirely on the overall, more complex meaning of
the expression. This includes verbs, the objects of which include deverbal nom
inalisations. For instance, whether or not jätkama ‘continue’ is dynamic, depends
on the type of verb it selects as its infinitival complement. jätkab jooksmist
continuePRS.3SG runningPAR ‘S/he continues running’ is dynamic while jätkab
istumist continuePRS.3SG sittingPAR ‘S/he continues sitting’ is not.

These issues were addressed by opting for a conservative approach. A verb
was coded as dynamic even if it entailed very little movement (e.g. the presup
posed movement of one’s mouth in interaction verbs, arutama ‘discuss’). Sim
ilarly, a single telic sense led to a verb being tagged as telic. Finally, abstract
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verbs were coded as dynamic, because, as mentioned, with some infinitival com
plements they render dynamic interpretations.

4.2.2 Results

This section will present the overall proportions of various types of states in the
canonical and oblique argument verb samples. The following sections will present
the results for each of the four variables coded to summarise stativity.

Acceptability judgment task

An acceptability judgment task was organised (see section 4.2.1) to examine the
acceptability of target verbs when they occur as complements of the perception
verb nägema (‘see’). Kstates are said to differ from Dstates in that they de
scribing temporal but not spatial properties, meaning one cannot perceive them
(Maienborn, 2008; Rothmayr, 2009). Hence, oblique verbs, which are hypothes
ised to be more stative and therefore include a higher proportion of Kstates, are
also expected to be less acceptable in such a context.

Figure 1: Acceptability ratings per verb group when a verb occurs as a complement of
the perception verb nägema ‘see’ on a 7 point Likert scale; n(oblique) = 104, n(canonical)
= 128

First, as seen in Fig. 1, oblique argument verbs are significantly less acceptable
as perception verb complements than canonical argument verbs (oblique: mean =
3.9, sd = 1.3; canonical: mean = 4.8, sd = 1.3, W = 9158.5, p < 0.001). Second,
oblique complement verbs are generally not acceptable in this structure, with a
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mean judgment below 4 for the entire group. There are almost twice as many
verbs with a mean rating of 4 in the oblique argument dataset than in the canonical
argument dataset (56% vs 30%).

Illative argument structure stands out in the oblique set as it is the only struc
ture, the verbs of which are generally acceptable as complements of a perception
verb (mean = 4.4, sd = 1.33). Easily perceived illative verbs include sukelduma
‘dive in’/‘become immersed in’, sekkuma ‘involve oneself in’, investeerima ‘in
vest in’ and mattuma ‘become buried in’, as in (49):

(49) Nägin
seePST.1SG

kuuri
shed.PAR

lumme
snow.ILL

mattumas
be.buriedCONT

‘I saw the shed being buried in snow’

Canonical verbs are not statistically distinct from inessive and illative verbs, but
they do significantly differ from elative verbs (p = 0.008), allative verbs (p =
0.002) and adessive verbs (p = 0.005).

Verb type

Verb typeswere coded for four levels: experiencer/possessor verbs, measure verbs,
property verbs and the rest. Fig. 2 outlines their proportions in the two verb
samples:

Figure 2: Verb type per dataset.

Of these four groups, only measure verbs appeared not to be sensitive to argument
structure, being relatively rare in both samples. Both experiencer and property
verbs were significantly more numerous in the oblique argument dataset (exper
iencer verbs in oblique vs canonical dataset: χ2 = 9.5037, df = 1, p = 0.002;
property verbs in oblique vs canonical dataset: χ2 = 18.239, df = 1, p < 0.0001).
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All in all, the types of verbs describe 52% of the oblique complement dataset and
15% of the canonical complement dataset.

Fig. 3 outlines verb type proportions in different argument structures:

Figure 3: Verb type per argument structure (CO = canonical object in partitive, genitive
or nominative).

Interestingly, in addition to the Experiencer verbs selecting allative and adessive
arguments, similar proportion of such verbs are found among those governing
elative (hoolima ‘care about’, loobuma ‘give up’, tüdinema ‘become tired of’)
and illative (armuma ‘fall in love with’, kiinduma ‘become fond of’, suhtuma
‘relate to’/‘have an attitude towards’) (Fig. 3). Inessive and adessive are mostly
selected by property verbs (baseeruma ‘be based on’, avalduma ‘be reflected in’),
while illative stands out in terms of the largest proportion of ‘other’ verbs, as no
illative verbs constitute measure or property verbs. Elative has the most diverse
verb profile in the oblique argument dataset, similarly to transitive verbs.
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Dynamicity and lexical aspect

Fig. 4 summarises the proportions of dynamicity and aspect as lexical properties
of verbs in both verb samples:

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Lexical dynamicity (a) and aspect (b) in canonical and oblique verb samples.

All in all, oblique argument verbs are more distinct in terms of dynamicity, i.e.
motion on the part of the participants of the statesofaffairs they describe, than
in terms of lexical aspect, i.e. whether or not these statesofaffairs have natural
temporal end points or not. In fact, there is no significant distinction between
the telicity ratings of oblique and canonical argument verbs, but oblique verbs are
significantly less dynamic than canonical argument verbs (χ2 = 34.168, df = 1,
p < 0.0001).

This means that there is a certain degree of asymmetry in the expression of
stativity in oblique argument verbs. Stativity is traditionally viewed as made up of
both lack of movement and lack of internal temporal boundaries. We used stativity
to decompose transitivity in a more nuanced way. Results show that while oblique
argument verbs entailing less motion, these verbs are not less transitive in terms
of temporal organisation, as measured by lexical telicity.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Lexical dynamicity (a) and aspect (b) per argument structure (CO = canonical
object in partitive, genitive or nominative).

Fig. 5 shows a number of interesting structurebased differences. First, verbs in
the illative structure stand out in terms of being lexically most dynamic and telic
among the verbs in oblique structures. The dynamic, telic illativeselecting verbs
of the type ‘other’ in the previous section were likely the reason for their above
average acceptability ratings as well. Most illative verbs had at least one dynamic
sense, including the verbs with the highest acceptability ratings, e.g. sööbima
‘become etched in’ and suubuma ‘end up in’. Most illative verbs are lexically
atelic, this being the only oblique argument verb group which is on average more
telic than canonical argument verbs.
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Lexical-semantic stativity

While the four variables described in section 4.2.1 are informative of the distinc
tions between various argument structures, their main function is to provide the
basis for coding Kstates, Dstates and nonstates in both verb samples. They are
summarised in Fig. 6:

Figure 6: Verb state status per dataset.

Following the criteria outlined in section 4.2.1, 44 verbs were coded as Kstates in
the oblique argument dataset (42%). The same conditions rendered significantly
fewer Kstates in the canonical verb group (n = 16, 12%, χ2 = 25.057, df = 1, p <
0.0001). Dstates, i.e. nondynamic atelic verbs constitute 22.1% of the oblique
argument dataset and 11.7% of the canonical argument dataset, which is not a
statistically significant distinction.

Finally, oblique argument verbs that were coded as nonstates (n = 50) include
a significantly higher proportion of nondynamic verbs (34%) than the nonstate
verbs selecting canonical objects (n = 101, 10%, χ2 = 11.637, df = 1, p = 0.0006).
These two verb groups do not differ in terms of telicity.
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Figure 7: Verb state status per governed case. (CO= canonical object in partitive, genitive
or nominative).

Unsurprisingly, illativeselecting verbs which were shown to differ from the rest
of the oblique argument verbs in terms of all four variables, also differ in terms
of state type proportions. The single stative verb coded in the illative group is the
Dstate suhtuma ‘relate to’/‘have an attitude towards’. All other illativeselecting
verbs are coded as nonstates, meaning they are either dynamic and/or telic.

Verbs occurring in adessive and inessive structures are also interesting, be
cause the high property verb proportions demonstrated in Fig. 3 have translated
into high Kstate proportions in Fig. 7. For both verb groups, this is due to a
number of verbs which constitute nearsynonyms. The adessiveselecting syn
onyms make up almost the entire adessive dataset, accounting for 4 verbs out of
5 (excluding õnnestuma ‘succeed in’):

• baseeruma ‘be based on’
• rajanema ‘be founded on’
• lasuma ‘be based on’/‘lie on’
• põhinema ‘be based on’

The study found 10 verbs that select inessive arguments. Six of them may be
considered to be almost synonymous:28

• avalduma ‘be expressed in’

28 In addition, another three inessiveselecting verbs are semantically very close to them:
peituma ‘hide in’/‘be reflected in’, sisalduma ‘be contained in’ and pesitsema ‘nest in’/‘be contained
in’. The only inessive verb not belonging in the same semantic space as the others is süüdistama
‘accuse in’.
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• figureerima ‘figure in’
• kajastuma ‘be expressed in’
• peegelduma ‘be reflected in’
• seisnema ‘constitute’/‘be reflected in’
• väljenduma ‘be expressed in’

This indicates that adessive and inessive are both used in argument structures that
express a stative relationship (or a property of something) where indications of
something can be observed in another context (seadus baseerub eetikal law.NOM
be.basedPRS.3SG ethicsADE ‘the law is based on ethics’) These nearsynonymous
verb groups will be discussed in the context of syntactic productivity in section
5.4.

Pragmatic stativity

While oblique argument verbs are more stative than canonical object verbs in
terms of lexicalsemantic stativity (section 4.2.2), the canonical dataset appears to
include verbs that express stativity pragmatically.

Section 4.2.1 discussed subject animacy as one of the factors which may lead
to ambiguity in verbs. It showed that a verb may have a stative interpretation with
an inanimate subject referent and an active interpretation with an animate subject
(‘The wall surrounds the town’/‘The army surrounds the town’). The canonical
object verb sample includes 20 verbs which become stative with inanimate sub
jects. They are outlined below:

• ühendama ‘connect’
• katma ‘cover’
• täitma ‘fill’
• väljendama ‘express’
• tingima ‘drive a bargain’/‘cause’
• moodustama ‘create’/‘constitute’
• keelama ‘forbid’
• iseloomustama ‘characterise’
• kirjeldama ‘describe’
• näitama ‘show’
• puudutama ‘touch’
• suunama ‘point towards’
• rõhutama ‘emphasise’
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• iseloomustama ‘characterise’
• meenutama ‘emphasise’
• kaitsma ‘protect’
• kehtestama ‘establish’
• piirama ‘surround’
• tõestama ‘prove’
• sundima ‘force’/‘cause’

These verbs have Kstate interpretations with inanimate subjects (50a) and non
state interpretations with animate subjects (50b):

(50) a. Müür
wall.NOM

kaitseb
defendPRS.3SG

linna
town.PAR

‘The wall defends the town’
b. Sõjavägi

army.NOM
kaitseb
defendPRS.3SG

linna
town.PAR

‘The army defends the town’

Another three canonical object verbs are ambiguous due to polysemy where the
active and stative senses are even more distinct and do not depend on the features
of event participants:

• maksma ‘pay’/‘cost’
• tähistama ‘mark’/‘celebrate’
• hindama ‘assess’/‘appreciate’

Finally, active verbs in the canonical object dataset may also become stative with
abstract arguments. This effect occurs whenever metaphorical meanings are in
troduced. For instance, kandma ‘carry’ is stative with an abstract object (kannab
vimma carryPRS.3SG grudge.PAR ‘carries a grudge’) and active with a concrete
object (kannab kotte carryPRS.3SG bag.PAR.PL ‘carries bags’). Virtually every
atelic verb can be used with abstract objects, which then inadvertently introduce
stativity into the clause.

In summary, while oblique argument verbs are lexically less transitive than
canonical object verbs, this does not mean that the latter are used in a highly trans
itive way. A number of canonical object verbs were shown to alternate between
stative and active interpretations. Many, if not all, become stative (and therefore
less transitive) in an abstract context.
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4.3 Study 2: Bleached use of case

This study aims to answer RQ2: To what degree can spatial semantics be de
tected in Estonian verbs occurring in oblique argument structures and how does
this compare to canonical object verbs? Semantic roles were chosen as the way
to indicate the presence or lack of spatial semantics in oblique argument verbs,
as a lexical property of verbs. Section 4.3.1 outlines the method of coding roles
while section 4.3.2 presents the results on the proportions of spatial semantics in
Estonian oblique argument verbs.

4.3.1 Method

Verbs in both samples were coded for the semantic role of their oblique argument
or canonical object. The role of oblique arguments and canonical objects was
coded as a lexical property of verbs. For instance, lähenema ‘approach’ always
encodes a Goal argument, regardless of whether this is an abstract or a concrete
Goal.

Because oblique argument verbs are less transitive (as was shown in section
4.2), coding semantic roles is not straightforward. This is because roles were ori
ginally designed with an implication of hierarchical structure, broadly referring to
entities (Actor, Patient, Theme, Instrument) and locations for these entities (Goal,
Source, Location, Path) (Fillmore, 1968; Kılıçaslan and Tuna, 2015). This sys
tem is therefore not easily applicable to verbs describing abstract properties or
relationships between often inanimate entities (sõltuma ‘depend on’). Further
more, in the dataset of the present study, spatial meaning, if present in the lexical
semantics of verbs, is often abstract.

In order to accommodate various abstract types of relations, the study views
roles as having rather broad definitions. A number of studies regard roles as con
cepts with prototypical structure, rather than semantically specific concepts (Hop
per and Thompson, 1980; Dowty, 1991; Primus, 1999; Rissman andMajid, 2019).
This means that each role is interpreted as a relatively wide notion. In addition,
to keep the coding process simple and more easily replicable, only six roles were
used — Experiencer, Theme, Recipient, Goal, Source and Location. Roles were
independently coded by the author and two supervisors. Intercoder agreement
was 97.1%. Differences were solved through discussion. The following prin
ciples were followed in coding roles:
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• A verb was coded as selecting a Goal, Source or Location if it has a sense in
which it marks the concrete movement or location of something. Mostly,
this describes verbs which alternate between concrete and abstract argu
ments, e.g. the elative argument of eralduma ‘separate from’ was coded as
a Source and the adessive argument of lasuma ‘lie upon’ was coded as a
Location. These roles were coded even if the spatial meaning is uncommon
— e.g. investeerima ‘invest in’ was coded as selecting a Goal, even though
it is uncommon for the investment to physically move to the target institu
tion. As baseeruma ‘be based on’ is mainly used to mark abstract relations,
it was coded as selecting a Theme rather than a Location.

• Experiencers were coded only for verbs which have a sense that expresses a
mental activity of an animate entity. This included verbs such as õnnestuma
‘succeed in’ and imponeerima ‘like’.

• Recipients were coded instead of Goals if the verb encoded the role as pre
dominantly human and made reference to a concrete transferred entity. This
means that in at least one sense the verb must express an exchange between
human participants. This includes kinkima ‘gift to’ and not investeerima
‘invest in’. In addition, ulatama ‘hand over to’ was coded as selecting a
Recipient but omistama ‘assign to’ was not, because it cannot be used to
describe transferring a concrete object (doktorandile omistati teaduskraad
‘The graduate student was assigned a degree’). Instead, it was coded as
selecting an allative Goal. For the same reason, andestama ‘forgive’ was
coded as taking an allative Theme.

• Patients were coded for verbs with at least one sense in which it expresses an
event where the participant is physically changed. This includes vähendama
‘decrease’, tapma ‘kill’ and jooma ‘drink’. Because mere affectedness was
not regarded as sufficient, virutama ‘hit’ and lööma ‘hit’/‘kick’ were coded
as taking Themes.

• Theme is a role that was used to describe a participant of stateofaffairs
that is not physically changed by the event, bears no spatial relation to the
event. In this study, Themes also includes what sometimes are labelled
Stimuli. For instance, both ostma ‘buy’ and armastama ‘love’ were coded
as selecting Theme arguments.
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4.3.2 Results

In general, the two types of verbs are distinct in terms of the number of different
roles they mark, as well as the degree of semantically bleached roles. Canonical
object verbs mark Themes and Patients in a higher proportion than oblique argu
ment verbs, the difference being mostly made up by spatial roles in the oblique
dataset (see Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Semantic role per dataset.

However, it is a remarkable finding that the two datasets are similar in terms of
mostly being made up of verbs which mark semantically entirely bleached roles.
Most verbs in both groups make no semantic reference to locations or very par
ticular types of participants, such as Experiencers or Recipients, but they mark
participants of events/states coded as Themes.

Hence, in this sample, only a minority of oblique argument verbs entail spa
tial semantics (n = 29, 27.8%). These verbs include illative Goals (inkorporeer
ima ‘incorporate into’), inessive Locations (peituma ‘hide in’) and allative Goals
(osutama ‘point at’). About two thirds of oblique verbs (n = 65, 62.5%), how
ever, encode Themes (e.g. the allative Theme of alluma ‘obey’ (allu oma emale
obey.IMP.SG REFL motherALL ‘obey your mother’).

These results also address several assumptions made about canonical object
verbs. For instance, following transitivity parameters (Hopper and Thompson,
1980), prototypical objects are assumed to be physically affected by the event de
scribed by the verb, i.e. constitute Patients. Among the 128 verbs in the canonical
dataset, however, only a minority select such objects (n = 11, 8.6%, e.g. suuren
dama ‘increase’). Instead, similarly to the oblique argument dataset the canonical
argument dataset is largely made up of verbs selecting Themes (e.g. uurima ‘in
vestigate’), which are not physically affected by events.
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Semantic roles per argument structure

Fig. 9 outlines the semantic roles expressed in each argument structure:

Figure 9: Semantic role per governed case (CO = canonical object in partitive, genitive
or nominative).

Four out of five spatial cases encode spatial meaning in less than half of the verbs
which select them. Elative marks Themes the most frequently. Sources are only
encoded by 23.7% of verbs selecting elative arguments (e.g. järelduma ‘be con
cluded from’). Allative marks Goals to an even lesser degree (17.9%, lähenema
‘approach’), the rest including Experiencers and Recipients in addition to Themes.
This means that in terms of the degree of structural function represented by the
present datasets, allative marks the widest variety of semantic roles, followed by
adessive, which also marks Experiencers in addition to Themes and spatial roles.

In addition, verbs with allative Themes (n = 23) are interesting, because they
have received less attention than allative Recipients and Experiencers. Verbs se
lecting allative Themes make up almost two thirds of the allative dataset in our
study. They include eelnema ‘precede’, vihjama ‘hint at’, võlgnema ‘owe’ and
alluma ‘obey/succumb’.

Although verbs selecting inessive and adessive mostly encode Themes in our
dataset, this cannot be straightforwardly regarded as an indication of their se
mantic generality and multifunctionality. As was shown in section 4.2.2, most
verbs in both datasets constitute nearsynonyms. Semantic roles do show slight
nuances in terms of how they differ in locative semantics. For instance, only
one of the four synonymous adessivegoverning verbs was deemed to entail spa
tial semantics (lasuma ‘lie on’/‘be based on’) as it was the only one with an
available concrete location sense. The same applies to three of the nine near
synonymous inessivegoverning verbs (peituma ‘hide in’/‘be reflected in’, pesit
sema ‘nest in’/‘be contained in’, sisalduma ‘be contained in’). Hence, even though
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several of the verbs selecting inessive and adessive arguments code these cases as
bleached from spatial semantics, these argument structures are nevertheless used
with verbs that form a semantically coherent group.

Finally, illative is the only case which occurs in structural position with non
bleached semantics. Only three illative verbs were coded as selecting Themes: ar
muma ‘fall in love with’ kiinduma ‘become fond of’ and suhtuma ‘relate to’/‘have
an attitude towards’.

In summary, most verbs in our dataset which select spatial cases do not gener
ally mark spatial semantics — not even in only one or few of their several senses.

4.4 Study 3: Usage patterns of argument structures

This section will focus on RQ3: Does the usage of verbs with oblique argument
structures differ from that of canonical argument structures? If yes, in what way?
It is an explorative study where usage patterns are investigated by means of the
main syntactic, morphological and semantic variables describing clauses. The two
clause samples are described in sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.

Section 4.4.1 will describe the methodology and variables used in the sub
sequent analysis. Section 4.4.2 describes the output of mixed logistic regression
analysis, outlining the main distinctions in the ways the two verb groups are used.
Finally, section 4.4.3 investigates the usage patterns of individual argument struc
tures.

4.4.1 Method

We fit a mixed logistic regression model to the data, using the lme4 package for
R (Bates and Maechler, 2009).

The dataset is made up of clauses including oblique and canonical argument
verbs (described in section 4.1). It only includes clauses with an overt argument
and it is balanced for verbs. For oblique argument verbs, it including 50 random
instances per verb, or less for verbs lower in overall corpus frequency. For canon
ical object verbs, clauses with overt objects were extracted from a sample of 50
instances per verb. Table 7 presents the clause data previously shown in Tables 5
and 6:

Table 7: Clause dataset.

Verb type Verbs Mean clauses
per verb Overall clauses

Oblique argument verbs 104 43.3 (sd = 11.9) 4,502
Canonical argument verbs 128 41.9 (sd = 7.0) 5,364
Total 232 9,866

The dependent variable of the model is type of structure (‘oblique’ vs ‘canon
ical’). Fixed effects include 11 independent variables, described in Table 8. On
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the one hand, these variables include factors that pertain to argument information
in a clause. For instance, Estonian uses word order in addition to morphosyntax
to convey argument information (Lindström, 2005). In addition, subjects and ob
jects are generally expected to show animacy distinctions (de Hoop and de Swart,
2009; Lestrade, 2010), which could give rise to pronominalisation and number
distinctions. Lexemebased NP properties might describe a distinction between
arguments and adjuncts. For instance, phrases referring to arguments are expec
ted to be shorter and casemarked in a higher proportion than adjuncts (given, for
instance, their lack of adpositions in the sample used in this study). One might
also expect to find them occurring closer to the verb than adjuncts.

In addition, as clauses are essentially extracted based on verbs, main verbal
inflections were included as factors (tense and negation), as well as register to
outline verb functionality and usage.

Table 8: Variables in mixed logistic regression. ‘Complement’ signifies argument
phrases, both oblique and canonical.

Variable Type Levels

type of structure categorical oblique, canonical

order categorical complement precedes the verb,
complement follows the verb

pronoun categorical complement is a pronoun,
complement is not a pronoun

number categorical complement is singular,
complement is plural

tense categorical finite verb is in present, past,
perfect or pluperfect tense

negation categorical finite verb is affirmative,
finite verb is negative

register categorical clause originates from journalism,
fiction or science texts

np_length interval Number of lexemes in
complement NP (noun phrase)

np_distance interval Number of lexemes between the
complement and the verb

head_noun_distance interval
Number of lexemes between the
head noun of the complement
and the verb

np_case_proportion interval Proportion of complement phrase
lexemes that are casemarked

animacy categorical
Complement expresses a human,
other animate, inanimate concrete
or inanimate abstract referent
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In addition, the model explored an interaction between animacy and pronouns,
following a hypothesis that pronouns are more widespread with nominals with
human referents.

Animacy is the only variable including NA values (in 578 observations out of
the 9,866 observations in the dataset, including 137 in the canonical dataset and
441 in the oblique dataset). In these instances, the animacy status was unclear in
the sentence, e.g. due to ambiguous pronouns.

The only random effect is the corpus file from which the clause originates (n =
602). Observations in the corpus are not entirely independent as several are likely
generated by the same author. This may partially be captured by using files as
random effect.

4.4.2 Results of mixed logistic regression

The aim of the model is to assess, which features of usage distinguish between
oblique and canonical argument verbs. The final model is as follows:

verbtype ∼ order + pronoun + number + tense + negation + register +
np_length + np_distance + head_noun_distance + np_case_proportion + anim
acy + pronoun*animacy + (1|file)

The output of the model is as follows:
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Table 9: Results of logistic regression

Condition Estimate (β) Standard error P value
Intercept 0.39668 0.13363 0.002992**

order = preverbal 0.07806 0.05411 0.149720

pronoun = yes 1.89350 0.19202 < 2e16***

number = plural 0.19751 0.05424 0.000271***

tense = pastsimple 0.23251 0.05106 5.12e06***

tense = perfect 0.22773 0.09040 0.011767*

tense = pluperfect 0.14093 0.13594 0.299879

negation = yes 0.06525 0.08326 0.433218

register = fiction 0.33777 0.07302 3.73e06***

register = science 0.33955 0.07003 1.24e06***

np = length 0.11420 0.02207 2.29e07***

np = distance 0.00507 0.02002 0.800022

head noun distance 0.02131 0.01484 0.151031

NP case proportion 0.68745 0.11212 8.71e10***

animacy = human 0.59595 0.08069 1.57e13***

animacy = other
animate 0.70442 0.27235 0.009697**

animacy = inanimate
concrete 0.43565 0.07115 9.20e10***

pronoun = yes
animacy = human 1.87174 0.21538 < 2e16***

pronoun = yes
animacy = other
animate

2.38795 0.91926 0.009385**

pronoun = yes
animacy = inanimate
concrete

0.66292 0.41391 0.109247

Intercept depicts a hypothetical situation where each factor is represented by its
most common value. This means that in Table 9, intercept describes a clause with
a postverbal nonpronoun singular argument that refers to an inanimate abstract
entity. The verb is in present tense and expresses affirmative mood. The clause
originates from the journalism register. In such a context, oblique argument verbs
are muchmore likely to be used than canonical object verbs (β = 0.397, p = 0.003).
Four tested factors have no effect on argument structure type: word order, neg
ation, NP and head noun distance from the verb. The rest are discussed in the
following sections.
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Argument phrase

Oblique and canonical argument verbs differ in terms of various argument phrase
properties. The most striking finding in this analysis is that oblique verbs are
more likely than canonical verbs to select arguments with human animate referents
and less likely to select arguments with inanimate referents, especially inanimate
concrete referents. Only 14.1% of the canonical dataset contains arguments with
human referents, compared to 24.4% in the oblique dataset.

Although this is partially due to Experiencer and Recipient roles, the effect
does not depend on them. These two roles account for less than half of the 991
human animate oblique arguments (38.5%). After removing Experiencers and
Recipients from both dataset, the oblique argument dataset still includes a signi
ficantly higher proportion of human animate referents than the canonical object
dataset (15% and 13.1%, respectively, χ2 = 6.2457, df = 1, p = 0.01).

This means that oblique argument verbs are more likely than canonical argu
ment verbs to be used for talking about events/states involving humans. Verbs
with frequent human Themes include andestama ‘forgive’, armuma ‘fall in love
with’, hoolima ‘care about’. Generally human Goals include lasuma ‘lie upon’
and human Sources include hoovama ‘emanate from’.

Regarding inanimate referents, canonical object verbs are more likely to occur
with arguments that have concrete inanimate referents (17.9% vs 10.5%, χ2 =
99.608, p < 0.0001), but also with arguments that have inanimate abstract referents
(67.5% vs 64.1%, χ2 = 11.611, df = 1, p = 0.0007).

In addition to referring to humans more often, oblique arguments pronomin
alise differently from canonical objects. The interaction used in the model shows
that pronominality heavily depends on the animacy of the complement. Themodel
shows pronominalised arguments with inanimate abstract referents aremore likely
to occur as canonical objects than as oblique arguments, but pronominalised hu
man arguments are more likely to occur with oblique case marking.

Hence, even though pronouns are generally more frequent in the oblique data
set than in canonical dataset (n = 999, 22.2% of the dataset, compared to 15.5%
in the canonical dataset), it is mostly arguments with human referents that pro
nominalise — they account for 91.8% of all pronouns in the dataset. Arguments
with inanimate referents are more likely to occur as pronouns in the canonical
dataset. Oblique arguments are also more likely than canonical objects to occur
in singular. Altogether, singular arguments make up 80.9% of the oblique dataset
and 77.5% of the canonical dataset.

Finally, oblique arguments are generally shorter (in terms of lexeme count)
than canonical objects (oblique: mean = 1.95 lexemes, sd = 1.54; canonical: mean
= 2.11, sd = 1.61). This is likely due to the higher proportion of human referents
among oblique arguments (mean length of human arguments = 1.37, other animate
= 1.60, inanimate concrete = 1.79 and inanimate abstract = 2.39 lexemes). In
addition, Table 9 shows an effect of the proportion of NP that is casemarked.
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However, a distinction between how many of the NP lexemes bear casemarking
only exists in intercept conditions (with inanimate abstract complements). Overall
there is no effect.

Verb and clause

The only distinction related to verb forms is that canonical object verbs are more
likely to be in past simple (39.8% of their instances) than oblique argument verbs
(34.8%). Both perfect (6.3% and 7.7%, respectively) and pluperfect (2.7% and
3.6%, respectively) are more frequent forms in oblique argument verbs. This
will be further discussed in section 4.4.3, which addresses the tense differences
between individual structures.

In which regards clause context, oblique argument verbs are more likely than
canonical verbs to occur in science register (canonical: 34.4%, oblique: 38.5%)
and fiction register (canonical: 32.3%, oblique: 34.6%), and less likely to occur
in journalism (canonical: 33.3%, oblique: 26.9%).

4.4.3 Structure-based analysis

The previous section described the ways in which the usage of the two verb types
is distinct. However, this thesis also aims to investigate patterns distinguishing
between oblique argument structures, outlining which are used most similarly to
the canonical structure. This sectionwill focus on the factors used in the regression
analysis above from the perspective of individual argument structures. Structures’
distinctions are summarised in the end.
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Complement

Argument structures with spatial cases were generally shown to differ from the
canonical structure in terms argument referent animacy. In a structurebased per
spective, however, it appears that elative and illative marked arguments have an
referent animacy distribution similar to that of canonical objects (Fig. 10).

Figure 10: Animacy of the argument referent per argument structure (CO = canonical
object in partitive, genitive or nominative).

Similarly to illative arguments, elative arguments and canonical objects do not
statistically differ in terms of the proportion of human animate referents (elative
arguments vs canonical objects: 12.7% and 14%, respectively). They do, how
ever, refer to inanimate concrete entities significantly less frequently (elative ar
guments vs canonical objects: 12.5% vs 17.9%, χ2 = 23.153, df = 1, p < 0.0001).
Allative and adessive arguments have a high proportion of human animates, while
inessive arguments are dominated by inanimate abstract referents.

Most spatial case argument structures also differ from the canonical structure
in terms of pronouns, marking them more often. The effect is is the strongest with
allative (χ2 = 174.08, p < 0.0001). Adessive and inessive structures, however,
include pronominal arguments as frequently as the canonical structure with no
statistically significant distinction (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: Pronoun proportions per argument structure (CO = canonical object in partit
ive, genitive or nominative).

Structures also vary in terms of number. No significant distinction exists between
the number proportions of adessive and canonical structures, nor between elative
and canonical structures. The other three spatial case structures are significantly
more likely to include singular arguments than the canonical structure (Fig. 12).

Figure 12: Number proportions per argument structure (CO = canonical object in partit
ive, genitive or nominative).

In terms of mean length of NP structure (in lexeme count), elative arguments
(mean = 1.94 lexemes) are the closest to canonical objects (mean = 2.11 lexemes,
see Fig. 13a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: NP length (a) and distance from the verb (b) in lexemes (CO = canonical
object in partitive, genitive or nominative).

In addition, as seen in Fig. 13b, the distance between the argument and the verb
(in lexeme count) is rather similar in most argument structures with no statistically
significant differences. However, adessive arguments tend to occur significantly
closer to the verb than canonical objects (0.44 vs 0.8 lexemes between the argu
ment phrase and the verb). In addition, adessive and elative arguments are the
only groups not significantly different from canonical objects in terms of the pro
portion of lexemes in the complement phrase which are case marked (adessive:
75.4%, elative: 79.5%, canonical objects: 79.6%).
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Verb

Spatial cases vary greatly in terms of tense patterns. The only oblique argument
verbs which show no significant distinction from the present tense proportions of
canonical object verbs are allative and elative (Fig. 14):

Figure 14: Tense proportions per argument structure (CO = canonical object in partitive,
genitive or nominative).

Allativeselecting verbs also occur in past simple as frequently as canonical ob
ject verbs. Verbs selecting adessive and inessive as distinct from verbs in other
structures in that they occur in past simple less frequently. Regarding adess
ive, this is almost entirely due to three nearsynonymous verbs selecting Themes:
baseeruma, rajanema and põhinema (‘be based on’), which predominantly occur
in present simple. All three were coded as Kstates in section 4.2.2, expressing
entirely abstract and static properties.

Tense patterns show an interesting aspect about the verbs selecting illative.
Illative argument structure differs from other spatial case argument structures in
that many of its verbs frequently occur in aspectual tenses, i.e. perfect and plu
perfect. As seen in Fig. 15, half of all verbs selecting illative arguments occur in
aspectual tenses in at least 25% of their instances:
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Figure 15: Tense in verbs selecting illative arguments.

These six verbs include armuma ‘fall in love with’ (56%), investeerima ‘invest in’
(44%), kiinduma ‘become fond of’ (61%), mattuma ‘become buried in’ (29%),
sööbima ‘become etched in’ (39%) and süüvima ‘delve into’ (25%). All are non
states, but almost all nevertheless describe nonvolitional events. This means that
there are other ways in which oblique argument verbs may be stative, besides
lexical stativity. Instead of being used for referring to the process of falling in
love or becoming buried in something, they appear to be frequently used to refer
to the end state of that process, expressed with the perfect form.

Finally, negation patterns are rather similar across all structures (Fig. 16):

Figure 16: Negation proportions per argument structure (CO = canonical object in par
titive, genitive or nominative).
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Adessive and allative argument verbs are negated as frequently as canonical ob
ject verbs, showing no statistical distinction. Other spatial case structures vary in
terms of mood. Elativeselecting verbs are negated significantly more often than
canonical object verbs (χ2 = 8.6492, df = 1, p = 0.003) while verbs selecting il
lative and inessive arguments occur in negation less often than canonical object
verbs (verbs selecting illative vs canonical object verbs: χ2 = 5.2148, df = 1, p =
0.02; verbs selecting inessive vs canonical object verbs: χ2 = 4.8545, df = 1, p =
0.03).

Clause

Word order does not vary greatly between the six argument structures, preverbal
arguments ranging from 24.8% to 30.6%:

Figure 17: Word order per argument structure (CO = canonical object in partitive, genit
ive or nominative).

In most oblique structures arguments occur preverbally significantly more fre
quently than canonical objects (verbs selecting elative vs canonical object verbs:
χ2 = 6.4502, p = 0.01)29, see Fig. 17.

In addition, verbs selecting canonical objects exhibit an almost perfectly even
distribution between the three registers (33.2% in journalism, 32.3% in fiction and
34.4% in science), as seen in Fig. 18:

29 There is no statistically significant distinction between the word order of adessive selecting
verbs and canonical object verbs, most likely due to the small sample of clauses with adessive
selecting verbs.
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Figure 18: Register proportions per argument structure (CO = canonical object in partit
ive, genitive or nominative).

Oblique structures with the most similar register distribution include the allative
structure (24.5% in journalism, 38.2% in fiction and 37.3% in science) and the
elative structure (28.3%, 33.9% and 37.8%, respectively). Verbs selecting adess
ive and inessive arguments mostly occur in science texts, while illativeselecting
verbs frequently occur in fiction texts.

Summary of case-based analysis

Table 10 summarises the lack of statistical distinctions between oblique and ca
nonical argument structures in section 4.4.3:

Table 10: A usage factor comparison between the canonical structure and each individual
oblique structure.

Factor Oblique structures most similar
to the canonical structure

Word order Adessive
Pronoun Adessive and inessive
Number Adessive and elative
Tense Allative and elative
Negation Adessive and allative
Register Allative and elative
NP length Elative
NP distance from the verb Allative, illative, elative and inessive
NP case marking Adessive and elative
Animacy Elative and illative
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When the contents of Table 10 are summarised, elative argument structure is used
most similarly to the canonical object structure, with no statistically significant
distinction in seven out of ten factors, followed by adessive (five factors), allative
(four factors), inessive (two factors) and illative (two factors).

4.5 Summary

This chapter aimed to answer three research questions:

RQ1: Are oblique argument structures assigned to lexically less transitive verbs
than canonical argument structures? If yes, in what way are these verbs less
transitive?

RQ2: To what degree can spatial semantics be detected in Estonian verbs occur
ring in oblique argument structures and how does this compare to canonical
object verbs?

RQ3: Does the usage of verbs with oblique argument structures differ from that
of canonical argument structures? If yes, in what way?

Study 1 gives RQ1 a rather clear answer— almost all oblique argument structures
are indeed much more likely to be assigned to verbs expressing Kstates (verbs
expressing properties and relationships, Vendlerian states), but they are also more
likely to occur with verbs expressing nondynamic events (viitama ‘refer to’).

The two types of structures are similar in that the verbs with which they occur
have similar lexical aspect patterns. A link between atelicity and oblique verbs
was assumed not only because stativity entails lexical atelicity, but also because
certain argument realisation approaches regard lexical aspect as playing a central
role in the way semantics maps onto syntax in terms of event participant marking
(Tenny, 1992). In Estonian, however, a verb’s lexical aspect appears to not play
a role in determining whether a verb is assigned an oblique or a canonical case
frame. However, as discussed in chapter 3, aspect is central to the Estonian system
of differential object marking.

It is also interesting that experiencer (and possessor) verbs constitute a verb
type that occurs with almost all spatial case argument structures more frequently
than with the canonical structure, rather than merely being limited to adessive
and allative structures. Hence, it is not only the Experiencer role that makes such
verbs likely to acquire oblique structures, but the event/state in general. Elative
and illative arguments occur in experiencer verbs almost as frequently as adessive
and allative arguments. These verbs simply assign nominative to the Experiencer
and mark the Stimulus/Theme noncanonically (hoolima ‘care about’). This sug
gests that oblique argument structures are linked to the lexical semantics of verbs
in a more broad way, rather than there being an exclusive link between a few se
mantic cases and a particular semantic roles. This observation is easily missed in
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an examplebased study taking a nonquantitative approach, because strong pre
conceptions exist about the link between allative/adessive and the Experiencer
role.

Results also show both oblique and structurebased effects, as was hypothes
ised in the overview of the study presented in section 3.7. As a structure type
effect, increased stativity describes almost all oblique argument structures more
so than the canonical structure. As a structurebased effect, this does not appear to
apply to the illative structure. By themeasures of the present study, verbs selecting
illative arguments do not appear to be lexically less transitive than verbs selecting
canonical objects. However, as was shown in section 4.4.3, decreased transitivity
may be expressed in illative verbs by way of usage patterns rather than their lex
ical semantics. Namely, half of the illative verbs were shown to occur unusually
frequently in perfect and pluperfect tense, which mark telic aspect. Hence, one
may postulate a general link between oblique structures and stativity, which may
be expressed lexically (verbs selecting elative, allative, adessive and inessive) as
well as via morphosyntax (verbs selecting illative).

Study 2 answered RQ2. While oblique argument verbs code spatial roles more
frequently than canonical object verbs, it is nevertheless expressed by a minority
of verbs in that group (less than a third). Most oblique verbs describe events with
participants in semantically bleached roles where the case only marks the fact that
the nominal expresses a participant to the event described by the verb. While
the study may not conclude that the majority of all oblique argument verbs select
cases with entirely bleached meanings, it does show that there is no tendency for
oblique argument verbs to always or frequently select cases, the original semantics
of which remain present in the clause.

Finally, in order to answer RQ3, study 3 explored whether various usage
factors differ between the two verb groups. It found that oblique arguments are
generally more likely to refer to human participants than canonical objects (even
without Experiencer and Recipient roles), but that this effect pertains to adessive
and allative structures. This is also likely behind the observation that oblique ar
guments are generally shorter (in lexeme count) than canonical objects, and more
often in singular. Oblique arguments not referring to humans are less likely than
canonical objects to occur as pronouns.

In addition, as oblique verbs are more stative, they occur in present tense more
often and in past simple less often than canonical object verbs. They are also more
frequent in science and fiction genres, and less frequent in journalism.
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4.5.1 Discussion

The present results have interesting implications on the way oblique verbs are
conceptualised. Increased stativity in events/states means that in many contexts it
is difficult to clearly distinguish between, for instance, the nominative and the
spatial case argument in a clause in terms of hierarchy. If the transitivity of
a twoplace verb is low, both participant roles are rather abstract and bleached
of their Agent and Patient properties, or ProtoAgent and ProtoPatient entail
ments (Dowty, 1991). This is because these properties are interlinked with the
lexical transitivity of verbs. Hence, when focusing on state verbs with close to
no transitivity, where the verb merely marks an abstract relationship between two
participants, there is very little semantics to postulate a hierarchical distinction
between the two arguments of the verb. This is reflected in the higher propor
tion of human animate referents among oblique arguments, compared to canon
ical objects. In oblique argument structures, the more animate and more agen
tive participant might be marked noncanonically (e.g. the allative Experiencer
of meeldima ‘like’), but it might also occur as a canonical nominative subject
(hoolima ‘care about’). All in all, the fact that oblique argument structures show
decreased transitivity affects all aspects of the way we ought to talk about oblique
arguments. For instance, because prototypical subject and object properties are
less apparent among these verbs (and often missing), a more general term ‘oblique
argument’ might be more accurate than ‘oblique object’ or ‘oblique subject’.

Subject and object labels are not the only problematic terminology when talk
ing about oblique verbs. The fewer ProtoAgent and ProtoPatient entailments are
represented, the more difficult it is to assign semantic roles. For instance, eelnema
‘precede’ is a relationship between two often inanimate entities, where neither is
volitional nor agentive. No roles fit well. When both are regarded as Themes,
roles become unhelpful and misleading, because they leave the impression that
both roles are analogous, even though one is clearly more in focus than the other.
Hence, the set of roles might benefit from more research on stative verbs, because
these participants, too, form semantic patterns in relation to each other and the
verb.

Many new questions arise from these studies. First, while a general effect
of stativity was observed, structurebased distinctions were observed as well. Is
there a connection between elative being bleached in terms of semantic roles and
the elative structure being used in a way most similar to the canonical structure?
In order to explain the observed structurebased differences, chapter 5 will focus
on spatial cases in general, investigating their individual degrees of grammatic
alisation and illustrating how both a synchronic and a diachronic perspective are
needed to tell the whole story on argument structures.

Second, the effect of stativity brings us back to argument status. What are the
implications of decreased transitivity on the quality of the cognitive connection
between arguments and verbs? Do states encode arguments of similar strength to
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In any case, both types of questions outlined above require wholly different
perspectives and methods than the ones answered in the present chapter. In order
to address these questions, case grammaticalisation is investigated in chapter 5
and the argument status of oblique arguments is explored in chapter 6.
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5 CASES AND ARGUMENT STRUCTURES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the second fundamental variable in terms of which ar
gument structures vary: the case selected by the verb. The three studies presented
in this chapter take a diachronic perspective to case functionality, approaching it
by synchronic means (Aigro and Vihman, 2023).

Many studies refer to a fundamental distinction between structural and se
mantic cases (Blake, 2001) (see section 2.3). Broadly speaking, the function of
structural case is viewed as encoding arguments and distinguishing between them,
e.g. case helps to formally differentiate between Agents and Patients in many two
place verbs in Estonian. Semantic cases, however, are assumed to mark semantic
ally more specific roles (Wunderlich and Lakämper, 2001; Blake, 2001; Lestrade,
2010), e.g. Time or Manner.

However, as was shown both in section 2.3, the two case types are not discrete
categories, but parts of a diachronic grammaticalisation cline instead (Lestrade,
2010). The cline describes how lexical items (nominals and verbs) tend to gram
maticalise into adpositions, which may become semantic case affixes, which in
their turn have been noted to grammaticalise into structural case affixes. This
implies that while some cases may be entirely semantic and others entirely struc
tural, some cases may also fall in between, displaying properties of both types.
Furthermore, Nichols (1983) posits that the phenomenon of multifunctional cases
is a typological notion. Some languages have a great deal of functional overlap in
their case systems, with most cases marking both adverbials and arguments (e.g.
Finnish and Russian in Nichols’s analysis), while other languages have clear struc
tural and semantic case classes with virtually no overlap (e.g. ChechenIngush).

Estonian appears to be a language of the first type. Not only are a wide range
of its semantic cases used both semantically and structurally, marking adverbials
as well as arguments, but even its structural cases are regularly used for conveying
meaning that is more specific than their role of merely marking event participation
in arguments (e.g. telicity in DSM and DOM). This overlap in Estonian cases’
functionality is the result of the diachronic process of grammaticalisation. During
grammaticalisation, semantic cases become semantically bleached, meaning they
become used with less cohesive semantics in a wider range of contexts (i.e. more
similar to structural cases as parts of argument structures). We may assume that
when they reach a certain level, they gain a new function where they occur in a
particular syntactic configuration with particular types of verbs (see chapter 4),
marking the participants of the events expressed by these verbs.

Hence, when focusing on semantic case in structural function, there is no way
around the diachronic perspective of grammaticalisation, because it is the degrees
of grammaticalisation of cases that fundamentally describe, which oblique argu
ment structures are used in a language, and how. Hence, in order to obtain a
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thorough picture of a language’s argument structure system, its inner dynamics
and labour division, both the diachronic and synchronic perspective are required.

The present chapter aims to show a link between the cases’ degrees of gram
maticalisation and various other proprties of argument structures. It hypothesises
that the spatial cases, the argument structures of which chapter 4 found to be 1) fre
quently used for marking spatial semantics in argument structure (section 4.3) and
2) used more similarly to the canonical structure (section 4.4), will also emerge
as the most grammaticalised in the present chapter. The present chapter is also
informative in the context of the argument status investigation in chapter 6, be
cause it is unclear how cases’ grammaticalisation degrees are linked to the way
argument structures with said cases encode argument status.

In addition, the present chapter addresses another gap in what we know about
the assignment of argument structures to verbs. Chapter 4 showed that verbs de
scribing stative events and states are more susceptible to being assigned oblique
structures, but also that this affects most oblique structures in a similar way. It
also showed that many verbs do not use argument structures with spatial cases
to mark spatial semantics. The question therefore remains, when various oblique
argument structures lack spatial semantics and are assigned to similar types of
verbs, how do they differ in terms of the number of verbs to which they have been
assigned and what underlies this distinction? The thesis hypothesises that assign
ment as argument structures also depends on the grammaticalisation degrees of
spatial cases.

This chapter focuses on six Estonian spatial cases, which have all been noted
to mark oblique arguments. First and foremost, this chapter aims to investigate
and compare their degrees of grammaticalisation. As there are no corpora old
enough to conduct a diachronic investigation into most Estonian cases, this prop
erty will be assessed by means of three different synchronic variables: functional
profiles (section 5.1.1), lexical variance (section 5.1.2) and syntactic productiv
ity (section 5.1.3). All three are investigated by means of corpus studies. The
following sections will outline each variable and its relevance to the question at
hand.

5.1.1 Functional profiles

This thesis uses cases’ functional profiles to investigate their grammaticalisation.
As was discussed in sections 3.2.2 and 3.5, each Estonian spatial case has a num
ber of functions for which it is used (see also Vainik, 1995). This bundle may be
represented with a functional profile, describing the functions and their frequency
in the usage of that case affix. For instance, adessive (‘on’) may mark phys
ical locations (laual tableALL ‘on the table’), time (laupäeval SaturdayALL ‘on
Saturday’) and a bleached function, marking nothing but event participation (the
argument of baseeruma ‘be based on’). Some of these functions constitute se
mantically coherent sets (e.g. the time of events) while others are less coherent
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and more bleached event/state participants. Some functions might be metaphoric
ally connected to their original spatial function (the time of events), while others,
at least in an intuitive perspective, are not related to the original meaning of the
case (e.g. the elative topic argument in raamat muusikast book.NOM musicELA
‘a book about music’). Hence, the profiles of different cases vary in terms of the
frequency of different types of functions as well as the total number of functions.

Functions are relevant to grammaticalisation, because the whole phenomenon
essentially describes a functional change, designed as a tool for describing changes
in lexical items along the lexicalfunctional (lexicalgrammatical) scale. Becom
ing more grammatical entails several predictable changes in an item, e.g. becom
ing semantically more bleached (being used with less coherent semantics in more
functions), phonologically shorter and syntactically more restricted (Heine et al.,
1991). Hence, for a case, a highly varied functional profile indicates a high degree
of grammaticalisation, as it contrasts with the profile containing a small number
of semantically highly cohesive functions of less grammaticalised cases.

Crosslinguistic research gives us reason to assume asymmetry between the
functional profiles of spatial cases. Some cases have been noted to be systemat
ically more multifunctional than others. Rice and Kabata (2007) show that Goal
marking morphemes (‘allatives’) are polysemous crosslinguistically. They find
a total of 33 senses, the most common of which are SPATIAL, PURPOSE, CONCEP-
TUAL (‘think about’), RECIPIENT and TIME (see also Haspelmath, 1989; Heine and
Kuteva, 2002; Västi, 2011; Ylikoski, 2011).

In Estonian, elative is highlighted as highly multifunctional (Nurka, 2014;
Viht and Habicht, 2019). Bleached functions have also been noted for adessive
and allative (Matsumura, 1994; Lindström and Vihman, 2017), although they may
be expected to be used for fewer functions than elative (section 3.2.2). All spatial
cases, however, were shown to mark bleached roles that signify nothing but event
participation at least to some degree in chapter 4. It is curious that this aspect,
i.e. the degree to which a semantic case is used nonsemantically is often not
in the focus of function studies. When functions are investigated, the angle is
often to demonstrate variance and analogical use, rather than use this variance to
quantify degrees of bleachedness and structural use, describing a case in a wider
perspective.

Currently there are no quantitative studies of Estonian cases which compare
the degrees to which their uses are bleached. This type of information is, however,
crucial for describing an argument structure system, because function frequencies
underlie the traditional approach to case categories. “[...] all caseforms share both
kinds of functions, but the syntactical function is primary with “grammatical”
and secondary with “concrete” cases [...]” (Kuryłowicz, 1964, 179). This lays
the foundation for a frequencybased approach to case and argument structure
functionality.
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5.1.2 Lexical selection patterns

In addition to the cases’ functional profiles, grammaticalisation will also be ex
plored bymeans of their lexical selection patterns. Broadly speaking, this variable
describes the variety of lexemes a case marks. Although case affixes constitute
inflectional morphemes and are therefore expected to be able to occur with all
caseinflecting lexemes (nominals in Estonian), they tend to not be used with all
lexemes. Instead, cases may be expected to have distinct patterns in terms of the
variety of lexemes they mark, that are informative of the overall grammaticalisa
tion degrees of these cases.

The lexical semantics of a nominal often sets restrictions on the set of cases it
commonly occurs. Karlsson (1986) points out that while nominal paradigms can
be considered to be full in an ideal sense (except for rare instances of defective
slots, mostly occurring as pluralia and singularia tanta, e.g. the lack of singu
lar for ‘scissors’), they are still governed by semantic restrictions which affect
their overall case distribution. For instance, many mass nouns, abstract words
and proper nouns have very infrequent plural forms (Karlsson, 1986, 22). Hence,
a higher number of lexemes occurring with a case indicates a wider range of dif
ferent contexts for that case affix. Wider range of contexts, in its turn, indicates
higher functionality in case usage and therefore a higher degree of grammatical
isation (Aristar, 1997; Lestrade, 2010).

Silverstein (1976) and Aristar (1997) discuss these distinctions in the lexical
patterns of cases. They show that both various cases have particular types of NPs
which they tend to mark (with which they are ‘congruent’). Broadly speaking,
there are highanimacy cases (e.g. dative) and lowanimacy cases (e.g. locat
ive, instrumental) (Aristar, 1997). The typeconcruent nominals of spatial cases
are assumed to have concrete referents (‘house’). However, it may nevertheless
happen that a spatial case is used for marking typeincongruent nominals (e.g.
nominals with human referents). When this happens, the entire phrase is com
monly reinterpretated. Hence, the adessive (‘on’) form of ‘mum’ is not used for
marking a spatial relation (something being on top of mum’s head), but instead
a more abstract relation between mum and some event or state. Such uses may
become more frequent over time, which will eventually lead to a change in that
case’s grammaticalisation more generally (Aristar, 1997, 318). This change is not
only evident in semantics. Aristar (1997) points out that the multifunctionality of
the spatial ‘casecomplex’ (a multifunctional case) la in Yidiny (Pama–Nyungan,
Australia) is also reflected in its morphology, because the infix n is added to the
la suffix when the case marks nominals with human referents.

This notion is central to the present thesis. Extending the usage of a case to
typeincongruent nominals will lead to a stage in its grammaticalisation where the
semantics of a casemarked nominal is not simply the sum of the meaning of its
stem and case affix. Instead, the extension renders a different, ‘marked’ inter
pretation, which can start to affect the further use of that case, possibly causing
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it eventually to grammaticalise further. Aristar (1997) calls these multifunctional
affixes ‘casecomplexes’, given that they render different meanings in different
contexts.

All in all, lexical variance is directly connected to case functionality and gram
maticalisation. It therefore constitutes a productive measure with which to assess
degrees of grammaticalisation. This thesis uses several measures used in mor
phological productivity research to assess this property of cases. This approach
is somewhat connected to the Behaviour Profile methodology (Gries and Divjak,
2009). Janda and Lyashevskaya (2011) use this framework to derive semantic verb
types from inflection distributions. These distributions are viewed as a strongly
empirical and statistical approach that may benefit many branches of linguistics
and allow various theoretical hypotheses to be empirically confirmed by means
of behaviour patterns (Eckhoff and Janda, 2014).

5.1.3 Syntactic productivity

The third study in this chapter will address the grammaticalisation of spatial cases
by focusing on the productivity of the argument structures in which they occur.
Namely, various canonical and noncanonical argument structures are expected to
vary in terms of their syntactic productivity (Barðdal, 2008).

Syntactic productivity describes the availability of individual argument struc
tures for marking novel verbs Barðdal (2008). The concept is analogous to mor
phological productivity, where, for instance, derivational morphemes are viewed
as recurrent patterns with different degrees of ‘availability’ to variables parts, i.e.
individual lexemes. In syntactic productivity, argument structures constitute the
patterns while verbs constitute the variable parts. Argument structures used with
a wider range of verbs are said to be more productive, meaning that speakers are
more likely to use them with novel verbs. Following the discussion on lexical
variance above, one may assume more grammaticalised cases to render more pro
ductive argument structures.

In the system proposed by Barðdal (2008), there are two ways in which argu
ment structures can be productive. They can constitute productive patterns (high
level extensions) or analogybased patterns (lowlevel extensions) (Bauer, 2001,
productivity and creativity in).

An argument structuremay be regarded as a productive pattern if it occurs with
a wide range of verbs. Its overall meaning is generalised to the point that it may
be used in many different contexts and with a variety of verbal lexical semantics.
Using such a structure on novel verbs would be considered a highlevel extension,
meaning that its availability to novel verb lemmas derives from the diversity of its
current verb types and their nonspecific semantics. This means that a highlevel
extension argument structure is so broadly used that speakers assess it as highly
available to novel verbs (Barðdal, 2008).
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However, if an argument structure does not occur with enough verbs to be
considered a productive pattern, it may still become extended to novel verbs. It can
happen based on the semantic analogy between verbs, meaning that the structure
would only be available to verbs that are somewhat synonymous to its current
verbs, with which it is already used. Furthermore, Barðdal (2008) argues that in
such instances, token count matters. If several such argument structures are in
competition, both marking relatively similar semantics, speakers are more likely
to extend the argument structure where existing verbs have a higher overall token
count (Barðdal, 2008). In any case, analogybased lowlevel extension patterns
are not to be viewed as inferior to productive highlevel patterns. Barðdal (2008)
shows that novel verbs in Icelandic are often assigned argument structures based
on semantic analogy. This means that when speakers have encountered a verb
for the first time, they have assigned it the argument structure used with existing
verbs that are semantically analogous to the novel verb (Barðdal, 2008, 88).

All in all, syntactic productivity constitutes a useful variable for assessing
case grammaticalisation. It will also provide an informative outline of various
argument structures and their prominence in Estonian.

5.1.4 Research questions

All three variables — functional profiles, lexical selection patterns and syntactic
productivity— serve the common aim of outlining the degrees of grammaticalisa
tion of Estonian spatial cases. Each is explored in a separate study in the present
chapter. Hence, the chapter altogether has three research questions:

RQ4: How do spatial cases vary in terms of their functions and which spatial
cases are used in the most multifunctional and semantically bleached way?

RQ5: Which spatial cases have the widest lexical selection patterns?

RQ6: Which oblique argument structures are the most productive?

Following the results presented in section 4.3 and the background on Estonian
spatial case functionality (section 3.5), this chapter hypothesises that elative and
allative constitute the most grammaticalised cases as per these variables.

Study 1 (RQ4) will be presented in section 5.2. Section 5.3 will outline study 2
(RQ5) and section 5.4 will present study 3 (RQ6). Finally, section 5.5 will discuss
the results of all three studies.
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5.2 Study 1: Functional profiles of cases

This study is designed to answer RQ1 — “How do spatial cases vary in terms
of their functions and which spatial cases are used in the most multifunctional
and semantically bleached way?” For this, it explores the functions of Estonian
spatial case affixes by means of a balanced corpus sample, in which functions
were manually coded. Section 5.2.1 describes the data and method of this study
while section 5.2.2 presents its results.

5.2.1 Data and method

200 instances were randomly drawn from the Balanced Corpus of Estonian for
each spatial case (allative, adessive, ablative, illative, inessive, elative). No re
strictions were set for the sample as it was intended to be representative of all
uses of these cases. The sample is freely available (Aigro, 2022b).

Each instance was extracted together with the clause in which it occurred.
Contextual information was used to code the function of the case. Instead of us
ing existing function lists of spatial cases (see section 3.2.2), the levels used for
coding were derived from the data in an ad hocmanner. As there is no quantitative
overview of the functions of most Estonian spatial cases, this method was deemed
more empirically grounded, allowing for better comparison between cases. In ad
dition, the aim was to keep the number of functions as small as possible to reduce
subjectivity in coding and allow for maximal comparability between cases with
slightly different semantics, while keeping as many as necessary to capture the
main distinct functions of spatial cases.

Table 11 lists the functions found for each case:
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Table 11: Functions found for each case affix in a sample of 200 tokens per case.

Illative ‘into’ Inessive ‘in’ Elative ‘out of’
CONCRETE LOCATION CONCRETE LOCATION CONCRETE LOCATION

ABSTRACT LOCATION ABSTRACT LOCATION ABSTRACT LOCATION

SHAPE MANNER REASON

TIME TIME COMPARISON

THEME PROPERTY PROPERTY

THEME TIME

SUBJECT

PARTITIVE

TOPIC

THEME

Allative ‘onto’ Adessive ‘on’ Ablative ‘from on’
CONCRETE LOCATION CONCRETE LOCATION CONCRETE LOCATION

ABSTRACT LOCATION ABSTRACT LOCATION ABSTRACT LOCATION

RECIPIENT/BENEFICIARY EXPERIENCER/POSSESSOR SOURCE

EXPERIENCER MANNER MANNER

THEME REASON PROPERTY

TIME TIME

THEME THEME

Illative functions

CONCRETE LOCATION refers to physical locations and ABSTRACT LOCATION to non
physical locations (hinge soul.ILL ‘into the soul’). Illative also marks TIME (51a)
and SHAPE (51b), which is somewhat similar to ABSTRACT LOCATION.30

(51) a. Vanim
oldest

torn
tower.NOM

kuulub
belongPRS.3SG

seitsmendasse
seventhILL

sajandisse
centuryILL

‘The oldest tower belongs in the seventh century’
b. Müür

wall.NOM
on
COP.PRS.3SG

rattasse
wheelILL

painutatud
bendPPP

‘The wall is bent into a wheel’

Illative THEME occurs with surema ‘die of’ and puutuma ‘have to do with’, but
it also marks nominal arguments (usaldus süsteemi trust.NOM system.ILL ‘trust in
the system’).

30 It was nevertheless coded as a separate function, because it answers the question kuidas?
‘how?’ rather than kuhu? ‘into what?/‘where?’.
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Inessive functions

CONCRETE LOCATION includes apteegis pharmacyINE ‘in the pharmacy’ while AB-
STRACT LOCATION includes novellis short.storyINE ‘in the short story’. Inessive
was also found to mark MANNER (52a) and PROPERTY (52b):

(52) a. Nad
3PL.NOM

ütlesid
sayPST.3SG

seda
thisPAR

kooris
choirINE

‘They said it in chorus’
b. Pealinn

capital.NOM
on
COP.PRS.3SG

ärevuses
anxietyINE

‘The capital is anxious (in anxiety)’

Inessive TIME includes jaanuaris januaryINE ‘in January’. THEME only includes
verbal arguments, e.g. those of veenduma ‘become convinced of’, kahtlustama
‘suspect someone in’, osalema ‘take part in’ and süüdistama ‘accuse someone
in’.

Elative functions

Spatial functions include CONCRETE LOCATION (kotist bagELA ‘out of the bag’)
and ABSTRACT LOCATION (müügist saleELA ‘from the sale’). COMPARISON func
tion is seen in (53a), PARTITIVE in (53b), REASON in (53c) and PROPERTY in (53d).

(53) a. Laps
child.NOM

on
COP.PRS.3SG

keskmisest
averageELA

suurem
larger

‘The kid is larger than average’
b. Pool

half.NOM
ressursist
resourceELA

on
COP.PRS.3SG

kasutamata
unused

‘Half of the resources have not been spent’
c. Keha

body.NOM
on
COP.PRS.3SG

istumisest
sittingELA

kange
sore

‘Body is sore from sitting’
d. Meeskonna

team.GEN
prantslasest
French.personELA

liider
leader.NOM

‘The team’s French leader’

Elativemarked TIME commonly refers to the start date of things, e.g. uuest aasta
st newELA yearELA ‘Starting from new year’. Arguments coded as having the
function TOPIC may be selected by both nominals and verbs, as in (54):

(54) Kuulsime
hearPST1PL

skandaalist
scandalELA

alles
only

hiljem
later

‘We only heard about the scandal later’
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Finally, elative can mark semantic subjects in passives (SUBJECT function), which
are somewhat similar to REASON, as in (55):

(55) Naine
woman.NOM

on
COP.PRS.3SG

kuumusest
heatELA

piinatud
torturePPP

‘The woman is tortured by/from the heat’

Differently from REASON, however, the elative phrase in (55) may be easily sub
stituted with a poolt (‘by’) phrase, which canonically marks demoted subjects in
passives. REASON, on the other hand, occurs with an adjective (53c) and therefore
resists alternation with the poolt phrase. Finally, most elative THEME instances
constitute verbal arguments (e.g. the arguments of unistama ‘dream of’ and aru
saama ‘understand’)

Allative functions

CONCRETE LOCATION describes contexts such as seinale wallALL ‘on the wall’
while ABSTRACT LOCATION includes tööle workALL ‘to work’.

The RECIPIENT and BENEFICIARY functions sharemuch overlap in the use of Es
tonian allative, which is why they were kept together under a single label, named
RECIPIENT/BENEFICIARY. For instance, (56) is ambiguous between the two:

(56) Lastele
child.PLALL

on
COP.PRS.3SG

ravimid
medicationNOM.PL

tasuta
free

‘Medications are free of charge for the children’

The EXPERIENCER function includes nonvolitional, often animate arguments, e.g.
those of pähe tulema ‘think of’, selguma ‘become clear to’, paistma ‘seem’, tun
duma ‘appear to’. Allative THEME function occurswith arguments entirely bleached
of spatial semantics, or cohesive semantics of any type, e.g. the argument of re
ageerima ‘react to’.

Adessive functions

CONCRETE LOCATION includes Šotimaal ScotlandADE ‘in Scotland’, ABSTRACT
LOCATION includes teadvusel consciousnessADE ‘conscious’. Allative EXPERI-
ENCER function constituted a fairly straightforward group, but adessive EXPERIEN-
CER is often difficult to distinguish from POSSESSOR, e.g. (57), where pediatricians
are both Possessors and Experiencers:

(57) Pediaatritel
pediatrician.PLADE

on
COP.PRS.3SG

keelelised
linguisticNOM.PL

raskused
difficultyNOM.PL

‘Pediatricians have linguistic difficulties’

Hence the label EXPERIENCER/POSSESSOR is used for marking both. Furthermore,
adessive MANNER is seen in (58a) and REASON in (58b):
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(58) a. Rääkisin
speakPST1SG

rõõmsal
cheerfulADE

toonil
toneADE

‘I spoke in a happy tone’
b. Sattusin

end.upPST1SG
raske
hard.GEN

õnnetuse
accident.GEN

tagajärjel
consequenceADE

haiglasse
hospitalILL

‘I ended up in a the hospital due to a bad accident’

Adessive REASON (58b) is distinguished from MANNER (58a) in that it answers the
question miks? ‘why?´ as opposed to kuidas? ‘how?’. In addition, EVIDENTIAL
refers to a small group of words, which often function as quotatives in reported
speech, presenting the source of information (tema sõnul 3SG.GEN word.PLADE
‘according to him’). Adessive TIME includes suvel summerADE ‘in the summer’.
Adessive THEME includes the arguments of avalduma ‘be expressed in’ and soovit
ama ‘recommend’.

Ablative functions

CONCRETE LOCATION includes (tellingult scaffoldingABL ‘off the scaffolding’
while ABSTRACT LOCATION refers to metaphorical Sources, e.g. kontolt account
ABL ‘from the account’.

There is a certain degree of symmetry between the uses of allative and ablative.
Namely, ablative expresses the role opposite to allative Recipients, i.e. human
Sources, as shown in (59):

(59) Kuulsin
hearPST1SG

seda
this.PAR

Klaudialt
KlaudiaABL

‘I heard about it from Klaudia’

AblativeMANNER phrases alternatewith phrasesmarked by the postposition poolest
‘by’ (60a). Adessive PROPERTY is seen in (60b), TIME in (60c) and THEME in (60d):

(60) a. Euroopa
Europe.GEN

rikkuselt
wealthABL

kolmas
third.NOM

riik
country.NOM

‘Third country in Europe by wealth/Third richest country in Europe’
b. Mees

man.NOM
Niskamäelt
NiskamäeABL

‘A man from Niskamäe’
c. Kursusekaaslane

course.mate.NOM
ülikooli
university.GEN

päevilt
dayPLABL

‘A course mate from university time’
d. Ta

1SG.NOM
tabati
catchIMPRS.PL

abielurikkumiselt
adulteryABL

‘S/he was caught with adultery’
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5.2.2 Results

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 19: Functional profiles of Estonian spatial cases. ‘exp/pos’ refers to the function
EXPERIENCER/POSSESSOR and ‘rec/ben’ refers to the function RECIPIENT/BENEFICIARY.
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The functional profiles of Estonian spatial cases are seen in Fig. 19. Cases were
found to vary in terms of the number of different functions in which they are used,
as well as the frequency with which their various functions occur.

One may note that the six graphs in Fig. 19 all include CONCRETE LOCA-
TION and THEME. The former constitutes a highly semantically coherent role (with
one particular type of meaning) while latter is semantically noncoherent, merely
marking the participation of something in an event/state (i.e. the argument rela
tion).

A vast majority of roles depicted in Fig. 19 may be regarded as either spa
tial or metaphorically spatial. Regarding spatial functions (CONCRETE SPACE and
ABSTRACT SPACE, ‘loc_concrete’ and ‘loc_abstract’ in Fig. 19), they dominate in
the usage of illative (92%, Fig. 19b) and inessive (79.5%, Fig. 19d), as well as
describe most ablative tokens (50.5%). For the rest of the three cases, spatial func
tions make up less than half of their instances. Allative and elative mark spatial
relations the least frequently (19% and 25%, respectively).

Most coded functions are metaphorically spatial. For instance, TIME can be
interpreted as a metaphorical location on a temporal axis, PROPERTY (60b) marks
something originating from a place or being made of a material. MANNER (58a),
similarly to SHAPE (51b), describes an abstract pattern of doing something as a
space in which one is located and REASON (53c) (similarly to the elative function
SUBJECT) describes the causal force behind an event as a location, from which
it metaphorically originates. EXPERIENCER/POSSESSOR constitutes the locations
of emotions, while the function RECIPIENT/BENEFICIARIES represents the Goals of
goods and interactions (the ablative SOURCE being its opposite). In addition, EVID-
ENTIAL describes the location from which presented evidence originates, while
PARTITIVE (53b) expresses the set from which something originates as a loca
tion. Similarly to PARTITIVE, COMPARISON (53a) outlines the external context in
which something is highlighted as a location (keskmisest suurem averageELA
bigger.NOM ‘bigger than the average’).

Adessive occurs in metaphorically spatial function more frequently than other
cases (70%), which marks TIME and EXPERIENCER/POSSESSOR in most of its in
stances. However, they also constitute a significant proportion of ablative (49%)
and allative (38%).

Nonspatial functions include TOPIC (54) and THEME (e.g. the elative argument
of hoolima ‘care about’), the latter also being the only bleached (semantically
noncoherent) function. TOPIC only occurs with elative, meaning that most of the
instances of elative case occur with no spatial semantics (51%). However, THEME
is the most dominant among elative functions, meaning that elative is entirely
bleached in 33% of its instances. This is similar to allative, where it is also the
most frequent function (43%). The other four cases occur in THEME function in a
small minority of their instances (1%–8%).
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Fig. 19 also shows that cases vary greatly in terms of the number of functions
in which they occur. This ranges from five in the two lative cases (Fig. 19a–
19b), to 10 for elative. It is interesting that it is the two lative (Goalmarking)
cases that mark the least different functions. Inessive and ablative have 6 and 7
functions, respectively, while adessive has 8 and elative 10. Hence, elative is the
most multifunctional case in Estonian.

5.2.3 Summary

Cases vary greatly both in terms of how many functions they have, as well as
how frequently they mark bleached functions. Elative and allative stand out as
the cases with the highest proportion of the bleached THEME function. Elative also
stands out as the most multifunctional case. Both properties highlight them as
most highly grammaticalised in a functional perspective.

This result is in line with what is known about the Estonian elative as it has
been noted to be a highly multifunctional case (Erelt et al., 2007; Nurka, 2014;
Viht and Habicht, 2019). Multifunctionality is crosslinguistically also expected
of allative (Rice and Kabata, 2007), but in Estonian it is the least multifunctional
spatial case.

Illative and inessive are functionally almost entirely spatial (CONCRETE LOCA-
TION and ABSTRACT LOCATION). Ablative is divided between directly spatial and
metaphorically spatial use while adessive is mostly used to mark metaphorical
space. Allative is divided between metaphorically spatial and bleached functions,
while elative is the least spatial case, marking direct and metaphorical space in a
minority of its instances.

5.3 Study 2: Lexical selection patterns of cases

This study aims to answer RQ5: “Which spatial cases have the widest lexical
selection patterns?” It describes the data, method and results of investigating the
lexical selection patterns (or lexical variance) of spatial cases, both in their overall
usage as well as only in oblique argument function. More bleached spatial case
affixes with wider functionality are also expected to be used on a wider variety of
lexemes. As explained in section 5.1.2, this study makes use of several measures
of morphological productivity.

5.3.1 Data

This study is based on two datasets, because it investigates lexical variance in
two different contexts — 1) all instances of a case and 2) oblique function of
a case. While cases are expected to vary in terms of lexical variance when all
their instances are considered, it is unclear if this variance also occurs in bleached
function.
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In addition to the six spatial cases, data from other cases is also presented
for the first context, i.e. all case instances. Data is extracted from the Balanced
Corpus of Estonian (see section 4.1.1). However, instead of simply including
all case tokens, data is treated in a variablecorpus approach. This means that
the analysis is based on an equal sample of affixes from each case to prevent
overestimating the variance of lowfrequency affixes (Gaeta and Ricca, 2006).
Hence, lexical variance is summarised based on a 10,321 token sample for each
of the 14 cases. This amount was chosen as this is the total number of tokens for
abessive, the case with the smallest token count in that corpus. In addition, instead
of summarising variance in a single random sample, it was calculated based on
mean values of five different random samples per case (each containing 10,321
tokens), to obtain a more balanced view.

In order to look at lexical variance in oblique function, a separate set of samples
of casemarked tokens was compiled. The set was based on the dataset used for
the corpus study in chapter 4 (see section 4.1.3). Tokens marked in spatial cases
were extracted from 500 sentences containing oblique argument verbs. An equal
number of tokens for five spatial cases was randomly selected from each token list
(n = 627). These token samples were analysed for realised and potential lexical
variance.

5.3.2 Method

Lexical variance is somewhat similar to morphological productivity in that it de
scribes the extent to which a pattern (a case affix) is applied to variable parts
(nominals). Hence, it can be assessed in an analogous way to morphological pro
ductivity measures, i.e. by simple type counts (realised productivity) and hapax
legomena (potential and expanding productivity).

Realised lexical variance (as an analogue to realised productivity) refers to the
extent of the current usage of a morphological pattern. It is measured by simple
lemma type count (V) (Baayen and Lieber, 1991; Baayen, 1993; Baayen and Ren
ouf, 1996), reflecting the number of different lemmas with which the morpheme
has been observed to occur in a particular corpus or dataset. This measure only
describes the morpheme’s lexical variance in the past, i.e. the time period covered
by data.

Potential lexical variance (as an analogue to potential productivity) is based on
hapax legomena. Hapaxes constitute forms which only occur once in the corpus.
Hence, this measure integrates both type and token count to indicate availability to
new contexts. Broadly, hapaxes reflect peripheral areas in the usage of a pattern,
where it is not yet widespread, but might become more frequently used in the
future.

Potential lexical variance expresses the proportion of a morpheme’s hapaxes
(n1) among all tokens including that morpheme (Nc). This means it shows the
probability of a word marked in a particular morphological pattern occurring only
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once in the corpus. If the P of one case category is higher than that of another, it
indicates higher lexical variance compared to the other category.31

These two measures for assessing the lexical variance of case affixes are il
lustrated in Table 12.

Table 12: Productivity measures used for assessing lexical variance.

Measure Formula
Realised variance lemma types (V )
Potential variance P = n1/Nc

However, using potential variance in a variablecorpus approach means that it
will be reflected by a simple hapax count. This is because all samples are equal
in terms of token count (Nc in Table 12). Hence, for all affixes, hapaxes will be
divided by the same number, effectively rendering hapax count as the indicator of
potential variance.

5.3.3 Results: all case tokens

Fig. 20 shows the realised lexical variance of all Estonian cases in all functions:

Figure 20: Realised lexical variance of 14 Estonian cases. Figure presents mean values
based on five random samples of 10,321 tokens for each case.

31 Another hapaxbased measure is expanding productivity, which reflects the proportion of a
pattern’s hapaxes (n1) among all hapaxes in a corpus, reflecting the likelihood of a word belonging
in a particular category, if it was found only once in the corpus. It is not used in the present study,
because in a variablecorpus approach the number of all corpus hapaxes is unavailable.
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realised variance. Elative is significantly more lexically varied than partitive (χ2

= 41.178, df = 1, p < 0.0001). Genitive and comitative are more varied than el
ative (genitive vs elative: χ2 = 5.5098, df = 1, p = 0.02). There is no distinction
between allative and partitive, but both are significantly more varied than the rest
of the semantic cases (allative vs inessive: χ2 = 22.658, df = 1, p < 0.0001). Over
all typetoken ratios for spatial cases range between 0.36–0.45.

Figure 21: Potential lexical variance of 14 Estonian cases in the Balanced Corpus of
Estonian. Figure presents mean values based on five random samples of 10,321 tokens,
compiled for each case.

Fig. 21 presents a very similar picture for potential variance. Similarly to realised
variance, elative has higher potential variance than partitive and allative (elative
vs partitive: χ2 = 28.975, df = 1, p < 0.0001) and lower variance than genitive
and comitative (genitive vs elative: χ2 = 13.315, df = 1, p = 0.0003). Illative,
inessive and ablative do not differ from one another statistically in realised nor
potential variance (Fig. 20–21), while adessive is the least varied spatial case in
both measures.
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5.3.4 Results: spatial cases in governed position

Compared to the overall view, the lexical variance of spatial cases is more uniform
when only focusing on their structural function when they are selected by verbs:

(a) (b)

Figure 22: Realised (a) and potential variance (b) of spatial cases in governed position.

Fig. 22a shows that in structural function, internal cases are significantly more
lexically varied than external cases (illative vs adessive: χ2 = 5.1756, df = 1, p
= 0.023), but there are no statistically significant distinctions inside the internal
or external case groups. Same pattern applies to potential variance (Fig. 22b)
(illative vs adessive: χ2 = 4.9469, df = 1, p = 0.026). Overall typetoken ratios
for spatial cases range between 0.57–0.75.

5.3.5 Summary

All in all, lexical variance in all case instances highlights elative and allative as the
most lexically varied cases, while the oblique perspective highlights elative. This
illustrates that the overall semantic coherence of these two cases is low, which is
likely due to them occurring in a much wider range of contexts than other spatial
cases. Elative even exceeds partitive in this measure, which is the most frequent
object case in Estonian, as was shown in the corpus study (see Table 6 in section
4.1.4).

Oblique function was quantitatively shown to differ from overall case usage
in terms of higher type/token ratios. For instance, elative has 0.45 types per 1
token in overall usage, but 0.75 types per 1 token in oblique function. Hence, it
is indeed semantically less coherent, because all spatial cases are more lexically
varied in oblique function than overall.

Allative, too, is more lexically varied in oblique function, but the distinction
between its two datasets is smaller (0.40 types per token overall, 0.57 types per
token in oblique function). This is likely due to the pronominalisation resulting
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from its tendency to mark animate roles in oblique function. As was shown in Fig.
10, allative and adessive stand out among the spatial cases in terms of marking a
higher proportion of human participants in oblique function. Lexemeswith human
animate referents are more likely to pronominalise than lexemes with inanimate
referents, which likely reduces allative typetoken ratio in oblique function, when
compared to internal cases.

5.4 Study 3: Syntactic productivity

This section will answer RQ6: “Which oblique argument structures are the most
productive?” It presents an overview of the syntactic productivity of Estonian
argument structures by using a random sample of all Estonian verbs to investigate
the proportion of different structures among them.

5.4.1 Data and method

All verb lemma types were extracted from the Balanced Corpus of Estonian (n =
7,651). From the set of verbs with a relative frequency above 1 pmw (n = 3,043),
1,000 random verbs were selected. Each verb was assigned an argument structure,
describing 1) its number of arguments and 2) the cases marking these arguments.
This means that the verb was mapped with a structure that specifies its most prom
inent event participants, which are partially defined by their semantic obligatori
ness, partially by their fixed case (or case alternation system) or adposition. The
sample is freely available (Aigro, 2022b).

While in most instances coding arguments was a rather straightforward pro
cess, issues occurred with some verbs. In order to offer a solution for them and to
keep the coding as objective as possible, the following principles were followed:

• The singleparticipant structure coded as nom (nominative) was assigned to
oneplace verbs with a single nominative subject participant. This includes
unergative verbs (tantsima ‘dance’) and unaccusative verbs (sündima ‘be
born(tantsima ‘dance’). The structure also entails various interaction verbs,
e.g. lõugama ‘yell’). One borderline category within this set contains verbs
making strong reference to concrete locations (elutsema ‘live’/‘habitate’,
kaugenema ‘distance from’) or manner (käituma ‘behave’). As most of
them do not occurwith a specific case (for instance, elutsema ‘live’/‘habitate’
may occur with both inessive and adessive phrases), they were included un
der the nom structure.

• Structure nom_can was assigned to verbs with a nominative subject and
a canonically marked object, e.g. mõistma ‘understand’, solvama ‘insult’
and loopima ‘throw’. Partitive verbs (those not allowing DOM) are not
distinguished from other canonically marking verbs.
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• Verbs with a mandatory adposition were coded as nom_adp, e.g. klam
merduma + külge ‘cling’ + ‘onto’ and protesteerima + vastu ‘protest’ +
‘against’.

• Three arguments (nom_can_all, nom_can_el, etc) were coded when the
meaning of the verb requires three participants. This includes quintessen
tial indirect object verbs (e.g. transaction verbs such as laenama ‘borrow’,
annetama ‘donate’), and Goal or Source focused verbs with abstract Goals
and Sources (ammutama ‘draw’/‘extract’).

• Verbs with oblique arguments were coded as selecting structures nom_ad,
nom_el, nom_com, etc, depending on the oblique case. If a verb was also
found to be included in the corpusbased dataset in chapter 4 (see section
4.1.3), it was coded as selecting the case with which it was coded in chapter
4.

• Verbs only selecting infinitive forms of verbs as arguments were coded
as nom_verb, e.g. vaevuma ‘bother [to do something]’ and võima ‘be al
lowed’/‘can’.

• Verbs with a single nonnominative participant marked in a structural case,
e.g. weather verbs (sadama ‘rain’/‘snow’), were coded as can (= a canon
ical object case).

In addition, the study did not differentiate between word order conventions when
coding structures. Hence, all structures including nominative mark it in the first
position (nom_can). Hence,meeldima ‘like’ and osutama ‘point at’ are both coded
as having the same structure (nom_all), even though the Experiencer ofmeeldima
‘like’ is more likely to occur preverbally than the Goal of osutama ‘point at’.
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5.4.2 Results: syntactic productivity in general

Overall, 18 different argument structures were found in the sample of 1000 ran
dom Estonian verb lemmas (described in section 5.4.1). Their proportions are
presented in Table 13:

Table 13: Argument structures among 1000 random Estonian verbs (< 1pmw).

Argument structure Proportion Example
nom_can 53.7% sulatama ‘melt’
nom 34% magama ‘sleep’
nom_com 3.2% piirnema ‘border with’
nom_el 2.3% eristuma ‘differ from’
nom_all 1.9% halastama ‘have mercy on’
nom_in 1.1% pettuma ‘become disappointed in’
nom_can_all 0.7% annetama ‘donate’
nom_adp 0.6% hääletama ‘vote’
nom_ill 0.6% sekkuma ‘become involved with’
nom_verb 0.5% vaevuma ‘bother’
nom_ad 0.3% kripeldama ‘bug’/‘annoy’
nom_trans 0.3% valmistuma ‘get ready for’
can 0.2% sadama ‘rain’/‘snow’
nom_can_ill 0.2% kaasama ‘involve sb in’
el_all 0.1% piisama ‘suffice’
nom_can_abl 0.1% laenama ‘borrow’
nom_can_el 0.1% ammutama ‘extract’/‘draw’
nom_can_trans 0.1% tituleerima ‘award sb the title of’

Fig. 23 illustrates the proportions of argument structures in the verb sample:

Figure 23: Argument structure productivity in a sample of Estonian verbs (n = 1000).
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The two most canonical structures, nom for verbs expressing events or states with
one participant and nom_can for those with two participants, constitute the most
frequent structures. They are used by 34% and 54% of Estonian verbs, respect
ively. Other than these two, oblique frames with comitative (3.2%), elative (2.3%)
or allative (1.9%) arguments are the most predominant oblique structures. There
is no statistically significant distinction between their frequencies in the sample.
The rest of the spatial case frames are much less frequent (0.3–1.1%). Similarly
to the study in chapter 4, ablative was not found in the structure of any oneplace
verb or twoplace verbs.

Figure 24: Mean verb frequency per argument structure in Estonian verbs (n = 1000).

Fig. 24 outlines mean verb frequency per each structure found in the sample.
Essentially, these numbers represent structure token counts. The nom_verb struc
ture has the highest mean token due to the modal verb võima (‘may’/‘can’). It is
followed by a mixture of canonical and oblique structures.

High- and low-level extensions

As discussed in section 5.1.3, there are several ways in which argument structures
can have the potential to be extended to new verbs (Barðdal, 2008). Highlevel
extensions refer to semantically bleached uses of case, involved in patterns which
exhibit high type count. Such structures are assumed to be available for new verbs
(i.e. productive), because their overall meaning is highly bleached, as is indicated
by their higher type frequency (number of different verbs).

Lowlevel extensions, on the other hand, refer to verb groups with low type
counts. Such verbs are expected to be highly coherent in terms of meaning. Re
gardless of low type count, such structures may also be extended to new verbs
if the novel verb exhibits semantic similarities to the verbs already used with the
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structure. In such instances, verb groups with higher average token frequencies
are expected to be more available for extension than verb groups with lower token
frequencies.

Section 4.2.2 showed that this might be the case with verbs in inessive and
adessive structures, which were found to be highly semantically coherent. In the
oblique argument dataset, nine out of ten inessive verbs and four out of five ad
essive verbs were shown to be nearsynonyms.

The two sets are also similar to one another. Both refer to the abstract repres
entation of something in something else (e.g. peegeldub seadustes be.reflected
PRS.3SG law.PLINE ‘is reflected in laws’, baseerub seadustel be.basedPRS.3SG
law.PLADE ‘is based on laws’). Hence, the two patterns may be in competition as
potential analogybased extensions for the same novel verbs.

Both of these structures had relatively low type counts in a random corpus
sample of 1000 verbs (11 for inessive and 3 for adessive), which is characteristic
to lowlevel extensions. However, as seen in Fig. 24, inessiveselecting verbs
are more frequent on average (mean verb frequency = 516.1 tokens in the corpus)
than adessiveselecting verbs (mean verb frequency = 147.7). This means that the
study predicts further extension for the inessive argument structure and less so for
the adessive structure.

Illative verbs, on the other hand, constitute a rather varied group, including
several smaller semantically coherent groups. Most of them convey metaphorical
spatial semantics. This includes verbs describing becoming involved with some
thing (sekkuma ‘become involved with’, sukelduma ‘dive into’), or with another
person (armuma ‘fall in love with’), as well as actions with abstract Goals (in
vesteerima ‘invest in’, kaasama ‘involve in’). As a lowlevel extension it might
be extended to novel verbs with clear and present spatial Goal meaning.

Finally, allative and elative argument structures have highlevel extension po
tential. The verbs occurring with them are highly semantically varied in terms
of the participant roles they encode. These structures also have the highest verb
type counts among all spatial case structures. When considering the results from
chapter 4, it is likely that these verbs are available to Kstates (property and re
lationship verbs) as well as other nondynamic events, especially those involving
more than one human participant. All these features were more prominent in the
oblique dataset than among verbs selecting canonical objects.

5.4.3 Summary

This section investigated the syntactic productivity of argument structures in Es
tonian. At least 18 different argument structures are used in Estonian, with the top
two (canonical) structures occurring with 88% of verbs. This means that 12% of
Estonian verbs use some type of noncanonical case marking on their arguments.

The three predominant oblique structures include comitative, elative and allat
ive complements. The data presented here, together with the results of the corpus
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study in chapter 4, the function study in section 5.2 and the variance study in sec
tion 5.3 give reason to regard elative and allative as already showing some prop
erties of highlevel extensions. Even though the productivity of their structures
is much lower than that of the canonical object structure, they nevertheless oc
cur with a variety of different semantically noncoherent verbs and mark various
roles.

The rest of the structures with spatial cases might constitute lowlevel exten
sions. Given the semantic overlap between verbs selecting inessive and adessive
arguments, these two structures are likely to be in competition with one another in
which regards novel verbs that are semantically similar to verbs already selecting
inessive and adessive. The results of this study predict that inessive structure is
more available to novel verbs than adessive structure.

5.5 Summary

The main aim of the three studies presented in this chapter was to assess the de
grees of grammaticalisation of the six Estonian spatial cases. The results of all
three studies highlight elative and allative as the most grammaticalised spatial
cases. This complements the results of chapter 4, which showed that verbs se
lecting elative and allative are most like verbs selecting canonical objects, both in
terms of various lexical semantic properties as well as usage patterns.

Their higher degree of grammaticalisation was concluded from the three stud
ies presented in the present chapter. First, elative and allative occur in semantic
ally bleached functions more frequently than other spatial cases. Both lack any,
evenmetaphorical spatial meaning in approximately half of their overall instances,
elative in more than half. In addition, elative is the most multifunctional spatial
case with the most varied profile.

Second, elative and allative occur with the widest range of nominals. Elative
even exceeds the canonical object case, partitive, in this measure, while allative
variance is similarly to that of partitive. Third, elative and allative argument struc
tures constitute the most productive syntactic argument structures among spatial
cases. The only oblique argument structure more productive than elative and al
lative is a structure where arguments are marked in comitative. The reasons for
this are discussed in section 5.5.2.

A higher degree of grammaticalisation of a case not only indicates higher pro
ductivity for its argument structure, but it also affects the way the structure is used.
Section 4.4 compared the usage of oblique argument structures to that of the ca
nonical structure with direct objects. It found that the elative structure is used in
the most similar way to the canonical structure in terms of a variety of factors,
e.g. argument nominal number, verb tense proportions and NP length in lexemes.
Hence, case functionality (grammaticalisation degree) is interlinked with how of
ten it occurs in structural position, as well as how it is used in structural position.
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The oblique use of allative is often regarded as overlapping with the functions of
dative in IndoEuropean languages, marking human Goals of transaction verbs
and Experiencers of emotion verbs (Lindström and Vihman, 2017). However, the
functional profile of allative (Fig. 19a) shows that it occurs in the entirely bleached
THEME function more often than in RECIPIENT/BENEFICIARY and EXPERIENCER put
together. In addition, the structure nom_all was more predominant among Esto
nian argument structures than a structure where allative marks the third participant
(nom_can_all). Hence, although the Recipient and Experiencer roles stand out as
they refer to semantically specific entities, the Theme role is actually more fre
quent with allative, meaning it is a highly bleached case (rather than a case with
dativelike function), marking event participation in almost half of its instances.
This is a result that only a quantitative approach is able to find, because example
based approaches may be biased towards overemphasising semantically coherent
roles and underestimating the proportion of entirely bleached instances.

5.5.1 From spatial meaning to structural use

Based on the three variables studied in this chapter — i.e. functional profiles,
lexical selection patterns and syntactic productivity — one may postulate a path
way by which a semantically coherent spatial case becomes a bleached event/state
participant marker. Table 14 describes the six phases on this pathway:
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The pathway outlined in Table 14 uses functions, congruent nominal types and
verbs to describe the phases a spatial case may pass through on its way to a
bleached grammatical marker. The original meaning of spatial cases is repres
ented by phase 1, while phase 6 signifies the furthest point from it.

Whenmoving from phase 1 to 2 and from phase 2 to 3, a case begins occurring
with noncongruent nominals, which for a spatial case include abstract inanimate
nominals and human nominals (Aristar, 1997). However, when the case gains
the even more bleached functions of phases 4, 5 and 6, the nominal types gen
eralise, meaning that congruent nominals (inanimate concrete) again occur with
the case affix in these functions. This is possible, because the spatial case affix
has become bleached enough for it to not automatically trigger spatial interpreta
tion when occurring with inanimate concrete nominals. Instead, structure mean
ing overrides the meaning merely derived from the combination of the noun and
the affix (phases 4, 5 and 6 all describe morphological selection, e.g. by verbs).
Hence, when speakers encounters the sentence sõltub hoonest dependPRS.3SG
buildingELA ‘depends on the building’, they do not first interpret the word hoone
st (buildingELA) to refer to something moving out of the building, but rather in
terpret it only in the context of ‘depend on’.

As is evident from Table 14, congruent nominals become limited again in
phase 6, where most prototypically transitive events must include concrete nom
inals, for them to maximally affect the event and be maximally affected by it.
Hence, it might be problematic to view phase 6 as more grammaticalised than
phase 5. On the one hand, canonical object cases in Estonian were shown to have
the functionality of phase 6, while oblique cases were not found to mark Patients
in section 4.3 (with the allative argument of virutama ‘hit’ being the closest can
didate). However, even among canonical object verbs, Patient role is much more
rare than the Theme role. In addition, it entails more semantics than merely par
ticipating in the event/state described by the verb.

Based on Table 14 and the functional profiles of Estonian cases outlined in
Fig. 19, this thesis is able to describe their progression along these six phases.
This progression is shown in Fig. 25:
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Figure 25: Estonian spatial cases on a grammaticalisation pathway. The six phases of the
pathway are collapsed into four levels on the x axis of Fig. 25. Phases 1 and 2 in Table 14
are both in the ‘spatial’ category. Phase 3 is represented by ‘metaphorically spatial’, phase
4 by ‘nonspatial cohesive’ and phases 5–6 are found in the ‘nonspatial noncohesive’
group. Groups 1–3 represent cases behaving in a similar fashion and having broadly the
same usage pattern.

Based on the functional profiles, lexical variance and syntactic productivity of Es
tonian spatial cases, illative and inessive (type 1 in Fig. 25) cases are still mostly
in the early stages of the pathway outlined in Table 14. They mostly mark space,
either in a concrete or abstract way (both CONCRETE LOCATION and ABSTRACT LOC-
ATION belong under the ‘spatial’ category in Fig. 25).

Ablative and adessive (type 2 in Fig. 25) are somewhere in the middle stages.
The somewhat higher degree of grammaticalisation for adessive is evident from
two aspects of its use: 1) adessive occurs as part of the argument structure of
twoplace verbs, while ablative was not found in such a structure (Table 13) and
2) spatial functions are less frequent for adessive than for ablative. This means
adessive has taken on more frequent metaphorically spatial functions, such as EX-
PERIENCER/POSSESSOR.

Finally, elative and allative (type 3 in Fig. 25) have reached the highest phases
of the grammaticalisation pathway. Spatial function makes up a quarter of their
instances or less. In about half of their instances, spatial function is not present,
not even metaphorically.

Similarly to the study by Nichols and Timberlake (1991), the studies in this
chapter show the complex nature of grammaticalisation. First, a case need not
develop all of the functions described in Table 14, or it may do so marginally (e.g.
Estonian inessive is is only infrequently used as an argument marker).
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Second, when a case does develop further along the phases described in Table
14, it does not simply pass through them as is suggested by the metaphor of a
grammaticalisation pathway. Instead, the process is described by the broaden
ing of functionality. This means that a case need not leave the earlier phases
behind when it becomes more common in bleached phases. Instead, it may be
come a highly multifunctional affix that works well in a wide range of domains.
It resists the semantic and structural case labels as it functions as both. Hence,
the description of a case system might benefit from an approach where one ini
tially examines cases in terms of the proportions of potentially monofunctional
and multifunctional cases, rather than the proportions of semantic and structural
cases. This, in turn, would help postulate an empirically more sound argument
structure system, rather than being concerned with argument marking being the
sole function of only a few cases.

The complexity of grammaticalisation is also evident from the fact that the
meaning of cases may become extended via distinct routes, even inside the frame
work in Table 14. For instance, phase 3 has allowed the meaning of Estonian
spatial cases to become generalised in different ways. Allative and adessive were
extended towards metaphorically spatial human participants, while elative mean
ing was extended towards metaphorically spatial nonhuman functions (e.g. PAR-
TITIVE, COMPARISON). Hence, roles entailed in these phases vary, leading to cases
that are rather different in terms of specific functions (semantic roles), but similar
in terms of their more general profiles (the phases of Table 14).

5.5.2 From comitative meaning to structural use

In addition to spatial cases, comitative case was found to figure in a relatively
productive oblique argument structure. Among 1000 random Estonian verbs, 32
verbs were found to select comitative arguments (marked in ga). The group is
large enough to provide us with some understanding of the different ways in which
comitative meaning can be represented in the meanings of verbs.

Comitative is inherently different from spatial cases in that its typecongruent
nominals refer to animate entities. This is because it is most canonical function is
to mark plurality on the part of human event/statesofaffairs participants. In this
function, comitative indicates a somewhat equal status of event participants and
it alternates with plural morphology (ema ja mina mum.NOM and 1SG.NOM ‘mum
and I’ vs emaga mumCOM ‘with mum’).
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Table 15: Verbs selecting comitative arguments.

Verb (Estonian) Verb (English)
amelema ‘make out with’
assotsieeruma ‘associate with’
kõnelema ‘talk with’
samastuma ‘relate to’/‘identify with’
piirnema ‘border with’
seksima ‘have sex with’
seostuma ‘relate to’
suhestama ‘relate to’
manipuleerima ‘manipulate with’
võitlema ‘fight with’
sõnelema ‘have words with’
kattuma ‘become covered with’/‘be the same as’
uhkustama ‘boast’
äritsema ‘haggle’/‘sell’
ristuma ‘cross’
semmima ‘date’
kätlema ‘shake hands with’
rahulduma ‘be content with’
sõbrunema ‘become friends with’
kurameerima ‘date’
vehkima ‘wave around’
riidlema ‘quarrel with’/‘tell off’
liialdama ‘exaggerate’/‘overdo’
seonduma ‘relate to’/‘be connected with’
armatsema ‘make love to’
leppima ‘make up with’/‘settle with’
vestlema ‘converse with’/‘talk to’
ühtima ‘be the same as’
mehkeldama ‘curry favour with’
lõikuma ‘intersect with’
tutvuma ‘become aquainted with’
lävima ‘communicate with’

Table 15 presents the comitativeselecting verbs in the study. Some of these verbs
appear to select comitative in a function where it marks mere plurality, referring
to several (human) participants, all of whom participate in the event in a rather
equal manner. Such verbs include kurameerima ‘date’, lävima ‘communicate with
someone’ and tutvuma ‘meet’/‘become acquaintedwith’. In these events, (human)
participants are involved in an equal manner, as is reflected in the fact that in these
contexts the comitative structure may be substituted with a plural or a conjunction
phrase. Hence, the three examples in (61a)–(61c) all have the same meaning:
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(61) a. Anna
Anna.NOM

kurameerib
datePRS.3SG

Mariga
MariCOM

‘Anna is dating Mari’
b. Anna

Anna.NOM
ja
and

Mari
Mari.NOM

kurameerivad
datePRS.3PL

‘Anna and Mari are dating’
c. Nad

3PL.NOM
kurameerivad
datePRS.3PL

‘They are dating’

The extension of comitative begins with contexts where one of the two human
participants is more agentive. In such instances, comitative is semantically more
bleached than in (61). This is the case with riidlema ‘tell someone off’/‘scold’ (vs
the more equal setting of sõnelema ‘quarrel with’/‘argue with’).

Comitative meaning is even further bleached in verbs describing events which
generally only involve one human participant, the other participant being inanim
ate (e.g. vehkima ‘wave around’). However, some degree of comitative meaning
is present with an inanimate concrete participant, because even though only one
participant is animate, both still physically occur together in the same setting.
However, when the inanimate argument is abstract, comitative meaning can be
said to be lost, e.g. uhkustama ‘boast’ in (62):

(62) Ma
1SG.NOM

uhkustasin
boastPST.1SG

oma
REFL

kraadiga
degreeCOM

‘I boasted my degree’

In any case, in the most semantically coherent end of the spectrum, comitative is
selected by the verb to mark the plurality of participants (61). In the other end of
the spectrum, verbs select comitative in bleached function, describing a relation
ship between two participants, one of which may be animate (62). Hence, comit
ative starts out in an animate domain, but over time becomes bleached enough to
also occur in an inanimate domain. The reverse is true for spatial cases, which
start out in inanimate space, being then also extended into animate space. This
change in animacy patterns affects some more than others, but as was seen in sec
tion 4.4.3, even elative which marks no explicitly animate roles, marks humans in
13% of the time when occurring in oblique function.
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6 ARGUMENT STATUS ON A GRADIENT

This chapter uses behavioural data to investigate the argument status of oblique
arguments and several other types of constituents marked in spatial cases. Up to
this point, this thesis has referred to verbal dependents in oblique structures as
‘arguments’ (e.g. the argument of sõltuma ‘depend on’) following the tradition
of viewing them as semantic arguments (Erelt, 2017c; Ackema, 2015). However,
various approaches are divided in terms of the argument status of oblique argu
ments: some assume it is qualitatively different (weaker) from that of core argu
ments (Blake, 2001; Erelt, 2004; Barbu and Toivonen, 2016). Others expect both
to express equally strong argumenthood (Nichols, 1983). Hence, up to this point
the present thesis has used the term ‘argument’ to refer to both oblique arguments
and canonical objects, but has made no explicit claim that the term has the same
meaning for both on all levels. This chapter, however, will address exactly this
question: do structures differ in terms of argument status quality?

Experimental approaches have successfully used various measures for assess
ing argument status. Verbal argument structure has been noted to play an import
ant role in sentence processing as experimental paradigms have highlighted vari
ous distinctions between quintessential arguments and adjuncts. Such approaches
have shown that a deep cognitive link exists between verbs depicting events/states
and nominals expressing event/state participants — a link that is absent between
verbs and quintessential adjuncts (further discussed in section 6.1.1) However,
these measures have not been used for comparing oblique and canonical argu
ment structures, i.e. contexts where verbs select a particular case for marking
their arguments.

The results presented in the earlier chapters of this thesis (chapters 4–5) do
not exclusively support either hypothesis on the argument status of oblique argu
ments. On the one hand they suggest that both canonical and oblique structures
mark arguments of the same type/strength. This is because they showed that Es
tonian spatial cases, especially elative and allative, have extensive bleached func
tion, marking the participants of a number of verbs without any trace of spatial
semantics. They are the most grammaticalised spatial cases and even the usage
patterns of elativeselecting verbs are similar to those of canonical object verbs.
One might therefore expect the argument status of oblique arguments (or at least
that of elative or allative arguments) to pattern similarly to that of canonical argu
ments.

On the other hand, chapter 4 also showed that verbs occurring in oblique argu
ment structures are generally less transitive than verbs occurring with canonical
objects. They are much more likely to refer to states expressing properties or rela
tionships (Kstates), but they are also more likely to refer to nondynamic events.
In addition, chapter 5 showed that even though elative and allative are more gram
maticalised than other spatial cases, argument structures incorporating these cases
are much less productive than canonical structures. These notions suggest an ar
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gument status distinction between oblique and canonical structures.
By incorporating various types of constituents in spatial cases, this chapter

aims to investigate this question. It hypothesises that argument status is an inher
ently gradient phenomenon. This is confirmed by showing how particular types
of semantically coherent categories occupy different parts of the argument status
gradient, leading from nonargument constituents with coherent and concrete spa
tial semantics to arguments with noncoherent, bleached semantics. In this gradi
ent view, the present study expects oblique arguments to pattern as strong argu
ments, but it also expects other types of (more spatial) elements to exhibit weaker
argument status.

This chapter will first introduce the background for investigating argument
status by experimental means (section 6.1) and then outline the aims and research
questions of the experiments presented in this chapter (section 6.2). The design
of the study is presented in section 6.3 and the results in 6.4. Finally, results are
discussed in section 6.5.

6.1 Arguments in experimental approaches

Instead of relying entirely on the morphosyntactic properties of argument struc
tures to determine argument status, experimental approaches often make use of
some other variable to indicate argument status, such as reaction times, eye move
ments or various offline measures. Section 6.1.1 will outline how such measures
have been helpful in outlining the role of lexical argument structure in sentence
processing. Section 6.1.2 will introduce the online and offline measures used for
measuring argument status (section 6.1.2).

6.1.1 Sentence processing

Argument structure, i.e. a linguistic device linking event markers (verbs) to parti
cipant markers (arguments) has been shown to play a fundamental role in sentence
processing (see an overview in Tutunjian and Boland, 2008). A number of studies
have indicated that during processing, verbs introduce information about potential
event participants into the clause. This means that argument structure information
is accessed as soon as the verb is recognised (Mauner and Koenig, 1999; Mauner
et al., 2002). After encountering the verb, event participants are, in a way, ex
pected to occur in the sentence as well. This is evident from the fact that speak
ers process postverbal argument phrases more quickly than postverbal adjunct
phrases (Clifton et al., 1991; Speer and Clifton, 1998; Kennison, 1999; Schütze
and Gibson, 1999). Furthermore, Kennison (2002) showed that when oneplace
verbs (e.g. ‘perform’) occur with an object they are not expected to encode in
their argument structure (‘perform a play’), these objects pattern similarly with
adjuncts. This type of difference in processing arguments and adjuncts has also
been demonstrated in German (Konieczny et al., 1997) and Japanese (Yamashita,
1995).
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It has been subject to debate, whether both arguments and adjuncts are at
tached via the same mechanism (MacDonald et al., 1994), or whether the two dif
fer in their attachment mechanisms, arguments being facilitated by lexical know
ledge and adjuncts by nonlexical realworld knowledge (Boland and Boehm
Jernigan, 1998; Boland, 2005; Tutunjian and Boland, 2008). The first hypothesis
posits that the observed difference in the processing speeds of arguments and ad
juncts does not result from some type of syntactic/lexical status of arguments, i.e.
the fact that the former are included in the lexical information pertaining to verbs
and the latter is not. Instead, it derives from cooccurrence frequency and typic
ality. In this view, arguments are not essentially different from adjuncts, because
frequencies and typicality facilitate the attachment of both. Hence, the quicker
processing of arguments is a result of the fact that arguments are common co
occurring elements of verbs than phrases expressing other types of information,
e.g. Beneficiaries or Locations.

In the other view, however, the observed effects are due to the reality of argu
ment structure rather than frequency. It regards verbal arguments as attached via
a lexical operation (i.e. argument structures encoded in the verb’s lexical entry)
while adjuncts are attached via a distinct cognitive operation. This is because
adjuncts are not expected to be specified in the verb’s argument structure. The
differences in their processing speeds results from the fundamental distinction
between these two operations.

Both the frequencybased hypothesis (SpiveyKnowlton and Sedivy, 1995;
Knoeferle et al., 2008) and the argument structure hypothesis (Boland and Boehm
Jernigan, 1998; Traxler and Tooley, 2007) have received support in experimental
evidence. The argument structure of verbs assigns certain other constituents a
prominent position (Kennison, 2002), but participants have also been shown to use
realworld (contextual) knowledge, which can override lexical argument structure
(Knoeferle et al., 2008). This has led some theories to conjoin the two effects (Alt
mann and Steedman, 1988; Tutunjian and Boland, 2008). They suggest that both
contextual effects and argument structure effects arise simultaneously during pro
cessing. As summarised by Tutunjian and Boland (2008, 638): ‘[...] grammatical
knowledge proposes, realworld knowledge disposes [...]’, meaning that argument
structure knowledge highlights potential arguments while situational knowledge
guide the selection of the most contextually likely candidate.

Tutunjian and Boland (2008, 642) name a number of relevant problems for
future studies investigating argument structure, one of which is: “Is the argu
ment/adjunct distinction binary? Is it categorical?” Answering them would con
tribute information that is “central to understanding how syntactic and semantic
knowledge is represented in the mind and accessed during sentence comprehen
sion.” (Tutunjian and Boland, 2008, 642).
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6.1.2 Measuring argument status

Most online studies on argument structure use various types of reading experi
ments. Online methods include selfpaced reading and eyetracking (Clifton et al.,
1991; Schütze and Gibson, 1999; Koenig et al., 2003; Conklin et al., 2004; Grod
ner et al., 2005), which offer ways for quantifying the speed of processing. Others
investigate arguments by means of a visual world paradigm. For instance, Boland
(2005) presented participants with pictures while they listened to sentences, track
ing their eye movements across pictures. It allowed her to investigate whether
hearing a verb leads the participant’s gaze onto pictures depicting potential argu
ments.

However, online methods entail strict restrictions, which means they may not
be suitable for comparing all structures. This is discussed in the following section
that will briefly discuss an attempt made for the present thesis to use selfpaced
reading for investigating the argument status of oblique arguments.

A non-successful experiment: using online measures for
investigating oblique arguments

This section describes the problems which occurred with a study initially designed
for the present thesis. The study attempted to compare oblique and canonical ar
guments in a selfpaced reading paradigm. These issues are relevant to argument
structure studies and highlight offline methods as a more helpful means of invest
igating the phenomenon.

In the study, experimental items included sets of almost identical three sen
tences. In each set, the first sentence contains a verb with a direct object (63a).
In the second sentence, the verb selects an oblique argument (63b). In the third
sentence, the verb is presented with a canonical adverbial (63c). One such triplet
is presented in (63):

(63) a. MTÜ
NGO.NOM

pettis
deceivePST.3SG

nõukogu
council.PAR

eelmisel
lastALL

aastal
yearALL

‘The NGO deceived the Council last year’
b. MTÜ

NGO.NOM
allus
obeyPST.3SG

nõukogule
councilALL

eelmisel
lastALL

aastal
yearALL

‘The NGO obeyed the Council last year’
c. MTÜ

NGO.NOM
säras
shinePST.3SG

nõukogus
councilINE

eelmisel
lastALL

aastal
yearALL

‘The NGO shined in the Council last year’
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26 such triplets were created. Each experimental item was made up of five
words.32 Oblique argument verbs (63b) were selected from the corpus study de
scribed in chapter 2. Twoplace verbs with canonical objects (63a) and oneplace
verbs (63c) were selected to match the verb lemma frequency of oblique argument
verbs.33 The only variable parts in each triplet were 1) verb lemma and 2) case
marking on the following nominal.

The participants first saw a sentence where all words had been substituted
with underscores (one per letter). By clicking a mouse button, the first word of
the sentence was revealed. By clicking the button again, the next word was re
vealed while the first word was again substituted with underscores (the ‘moving
window’). This provided data on how many milliseconds the participant spend
processing each of the five segments. In order to ensure that participants focused
on what they read, a yes/no question was asked about the contents of the sentence,
occurring once every five sentences.

The main hypothesis was that upon encountering the verb in the second seg
ment, the reading time of the third word would be quicker for the canonical object
(63a) than for the canonical adverbial (63c) (although this distinction may also
show up in the reading times of the 4th and 5th segments). Oblique arguments
(63b) were predicted to be distinct from adverbials, either being processed as fast
as canonical objects or mapping somewhere between these two categories.

The main issue became evident already before the launch of the experiment—
namely, experimental items included sentences with questionable acceptability.
All experimental items, including the triplet in (63), were tested with an accept
ability judgment task using a 7 point Likert scale. Some were broadly judged as
nonacceptable. For instance, sentences with a mean score under 4 included five
items from among canonical object verbs, five items from oblique argument set
and seven items from the set where verbs occurred with adverbials. Furthermore,
very few sentences (7 out of 78) had a mean acceptability judgment above 6.0,
including only three oblique argument items, two canonical object items and two
adverbial items. All in all, while most experimental items were judged acceptable
(scoring above 4), they were nevertheless regarded as somewhat odd.

In terms of results, oblique arguments exhibited the longest reading times,
both in the 3rd and 4th word segments. However, stimuli generally varied a lot
and showed rather inconsistent patterns. This is likely due to the nonsufficient
acceptability of experimental items. It is questionable whether it is possible to

32 This design describes the second attempt at this experiment. The first design, piloted with
10 participants, included sentences that were made up of four words. It was altered to increase the
number of segments on which the distinction in reading time may become expressed, as well as to
alter stimuli so that they would be more natural.

33 Based on a 50 sentence sample for each verb from the Balanced Corpus of Estonian, it was
confirmed that all twoplace verbs in the sample occur with an overt object in more than half of
their instances. Similarly, oneplace verbs were confirmed to occur without them in more than half
of their instances.
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design stimuli restricted in this manner to have high acceptability ratings, because
the distinct transitivity patterns of these verb types mean they are difficult to fit in
the same sentence context. For instance, as shown in chapter 4, oblique verbs often
constitute states, which do not combine well with time and location adverbials,
rendering odd interpretations.

Hence, this experiment is regarded as not having produced a negative result,
but instead having failed to produce any result, due to the low acceptability of
stimuli. Hence, different types of offline methods were considered instead, as a
means for assessing argument status strength in various structures.

Judgments

Offline methods collect data from participants’ final responses rather than during
processing. For instance, Koenig et al. (2003) used a sentence completion task to
test whether certain types of constituents are more strongly connected to the verbs
than other types. Conclusions were drawn from the proportions of various types
of information that participants used for completing halffinished sentences.

Another fruitful way of investigating argument status is to use a judgment task.
Judgments are a frequently used offline paradigm in experimental approaches in
linguistics (Goodall, 2021). Acceptability judgments constitute perhaps their most
prominent type, but various other types have been used as well. For instance,
Mauner and Koenig (2000) collected contradiction judgments in order to validate
their intuitions about a set of verbs requiring agent arguments. In this task, parti
cipants were presented with a sentence, followed by another sentence. They had to
judge, whether the situation described by the second sentence was logically pos
sible in the context of the first sentence. In addition, sensibility judgments occur
in (Boland and BoehmJernigan, 1998; Mauner and Koenig, 2000). In this task,
participants are tested in a selfpaced reading task with an additional judgment
element. When they reach a point in a sentence where they feel that the sentence
has stopped making sense, they have to indicate it by pressing a button.

Koenig et al. (2003) used a task where participants had to assess whether a
verb requires, allows or excludes the existence of certain types of information.
For instance, upon assessing the relationship between a verb and an Instrument,
a rater had to indicate whether a verb describes a situation in which the Agent
must, can, or cannot use an instrument to perform an action. For instance, after
reading the sentence ‘Marc poked the frog’ they had to decide whether using an
instrument was optional or not for Marc (Koenig et al., 2003, 79).

This method was developed into an argument judgment task in (Rissman et al.,
2015). Argument judgments reflect the participants’ opinion on which constitu
ents are the participants in the event or state described by the verb. In this task,
experiment participants were first instructed in the canonical ways in which verbs
select arguments. For instance, they were told that ‘run’ is a verb only select
ing one argument, because nothing else is required for the event of running than
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just a single runner. ‘Eat’, however, describes an event which could not happen
without two participants, i.e. the eater and the eatee. After reading instructions,
participants were presented with a sentence where two elements were highlighted
by brackets, and they were asked to choose which element (or neither) is the ar
gument of the verb. The study also included a second task where participants had
to decide what are the arguments of a (bare) verb lemma.

The weakness of this approach is that such judgments rely on argument status,
i.e. the concept of various constituents being entailed in the meaning of the event
or state. This is not generally a concept with which a naive rater is familiar
(contrary to, for instance, the idea of a sentence being acceptable or likely to be
uttered). Experiment participants therefore require instruction to ensure some de
gree of uniformity in the way they understand the rather abstract notion of event
participanthood. Instruction, however, risks biasing participants against stimuli.

The requirement of instruction, however, tends to be true of judgment tasks
in general (and, one might say, of many other paradigms as well). For instance,
with sensibility judgments, participants needed to be instructed in terms of how
sentences express insensible content. Hence, prior to the task they were given
examples of it (e.g. one cannot wear a house) (Boland and BoehmJernigan, 1998,
692).

However, a judgment task is useful as it is less strict about stimuli forms and
because it indicates various grades in argumenthood. In a task with binary choice
(a participant either judges or does not judge a phrase to be an argument), gradi
ence is reflected by interrater agreement. For instance, canonical objects system
atically received ‘is argument’ judgments while canonical adjuncts systematically
received ‘is not argument’ judgments. This indicates positions in the extremes of
the argument status scale. However, for the groups that Rissman et al. (2015)
hypothesised to constitute semiarguments of different strengths, highly diverse
participant judgments reflected this property.

6.1.3 Semi-arguments

Sentence completion and judgment tasks have been used to demonstrate the non
binary nature of argument status, i.e. that constituents vary in a gradient manner in
terms of the strength of the cognitive link between them and verbs (Koenig et al.,
2003; Rissman et al., 2015). This variance has been shown to be affected by both
the constituent’s semantic type as well as the lexical semantics of the verb.

On the one hand there are indications that elements of a certain semantic cat
egory always have stronger argument status than elements of a different category.
For instance, Koenig et al. (2003) showed that participant locations, i.e. locations
only describing one participant of the event (‘I carried my watch in my pocket’)
are stronger arguments than event locations describing all participants of the event
(‘I painted the picture in my studio’). Similarly, Rissman et al. (2015) demon
strated that the extremes of the gradient are occupied by canonical objects and
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adjuncts — Themes were frequently selected as arguments while Time, Manner
and event locations were selected infrequently.

On the other hand, the argument status of phrases bearing the same semantic
role appears to vary. This seems to depend on the lexical semantics of verbs. For
instance, a distinction was shown between verbs describing events which require
Instruments (‘cut’) and those which allow them (‘break’). The former were judged
to select Instruments as arguments more frequently than the latter (Rissman et al.,
2015). However, semantic category effects nevertheless persisted in this study,
because even the strongest Instrument arguments were selected as arguments by
fewer speakers than Recipients for verbs which require them (‘send’).

This also illustrates that encoding an argument and semantically requiring the
presence of a participant are somewhat separate phenomena. Arguably, a cut
ting event needs an Instrument as strongly as a sending event needs a Recipient,
but Recipients were nevertheless judged as arguments more frequently than In
struments (see Rissman et al., 2015, who also demonstrate that these results are
not due to animacy effects). In the same sense, many cutting events presumably
require Time or a Location, but the constituents expressing them were neverthe
less rated as arguments very infrequently. Hence, in addition to the requireallow
distinction, argument status also reflects something we might call prominence.
The way in which sending events encode Recipients is different from the way in
which cutting events encode Instruments. Verbs encode information with various
degrees of prominence.34

6.2 Argument judgment task — aims and research
questions

An argument judgment task was organised to investigate gradience in argument
status, and the link between argument status and various argument structures. At
this point, no distinction is made between semantic and syntactic arguments in
terms of argument connection quality. Both are viewed as marking a connection
of essentially the same type. The study is built to address three separate gaps in
linguistic knowledge.

First, the argument status of oblique arguments has not been systematically
investigated in experimental approaches, even though much is assumed about it
in linguistic theories. In Estonian linguistics, the argument status of oblique and
canonical arguments is assumed to be fundamentally distinct (Erelt, 2003; Veis
mann et al., 2017) (see chapter 3). Up to now, this assumption has been based
on the morphosyntactic properties of these structures, which were discussed in
section 2.2.2 and 3.6.1 as highly problematic when used for this purpose.

34 Koenig et al. (2003) argue that differently from adjunct roles, arguments are defined by their
particularity — i.e. the fact that they only describe the aspects of some verbs. For instance, event
location occurs with a much wider range of verbs than Instruments, which only occur with a small
set of verbs.
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Second, mapping the argument status of oblique arguments allows us to in
vestigate the link between argument status and transitivity. Namely, as was shown
in section 4.2.1, verbs selecting oblique arguments can broadly be described as
less transitive than verbs selecting canonical objects. This tendency has, however,
been used to argue that oblique structures mark a qualitatively more poor type of
argument status than canonically marked arguments: “[...] verbs taking peripheral
complements are not activity verbs involving impingement on a patient, though
this is not to imply that all verbs with accusativemarked direct objects are such
verbs” (Blake, 2001, 34). Hence, one needs to explicitly demonstrate that oblique
arguments are as strongly connected to verbs as canonical objects, meaning that
argument status is distinct from the lexicalsemantic transitivity of verbs.

Third, the design of the study allows us to investigate which properties of ar
guments indicate weaker argument status, offering concrete evidence in support
of the hypothesis that argument status is an inherently gradient phenomenon (fol
lowing Koenig et al., 2003; Rissman et al., 2015). Gradient grammar concepts
have been criticised for offering a vague rather than an organised view of gradi
ence and not being grounded in a theoretical framework (Harris, 1993). Hence,
instead of merely demonstrating that gradience exists, this study attempts to offer
explanations as to which factors affect argument status strength by showing which
types of elements occupy different regions of the scale. Hence, the design incor
porates various types of phrases marked in spatial cases, which are hypothesised
to describe different regions of the scale. In addition to nonspatial oblique argu
ments, the study also includes metaphorically spatial oblique arguments (section
6.2.1), as well as two types of participant locations (section 6.2.2). All four sets of
experimental items entail spatial cases, allowing the study to investigate whether
a difference in case functions renders a difference in argument status.

6.2.1 Oblique arguments

Verbs in this group originate from the study on the lexical semantics of verbs
(chapter 4). However, that sample was somewhat semantically varied. Some
encode entirely nonspatial arguments (Themes) while others express some degree
of spatial meaning in a metaphorical sense (abstract Goals, Sources, Locations).
These two types form two distinct experimental item categories in the present
study.

Verbs marking oblique arguments in entirely bleached cases include sõltuma
‘depend on’ and hoolima ‘care about’. In these instances, the original semantics
of the case (in this instance, spatial meaning) is no longer present, not even meta
phorically. The case merely marks event or state participation.

Verbs occurring with abstract spatial oblique arguments include verbs which
were seen to alternate between concrete and abstract spatial constituents, but occur
with abstract arguments more than with concrete locations in corpus data. They
include lähenema ‘approach’ selecting allative (e.g. lähenen poele approach
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PRS.1SG shopALL ‘I am approaching the shop’ vs lähenen probleemile approach
PRS.1SG problemALL ‘I am approaching the problem’). The group also includes
investeerima ‘invest in’ which always encodes spatial meaning. All in all, verbs
in this group may be regarded as selecting oblique arguments, even though they
also encode spatial semantics in a metaphorical sense.

6.2.2 Participant locations

Participant locations have been shown to constitute stronger arguments than event
locations in English (Koenig et al., 2003). The two types differ in terms of scope,
participant locations only pertaining to one of the event participants (‘I hid the
watch inmy pocket.’) while event locations refer to all participants (‘I ate chocol
ate in the garden.’). The stronger argument status of participant locations is
thought to derive from the fact that they occur with a much more narrow group of
verbs than event locations (Koenig et al., 2003).

However, the verb lists used in (Koenig et al., 2003) show that another con
founding variable may have affected the results. Namely, in addition to being dis
tinct in terms of scope, the two types of locations used in that study also differed
in terms of a directional component. A vast majority of participant location verbs
in (Koenig et al., 2003) encoded Goals (‘hang’) while a minority encoded stative
Locations (‘boil’). Event locations, however, all constituted stative Locations.
Hence, it remains unclear whether experiment participants used participant loca
tions more frequently than event locations for finishing sentences because of their
narrower scope (and being less prominent across verbs) or because of their direc
tionality, which may well contribute to a stronger cognitive link between the verb
and the location.

The present study investigates this by testing two types of participant loca
tions: directional Goals (‘I hid it in my pocket.’) and nondirectional Locations
(‘I washed it in a sink.’). Both only describe the location of the object and not
the subject, but the former entails a directional component while the latter does
not. The study is therefore able to test whether directionality plays a role in argu
ment status strength. See Taremaa (2017) for a comprehensive study on motion
(including directionality) in Estonian verbs.
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6.2.3 Research questions

Altogether, the present study answers two research questions:

RQ7: Does abstract spatial meaning in verbal semantics indicate weaker argu
ment status?

RQ8: Does directionality indicate sronger argument status for physical loca
tions?

We hypothesise that the answer to RQ7 is affirmative, meaning that bleached ob
lique arguments are expected to constitute stronger arguments than oblique argu
ments with metaphorically spatial meaning. We also hypothesise an affirmative
answer to RQ8, meaning that directional participant locations (Goals) are expec
ted to be stronger arguments than nondirectional participant locations.

6.3 Experiment method

The argument judgment task presented in this chapter uses a design rather ana
logous to that of the experiment in (Rissman et al., 2015), in which regards the
preexperiment instructions, the presentation of stimuli and the basic condition
system behind stimuli. All data are freely available (Aigro, 2022a).

6.3.1 Participants

Participants included 42 adults (11male and 31 female, mean age 26.9 years, range
= 19–54) who completed the task at the Phonetics Laboratory of the University of
Tartu. All were native Estonian speakers. Four participants reported having grown
up while regularly speaking another language in a questionnaire filled before the
task. One participant reported having taken linguistics courses at the university
level. Neither group showed any distinct behaviour in their results. Participants
received 5 euros for their time. The experiment took 30–40 minutes.

6.3.2 Material

As explained in section 6.2, the experiment investigates the argument status of four
different types of phrases marked in spatial cases. These four types of phrases co
occur with four different groups of verbs. These verb sets are described in Table
16 together with the fillers.
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Table 16: Experiment stimuli and control trials (see verb lists in Appendix 2).

Type No of verbs Total trial
sentences

1 Bleached oblique arguments 8 48
2 Spatial oblique arguments 8 48
3 Directional participant locations 8 40
4 Nondirectional participant locations 8 40
5 Filler trials 15 90

Total 47 266

All participants saw all trials (n = 266). Each oblique verb and control verb oc
curred in six different trials and each participant location verb in five different
trials.

Bleached and spatial oblique arguments

Bleached and spatial oblique argument verbs (groups 1 and 2 in Table 16) ori
ginate from the oblique verb dataset described in section 4.1.3. The experiment
includes 8 bleached oblique argument verbs, including those selecting elative (n
= 3, sõltuma ‘depend on’, see (64)), allative (n = 2, reageerima ‘react to’) and
illative arguments (n = 3, investeerima ‘invest in’).

Differently from bleached oblique argument verbs, spatial oblique argument
verbs always encode spatial semantics. The set includes 8 verbs, some of which
select elative arguments (n = 3, hoiduma ‘keep away from’), some allative (n = 2,
lähenema ‘approach’) and some illative arguments (n = 2, sukelduma ‘dive into’).
As mentioned above, the group only includes verbs, which were confirmed in sec
tion 4.1.3 to select abstract complements more often than concrete complements
in corpus data. In the trials of the present experiment, they were only presented
with abstract complemens (läheneb probleemile approachPRS.1SG problemALL
‘approached a problem’).

Hence, both sets include eight verbs, each of which occurs in six sentences.
Each set is therefore represented by 48 sentences.

Directional and non-directional participant locations (Group 3–4)

Participant location verbs in groups 3 and 4 (Table 16) mostly constitute Estonian
translations of the participant location verbs used in (Koenig et al., 2003). All
English participant location verbs in (Koenig et al., 2003) (n = 36) were coded for
semantic role. Seven verbs with Goals were translated into Estonian and added
to group 3 (peitma ‘hide’, valama ‘pour’). Another verb was added to the set
(asetama ‘set’/‘put’/‘position’).

Six participant location verbs in (Koenig et al., 2003) coded as selecting Loc
ations were added to group 4 (grillima ‘grill’, reklaamima ‘advertise’). Two other
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verbs were added to the set: pesema ‘wash’ (e.g. pesin särki kraanikausis
approachPST.1SG shirt.PAR sink approachPRS.1SG shopINE‘I washed the shirt
in a sink’) and (kasvatama ‘grow’, e.g. kasvatan peenral tulpe growPRS.1SG
flower.bedADE tulip.PAR.PL ‘I am growing tulips on the flower bed.’).

This resulted in two datasets, both of which contained 8 verbs, each totalling
48 trial sentences. However, differently from oblique arguments, participant loc
ations occur as the third argument rather than the second. Hence, these trials also
included a direct object, including five distinct segments rather than four. This is
discussed below.

Filler trials

15 verbs were included in the filler set, all of which select canonical direct objects.
They serve several roles in this study. First, they were intended to function as
fillers, diversifying the set of sentences seen by each participant. Second, they
allow the study to check on howwell participants understood the task. This means
that direct objects are expected to be somewhat frequent argument choices. Third,
they were to serve as a baseline category, providing information on how often
canonical objects are regarded as arguments and how they compare to oblique
arguments.

This is why filler sentences were presented in the same condition system as
experimental items (see section 6.3.3), with a structure similar to that of oblique
argument trials (discussed in section 6.3.3).

In addition, the set includes verbs with various degrees of transitivity, so they
would be at least somewhat representative of canonical object verbs in general.
Hence, the group includes verbs depicting dynamic events (n = 12) as well as
nondynamic events (n = 3). It also includes those expressing telic events (n =
7) and atelic events (n = 8). Some describe events where objects are physically
affected (parandama ‘fix’, lõhkuma ‘break’) while in others objects remain unaf
fected (mõõtma ‘measure’, tõlkima ‘translate’).

Each of the 15 filler verbs occurred in 6 sentences, five of which included a
direct object. Of the 75 different object nominals, 42 included an object marked
in partitive case, 13 had a genitive object and one had a nominative object. In 19
sentences, object case was ambiguous between partitive and genitive.

6.3.3 Trials

During the task, participants saw sentences in Estonian where two phrases were
presented in brackets, as in (64):

(64) Andres
Andres

hoolis
cared

[loodusest]
[about nature]

[tulihingeliselt]
[fiercely]

Their task was to decide which of the two bracketed elements constitutes an argu
ment of the verb. They could also choose the option that neither is an argument.
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All bleached and spatial oblique argument trials as well as filler trials included
4 lexemes (64). Verbs occurring with participant locations, however, were presen
ted in trials containing 5 lexemes (65). This is because these verbs encode canon
ical objects in addition to participant locations.

(65) Mart
Mart

riputas
hung

midagi
something

[rõdule]
[onto the balcony]

[uniselt]
sleepily

In order to control for the potential effect of the NP’s position in relation to the
verb, all trials had two versions. Half of the participants saw a version where
the target phrase immediately following the verb (64) while the other half saw a
sentence where the modifier occurred between the target phrase and the verb (66):

(66) Andres
Andres

hoolis
cared

[tulihingeliselt]
[fiercely]

[loodusest]
[about nature]

Half of the sentences seen by each participant followed one word order pattern
and half followed the other. The order of sentences was randomised for each
participant.

Contrast types

Asmentioned above, each oblique and filler verb occurred in six different sentence
contexts, while each participant location verb occurred in five. Following Riss
man et al. (2015), half of these contexts were designed to contrast the target phrase
(oblique argument, participant location) with various types of modifier phrases.
The aim of such a setting is to show that the target phrase would be selected as
an argument more often than the modifier occurring in the same sentence. The
second half of the trials lack target phrases altogether, pitting modifiers against
each other. The aim is to show that when presented with a choice between two
modifiers, neither would be chosen as an argument.

Hence, all 16 oblique argument verbs occurred in 6 different trials, each rep
resenting a distinct context. Each contain a subject and a verb, but they vary in
terms of the phrases pitted against each other for argument judgments. These
combinations are:

1. Oblique argument vs event location

2. Oblique argument vs manner

3. Oblique argument vs time

4. Event location vs manner

5. Event location vs time

6. Manner vs time
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Each participant location verb (n = 16) occurred in five different contexts, because
they were kept from cooccurring with event locations. Hence, the target phrase
(Part_loc) was pitted against a modifier in two of the five trials per each verb:

1. Part_loc vs manner

2. Part_loc vs time

3. Event location vs manner

4. Event location vs time

5. Manner vs time

In filler trials, the adverbial phrases were even more diverse, in order to bring
variation into the overall set of trials. Each filler verb occurred in the following
six contexts:

1. Object vs location

2. Object vs beneficiary

3. Object vs amount

4. Object vs purpose

5. Object vs instrument

6. Modifier vs modifier

The 30 modifier phrases included various types of adverbials, chosen based on
verb semantics. Most were event locations (37%), but the set also includes comit
ative coparticipants (25%), time (19%), manner (13%), instruments and material
(3% each). Half of these phrases were made up of one lexeme and half by two.

Various modifier phrases occurring with oblique argument, participant loca
tion and direct object verbs were kept structurally uniform throughout. In exper
imental trials, all phrases contained just one lexeme, except time phrases, which
contained two (eile õhtul ‘yesterday evening’) and event locations which altern
ated between one and two. In control trials, all nonobject phrases were made up
of two lexemes, except for purpose phrases, which contained four lexemes (e.g.
et külm ei hakkaks ‘so they would not get cold’).

All directional participant locations were marked in allative or illative case,
while nondirectional participant locations were marked in adessive or inessive.
Time phrases were marked in inessive or adessive, instruments in comitative,
never occurring with the adposition koos ‘with’. Beneficiary phrases ended with
the postposition jaoks ‘for’. Manner adverbs were formed with the lt derivation
(õnnelikult ‘happily’). Subjects were human and singular, containing both com
mon human nouns as well as proper names. No phrase occurred twice in any two
trial sentences.
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Finally, as explained in section 6.1.1, there are theories which take a frequent
ist view on argument status, viewing it as something that arises from the frequent
cooccurrence of verbs and arguments, rather than a special syntactic/lexical status
of the latter. In order to make sure that the effects observed in the present study
are not due to cooccurrence frequency distinctions, all experimental trials were
controlled for collocation frequency (loglikelihood) between the verb and the tar
get phrase (oblique arguments and participant locations). Hence, no verb occurs
with less common target phrase than other verbs.35 In addition, verb lemma fre
quencies were also kept similar between groups.

6.3.4 Procedure

Before the task began, each participant read through onscreen instructions de
scribing the basic ideas behind the concept of argument status. Instructions were
designed in an analogous way to those used in Rissman et al. (2015). Instructions
are available in the data repository of this work (Aigro, 2022a).

Instructions presented participants with four principles about argumenthood.
First, participants were invited to consider arguments as elements which are ne
cessary for the verbs to have meaning and the events or states described by the
verbs to happen. Two example sentences were provided, which both were presen
ted as having two arguments: kallistama ‘hug’, which requires that there be a
hugger and someone that is hugged, and tahtma ‘want’, which requires that there
is someone that wants and something that is wanted.

Second, participants were told that arguments could occur in the same sen
tence as the verb, as in Poiss tahab jäätist boy.NOM wantPRS.3SG ice.creamPAR
‘The boy wants ice cream’. However, they can also be omitted from the sentence,
as in Annelit kallistati AnneliPAR hugIMPRS.PST ‘Anneli was hugged.’ In any
case, the nature of arguments encoded by these verbs is unaffected by this.

Third, participants were told that verbs differ in terms of howmany arguments
they take. While ‘hug’ selects two arguments, jooksma ‘run’ (Jaagup jooksis
Jaagup.NOM runPST.3SG ‘Jaagup ran.’) only selects one. This is because nothing
but the runner is required for a running event to take place.

Finally, participants were told that while sentences can include all types of
phrases, not all of them are arguments. They were given two examples where
only one argument is present: Jaagup jooksis, kuni tal hakkas paha ‘Jaagup ran
until he was sick’ and Jaagup jooksis, sest zombi ajas teda taga ‘Jaagup ran, be
cause a zombie was chasing him’. The instruction highlighted the fact that be
cause Jaagup can run without reaching any particular physical sensation, and also
without knowing why he runs, these two phrases are not arguments of jooksma
‘run’. However, phrases expressing the reason or duration of events can still be
the arguments of other verbs.

35 Loglikelihood data originates from the database of collocation information from the Estonian
National Corpus: https://korpused.keeleressursid.ee/clc/?mod=search.
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After the instructions, participants were encouraged to ask the experimenter
questions about what they learned. After this, the task started. Participants saw a
sentence on the screen (e.g. (64)), with the first bracketed phrase being numbered
as [1] and the second as [2]. They were instructed to press [1], [2] or [3] on the
keyboard, indicating their choice: [1] is an argument, [2] is an agument, or [3]
for marking that neither is an argument. The task was compiled with Experiment
Builder.

6.4 Results

Fig. 26 presents an overview of the proportion in which the four types of ex
perimental target phrases were chosen as arguments of the verb with which they
cooccurred, mapping them with objects from filler trials and three types of mod
ifiers:

Figure 26: Proportion of selecting various constituents as arguments of a verb, including
target phrases from experimental trials (bleached oblique argument, spatial oblique argu
ment, directional participant location and nondirectional participant location) and filler
trials (direct object), as well as various modifier contrasts (event location, manner, time).

First, the results confirm that the extremes of the argument status scale broadly
align with canonical objects and canonical modifiers. In filler trials where canon
ical objects are contrasted with various modifiers (amount, beneficiary, location,
instrument and purpose phrases), objects were selected as arguments in 89.7% of
instances. Between the 15 verbs in the filler set, the proportion of choosing ob
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jects as arguments did not vary greatly, remaining between 88–92% for all verbs
except laulma ‘sing’ (80.5%), koristama ‘tidy’ (85.2%) and parandama ‘mend’
(94.2%).

Modifiers were generally only rarely chosen as arguments. First, in experi
mental trials where one modifier was contrasted with another, the option ‘neither
is an argument’ was chosen in the majority of trials (80.2%). This shows that the
design worked in the sense that participants did not feel obliged to choose one of
the constituents as arguments no matter their type. However, there was some vari
ation among canonical modifieres. While time and manner phrases were chosen
as arguments very infrequently (2.6% and 4.0%), event locations were seen as
somewhat more argumentlike, being chosen in 13.1% of sentences (Fig. 26).

6.4.1 Argument status of elements marked in spatial cases

As seen in Fig. 26, entirely bleached oblique arguments (e.g. the elative argument
in sõltub kasumist dependPRS.3SG profitELA ‘depends on the profit’) are as
strong in terms of argument status as canonical objects (põletab paberit burn
PRS.3SG paperPAR ‘burns paper’): mean: 89.8% and 89.7%, sd: 3.5% and 3.3%,
respectively).

However, rather surprisingly, the same applies to spatial oblique arguments
(e.g. läheneb probleemile approachPRS.3SG problemALL ‘S/he approaches a
problem’), which are also very similar to direct objects in terms of argument status
strength (mean = 90.1%, sd = 1.3%). Metaphorical spatial meaning in verbal lex
ical semantics does not therefore indicate reduced argumenthood of its arguments,
because these verbs pattern similarly to those with no spatial meaning whatsoever,
i.e. bleached oblique arguments and direct objects (Fig. 26).

Finally, the argument status of directional participant locations is stronger than
that of nondirectional participant locations (directional: mean = 63.5%, sd =
8.1%; nondirectional: mean = 39.0%, sd = 12%). This indicates that spatial
directionality does play a role in terms of the quality of the link between verbs
and types of spatial constituents.
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Verb-based analysis

The distinctions found between the four experimental verb groups in Fig. 26 re
main in place when investigating individual verbs, as shown in Fig. 27:

Figure 27: Argument status strength per verb in the four experimental groups.

There is a rather distinctive break between oblique arguments and participant loc
ations. Verbs in the category ‘spatial oblique’ in Fig. 27 were all presented with
abstract complements, e.g. läheneb probleemile approachPRS.3SG problemALL
‘S/he approaches the problem’. Abstract and concrete spatial phrases are clearly
judged as distinct (‘spatial oblique’ and both types of participant locations in Fig.
27). The same distinction is not made between abstract spatial semantics and the
lack of spatial semantics (‘spatial oblique’ and ‘bleached oblique’ in Fig. 27). The
border between the two participant location groups is slightly more gradient, both
referring to concrete locations.
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Mixed-effects logistic regression

We fit a mixedeffects logistic regression model to test the statistical significance
of the distinctions found between the four experimental stimuli groups. We used
the lme4 package in R for the model (Bates and Maechler, 2009). Data for the
model only includes trials where target phrases were pitted against modifiers, ex
cluding trials where modifiers were pitted against modifiers. The model includes
one dependent variable (judgment type, describingwhether or not the target phrase
was chosen as the argument) and two independent variables (trial type, collocation
frequency between the verb and target phrase), as explained in Table 17:

Table 17: Variables included in a mixedeffects logistic regression model. The model
includes three random effects: participant, verb lemma and sentence.

Variable Type Levels

Judgment type Categorical ‘target phrase’ and ‘nontarget
phrase’

Trial type Categorical

‘bleached oblique argument’
‘spatial oblique argument’
‘directional participant location’
and ‘nondirectional participant
location’

Collocation
frequency Numerical The loglikelihood function of

collocation36

Table 18 presents the results of the model:

Table 18: Results of logistic mixedeffects regression

Condition Estimate (β) Standard error P value
Intercept 0.768220 0.323958 0.0177*
Trial type =
bleached oblique 2.272724 0.256068 < 2e16***

Trial type =
spatial oblique 2.294781 0.257142 < 2e16***

Trial type =
nondirectional
participant
location

1.449086 0.244788 3.22e09***

Collocation
frequency 0.000305 0.004622 0.9474

The Intercept describes a hypothetical situation where directional participant loc
ations are selected as arguments. Selecting the target phrase as an argument is
significantly more likely with both spatial and nonspatial oblique argument verbs
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than with directional participant locations (p < 0.0001). Selecting a bleached ob
lique complement as an argument is 9.7 times more likely, and a spatial oblique
complement 9.9 times more likely than selecting a directional participant location
as an argument.

With directional participant locations, choosing the target phrase is 2.2 times
more likely than choosing a modifier as an argument. With nondirectional par
ticipant locations, however, choosing other modifiers is slightly more likely than
choosing participant locations.

Importantly, collocation frequencies have no significant effect on the choice
of argument in this study. This means that the effects observed in the results of this
study cannot be explained by the verbs in some groups cooccurring with more
typical or natural complement or participant location phrases.

6.5 Summary

This study aimed to answer two RQs: Does abstract spatial meaning in verbal
semantics indicate weaker argument status (RQ7)? Does directionality indicate
sronger argument status for physical locations (RQ8)?

RQ7 was received a somewhat unexpected answer. Bleached oblique comple
ments are strong arguments as was expected, scoring very similarly to canonical
objects. Unexpectedly, however, so are (abstract) spatial oblique complements.
It appears that abstract spatial meaning does not lead to weaker argument status
as participants broadly rated the argument status of an abstract complement of
lähenema ‘approach’ as strong an argument as the complements of verbs such as
sõltuma ‘depend on’, as well as canonical objects.

For RQ8, however, the main hypothesis was confirmed to apply. Direction
ality plays a role in argumenthood, meaning that directional semantics in verbal
lexical semantics increases the strength of its cooccurring participant locations’
argument status. Concrete spatial Goals have a stronger cognitive link to the verb
than concrete spatial Locations.

In addition, results also suggest that location scope also plays a role, as was
assumed in (Koenig et al., 2003). Locations with a more narrow scope (participant
locations) are stronger arguments than locations with a wider scope (event loca
tions). However, this indication would require further proof as these two groups
were not compared in an equal manner in the present study.

The somewhat higher argument status of event locations, compared to that of
time and manner adverbials, is likely an artefact of the design of the study. Given
the approach, the stimuli verbs might make a stronger reference to all constituents
with spatial semantics. This is also evident from verb group analysis, where verbs
selecting nondirectional participant locations are especially likely to have event
locations chosen as arguments (15.9%, compared to 10.5% in bleached oblique
argument trials). Indeed, in such sentences the participant location ((67a)) is very
similar to event location ((67b)):
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(67) a. Väikeettevõtja
An entrepreneur

reklaamis
advertised

midagi
something

[koduleheküljel]
[on a website]

[kõlavalt]
[convincingly]

b. Sõbranna
Girlfriend

reklaamis
advertised

midagi
something

[peol]
[at a party]

[reede
[Friday night]

öösel]

Each research question was answered by comparing two groups of sentences,
which were presented to the participants in an analogous manner. The two sets of
trials (oblique argument trials and participant location trials) differed from each
other in that participant location trials were longer in terms of lexeme count,
presenting the target phrase as a potential third rather than a second argument.
This is why one cannot clearly draw a conclusion about how oblique arguments
compare to participant locations in terms of argument status. However, the study
does propose a strong hypothesis in this regard. All oblique arguments in the
study were judged to constitute arguments more often than all physical locations.
Hence, these results suggest that oblique arguments have stronger argument status
than physical locations. This claim would require proof in further studies, where
oblique arguments are compared to locations in a similar syntactic position, e.g.
using oneplace verbs where locations occur in the second position.

These findings also have a number of implications for the nature of lexical
argument structure, its relationship with transitivity and the way different types of
elements occupy the argument gradient.

6.5.1 Gradience in argumenthood

First, these results support the hypothesis that argumenthood is a gradient property
of various constituents describing eventrelated information. We assume there are
various semantic factors that facilitate the strength of argument status. This study
examined the spatial axis by focusing on various elements where spatial cases
occur in different functions and mark different degrees of argument status.

In this view, oblique arguments marked in spatial cases that lack any cohes
ive semantics (cases occurring in bleached function) are in one extreme of the
scale. Together with canonical objects and spatial oblique arguments they consti
tute strong arguments. This means that verbs are strongly linked to spatial case
marked constituents expressing event/state participants, where case does not mark
concrete physical space. When a case does mark physical space, argument status
is weaker. Loss of directionality was shown to facilitate this decrease, but results
also suggest that a wider location scope indicates weaker argument status (Koenig
et al., 2003). Directional participant locations locations actually constitute semi
arguments.

The results of this study also imply that transitivity is not a reliable indicator of
argument status. Section 4.2.1 showed that transitivity affects argument structure
assignment. Most spatial case argument structures are more likely to occur with
lowtransitivity verbs than the canonical structure. Results of the present experi
ment, however, show that even states with very low transitivity, e.g. sõltuma ‘de
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pend on’ and hoolima ‘care about’ encode strong arguments. All bleached oblique
argument verbs in the stimuli can be said to have been broadly less transitive than
the verbs selecting canonical objects, but the two groups showed no distinction in
argument status strength. In fact, the highest argument score among oblique ar
guments belongs to the argument of the highly intransitive abstract property verb
selecting elative case, erinema ‘differ from’ (93.7%). For instance, the highest ar
gument score in the direct object group belongs to the highly transitive parandama
‘mend’ (94.3%). Hence, it appears there is no direct link between transitivity and
argument status. However, transitivity could nevertheless affect argument status
in a more complex way in particular types of verbs or clauses.

6.5.2 Factors affecting argument status

This chapter aimed outline a few factors that affect argument status strength.
While future studies are needed (in other languages) to confirm them, it never
theless found indications of several such factors along the spatial dimension:

1. The directional component of spatial elements affects argument status. This
was evident from the fact that directional participant locations were selected
as arguments significantly more than nondirectional participant locations.

2. The scope of location may affect argumenthood, as was claimed by (Koenig
et al., 2003). This means that participant locations which only describe the
location (or destination) of one of the event participants, constitute stronger
arguments than event locations, which describe all event participants sim
ultaneously. This claim needs further proof in future studies as the present
study merely suggests this as a plausible hypothesis.

3. Concreteness of arguments may affect argumenthood. Contrary to our as
sumption that metaphorical spatial semantics indicates weaker argument
status on its arguments, spatial oblique arguments (with abstract referents)
were shown to constitute strong arguments. The argument status distinc
tion between participant locations and oblique arguments may be rooted in
their concreteness distinction. However, it could also stem from the fact
that participant locations occurred as third arguments (following canonical
objects), while oblique arguments occurred in the second place. Hence, fur
ther studies are required, where the number of participants and concreteness
are manipulated among stimuli.
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7 DISCUSSION

Three broad aims are set for this thesis in chapter 1 — 1) to investigate the dis
tinctions between verbs in oblique and canonical argument structures in terms of
lexical semantics and usage, 2) to link the properties and development of indi
vidual cases to the system of argument structures and 3) to investigate the argu
ment status of oblique arguments and outline the argumenthood gradient bymeans
of comparing the argument status of various constituents in spatial cases.

This thesis presents the results of five corpus studies, one experiment and one
study simultaneously using corpus and behavioural data, to address these three
topics. All datasets are available to be used freely (Aigro, 2022b,a). The following
will discuss the main results. First, I outline what was learned about the bleaching
of spatial cases in Estonian and their emergence as argument structures (Aim 2).
Next, section 7.2 discusses the argument structure system in Estonian, focusing
on the ways in which structures are sensitive to verbal lexical semantics, as well
as how they are used (Aim 1). It also discusses the results on the argument status
marked by oblique structures, discussing the gradience of argumenthood in the
context of frameworks used for describing gradient grammatical phenomena (Aim
3).

Finally, section 7.3 discusses the implications of the present results on the
discussion on why a language might have such a varied argument structure system
in the first place.

As discussed in section 2.1, the present findings are relevant to both lexicalist
and constructionist approaches. The thesis constitutes a range of empirical find
ings, which are presented in a rather atheoretical way. This is because more data
is needed for both lexicalist and constructionist approaches to be able to review
the ways in which different elements have been conceptualised. Any theory ought
to be able to explain present findings. Canonical typology is one great example
of this, because as is discussed in section 7.2.4, the ways in which studies using
this framework have tackled argument status are rather problematic. Section 7.2.4
discusses more productive future directions for working with arguments and ar
gument marking in Canonical typology. Research such as the present thesis con
stitute the necessary empirical work required for assessing different approaches
and their future directions.

7.1 The diachronic perspective

Several aspects of case evolution and grammaticalisation are studied in this thesis
by means of synchronic corpus studies. Based on the data, this thesis provides
a sketch on how spatial meaning became bleached in Estonian spatial cases and
how their usage became extended. Six phases were outlined for the process of
bleaching (see Table 14):
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Phase 1: concrete spatial meaning (toolil chairADE ‘on the chair’)

Phase 2: abstract spatial meaning (investeerin aktsiatesse investPRS.1SG stock
PLELA ‘I am investing in stock’)

Phase 3: metaphorically spatial, coherent meaning (esmaspäeval MondayADE
‘on Monday’, isale dadALL ‘to dad’)

Phase 4: nonspatial, coherent meaning (räägin tööst talkPRS.1SGworkELA ‘I
am talking about work’)

Phase 5: nonspatial, noncoherent event/state participant, unaffected by the
event (sõltub ilmast dependPRS.3SGweatherELA ‘depends on theweather’)

Phase 6: nonspatial, noncoherent event/state participant, affected by the event
(parandan raadio fixPRS.1SG radio.GEN ‘I am fixing the radio’)

The phases describe how the rich case system of a language may give rise to a
rich argument structure system. Cases start occurring in new contexts and with
a wider range of nominals, their meanings become bleached and less coherent,
giving rise to new phases where case usage is even less coherent. Cases become
reanalysed as parts of argument structures around phases 3–4. At this stage, their
grammaticalisation has reached a point where they are not only fixed on nominals,
but they are also syntactically fixed to other elements (verbs). They now constitute
patterns that may be assigned to new verbs.

All Estonian spatial cases were shown to be functional in phases 1, 2, 3 and 4,
but five out of six spatial cases also feature in phase 5, i.e. they are used as parts of
argument structures. Phase 6 was not detected among Estonian oblique argument
structures, but it was shown that strutctural cases (partitive, genitive, nominative)
do rarely mark this function with verbs selecting canonical objects (chapter 4).

Even though Estonian spatial cases technically have the functionality of five
phases, they differ in terms of how frequently they occur in them. For instance,
inessive and illative mostly occur in the functions described by phases 1 and 2.
Elative, however, marks these functions only rarely, occurring in phase 5 functions
much more frequently.

This illustrates that instead of swapping some functions for others, Estonian
spatial cases appear to broaden their functionality instead. This means they retain
both functions representing earlier phases as well as newer, more grammaticalised
functions. Instead of having become structural cases, they have become markers
with broad and mixed functionality. This is interesting as it raises questions about
the nature of case grammaticalisation and the validity of the idea that grammatic
aliation represents a teleological process (Nichols and Timberlake, 1991).

Elative and allative were highlighted as especially functionally mixed, be
cause approximately half of their instances no longer bear spatial semantics. Their
argument structures are also more productive than those of other spatial cases,
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meaning they are the most likely to become extended to novel verbs. However,
inessive and adessive structures may well be extended to novel verbs as well, if
the semantics of the novel verb matches that of the few verbs they currently mark
as an analogybased extension.

In addition, these results show that when it comes to investigating the way
cases are used in grammar, focusing on merely a few of their functions only tells
part of the story. Cases may have a wide range of different functions, which re
main systematically connected to each other. Explaining the use of case in gram
mar must entail descriptions of their overall functionality, because it affects all
domains in which these cases appear. For instance, the finding that elative is one
of the most grammaticalised spatial cases explains the finding that elative argu
ment structure is used most similarly to the canonical argument structure.

The idea that function frequencies matter when it comes to outlining case us
age in structural function, was already expressed byKuryłowicz (1964, 179): “[...]
all caseforms share both kinds of functions, but the syntactical function is primary
with “grammatical” and secondarywith “concrete” cases [...]”. Hence, a case may
cross over from semantic to syntactic when it function proportions change, but it
may also linger on between the two categories, marking both concrete spatial se
mantics and argument relations, as well as the various degrees between the two
extremes. Future typological studies might therefore benefit from an objective
system for gradiently quantifying multifunctionality in case systems (as was sug
gested by Nichols, 1983). This thesis proposes three measures that are useful for
such a quantification (functional profiles, lexical variance, syntactic productivity),
but as it is not a crosslinguistic study, it does not build a readytouse system for
such studies.

7.2 The synchronic perspective

This thesis studied verb distribution in argument structures and the usage of these
verbs (Aim 1), as well as the argument status in different structures and its gradient
nature (Aim 3). The following two sections discuss the findings in these topics.

7.2.1 Verbs and argument structures

This thesis offers support to widespread hypothesis that oblique argument struc
tures tend to be assigned to verbs with increased stativity and therefore decreased
transitivity (Tsunoda, 1981; Malchukov, 2005). The fact that very little dynam
icity was found among verbs with noncanonical argument structures indicates
that a lack of dynamicity facilitates the assignment of a noncanonical argument
structure to novel verbs. The two types of verbs that appear to be especially drawn
to oblique argument structures are (1) nonevent states (Kstates) expressing prop
erties of entities or relationships between two entities (sõltuma ‘depend on’) and
(2) nondynamic events (andestama ‘forgive’). Lexical dynamicity plays a more
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important role in Estonian argument realisation than lexical aspect (contrary to the
assumptions made by the aspectual approach to argument realisation, see Tenny,
1992).

In addition, the quantitative approach undertaken in this thesis showed that
contrary to what is thought (Nichols, 1983; Blake, 2001), one should not assume
that the original semantics of cases always of often follows them into structural
function. The study found that a range of verbs govern spatial cases with no spatial
semantics whatsoever (e.g. the allative argument of alluma ‘obey’). The higher
the degree of grammaticalisation of a case, the less frequently original semantics
is represented in its argument structure.

Finally, this thesis also investigated the way argument structures are used. The
main finding was that, overall, oblique argument structures were more frequently
used for talking about humans than canonical argument structures. This applies
even when excluding verbs selecting Recipients and Experiencers from the set,
meaning that even oblique Theme and Goal arguments referred to humans more
frequently than canonical objects (e.g. the arguments of armuma ‘fall in love
with’, alluma ‘obey’, hoolima ‘care about’, etc).

This finding is interesting in the context of the phases which guide the evolu
tion of a semantic case. Aristar (1997) suggested that spatial cases are commonly
expected to favour nominals with concrete inanimate referents. However, when
they start occurring with human nominals (phases 2 and 3 in the pathway above),
this means their overall meaning starts to become more bleached. This is because
by combining them, spatial cases gain new types of meaning— i.e. one would not
use the allative form of ema ‘mother’ (emale motherALL) to refer to the place
ment of something on top of mother’s head (*‘I put the hat onto mum’). Instead,
this new combination of a spatial case affix and a human nominal is commonly
interpreted as referring to a more complex and abstract involvement of a parti
cipant in some event (e.g. a giving event: Andsin raamatu emale. givePST1SG
book.GEN motherALL ‘I gave the book to mum.’). Hence, human nominals are
crucial for spatial case grammaticalisation, because the new meanings introduced
by them facilitate the further bleaching of these cases.

However, why would oblique structures exceed canonical structures in terms
of arguments referring to humans? There are several possible explanations to this.
One view holds that it is precisely because of human nominals and the nature of
events involving them that languages have oblique structures in the first place
(Lestrade, 2010). Another view is more diachronic and holds that an only some
what grammaticalised argument structure with a spatial case would be expected
to occur with an increased proportion of human nominals. This is because they
mark an inbetween phase in the development of that case — one that leads to
further bleaching (Aristar, 1997). These two perspectives are further discussed in
section 7.3.
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7.2.2 Argument status

The results of this thesis suggest that all argument structures mark the same type
of connection between verbs and arguments. The strength of this connection does
not depend on the case selected by the verb, nor the degree to which the structure
is integrated into syntax (the number of syntactic processes applying to it, e.g.
whether or not it may undergo passivisation). Hence, this thesis offers evidence
for wider and more inclusive definition for arguments and argument status than
what is held by the traditional view, which views canonically marked arguments
as distinct from oblique arguments in terms of argument status.

In this more gradient and inclusive perspective, there is no evidence that argu
ment status is linked to particular types of morphemes or syntactic processes, nor
to lexical transitivity (the stativity of the verb). Instead, argument status strength
appears to depend on various semantic aspects, some of which were shown to
play a role in the present thesis. When investigating the weakening of argument
status across groups of elements marked in spatial cases, it was found that a lack of
concrete spatial meaning in a complement indicates strong argument status. This
was somewhat surprising, because it meansmetaphorical spatial meaning does not
lead to weaker arguments (osutasin probleemile pointPST1SG problemALL ‘I
pointed at the problem’). This means the argument class may be somewhat wider
than even gradient approaches may assume. Future studies ought to determine
if it is the abstractness of arguments that strengthens the argument status of such
constituents or their syntactic position as the second rather than the third argument.

In addition, argument strength was shown to depend on whether or not the
clause expresses directional semantics, and that it might depend on scope (the
number of participants to which a location phrase refers). This, too, ought to be
probed in more detail in future studies, where event locations feature as a separate
experimental item group, rather than only among contrast modifiers.

All in all, it appears that strong argument status is linked to bleaching and
abstractness on the part of complements. One could say that the existence of ar
gument structure (the invariable selection of a case or cases by a verb) implies the
existence of strong argument status. However, this phrasing essentially just leads
us back to the idea of bleaching and abstractness. This is because one may only
hypothesise that something is an argument structure when one frequently observes
that a case (or cases) and a range of verbs frequently cooccur in contexts where
that case expresses no concrete semantics. In any case, bleaching and abstractness
underlie both explanations.

It is important to note that bleaching and abstractness refer to two different
phenomena. A case is used in a bleached way when even when the nominal refers
to a concrete entity, it combination with the case is not interpreted to have spatial
meaning. For instance, the elative complement in väljun majast exitPRS.1SG
houseELA ‘I am exiting the house’ is understood to refer to a spatial relation, but
the elative complement in sõltub majast dependPRS.3SG houseELA ‘depends
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on the house’ is understood to not have spatial meaning. Hence, verbal semantics
gives elative a bleached interpretation in the second example but not in the first.
Abstractness, however, is a lexical quality. Hence, the event is understood to lack
concrete spatial meaning when a spatial case combines with an abstract rather
than a concrete nominal (mattun lumme be.buriedPRS.1SG snow.ILL ‘I am buried
in snow’ versusmattun probleemidesse be.buriedPRS.1SG problemPLILL ‘I am
buried in problems’). This thesis predicted that bleached interpretation leads to
strong argument status and abstract interpretation does not. However, it found that
both lead to strong argument status.

In any case, more studies are needed to test these questions in other lan
guages, as well as to probe other factors which potentially might play a role in
argument status strength. As these factors appear to be specific to individual se
mantic domains, more studies are needed to map argument status factors in the
spatial domain, but other domains need exploring as well. For instance, the stages
of bleaching in the comitative domain was briefly discussed in this thesis, from
which potential factors can be derived. After more results have been accumulated
in various domains, one might compare their prevalence in the world’s languages
and investigate whether some domains are more likely to give rise to argument
structures than others.

7.2.3 Argument structures as complementary patterns

In the light of these results, it is problematic to view the canonical argument struc
ture as marking fundamentally different argument connection from that marked
by oblique argument structures. It does not appear to hold that the degree to which
a structure is integrated into syntax (i.e. the number of syntatic processes apply
ing to it, e.g. passivisation), nor the degree to which its cases are grammaticalised
(genitive and partitive vs spatial cases in Estonian), nor the semantic transitivity
of verbs affect argument status strength. As these factors do stand out in lin
guistic data, it is understandable that studies based on single examples or small
semantically extracted datasets have given reason to assume that argument status
does depend on them. The canonical object structure is much more integrated into
syntax, dominating data to a rather high degree in some languages (e.g. 88% of
Estonian verbs were found to occur with canonical structures). Furthermore, Eng
lish, the structure of which has unquestionably strongly affected the way linguistic
ideas have been conceptualised over the past century, marks oblique structures by
means of adpositions. This, too, has contributed to consolidating the idea that
oblique structures constitute a peripheral phenomenon entirely distinct from the
canonical structure.

However, new quantitative mixedmethods approaches in caserich languages
have the opportunity to cast doubt on this centuryold view, introducing quantit
ative data that pose real problems for that view. They are able to demonstrate
similarities between the ways in which structures are used and the way argument
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status in them is perceived. They are also able to explain (and sometimes falsify)
the discrepancies which traditional approaches emphasise as grounds for making
a distinction between structures.

As was said, the idea that canonical argument structures have unique status
is somewhat understandable, given its dominance in data and the tendency of
examplebased approaches to overemphasise the role of frequent strategies. How
ever, this assumed distinction between structures is also unexpected. Such a dif
ferentiation is not common in other, yet analogous domains in linguistics. One
such domain is derivational morphology. Derivational data has long been ex
plained through the lens of patterns with different degrees of productivity. Just
because two deverbal nominalisation suffices differ in productivity, they are not
regarded as yielding as nominalisations of different quality. A morpheme may
even strongly dominate a particular domain but assuming qualitative distinctions
is uncommon.

For instance, Estonian has two manner adverbial suffixes that may be applied
to various types of parts of speech: the highly productive lt suffix (aeglaselt
‘slowly’) and the less productive sti suffix (kiiresti ‘quickly’). Kasik (2015, 393–
395) notes that lt has approx. 3500 types in a dictionary while sti has approx.
250, meaning that lt is 14 times more productive than sti. This means the lat
ter is more lexically and semantically restricted. Nevertheless, noone suggests
that only lt marks true manner adverbs, while sti marks ‘oblique’ elements of
a different type. Confounding productivity with quality has, however, long been
the practice in argument structure domain. This has likely happened because syn
tactic structures are more complex than simple singlefunction morphemes. Their
complexity means that high productivity affects them slightly differently than it
does morphemes, for instance giving rise to new syntactic processes.

In any case, this thesis offers empirical support for this view that argument
structures are variants of a single strategy, each characterised by a particular pro
ductivity value. We postulate that such a view is more theoretically and empiric
ally sound than viewing them as entirely distinct phenomena.

Another takeaway from these results is that, in light of these results, regarding
syntactic and semantic argumenthood as universally distinct is problematic. Lan
guages vary greatly in terms of how the argument status of constituents is linguist
ically expressed, as well as the rules or tendencies for the mandatory expression of
arguments. Linking syntactic obligatoriness to the quality of arguments marked
by a structure, or simply using it as an indicator to detect arguments, ought to be
first shown to be a suitable strategy in a language, rather than assumed to be one
crosslinguistically.
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7.2.4 Canonicity and prototypicality in gradient argument
status

The present thesis offered support for the gradient nature of argument status. The
predominant frameworks for discussing and expressing its gradient nature are ca
nonical typology and prototype theory. While canonical typology and prototype
theory are rather distinct, the two have been used in an analogous manner with
regard to arguments. Unlike the studies conducted under these two approaches,
the present study did not assess argument status based on Protorole entailments
or the morphosyntactic properties of the canonical argument structure. Hence, it
is able to reflect on the outcome of the studies that did use these criteria.

Two different aspects of oblique argument structures have been regarded as
nonprototypical or noncanonical — quality of argument status (Forker, 2014;
Arka, 2014) and morphosyntax (Malchukov, 2005; Onishi, 2001; Lestrade, 2010).
In the first approach, one refers to noncanonical arguments as weaker arguments.
In the second approach, one talks about certain arguments as having noncanonical
marking, making no assumptions about argument status strength.

With regard to the first approach, data presented in this thesis argues against
the results of such studies (Arka, 2014; Forker, 2014), showing that the argument
status of oblique arguments is as strong as that of canonical objects. The morpho
syntactically based distinctions of Forker (2014); Arka (2014) did not emerge in
the behavioural data of the present thesis. Interestingly, the fact that category
membership degrees might not follow prototypicality was already noted by Lakoff
(1987). Namely, he warned that one should not assume that greater similarity to
a prototype indicates stronger membership in a category. Similarly, the results
of the present thesis indicate that argument status does not appear to decrease in
side the group of arguments, but only outside of it, among elements commonly
viewed as adjuncts. Based on the results of the experiment in chapter 6, one can
use the terms ‘noncanonical argument’ or ‘nonprototypical argument’ (section
2.4.2) to refer to various spatial adverbials which are regarded as nonarguments in
traditional approaches. For instance, one may posit that participant locations are
noncanonical arguments, meaning that they are weaker arguments than canonical
objects, but stronger arguments than modifiers.

It is, however, rather problematic to use the label ‘noncanonical’ to describe
argument status strength. Canonical typology is a framework which aims to guide
and simplify typological work, offering a system of ques which may be said to
indicate canonicity. This work shows that it is problematic to use morphosyntactic
properties as indicators of argument status. Instead, argumenthood seems to vary
based on a range of different semantic features. Many of these features are yet to
be determined, this work having only scratched the surface of this field.

In any case, the labels ‘noncanonical’ and ‘nonprototypical’ are perhaps
more meaningful when describing the morphosyntax of arguments rather than
their argument status quality. For instance, one may wish to point out that even
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though the elative argument of sõltuma ‘depend on’ is as strong an argument as
canonical objects, the verb still has an argument structure that is less productive
than the main canonical argument structure. Hence, the elative argument is non
canonically marked.

Currently, ‘noncanonical’ only reflects the (lower) syntactic productivity of
the elative structure. Future studies may, however, operationalise this in a more
varied manner, e.g. by quantifying semantic restrictions or by assessing the like
lihood of certain types of cases occurring in argument structure (are spatial cases
crosslinguistically less canonical in argument structures than, for instance comit
ative?). This is a productive line of research for studies interested in argument
marking canonicity, because it is illadvised to continue using the label ‘non
canonical’ to merely refer to structure productivity. One would not simply refer
to less productive derivational morphemes as noncanonical and productive ones
as canonical. Hence, using this label requires more elaboration. Noncanonical in
what way?

7.3 The origin of obliques

Finally, the diachronic perspective on cases and argument structures links this
thesis to another discussion in linguistics — a discussion on why oblique argu
ments have become used in language in the first place.

As has been discussed extensively in this thesis, may made two observations
about argument structure distribution. First, argument structures vary in terms of
productivity. Second, less productive argument structures occur more frequently
with less transitive verbs than more productive structures. This means one may
conceptualise two different causality relationships between them.

The first view is that oblique structures are used with less transitive verbs be
cause these verbs are less transitive. Essentially this view describes something we
might call a pull effect— namely, speakers require a variety of morphosyntactic
markers (and, therefore, oblique structures), because they need to highlight un
expected subject and object properties pertaining to these verbs. Noncanonical
case usage conveys noncanonicity in subjects and objects.

There is some variation inside this view. One may posit that certain verbs
drawn to noncanonical structures, because they are less transitive (Tsunoda, 1981;
Malchukov, 2005), or because their arguments have less Protorole entailments
(Ackerman and Moore, 2001; Lestrade, 2010). Both are regarded as variants of
an entailmentbased view.

The entailmentbased view regards Protoroles (Dowty, 1991) as not only de
scribing the prototypical properties of subjects and objects, but also representing
the expectations of language speakers with regard to these roles. Hence, speak
ers expect subjects to be prototypical, i.e. to express Agents that are sentient and
volitional. They also expect objects to be prototypical, i.e. to reflect Patients that
are strongly affected by the event. Upon encountering an event participant which
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does not meet these expectations (e.g. a nonvolitional subject), speakers tend to
explicitly mark this discrepancy morphosyntactically. For instance, they might
use spatial case to mark Experiencers. Hence, this view extends the framework
of Dowty (1991), discussing what else might happen in addition to the expression
of canonical subjects and objects.

There is some variation in terms of how these expectations are believed to
work. Dowty (1991) suggested that a speaker compares constituents in a single
clause in terms of ProtoAgent and ProtoPatient properties. Ackerman andMoore
(2001), however, suggest that this comparison is conducted between the predic
ate and other predicates of the same type. Nevertheless, the important notion is
that using a range of different argument structures is synchronically motivated,
resulting from the communicative needs of speakers.

There are several issues with this approach. First, it expects argument struc
tures to align with transitivity patterns. There is no quantitative data falsifying this
notion (e.g. a study reviewing thousands of verb lemmas, mapping their transitiv
ity and structures). However, there are enough examples to hypothesise that struc
tures merely have transitivityrelated tendencies, rather than being neatly mapped
on transitivity degrees. Hence, many subjects with ‘unexpected’ qualities receive
canonical marking, even though noncanonical marking is expected. All in all,
verbs and their arguments in canonical and noncanonical argument structures are
more similar to each other than this view would predict. Languagespecific forces
appear to affect this, meaning argument structure productivity appears to depend
in other factors, rather than result from the distribution of verb lexical semantic
properties.

An alternate view postulates that several different forces are at work simultan
eously. The present thesis showed data which describe a push effect. Cases were
shown have a life of their own. The functional profile of a case could affect the
way its usage patterns change. Somewhat bleached functions may lead to further
bleaching, perhaps resulting in the occurrence of a case in an argument structure.
Further bleaching will increase the number of verbs used with that structure.

Because certain contents of a functional profile are more likely to lead to fur
ther grammaticalisation, one might regards them as pushing the case towards a
lower degree of coherence and opens it up to further extension and bleaching.
For instance, a semantic case may mark a bleached but still semantically coherent
role in a particular type of clause (e.g. elative marking the topics of interactions,
rääkis tööst talkPST.3SG workELA ‘S/he talked about work’). However, the
lack of spatial semantics in this clause may lead speakers to reanalyse the affix
as something that is linked to the verb rather than something occurring due to its
coherent semantics. In this new role, it may be assigned to new verbs, marking
their participants rather than the topic of something. It is now an argument marker,
now syntactically more restricted than elative in topic function, where it was also
selected by nominals (raamat sõjast book.NOM warELA ‘a book about war’).
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Asmentioned, instead of a pull effect serving synchronic communicative needs,
this scenario describes a push effect bringing oblique argument structures into ex
istence as results of reanalysis. Novel case functions arise for a case because of
the nature of its previous functions and the syntactic ambiguity created by them.

In its present form, the theory of a pull effect experiences difficulties which are
solved by the push effect theory. Why are some subjects and objects lacking Proto
role entailments still marked canonically? Why are noncanonical structures more
predominant in some languages than others? Because argument structures vary
in terms of productivity, which itself is a function of case functionality, grammat
icalisation degrees, among other things. Furthermore, Nichols (1983) observes
that languages vary typologically in that some may be described as ‘overlapping’
and others as ‘complementary’. For instance, the functions of structural and se
mantic cases overlap in Old Russian, Russian and Finnish, but the two sets of cases
are functionally almost entirely complementary in ChechenIngush and Nanai. In
these two languages, semantic cases mark only adverbials and structural cases
mark grammatical relations. The pull effect cannot explain why ChechenIngush
speakers do not need to explicitly highlight arguments referring to entities which
lack the expected entailments, while Estonian speakers do. Push effect can explain
it by referring to different types of case functionality and structure productivity.

However, the push effect cannot explain why upon becoming more product
ive, a structure ismore likely to be semantically restricted to lowtransitivity verbs.
Until a better explanation is given, one should assume that both the push and pull
effect have roles in the emergence of argument structures. For instance, it is pos
sible that the push effect produces novel functions for cases and brings new cases
in the governed structural domain. The pull effect, however, may play a role in
determining the types of contexts in which this newly formed argument structure
becomes used. The speed of its extension, however, is facilitated by productivity
and case grammaticalisation.
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8 SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN

Eesti keele kohakäänded argumendistruktuuris

8.1 Sissejuhatus

Käesolev doktoriväitekiri uurib eesti keele kohakäändeid ja nende esinemist funkt
sioonides, kus käänded ei märgi mitte asukohta (Kalle lahkus kodust) vaid tegu
sõnade kirjeldatud sündmuste osalisi ehk argumente (Üritus sõltub ilmast). Te
gusõna argumendistruktuur on maailma keelte süntaksis keskne mõiste, sest see
viitab morfoloogilisele, süntaktilisele ja semantilisele seosele, mis ühendab tegu
sõna umbes ühe kuni kolme fraasiga, mida võib nimetada selle tegusõna argu
mentideks. Enim tähelepanu saanud argumenditüübid on eesti keeles tegusõnade
alused ja sihitised.

Ühelt poolt tunneb argumendi ära sellest, et sõltub tegusõnast, millises kään
des argument esineb. Näiteks sõltuma argument esineb alati seestütlevas käändes,
või armastama argumendid alati nimetavas ja osastavas käändes. Iga tegusõna
määrab kõigest mõne üksiku fraasi käände, mitte aga kõigi osalause nimisõnaf
raaside käänet (parandasin ratast toas/terrassil). Seega tõstab tegusõna paar osa
lause fraasi teiste hulgast morfoloogiliselt esile.

Teiselt poolt tunneb argumendi ära selle tähenduse poolest. Argument viitab
tegusõna kirjeldatud sündmuse või seisundi osalisele. Näiteks armastama kirjel
dab seisundit, mis on võimalik ainult kahe osalise eksplitsiitsel või implitsiitsel
olemasolul – peab eksisteerima keegi, kes armastab, ja keegi või miski, mida ar
mastatakse.

Struktuuri, mille sisse on võimalik paigutada tegusõna ja kus on teatud arv
kindlaksmääratud käänetes argumente, võime nimetada argumendistruktuuriks.
Näiteks vihkama ja armastama esinevad sama argumendistruktuuriga, sest ko
deerivad kaks identse morfoloogiaga argumenti (ühe nimetavas ja teise osastavas
käändes). Tegusõnad hoolima ja sõltuma kasutavad samuti sama argumendistruk
tuuri, kus lisaks nimetavas käändes argumendile esineb ka seestütlevas käändes
argument.

8.1.1 Argumendistruktuuride süsteem

Siit kerkivad esile selle probleemi esmased piirjooned, millele käesolev doktori
töö keskendub – keeles on tavaliselt piiratud arv argumendistruktuure ehk erine
vaid osalejate arvu ja käänete kombinatsioone, kuid tuhandeid erinevaid tegusõnu.
Iga tegusõna kasutamine eeldab argumendistruktuuri olemasolu, seega peab iga
struktuur olema kasutusel teatud hulga tegusõnadega. On põhjust eeldada, et tegu
pole juhusliku jaotusega ning et eksisteerivad süsteemsed mustrid, mille järgi tea
tud tüüpi tegusõnu teatud struktuuridega kasutatakse, samuti ka põhjused, miks
teatud käänded nendes struktuurides esinevad ja teised käänded mitte.
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Tegusõnade argumendid on keeleteaduses üks prominentsem keelteüleselt uuri
tud süntaktiline nähtus, mistõttu on maailma keeltes omajagu tähelepanu saa
nud ka argumentide markeerimise varieerumine. Traditsioonilise (strukturalist
liku) keeleteaduse suuna kontekstis on teadlased pigem keskendunud erinevate
keelte sagedaseima (kanoonilise) argumendistruktuuri kasutusele ja varieerumise
le (Blake, 2001; Ackema, 2015; Barbu and Toivonen, 2016). Eesti keeles esinda
vad seda nähtust struktuurid, kus alus on nimetavas või osastavas käändes alus
ning sihitis omastavas, osastavas või nimetavas käändes (Metslang, 2012; Ogren,
2015; Metslang et al., 2017; Hiietam, 2003; Miljan, 2009).

Samal ajal on tähelepanu pälvinud ka asjaolu, et mitte kõik tegusõnad ei ole
kasutusel kanoonilise struktuuriga, vaid kasutavad seda vaheldumisi mõne koha
käände struktuuriga (Usun sind vs usun sinusse), mõned tegusõnad kasutavad aga
ainult kohakäände struktuuri (sõltub ilmast). Seda fenomeni on rohkem uuritud
teiste keelte puhul (Malchukov, 2005; Lestrade, 2010; Onishi, 2001), kuid mõnin
gast tähelepanu on see pälvinud ka eesti keeles (Klaas, 1988; Matsumura, 1994;
Erelt and Metslang, 2008; Lindström and Vihman, 2017; Veismann et al., 2017).

Sellele vaatamata napib maailma keeltes sellest nähtusest süsteemseid kvanti
tatiivseid ülevaateid. Põhjuseks võib pidada asjaolu, et omavahel on pöördvõrde
lises seoses käänete arv keeles ja keele kohta käivate lingvistiliste tööde arv. Mi
da laiem on keele kasutusala, seda rohkem on keeles kvaliteetseid keeleressursse
(näiteks suuri morfoloogiliselt märgendatud korpusi) ning seda suurem on keelt
uurivate tööde tegemise tõenäosus, kuid seda vähem on selles keeles tavaliselt ka
käändeid. Tugevama keeleteadustraditsiooniga on maailmas just eelkõige väikse
käänete arvuga indoeuroopa keeled. Eriti tavatsevad aga morfoloogiliselt vaesu
da suured lingua franca tüüpi maailmakeeled (nt inglise või mandariini keel), mis
paratamatult on keeleteaduslikes uurimustes eriti arvukalt esindatud. Morfoloogi
line vaesumine aga tähendab, et argumente võidakse selles keeles tähistada väga
väheste üksikute argumendistruktuuridega ja varieerumise uurimiseks on seega
materjali kesiselt. Argumendistruktuure võidakse aga ka tähistada hoopis mitte
morfoloogiliste vahendite abil (nt inglise keeles määrab sõnajärg selle, kes mida
teeb: Mary walked the dog vs The dog walked Mary). Nähtuse enda uurimiseks
on sellistel juhtudel vähem eksplitsiitset materjali, mis näitaks, milliste omaduste
eristamiseks argumendistruktuuride varieerumine eksisteerib, kuidas see tekib ja
kuidas seda kasutatakse.

8.1.2 Eesti keel kui haruldaselt kasulik allikas

Ülalmainitud põhjusel on eesti keel argumendistruktuuri uurimisel väärtuslik res
surss. Semantiliste käänete (11 käänet, mille hulka ei kuulu nimetav, osastav ja
omastav) kasutamine tegusõnade argumentide markeerimiseks on eesti keele ar
gumendistruktuurides laialdaselt levinud nähtus. Eriti tõuseb selles plaanis esile
kuuest käändest koosnev kohakäänete süsteem (kolm väliskohakäänet ja kolm si
sekohakäänet), mis teevad eesti keele argumendistruktuuride süsteemi ebaharili
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kult rikkalikuks ja mitmekülgseks. Samuti on põhjust eeldada, et kuigi kõik kuus
kohakäänet markeerivad mõningate tegusõnade argumente, siis argumendi mar
keerimise funktsiooni poolest varieeruvad nad siiski tugevalt.

See rikkalik argumentide süsteem annab haruldase võimaluse heita valgust
küsimustele selle kohta, kuidas ja millistel eesmärkidel maailma keeled käände
süsteeme kasutatavad. Miks määravad mõned tegusõnad oma argumendile osas
tava käände ja mõned seestütleva käände? Kas kohakääne saab olla täiesti ilma
kohale viitava tähenduseta? Kui keelde tekib uus tegusõna, siis millistel tingi
mustel võivad rääkijad selle argumente tähistada kohakäändega ja milliste kääne
te kasutamine on sel juhul tõenäolisem? Üks oluline küsimus puudutab tegusõna
ja argumendi suhet ning selle olemust. Kas argumendisuhe on kohakäänet kasu
tavas struktuuris nõrgem või teist laadi võrreldes sellega, kui argumenti märgib
grammatiline kääne (nimetav, omastav, osastav), nagu postuleerivad peavoolu
kirjeldused eesti keele struktuurist (Erelt, 1989; Erelt jt. 1993; Erelt, 2003; Erelt
ja Metslang, 2017; Veismann jt. 2017), ehk kas on mõtet rääkida semantilistest
ja süntaktilistest argumentidest kui fundamentaalselt erinevatest nähtustest? Kas
argumendisuhe on oma olemuselt binaarne või gradientne?

On tähelepanuväärne, et seniajani puuduvad ulatuslikud empiirilised argu
mendistruktuuridele keskenduvad uuringud, mis püüaks neile küsimustele vas
tata ning avada argumendi markeerimise süsteemi sisemisi mustreid. Samuti on
märkimisväärsed lüngad selles, kui palju me kõnealusest nähtusest eesti keele pu
hul teame. Näiteks pole empiirilisi kvantitatiivseid andmeid selle kohta, mitut ja
milliseid argumendistruktuure eesti keele rääkijad pruugivad või kui produktiiv
sed need struktuurid on, ehk kui levinud need on ning kui tõenäoline on nende
kasutus uute verbide puhul. Me ei tea, kuidas erinevad eesti kohakäänded oma
grammatiseerumistaseme poolest (ehk kui lähedale on need käänded oma arengus
jõudnud grammatilistele käänetele) ning kuidas see mõjutab nende kasutust argu
mendistruktuurides. Kohati on neil lünkadel ideoloogilised põhjused, sest paljud
lähenemised peavad grammatiliste käänete märgitud argumente fundamentaalselt
erinevaks kohakäänete märgitud argumentidest (Blake, 2001; Erelt, 1989, 2003,
2004). Teisalt on nende lünkade taga asjaolu, et keeleandmete võidukäik ja suu
remat sorti korpusloome jääbki tegelikult alles viimasesse kümnendisse. Alles
hiljuti on seega esmakordselt saanud võimalikuks argumentide variatiivse mär
kimissüsteemi (ehk argumendistruktuuride süsteemi) süsteemne ja kvantitatiivne
vaatluse alla võtmine.

8.2 Käesolev töö – eesmärgid ja uurimisküsimused

Doktoriväitekiri keskendub kuue eesti keele kohakäände argumendifunktsioonile.
Argumendifunktsioon tähendab, et esiteks puudub kohakäändel selles kontekstis
ühtne tähendus (kohatähendus või mõni muu, nt ajatähendus (esmaspäeval är
kasin vara). Teiseks märgivad nad tegusõna kirjeldatud sündmuse või seisundi
osalist (hoolin isast, allun eeskirjale).
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Selliseid kohakäändes argumente on teistes keeltes nimetatud obliikvaobjekti
deks (Nichols, 1983, 1984) või mittekanoonilisteks argumentideks (Onishi, 2001;
de Hoop ja de Swart, 2009; Lestrade, 2010). Eesti keeles on neid nimetatud kau
dobjektiks, kaudsihitiseks, indirektseks objektiks (Kure, 1959; Saks, 1959; Klaas,
1988), aga ka sõltuvusmääruseks ja rektsiooniadverbiaaliks (Erelt, 2004; Veis
mann jt. 2017). Käesolevas töös on kasutusel termin obliikvaargument (oblique
argument) ja obliikvastruktuur (oblique argument structure). Rahvusvahelises pers
pektiivis on mõistlik vältida mõistet kaudsihitis, sest nii on eesti keele termino
loogia kooskõlas rahvusvaheliste terminitega, kus indirect object ehk kaudsihitis
viitab üsna konkreetset tüüpi argumendile, st kolme argumendiga tegusõna Saaja
argumendile (Andsin haamri õele).

Käesoleva töö eesmärk on võrrelda erinevate eesti keele argumendistruktuu
ride kasutust, et tuua välja mustrid ja tendentsid argumendistruktuuride süsteemi
sisemises tööjaotuses. Et töö keskendub vaid ühele kindlale semantilisele domee
nile (st käänded, mis vahel väljendavad kohatähendust) ja kohakäänete kasutuse
le argumendistruktuurides, siis on selles võimalik kokku siduda nii sünkrooniline
kui ka diakrooniline perspektiiv. Nimelt on tõenäoline, et diakroonilised muu
tused väljenduvad sarnast tüüpi kääne puhul vähemalt mingil määral sarnaselt
ning seega on võimalik välja tuua ühisjooni selles, kuidas nende käänete funkt
sioonid muutuvad.

Täpsemalt on töö jaotatud kolmeks suuremaks osaks, millest igaüks uurib ar
gumendistruktuuride kasutust ühest konkreetsest struktuurielemendist lähtudes –
nendeks on tegusõnad, käänded ja tegusõnu argumentidega ühendava kognitiivse
seose (argumendistaatuse) olemus. Kolmest osast johtuvalt on doktoritööl kolm
eesmärki:

1. uurida, kuidas erinevad obliikvastruktuurides ja kanoonilises struktuuris esi
nevad tegusõnad, keskendudes erinevatele leksikaalse semantika aspektide
le ja verbide kasutusmustritele;

2. viia individuaalsete kohakäänete funktsioonid ja distributsioon korpuses
kokku argumendistruktuuride levimuse ja kasutusmustritega ja näidata, kui
das ka väiksed muutused käände enda kasutuses on viinud muutusteni ar
gumendistruktuuride süsteemis;

3. võrrelda argumendistaatuse olemust ehk tegusõna ja argumendi seose tuge
vust erinevates struktuurides ja demonstreerida selle sideme gradientsust.

Järgmised kolm sektsiooni arutavad töö eesmärke nii, et iga teema puhul tuuak
se välja, milliste uurimisküsimuste toel eesmärki püütakse saavutada,millistemee
todite abil vastavaid küsimusi uuriti, ning millised vastused need küsimused said.
Kokku moodustavad need kolm alamteemat – tegusõnad, käänded, ja argumen
distaatus – ühtse pildi ühe keele argumendistruktuuride süsteemist. Kõik käesole
vas töös kasutatud andmed on vabalt kättesaadavad (Aigro, 2022b,a).
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8.3 Verbid argumendistruktuurides

Esimene osa (peatükk 4) keskendub tegusõnadele. Siin püüab väitekiri välja selgi
tada, kuidas erinevad kohakäänetega argumendistruktuurid (obliikvastruktuurid)
ja kanoonilised struktuurid selle poolest, millised tegusõnad nendega esinevad.
Peatükk puudutab nii leksikaalset semantikat kui ka tegusõnade kasutusmustreid
ning keskendub kolmele uurimisküsimusele (UK):

UK1: Kas obliikvastruktuure kasutatakse transitiivsete tegusõnadega vähem kui
kanoonilist struktuuri? Millisel moel on need tegusõnad vähemtransitiiv
sed?

UK2: Mil määral on kohale viitav tähendus obliikvastruktuuris alles?

UK3:Kas obliikvastruktuuriga tegusõnu kasutatakse teisiti kui kanoonilise struk
tuuriga tegusõnu? Milles need erinevused avalduvad?

UK1 osas võib püstitada hüpoteesi, et obliikvastruktuuris esinevad tegusõnad on
leksikaalselt vähemtransitiivsed kui kanoonilise struktuuriga tegusõnad (Tsunoda,
1981;Malchukov, 2005; Lestrade, 2010). Transitiivsus viitab siinkohal semantilis
pragmaatilisele nähtusele, mis kirjeldab nii tegusõnu, nende argumente kui ka ter
veid osalauseid, ning üldjoontes väljendab seda, kuivõrd mõjutavad argumentide
väljendatud osalised sündmusi ja kuivõrd on nad ise sündmusest mõjutatud (Hop
per and Thompson, 1980). Näiteks Anni lõhkus vaasi on väga transitiivne lause,
kus on tahtlikult käituv ja tugevalt sündmust mõjutav alus, loomuliku ajalise lõpp
punktiga tegevus ja sündmusest tugevalt mõjutatud sihitis (vrd nt väga madala
transitiivsusega lause Osakond allub juhatusele).

UK2 hüpotees on, et vastupidiselt levinud arvamusele (Nichols, 1983; Bla
ke, 2001) leidub hulk tegusõnu, mis esinevad kohakäänet kasutavates struktuuri
des, kuid ei väljenda mingil määral kohatähendust. Töö eeldab, et mõlemat tüüpi
struktuurides (kanoonilistes omastava/osastava/nimetava sihitisega struktuurides,
ja obliikvastruktuurides) võivad käänded semantiliselt märkida väga üldist argu
mendistaatust, mis väljendab ainult seda, et argument osaleb tegusõna kirjeldatud
sündmuses, kuid ei väljenda lisanduvaid semantilisi aspekte.

UK3 on eksploratiivne uuring, kus kaardistatakse kaht tüüpi tegusõnade ka
sutust. Töö eeldab, et struktuuride kasutus on mõnevõrra erinev, kuid et mõned
kohakäänetega struktuurid sarnanevad oma kasutuse poolest rohkem kanoonilise
struktuuriga kui teised.

8.3.1 Meetod

UK1 ja UK2 puhul kasutati sama andmestikku, mis koosnes 104 obliikvastruk
tuuriga tegusõnast ja 128 kanoonilise struktuuriga tegusõnast, ning hulgast iga
tegusõna kohta kodeeritud tunnustest. UK1 puhul oli relevantne tegusõnade sei
sundlikkus. Kirjanduse põhjal võib seisundlikkuse mõistet pidada transitiivsusega
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analoogseks, sest mõlemad väljendavad skaalat, mille ühes otsas on mõjutavad ja
mõjutatud argumendid, teises aga passiivsed argumendid, kus tegusõna väljendab
pigem suhet või omadust, mitte aga tegevust. Erinevalt transitiivsusest, midamõõ
detakse arvukate faktorite põhjal, võimaldab ühtsem ja selgem seisundlikkus te
gusõnade leksikaalsest tähendusest esialgu selgemat pilti näha.

Töös kodeeriti iga verbi seisundlikkus kolmetasandilise süsteemi järgi, kus te
gusõnad jaotati Kseisunditeks, Dseisunditeks ja mitteseisunditeks (Maienborn,
2008, 2019; Rothmayr, 2009). Kseisundid on omadused, mitte sündmused (sõl
tuma, seisnema, omama). Dseisundid on sündmused, mille osalised ei liigu ning
mis ei ole ajaliselt piiritletud (istuma, ootama). Kõik muud verbid kirjeldavad
mitteseisundeid (parandama). Kseisundid määrati nelja muutuja alusel, millest
üks hõlmas vastuvõetavushinnangute katset, kus osales 43 inimest. Teised muutu
jad väljendasid tegusõnade semantilist tüüpi (kogejaverbid, mõõtmisverbid, oma
dusverbid, muud verbid), dünaamilisust (kas midagi peab tegusõna kirjeldatud
sündmuses liikuma?) ja leksikaalset aspekti (kas tegusõna kirjeldatud sündmu
sel peab olema loomulik lõpppunkt, vrd nt purustama ja omama). Tegusõnade
hulgas, mis ei saanud Kseisundi staatust, määrati Dseisundid (mittedünaamilisi
lõpppunktita sündmusi kirjeldavad tegusõnad) ja mitteseisundid (kõik muu).

UK2 puhul kodeeriti samas tegusõnade valimis iga tegusõna semantilised rol
lid. Need on kasulikud, keeleteaduses laialt kasutatud mõisted, mis väljendavad
erinevate lauseliikmete semantikat ühtses ja argumenditasandist täpsemas süstee
mis. Tegusõna võib kodeerida Kogejat (mulle meeldib), Agenti (mina lahkusin),
Saajat (andsin emale), Sihti (investeerisin firmasse), Allikat (distantseerusin te
mast), aga ka sündmuse/seisundi osalist ehk Teemat, mis on semantiliselt “plee
kinud” ehk vaesunud (reageerisin ohule), jne. Semantiliste rollide abil võrreldi
koharollide (Siht, Allikas, Koht) ja pleekinud rollide (Teema, Patsient) esinemist
kahe erineva struktuuriga esinevate tegusõnade hulgas.

Tegusõnade valim, mille põhjal käesolevas töös hinnati seisunditüüpe ja se
mantilisi rolle, pärineb Tasakaalukorpusest (15 mln sõna). Obliikvastruktuuri ka
sutavate tegusõnade leidmiseks kaardistati iga tegusõna (mis oli sagedasem kui
üks esinemine miljoni sõna kohta) ja iga kohakäände koosesinemissageduse ühes
osalauses. Üle 7000 tegusõnalemma kohta saadi nii kuus erinevat määra. Välja
võeti tegusõnad, mis esinesid ühe kohakäändega samas osalauses rohkem kui 50%
oma juhtudest (n = 200). Tegusõnade sobivus kinnitati 10 000 lause käsitsi läbi
vaatamisel ja puhastamisel (täpsemalt kirjeldatud peatükis 4.1). Analoogselt saadi
ka kanoonilistes struktuurides esinevate tegusõnade andmestik. Pärast erinevaid
puhastusprotseduure jäi andmestikku 104 obliikvastruktuuris esinevat tegusõna ja
128 kanoonilises struktuuris esinevat tegusõna.

UK3 uuriti osalauseandmestiku põhjal, mis sisaldab neid 232 ülalkirjeldatud
tegusõna. Obliikvastruktuure esindavad 4501 osalauset ning kanoonilisi tegusõ
nu esindavad 5364 osalauset. Mõlemad on tasakaalus valimid, kus iga tegusõ
na esineb umbes 50 osalauses. Hulk tunnuseid kodeeriti automaatselt (tegusõna
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aeg, eitus, tegusõna ja argumendi järjekord lauses, argumendi arv, kas argument
on pronoomen või ei, osalause register (ajakirjandus, ilukirjandus, teadus). Tea
tud tunnused kodeeriti neis 9865 lauses aga käsitsi: argumendi elusus (inimene,
muu elus, abstraktne eluta ja konkreetne eluta), argumendifraasi pikkus, kaugus
tegusõnast, fraasi keskse nimisõna kaugus verbist ja käände esinemise proport
sioon argumendifraasi sõnades. Kõik andmed on vabalt kasutamiseks kättesaada
vad (Aigro, 2022b).

8.3.2 Tulemused

UK1 puhul leidis kinnitust hüpotees, et kohakäänetega markeeritud argumendi
struktuurides esinevad tegusõnad väljendavad palju sagedamini seisundlikkust kui
kanoonilise struktuuriga tegusõnad. Obliikvaverbide hulgas on palju sagedami
ni Kseisundeid (ehk omadusi väljendavaid tegusõnu) kui kanooniliste verbide
hulgas. Isegi need tegusõnad, mis ei kvalifitseerunud Kseisundiks, väljendasid
märkimisväärselt tihedamini vähemdünaamilisi sündmusi kui kanoonilise struk
tuuriga tegusõnad, mis väljendasid võrdlemisi sageli dünaamilisi sündmusi. Sa
mas väljaspool Kseisundeid need grupid leksikaalse aspekti poolest ei erinenud.
See tähendab, et kui keelde saabub uus tegusõna, siis omaduslikkus ja mittedünaa
milisus tõstavad oluliselt tõenäosust, et seda hakatakse kasutama obliikvastruk
tuuriga.

UK2 puhul leidis samuti kinnitust hüpotees, et on olemas suur grupp tegu
sõnu, mis valivad kohakäändes argumendi, kuid ei väljenda mingil määral koha
semantikat. Obliikvastruktuuriga tegusõnade hulgas leidus küll neid, mis hõlma
sid kohasemantikat (osutas probleemile), kuid sellised tegusõnad olid siinses and
mestikus vähemuses. Enamik kummagi grupi tegusõnadest valis käände täielikult
semantiliselt pleekinud kujul, kus selgeid tähendusgruppe pole võimalik tuvasta
da ja kus kääne märgib ainult argumendisuhet tegusõna ja nimisõna vahel. Seega
ei saa pidada obliikvakäände algse tähenduse olemasolu läbivaks tendentsiks ob
liikvastruktuuride puhul, nagu seda teeb (Blake, 2001). Samuti selgus, et teistest
sagedamini märgivad pleekinud rolle sellised tegusõnad, mis esinevad seestütleva
käände (elatiivi) struktuuris. Enim erinevaid rolle märgib aga alaleütleva käände
(allatiivi) struktuur.

UK3 puhul leiti, et obliikvastruktuurides esinevad tegusõnad on palju sageda
mini kasutusel inimesi väljendavate argumentidega kui kanoonilise struktuuriga
tegusõnad.37 Sellest tulenevad ka mitmed teised erinevused (nt obliikvaargumen
did on sagedamini ainsuses ja sõnade arvult lühemad). Lisaks leiti, et kõigi fakto
rite lõikes sarnanes elatiivi käände struktuur enim kanoonilise struktuuriga.

37 Ka pärast seda, kui andmestikust eemaldati sageli inimestele viitavate Saaja ja Kogeja argu
mentidega tegusõnad (nt meeldima), jäi obliikvategusõnadega osalausete gruppi oluliselt rohkem
inimestele viitavaid argumente kui kanoonilise struktuuriga osalausete gruppi. Efekt pärineb tegu
sõnadest nagu näiteks andestama, hoolima, alluma, jms, mis võimaldab postuleerida, et obliikva
struktuurid on rohkem kasutusel selleks, et rääkida inimtegevustest ja inimsuhetest.
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8.4 Käänded argumendistruktuurides

Teine osa (peatükk 5) keskendub eesti keele kohakäänete grammatiseerumista
semele. Töö uuris, kuidas kohakäänded erinevad oma grammatiseerumistaseme
te poolest ning kuidas need erinevused mõjutavad kohakäändeid sisaldavate ar
gumendistruktuuride kasutamist. Et ajalooliste keelematerjalide piiratud hulk ei
võimalda uurida enamiku eesti keele käänete grammatiseerumist, siis diakroo
nilise lähenemise asemel kaardistab doktoritöö käänete grammatiseerumistase
meid sünkrooniliste muutujate abil. Täpsemalt hinnati seda kolme muutuja alu
sel: funktsionaalne profiil, leksikaalne variatiivsus ning süntaktiline produktiiv
sus. Seega keskendub peatükk kolmele uurimisküsimusele (UK):

UK4: Kuidas erinevad üksteisest kohakäänete funktsionaalsed profiilid, milli
sed kohakäänded on keelekasutuses kõige multifunktsionaalsemad, milli
sed kõige sagedamini pleekinud?

UK5: Millistel kohakäänetel on kõige suurem leksikaalne variatiivsus (distribut
sioon)?

UK6: Milliste kohakäänete argumendistruktuurid on kõige produktiivsemad?

UK4 puhul kirjeldab käände funktsionaalne profiil seda, millistes funktsiooni
des ja kui sageli kääne mingis funktsioonis esineb. Erelt jt. (2007) toovad väl
ja erinevad kohakäänete funktsioonid (KOHT, AEG, PÕHJUS, jne), kuid empiiriliste
korpusandmeteta jääb hägusaks, millised neist on sagedased ja millised harvad
funktsioonid. Funktsioonide esinemissagedused on aga grammatiseerumise kon
tekstis väga kõnekad. Sisuliselt kirjeldab grammatiseerumine ajapikku toimuvat
funktsionaalset muutust, kus mingi element muutub grammatilisemaks. Gramma
tiseerumine sisaldab mitut eeldatavat muutust, sh semantilise sisu kadumine ehk
pleekimine, fonoloogiline lühenemine ning süntaktiliste piirangute kasv (Heine
jt. 1991). Käänded läbivad aegajalt seda tüüpi muutusi ja semantilistest kääne
test võivad seeläbi saada grammatilised käänded, nagu on näiteks juhtunud eesti
keele osastava käändega (?Larjavaara, 1991).

Sünkrooniline funktsioonide profiil võimaldab hinnata semantiliste käänete
kaugust sellel teekonnal. Mida grammatilisemaks muutuvad kohakäänded, seda
väiksemal määral märgivad nad kohafunktsiooni ning rohkem märgivad nad me
tafoorselt veel kohatähendusega seotud, aga sellegipoolest uut tüüpi funktsioone
(AEG, SAAJA). Edasi grammatiseerudes lahustub aga käändeliite tähendus veelgi
enam ning see hakkab märkima semantiliselt täielikult pleekinud funktsioone (nt
TEEMA). Seega on oluline välja selgitada, millisel määral käänded juba praegu neid
eri tüüpe funktsioone märgivad, sest see võimaldab hinnata kohakäänete seotuse
määra argumendistruktuuridega ja seletada teisi nähtusi, mis struktuuride puhul
ilmnenud on (peatükk 4).
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UK5 puhul kirjeldab leksikaalne variatiivsus seda, kui paljude erinevate sõna
dega käänet reaalselt kasutatakse. Kuigi erinevalt tuletusliidetest saab kääne eel
duspäraselt esineda kõigi nimisõnadega, siis tegelikkuses sobivad mõned käänded
teatud tüüpi sõnadega paremini kui teistega (Karlsson, 1986; Aristar, 1997). Oma
algses tähenduses liituvad kohakäänded pigem elutuid konkreetseid referente väl
jendavate sõnadega (laud, maja). Kui käände funktsionaalsus laieneb ja käände
tähendust tunnetatakse üldistatumalt, siis võivad need käänded esineda ka enda
jaoks ebatavaliste sõnadega, näiteks inimestele viitavate sõnadega (ema). Sel ju
hul ei tõlgendata fraasi enam aga kohafraasina (emale ei võrdu ema pealae pea
le), vaid pigem järeldatakse, et tegu on keerulisema ja abstraktsema suhtega. See
laiendab käände üldist tähendust ja ühtlasi nende lekseemide variatiivsust, millega
kääne esineb (Aristar, 1997). Selle protsessi käigus kääne grammatiseerub. Järe
likult saab erinevaid variatiivsusmõõdikuid kasutada selleks, et hinnata käänete
suhtelisi grammatiseerumistasemeid.

UK6 puhul viitab argumendistruktuuri süntaktiline produktiivsus sellele, kui
“saadaval” on see struktuur uute tegusõnade jaoks. Produktiivsuse mõistet kasu
tatakse sageli erinevate tuletusliidete “võimekuse” ehk uutele lekseemidele saa
davaloleku hindamisel. Süntaksis võib seda aga kasutada terve struktuuri puhul
(Barðdal, 2008). Mida rohkem erinevaid tegusõnu ühe struktuuriga esineb, se
da produktiivsem see struktuur on ja seda tõenäolisemalt kasutatakse seda uute
tegusõnadega, mis keelde näiteks laenamise teel tulevad. Struktuuri kõrgem pro
duktiivsus viitab aga struktuuri käände kõrgemale grammatiseerumistasemele.

Eesti keele puhul on põhjust püstitada hüpotees, et seestütlev kääne ehk elatiiv
(Nurka, 2014; Viht ja Habicht, 2019), alaleütlev kääne ehk allatiiv ja alalütlev kää
ne ehk adessiiv (Matsumura, 1994; Lindström ja Vihman, 2017) tõusevad nende
kolme parameetri järgi esile kui kõige grammatiseerunumad käänded.

8.4.1 Meetod

Esimese uuringu jaoksmäärati käändefunktsioonid Tasakaalukorpusest võetud ju
huvalimi põhjal. Valim sisaldab 200 lauset iga kohakäände kohta (kokku 1200
lauset) (Aigro, 2022b).

Leksikaalset variatiivsust hinnati kahe produktiivsusmõõdiku alusel – reaalne
ja potentsiaalne variatiivsus. Reaalne variatiivsus kvantifitseerib erinevate käänd
sõnade hulga, millega käändeliidet võib leida. See mõõdab käände variatiivsust
n.öminevikus, sest seemõõdik hindab käände kasutamist tänaseni (või selle punk
tini, mida keeleandmed kirjeldavad).

Potentsiaalne variatiivsus aga kvantifitseerib selliste noomenite hulga, mis
esinevad korpuses selles käändes vaid ühe korra (st nad on hapax legomena või
hapaksid) (Baayen ja Lieber, 1991; Baayen, 1993; Baayen ja Renouf, 1996). See
tähendab, et mõõdik hindab uute kontekstide hulka, milles käände kasutus on het
kel harv, kuid võib tulevikus sageneda. Mõõdik hindab seega käände kasutuse
tulevikusuundi.
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Süntaktilist produktiivsust hinnati juhuslikus tegusõnalemmade valimis. Ta
sakaalukorpusest võeti välja tegusõnad, mis esinesid rohkem kui ühe korra miljoni
sõna kohta (n = 3043). Neist võeti omakorda 1000 verbilemmaga juhuvalim. Sel
les valimis kodeeriti käsitsi iga tegusõna argumentide arv ja nende käänded, ehk
siis verbi argumendistruktuur (Aigro, 2022b).

8.4.2 Tulemused

UK4 sai vastuseks, et elatiiv ja allatiiv ilmuvad kohatähenduses oluliselt harvem ja
pleekinud tähenduses oluliselt sagedamini kui teised kohakäänded. Umbes pool
tel oma esinemisjuhtudest puudub neil käänetel igasugune kohasemantika. Siia
alla loeti aga ka semantiliselt ühtne elatiivi funktsioon, kus elatiiv tähistab mille
gi teemat (lugesin roomlastest). Täielikult pleekinud funktsioonis esineb elatiiv
kolmandikul oma juhtudest ja allatiiv pisut vähem kui pooltel oma juhtudest. Sel
juhul märgivad need käänded vaid süntaktilist sidet tegusõna ja noomeni vahel.
Lisaks leiti, et elatiiv on kasutusel palju suurema hulga erinevate funktsioonidega
(n = 10) kui teised käänded (5–8). Funktsionaalsete profiilide järgi on elatiiv ja
allatiiv grammatiseerumise poolest pigem semantiliste ja grammatiliste käänete
vahel, mitte aga pelgalt kohakäänded.

UK5 sai vastuseks, et elatiiv ja allatiiv on leksikaalselt oluliselt variatiivsemad
kui teised kohakäänded. Elatiiv ületab selles plaanis isegi partitiivi, mis on eesti
keeles kõige sagedasem objektikääne ning mille kõrge grammatiseerumisastme
järgi võiks eeldada, et kehtib vastupidine olukord.

UK6 puhul leiti aga, et eesti keeles on kasutusel vähemalt 18 erinevat argu
mendistruktuuri, millest kaks (kanoonilist) esinevad 88%ga verbidest. Üks neist
kodeerib ühe (nimetavas käändes) osalise ja teine kaks osalist (üks nimetavas
või osastavas, teine omastavas, nimetavas või osastavas, sealjuures ei eristatud
siin uurimuses partitiivitegusõnu sihitise käände eristavat vaheldumist lubavatest
tegusõnadest). See tähendab, et 12% eesti verbidest on kasutusel obliikvastruk
tuuriga. Kolm kõige produktiivsemat obliikvastruktuuri kodeerivad komitatiivi,
elatiivi ja allatiivi.

Kokkuvõttes leidis töö, et elatiiv ja allatiiv on kõige grammatiseerunumad
käänded. Seda võib järeldada asjaolust, et kõigi kolme siin peatükis uuritud muu
tuja lõikes tõusid esile just need kaks käänet. Samuti leiti eelmise peatüki (peatükk
4) tegusõna leksikaalse semantika uuringutes, et need kaks käänet ilmuvad argu
mendistruktuuris kõige sagedamini ilma kohale viitava tähenduseta, mis on tõe
näoliselt grammatiseerumise tulemus. Antud tulemus selgitab ka 4. peatüki tegu
sõnade kasutusmustrite uuringu tulemusi, kus leiti, et elatiivi kasutava argumen
distruktuuriga tegusõnade kasutus on kõige sarnasem kanoonilise struktuuriga te
gusõnade kasutusega.
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8.5 Argumendistaatus argumendistruktuurides

Käesoleva väitekirja kolmas suur uurimisteema on argumendistaatuse olemus.
Üldise arusaama järgi on argumendistaatus binaarne. See tähendab, et miski kas
on või ei ole tegusõna argument. Näiteks lauses vaatasime emaga filmi on fil
mi tegusõna argument ja emaga ei ole. Lisaks ei loeta traditsioonilises käsitluses
kohakäändes esinevat argumenti päris sama tüüpi argumendiks kui näiteks osas
tavas käändes kanoonilist sihitist. Näiteks lausetes kaardistab asjaolu ja seisneb
asjaolus on sõna asjaolu (süntaktiline) argument ainult esimeses lauses, kuid tei
ses võib seda vaid pidada semantiliseks argumendiks, sj need kaks kategooriat
arvatakse kodeerivat erinevat tüüpi või erineval määral argumendistaatust (Erelt,
2004; Veismann jt. 2017).

Seda eristust põhjendatakse sageli erinevate nähtustega, mille poolest kanoo
niline struktuur obliikvastruktuuridest erineb. Esiteks esinevad kanoonilises struk
tuuris palju grammatilisemad käänded (nimetav, osastav, omastav), mis moodus
tavad ühtse variatsioonisüsteemi ehk sihitise käänet eristava markeerimissüsteemi
(sööb leiba, sõi leiva, söö leib!) (Klaas, 1988). Teiseks on kanooniline struktuur
hõlmatud mitmetesse süntaktilistesse protsessidesse, millega obliikvastruktuurid
seotud ei ole, seahulgas näiteks verbi ühildumine subjektiga arvus, objekti muu
tumine nimetavakäändeliseks aluseks passiivses konstruktsioonis, ja omastava
käändeline alus nominaliseeritud tegusõna puhul (Erelt, 1989, 2003, 2004). Nii
siis ennustab see lähenemine, et kanoonilises struktuuris on argumendiside kas
tugevam või hoopis teist laadi kui obliikvastruktuuris ja see lähenemine esindab
ka eesti keeleteaduse peavooluvaadet.

Alternatiivne vaade püstitab aga hüpoteesi, mille järgi on nii kanoonilises kui
ka obliikvastruktuuris samalaadne ja sama tugev argumendiside (Nichols, 1983;
Kure, 1959). Erinevused süntaktilises käitumises (see, et obliikvastruktuurid ja
kanooniline struktuur pole hõlmatud samadesse protsessidesse) on sel juhul se
letatavad sellega, et argumendistruktuurid erinevad produktiivsuse poolest (nagu
demonstreeriti 5. peatüki viimases uuringus). Kui üks struktuur on keeles pal
ju prominentsem, siis võibki eeldada, et seda on võimalik kasutada erinevamate
verbidega kui vähem kasutatud struktuure, ning et kõige sagedamini kasutatava
struktuurina on see ka suuremal määral integreeritud süntaktilistesse protsessi
desse. Selle vaate järgi ei illustreeri süntaktiline asümmeetria struktuuride vahel
mitte erinevat tüüpi või erineva tugevusega argumendisidet, vaid see on hoopis
erinevate produktiivsustasemete tulemus.

Selle vaate järgi on argumendistruktuur laias laastus samalaadne lingvistiline
tööriist nagu näiteks tuletusliited. Erinevad produktiivsusastmed on derivatsioo
nilises morfoloogias igapäevane nähtus. Näiteks tekib pea kõikides inimkeeltes
vajadus väljendada viisimäärusi ja sageli on selle jaoks grammatiseerunud käe
pärased vahendid ehk erinevad viisimäärusliited. Eesti keeles on näiteks olemas
kaks liidet, mida saab erinevat tüüpi sõnadele liita, et selliseid määrusi tuleta
da: äärmiselt produktiivne ltliide (aeglaselt) ja palju vähem produktiivne stiliide
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(kiiresti). Esimene on 14 korda produktiivsem kui teine (Kasik, 2015, 393–395).
Keeleteadlased ei väidaks, et sti ei moodusta “tõelisi’’ viisimäärusi ja et kiires
ti on mingis mõttes teist laadi või nõrgem viisimäärus kui aeglaselt, hoolimata
sellest, et stiliidet pole võimalik kasutada nii paljudes erinevates kontekstides
kui ltliidet, ka on sti semantiliselt piiratum. Tegelikult mõistetakse, et mõlemad
liited moodustavad sama tüüpi elemente (viisimäärusi), kuid teevad seda erineva
võimsusega. Seda võimsust onmeil võimalikmõõta ja kvantifitseerida produktiiv
susmõõdikute alusel. Samuti on võimalik uurida, kuidas ja millistes valdkondades
produktiivsusefektid keeles avalduvad. Nagu siin töös aga läbivalt seletatud, siis
väiksem produktiivsus toobki automaatselt kaasa erinevad leksikaalsed ja süntak
tilised piirangud.

Neid kaht vaadet, millest üks näeb kanoonilisi argumente obliikvaargumenti
dest erinevana ja teine näeb neid samaväärsena, on võimalik katseliste vahendi
tega testida. Nagu illustreerivad arvukad katsetel põhinevad uuringud (Clifton jt.
1991; Schütze ja Gibson, 1999; Koenig jt. 2003; Conklik, 2004; Grodner, 2005),
siis argumendiseost on võimalik hinnata ka muude tunnuste abil kui verbide se
mantika, valitud käänded või morfosüntaks. Et tarvis on omavahel võrrelda suh
teliselt erinevaid struktuure, mida oleks keeruline reaalajas protsessimist uuriva
(online) eksperimendi jaoks vajalikul hulgal identses kontekstis esitada, siis ka
sutab käesolev väitekiri offline eksperimentaalset meetodit ehk argumendihinnan
guid. Selliste meetodite abil on näiteks näidatud, et mõnede tegusõnade puhul on
Instrumendid tugevamad argumendid kui teiste puhul (Koenig jt. 2003; Rissman
jt. 2015), aga ka et teatud tüüpi asukohad võivad olla poolargumendid (Koenig jt.
2003).

Teine eesmärk käesoleva peatüki eksperimendil on näidata argumendistaatu
se gradientsust. Selle jaoks hõlmab katse mitmeid eri tüüpi kohakäändes elemen
te ning püüab näidata süsteemseid erinevusi selles, kuivõrd peetakse neid lause
osalisteks. Ennustame, et mõnda tüüpi elemente võibki pidada poolargumenti
deks. Meetodist, uurimisküsimustest ja hüpoteesidest on juttu järgmises alapea
tükis.

8.5.1 Meetod ja küsimused

Eksperiment, millega hüpoteesi testiti, hõlmas seda, et katseosalised andsid hin
nanguid sellele, kas nende meelest oli ekraanil ilmuvas lauses oleva fraasi näol
tegu tegusõna kirjeldatud sündmuse või seisundi osalisega või mitte. Kuigi katse
juhised palusid hinnata, kas fraasid on “argumendid”, siis argumentsus oli juhistes
täielikult defineeritud läbi osalemise kontseptsiooni.

Tartu Ülikooli foneetikalaboris toimunud katses osales 42 inimest. Enne katse
algust said nad juhised, olid analoogsed Rissman jt. (2015) juhistega. Argumente
tutvustati neljast küljest: 1) argumendid kirjeldavad osalisi, ilma milleta ei saaks
tegusõna kirjeldatud sündmus/seisund toimuda, 2) argumendid võivad ilmuda te
gusõnaga samas lauses, kuid neid võib ka välja jätta, 3) mõned tegusõnad võtavad
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ainult ühe argumendi, mõned aga kaks või kolm, 4) viisimäärused või põhjust väl
jendavad fraasid pole tegusõna jooksma argumendid, aga see ei tähenda, et nad
pole kunagi ühegi tegusõna argumendid.

Iga inimene nägi 176 eksperimentaallauset ja 90 täitelauset. Eksperimentaal
lausetes ilmus nelja tüüpi tegusõnu: 1) kohatähenduseta obliikvategusõnad (al
luma, hoolima), 2) abstraktse kohatähendusega obliikvategusõnad (osutama, dis
tantseeruma), 3) tegusõnad, mis ilmuvad koos sellise asukohafraasiga, mis väl
jendab ühe osalise suunda, ja 4) tegusõnad, mis ilmuvad koos sellise asukohaf
raasiga, mis ei väljenda ühe osalise suunda. Viimased kaks tegusõnatüüpi ilmuvad
asukohafraasidega, mis kirjeldavad kahest osalisest vaid üht. Ühe osalise suunaga
asukohad on näiteks fraasides riputab seinale ja trükib paberile, kus asukoht ei
kirjelda tegusõna alust (trükkija ise ei asu paberil) ja sellel on suunasemantika.
Ühe osalise suunata asukohad on näiteks fraasides peseb kausis ja keedab potis,
kus asukohad kirjeldavad samuti vaid sihitist, aga suunaelement puudub. Täite
lausetes esinesid kanooniliste sihitistega tegusõnad ja nende mõte oli mitmekesis
tada üldist lausegruppi ja ka moodustada kontrollgrupp, sest sihitise argumendiks
valimise määr peaks olema võrdlemisi kõrge. Uurimisküsimusi oli kaks:

UK7:Kas abstraktne kohatähendus viitabmõnede obliikvategusõnade puhul nõr
gemale argumendistaatusele?

UK8: Kas kohatähenduse olemasolu viitab mõnedes asukohafraasides tugeva
male argumendistaatusele?

Eeldati, et kohatähenduseta obliikvaargumendid on sama tugevad argumendid
(ehk valitud argumendiks sama hulga katses osalejate poolt) kui kanoonilised si
hitised. Ennustati aga, et metafoorne kohatähendus teises tegusõnagrupis alandab
nende argumendiks valimise määra (UK7). Eeldatakse ka, et suunasemantika ole
masolu ühes asukohagrupis mõjutab nende argumendistaatuse tugevust ja et neid
valitakse sagedamini kui suunasemantikata asukohti (UK8).

8.5.2 Tulemused

Esiteks kinnitas katse, et argumendiskaala äärmustes on samalaadsed elemendid
kui lingvistiline traditsioon võiks eeldada, ehk kanoonilised sihitised ja kanooni
lised adverbiaalid (ajafraasid, viisimäärused, jms). Teiseks näitas katse, et koha
tähenduseta obliikvaargumente valiti argumendiks sama sagedalt kui kanoonilisi
sihitisi, ehk umbes 90 protsendil juhtudest.

Esimene hüpotees ei leidnud aga kinnitust. Ennustati, et abstraktse kohatä
hendusega obliikvaargumendid (osutab probleemile) on nõrgemad argumendid
kui kohatähenduseta obliikvaargumendid (sõltub ilmast). See ei osutunud tõeks,
mõlemad valiti argumendiks umbes sama sagedalt (90% juhtudest), ehk sama sa
gedalt kui sihitised (90%). See on üllatav tulemus, sest see viitab, et abstraktne
kohatähendus ei ole rääkija jaoks kuigi erinev täiesti pleekinud tähendusest.
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Nagu uuringust selgus, siis on konkreetne kohatähendus obliikvaargumenti
dest väga erinev. Mõlemad konkreetse kohatähendusega grupid (suunaga osaleja
asukohad ja suunata osaleja asukohad) hinnati argumendiks harvem kui obliik
vaargumendid. Samuti leidis kinnitust teine hüpotees – suunasemantika olemas
olu viis tugevama argumendistaatuseni. See tähendab, et suunaga asukohti (pei
dab taskusse) hinnati argumendiks rohkemate osalejate poolt (64%) kui suuna
ta asukohti (keedab potis, 39%). Kõik muud uuringus esinenud adverbiaalitüübid
hinnati valdavalt mitteargumentideks, enamjaolt valis neid argumendiks vaid paar
protsenti osalejatest.

See uuring lisandub olemasolevatele uuringutele (Koenig jt. 2003; Rissman jt.
2015), mis annavad põhjust mõelda argumendistaatusest kui loomu poolest gra
dientsest nähtusest.

8.6 Kokkuvõte

Väitekiri seadis kolm suurt eesmärki, mille raames esitati kaheksa uurimisküsi
must. Kaheksale uurimisküsimusele vastati seitsme erineva uuringuga, millest
viis on korpusuuringud, üks on eksperiment ja üks sisaldab nii korpusmaterjali
kui eksperimenti. Korpusuuringute aluseks on omakorda viis erinevat korpusand
mestikku. Käesoleva töö andmestikud on vabalt kasutamiseks saadaval (Aigro,
2022b,a).

Doktoritöö esimene eesmärk oli uurida, kuidas oblikvategusõnad ja kanoo
nilise struktuuriga tegusõnad leksikaalse semantika ja kasutuse poolest erinevad.
Selle raames vastati kolmele uurimisküsimusele, millest selgusid järgnevad as
jaolud:

• tegusõna saab tõenäolisemalt kohakäändega argumendistruktuuri siis, kui
tegusõna väljendab äärmiselt staatilist seisundit (omadust), või kui see väl
jendab mittedünaamilisi sündmusi;

• hulk tegusõnu ilmub kohakäänetega struktuuridega, kuid ei väljenda koha
semantikat – elatiivi struktuuriga on see kõige prominentsem;

• obliikvastruktuuris esinevate tegusõnade argumentide hulgas on suurem hulk
inimesi tähistavaid sõnu kui kanooniliste struktuuridega esinevate tegusõ
nade argumentide hulgas, ja elatiiviga struktuuri kasutus sarnaneb enim ka
noonilise struktuuri kasutusele.

Teine eesmärk oli ühendada kohakäänete individuaalne diakrooniline perspektiiv
nende esinemisega argumendistruktuuride süsteemis. Selle raames vastati kolme
le uurimisküsimusele ning jõuti järgmistele järeldustele:

• elatiivi ja allatiivi funktsionaalsed profiilid sisaldavad kõrgeimatmäära plee
kinud funktsioone, aga ka kohatähenduseta funktsioone, ning elatiivil on
kõigist kohakäänetest kõige laiem funktsionaalne profiil;
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• elatiivil ja allatiivil on kohakäänetest kõige suurem leksikaalne variatiivsus;

• elatiivi ja allatiivi struktuurid on teiste kohakäänete struktuuridest produk
tiivsemad.

Kolmas eesmärk oli uurida obliikvaargumentide argumendistaatust ning näidata
kohakäänete erinevate funktsioonide perspektiivis seda, millised elemendid pai
gutuvad argumendiskaala erinevatesse osadesse (st mis on tugevad argumendid,
mis pooltugevad argumendid ja mis ei ole argumendid). Nende punktide uuri
miseks püstitati kaks uurimisküsimust, millele vastamiseks korraldati eksperiment.
Selle käigus selgusid järgmised punktid:

• tulemuste põhjal võib argumendistaatust pidada loomu poolest gradientseks
nähtuseks;

• kohatähenduseta obliikvaargumendid on sama tugevad argumendid kui ka
noonilises käändes sihitised ning sama kehtib abstraktse kohatähendusega
obliikvaargumentide kohta;

• asukohta väljendavates fraasides tugevdab suunasemantika nende argumen
distaatust, kuid üldiselt on kõik füüsilist asukohta väljendavad fraasid nõr
gemad argumendid kui obliikvaargumendid;

• erinevad muud määrused, nt aega, põhjust, sündmuse asukohta kirjeldavad
fraasid, on mitteargumendid.

Kokkuvõttes esitab töö ülevaatliku pildi sellest, kuidas rikkalikust käändesüstee
mist võib tekkida rikkalik argumendistruktuuride süsteem. Töö käib üksipulgi lä
bi käänete teekonna kohatähenduse dimensioonis, kus kohakäänded on erineval
määral saanud endale grammatilisi funktsioone. Töö näitab, millistele tasemete
le on erinevad käänded jõudnud ja millised faasid on selle jaoks tulnud läbida.
Töö tulemused on ka mitmel viisil kõnekad grammatiseerumisraamistikele. Ühelt
poolt pakub see välja viisi käändegrammatiseerumise operatsionaliseerimiseks
sünkroonilistes keeleandmetes, teiselt poolt aga kirjeldab käänete grammatiseeru
mist sarnaselt Nicholsi ja Timberlake’i (1991) uuringule. Nimelt ei pruugi kään
ded läbida teleoloogilist muutust grammatilise seisuse suunas, vaid tegelikult on
tegu käändefunktsioonide laienemisega. See tähendab, et eesti keeles eksistee
rivad multifunktsionaalsed käänded, mis ei ole loobunud kohafunktsioonist, kui
nad grammatilisi funktsioone juurde on saanud. Kuigi grammatikad tavatsevad
käändeid lahterdada grammatilisteks ja semantilisteks, siis elatiivi ja allatiivi näol
on tegu segakäänetega. Tulevaste uurimuste perspektiivis tähendab see, et enne
käändejaotuse eeldamist peaks uuringud küsima küsimuse, kas vaadeldavas kee
les on käänded monofunktsionaalsed või multifunktsionaalsed. Selle pakkus tü
poloogiliseks tunnuseks välja juba Nichols (1983, 1984).
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Samuti vaatab töö detailselt seda grammatilist faasi, kuhu mõned käänded on
jõudnud vähemal määral ja teised rohkemal määral. Töö näitab kohakäändestruk
tuuride üldist piiratust tegusõnade leksikaalse semantika osas ning näitab kvan
titatiivsete andmete toel elususe rolli kohakäänete grammatiseerumisel. Aristar
(1997) kirjeldas kohakäände kombineerumist inimesi tähistavate sõnadega kui
indikatsiooni, et kääne grammatiseerub. Käesolev töö näitas, et obliikvastruktuu
rides tegusõnad on tõenäolisemad esinema inimesi väljendavate argumentidega,
isegi kui jätta välja Saaja ja Kogeja argumente kodeerivad tegusõnad. Seega võib
arvata, et vähealt osaliselt juhib sama tendents grammatiseerumisprotsessi ka eesti
keeles.

Tööst kerkib ka perspektiiv, milles erinevad argumendistruktuurid on sama
väärsed morfosüntaktilised tööriistad, mis võimaldavad rääkijatel kasutada tegu
sõnu ökonoomsel moel. Suure hulga tegusõnade jaoks on olemas vaid loetud hulk
argumendistruktuure ning need struktuurid varieeruvad oma produktiivsuse poo
lest. Produktiivsuserinevuste üheks tagajärjeks on süntaktiline asümmeetria struk
tuuride vahel – mõned struktuurid on seotud teiste süntaktiliste protsessidega (nt
passiviseerumine), teised aga pole. Kõik struktuurid, sh kanoonilised ja obliikva
struktuurid, väljendavad aga sisuliselt sama tüüpi argumendisuhet.
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